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NOTE ON RIGVEDA 1. 48 (Hymn to the Dawn), 15. 

THE second half of this verse runs as follows: 

Pré no yachatad avrkam prtht chardth pré devi gématir ¢shah; 

“Do thou proffer to us a wolfless wide shelter, do thou, O 
goddess, proffer to us — —.” 

The last two words, gématir tshah, are generally explained as an 
instance of metonymy, which is common in the Rigveda: 
‘drinks having cows, 1.e. ‘drinks having milk, milky drinks.’ 
This is perhaps the meaning which Delbriick assigns to the 
words under discussion, for in the Index to his Vedische Chres- 

tomathie (1874) he translates the adj. gomant in this passage 

by ‘kuhreich’ (p. 68), and tsh by ‘Saft, Trank, Labung’ (p. 57), 

so that his translation would be ‘kuhreiche Trénke’ by which he 
presumably means ‘ milky drinks.’ If this translation is correct, 

we may compare the similar metonymy in Hymn Il. 42 (276), 
1 and 7:—1, Upa nah sutém @ gahi sémam indra gdévagiram 
“O Indra, do thou come to our pressed soma-juice, mixed with 

milk (lit. ‘mixed with cows’),” and 7, Im4m indra gdvagiram 
yavagiram ca nah piba “O Indra, do thou drink this our milk- 
(lit. cow-) mixture and our barley-mixture.” 

That ish often has the meaning ‘ Trank, Labetrunk, Nah- 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxy. 1 
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rungssaft, insbesondere Milchtrank’ (the first meaning given to 
it by Grassmann, Worterb. zum RY. 1873) will be denied by 
none; but this is not the only meaning. The fifth and sixth 

meanings given by Grassmann are ‘Kraft’ and ‘ vielleicht Beute 
[vgl. vaja]. Cf. Fick, Vergl. Worterb. der Idg. Sprachen, 1* p. 
176, who gives ‘Saft und Kraft, Fiille, Gedethen. And it seems 

that in the meanings ‘Kraft, Fiille, Gedeihen, we have the key 
to the explanation of gématir tshah in the passage under 
discussion. 

The Idg. word *zs (Skr. ¢sh) is doubtless the first component 
of Skr. tsh-ird-s translated ‘ eilend, regsam, frisch’ by Brugmann, 

Grundr. 11. § 74, Greek Att. ‘epo-s translated by Brugmann (1. ¢.) 

‘regsam, frisch, kraftig, heilig’ (cf. the analysis of the words by 
Brugmann l.c., and Osthoff in Morph. Unters. Iv 151 and Zur 
Geschichte des Perfects p. 439). It seems thus that the primi- 
tive meaning of the Greek word is ‘ strong’ (cf. Leaf on Homer 
Iliad 1 366 and Fick op. cit. pp. 7, 176, 359). This meaning 

‘strong’ is probably still to be seen in Homer II. 1 366 ‘epry 
modw Heriwvos; [V 499 iepas kat’ ddwas]; XVI 407 iepov iyOdv; 
VIII 66 ‘epov juap and XI 194 Kvédas iepdv; X 56 hvdAdKov 
iepov TéXos, XXIV 681 fepods muAawpovs, and Od, xxiv 81 
’"Apyelwy iepos otpatés. (See the editions of Walter Leaf and 
D. B. Monro.) Thus then the fifth meaning ‘Kraft’ assigned 

to Skr. ¢sh by Grassmann must have been Idg. or at any rate 
as old as Graeco-Indian. 

May we not find the best explanation of gématir ¢shah in 
this meaning ‘ Kraft, or even in Grassmann’s sixth meaning 
‘ Beute [vgl. vaja]’ which is merely the outcome of the fifth 
meaning? Fick’s ‘Fiille, Gedeihen’ are moreover nearly synony- 
mous with ‘ Kraft. ‘Strength in cows’ or ‘wealth of cows’ was 
naturally an object of great importance among the pastoral 
people of the Rigveda; to quote one instance out of many: 
Rigveda vil 67 [Hymn to the Agvins (= 583)] 9, “ Verily may 

ye two be inexhaustible to the wealthy sacrificers, who with 

their wealth urge on liberality, who help on their friends with 

good hymns, pouring out abundantly wealth composed of cows 
and of horses.” And, indeed, twice already in our own hymn — 
(1 48, 2 and 12) the poet has sung of cows :— 
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Verse 2. “They (the Dawns) being rich in horses, rich in 
cows, often used to come (= have come) to shine.” 

Verse 12. “O Dawn, do thou there be pleased to place (i.e. 
give) among us wealth of cows and wealth of horses, 
give us wealth worthy to be praised, give us abundance 

of male children.” 

Does it not seem likely, and quite in keeping with Vedic 
poetry, that at the close of his hymn the bard repeats his prayer 

for ‘ strength in (i.e. wealth of) cows, as being that on which his 

social position most chiefly depended ? 

L. HORTON-SMITH. 



PLATO’S LATER THEORY OF IDEAS. 

THE following pages contain only a negative and partial 

criticism of the interpretation of Plato put forward by Dr 
Jackson under the above title in earlier volumes of this 

Journal. The same interpretation appears also, with certain 
modifications, in Mr Archer Hind’s editions of the Phaedo and 
Timaeus. My criticism is directed against one part of it only, 
though that a central and perhaps vital part: but I must 
endeavour in the first place to give briefly a general summary 

of the “later theory” as conceived by Dr Jackson’. I do so 
for the sake of clearness, and in order to recall the main 

points to those already familiar with them, rather than in the 
attempt to make a very intricate piece of argument intelligible 

to any readers to whom it is here presented for the first time. 

According to traditional opinion, the Theory of Ideas as 

stated in the Republic and the Phaedo is the clearest and most 
positive account of Plato’s philosophical convictions. Against 
this opinion Dr Jackson maintains that these dialogues repre- 
sent an immature phase of Plato’s thought, which was later 

subjected to unsparing criticism: and that he afterwards 
developed a new and elaborate dogmatic system, which is 
preserved in the six dialogues Theaetetus, Sophist, Politicus, 

Parmenides, Philebus and Timaeus, as well as in certain 

allusions in Aristotle. 

1 Dr Jackson’s six papers are con- Jackson’s article and the page of the 
tained in Volumes x, x1, xm, xt1vand Journal, while a number simply fol- 

xv of this Journal. Referencesin the lowing the name of a dialogue (Sophist 
following pages are made as follows: 250) refers to the marginal page of 
(on Sophist 205) always means Dr  Pilato’s works. 
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According to Dr Jackson, the “later theory of ideas,” while 
it retains the fundamental proposition— 

“ Besides sensibles there are eternal and immutable ex- 

istences called ideas,” 

rejects the two corollaries attached thereto in the earlier 

period :— 

(1) Wherever we find a plurality of particulars called by 
the same name, we assume a corresponding idea (Rep. 596 A). 

(2) A particular is what it is by reason of the presence 

(7apovoia) or immanence of the idea, or by its participation 
(ué6cEss) in the idea. 

For these two propositions the “later theory” substitutes 
’ the statement that the only true substantial ideas (avta nal? 

avra ¢i6n) are “natural types” of the infimae species of living 
things, and perhaps also of the four elements. These ideas are 

not present or immanent in particulars, and particulars do not 
participate in them. The only relation between ideas and 
particulars is that the former are types (7rapadelypata) which 

the latter imitate (udwnous). 
These ideas cannot be objects of human knowledge, though 

by the study of particulars we may approximate to knowledge 
of them. They are known only to universal or absolute mind. 

Besides these substantial ideas, however, Dr Jackson’s 

statement of the “later theory” admits also certain unsub- 

stantial ideas, as I shall call them (7) avra xa@? avta eidn), 
which are not under any obligation (as the ideas proper are) 

to be unities, but in which, it is stated, the particulars may 
still be said to participate. The nature of these unsubstantial 

ideas will form a main subject of the subsequent discussion. 
The theory above summarised raises many questions which 

I shall leave untouched.. In particular I am not concerned 
with the elaborate metaphysical development of it which is based 
chiefly on the Timaeus. The main point that I wish to raise 
is easily put in a single question. The earlier theory of ideas 

was devised, as Dr Jackson says, largely as an explanation of 
the problem of predication or judgment. Does the “later 
theory” afford a satisfactory substitute for the old explanation? 
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Let us start with the Theaetetus, a dialogue which gives 
trouble to all interpreters of Plato, and not least to the ad- 
vocates of the “later theory.” In a central passage (Theaet. 
156) Socrates expounds a theory of sensation based on the 
doctrine of universal flux in its most thoroughgoing form. This 

theory is attributed to certain persons not named, but described 
as “much more subtle!” (xouworepor) than certain other 
materialist Philistines. Who are these “more subtle” persons ? 
According to Dr Jackson, the xourrdrepo. “represent Plato 
himself” (on Soph. 204). This view is supported by a his- 
torical argument (on Theaet. 255), as to which I will here say 
only that it does not seem to me convincing’, The decision 

must turn on the internal evidence. Is the doctrine of the 
Koprrorepoe identical or compatible with that which we recog- 
nise elsewhere as Plato’s own ? 

“According to the xopdtepo: subject and object are 
potentialities” which are “actualized in the process of sensa- 
tion” (on Theaet. 268). What grounds have we for attri- 
buting this view to Plato? First, does he reduce the subject 

to a potentiality of sensation? We have only to turn one page 

forward or a few pages back, to find Dr Jackson calling our 

attention to the “weighty passage” in which Plato “notes that 

sensation does not account for the whole of the soul’s furniture.” 
How could a potentiality of sensation possess furniture—much 
more the very peculiar sort of furniture in question, the 
capacity of apprehending what is not given in sensation? But 
perhaps then Dr Jackson and the xoyworepor do not really 

mean to deny outright that the mind is a unity, that it has a 
“synoptic” faculty in virtue of which it binds together its 

manifold sensations? Let us go further. 
According to the xoparorepor—and Plato therefore—(on 

Soph. 205), “mind is pluralised both in space and time, 
pluralised in space so that one mind differs from another mind, 
pluralised in time so that the thought of each mind at one 

1 The word is I think more than whether a description of himself as 
half ironical, as usual. ‘‘ much more ingenious” than the Phi- 

2 Perhaps I may appeal to those listines is in accord with his usual 
familiar with Plato’s way of speaking attitude of haughty self-effacement. 
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moment differs from its thought at another moment’.” Dr 
Jackson observes elsewhere: “Plainly the paradox of the im- 
possibility of error was one which, however futile, Plato could 

not afford to ignore.” Certainly he could not, if the couro- 
Tepot represent him; for according to this doctrine Error and 
Truth are equally impossible ; Contradiction also, so that Anti- 
sthenes was right after all. How can I say, “Error is possible”? 

By the time I have finished speaking I mean both by “ Error” 
and “possible” something different from what I meant when 
I began, since my thought at one moment differs from my 

thought at another moment. Still more clearly the person 
whom I address understands by “Error” and “ possible” some- 
thing different from what I do, and is therefore unable either 

' to agree or contradict. ‘“ Without the consciousness that what 
we think is the same as what we thought a moment before,” all 

judgment, true or false, is impossible. 
It is just the same with the “object.” If Plato, as is 

alleged, held that “things are sensations within the mind,” and 

that “the existence of the thing is the recurrence of the 
sensation” (on Tim. 21, 22), not only will it on this basis be 
very difficult to explain Error, but we must further ask, how 

do we come to speak of the “thing” in the singular? We 
hear something of a “fictitious externalisation” due to the 

mutual externality of the percipient minds; but it must be 
replied, first that if the unity of the object is a fiction, fiction 

is the only possible foundation of fact: and secondly that the 
fiction is one of which the human mind is on the hypothesis 
of the xoyrpdorepor incapable. 

It is supposed that we are led to the fiction by observing 
“the identity or, to speak more exactly, the similarity” of our 
sensations’. But this perception of similarity among sensations 

is just what the xouorepor have no right to ascribe to a mind 
which is merely a potentiality of sensations. There may be a 

1 For reasons indicated below, I follow Plato in thinking that by ueyddn 
venture to detach this statement from  dvd-yxn (Parm. 182 p), similarity, speak- 
the context, which, it should in fair- ing exactly, can be nothing but partial 

ness be stated, greatly qualifies it. identity. 

2 It will appear throughout that I 
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sensation of smell one day, and a sensation of smell next day, 

but the resemblance between the two cannot be smelt. 
I am quite aware that the above criticisms appear captious, 

and depend on a rather one-sided and unfair treatment of 

certain phrases. But it seems worth while to set them forth, 

because the looseness of statement covers the real and central 
difficulty of the “later theory.” Dr Jackson does not, it 
appears, really mean to deny outright that the mind has 
Thought as well as Sensation: but he does not make clear 
exactly how much he allows to Thought. In the passages 
quoted, his intention is to shew that Plato has seen through 

materialism; but as he for some reason declines to recognise 
the idealism which bases things on Thought, he has to force on 

Plato the so-called idealism which reduces things to sensations. 
He is divided between the attempt to deny Thought altogether, 

and the attempt to treat it as an actual mental phenomenon, 
which is yet deceptive or fictitious. 

The question is—what explanation does the later theory 

offer of predication or judgment? The earlier doctrine of the 

Republic and Phaedo was devised largely as an_ explanation 
of this problem. To what extent was it abandoned, and what 

is the evidence of its abandonment? Dr Jackson holds that 

“the paradox of predication” is solved in the later period by 

the discovery that great and small, ike and unlike denote rela- 
tions, and that consequently “the theory of the immanence of 
the idea” becomes superfluous. Further, it becomes impos- 

sible, since the objections raised against it in the Parmenides 
are held to be fatal—fatal, that is, to the unity and substan- 
tiality of the idea. Consequently in the “later theory” the 
true substantial ideas are not immanent, nor participated in by 

particulars. 
I cannot think that the problem is so easily solved by the 

mere application of the term “relation,” or that Plato was ever 
really unaware of the fact that “it is by comparison with one 
thing that Simmias is tall, and by comparison with another 
that he is short” (on Parm. 321). Rather, to say that likeness 
is a relation, is not to solve the problem, but to state it: with 
some hint perhaps of a solution, inasmuch as relation implies 
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that something relates, and thus points to the unifying activity 
of mind. Indeed, it is an essential object of the Theory of 
Ideas, early or late, to shew that the activity of the mind in 
relating is not “arbitrary” or merely subjectively valid, and 
that relations are no more “ fictions” than anything else. 

And when Dr Jackson argues (on Th. 271) that “the 
declaration that these notions [the cod of Th. 184, like, unlike 

etc.] are obtained by comparison implies that the Theaetetus 
belongs, not to the period of the Republic and Phaedo, when 
likeness and unlikeness were regarded as qualities attached to 
individuals taken separately,” but to the later period: we should 
remember the early formula (Phaedrus 265 D, cf. 249 B) eis wiav 
iséav cuvopOvTa ayew Ta TorAdAAXH SieoTrappéva, and the 

' far-reaching saying, 0 cuvomTuKos SiarextiKos, 6 S€ un ov 

(Rep. 537). And as to the Phaedo, the above interpretation 
seems to me to contradict the emphatic “indenture-like ” state- 

ment (1020¢, D): “Simmias is surpassed by Phaedo not because 
Phaedo is Phaedo [1.e. the quality is not attached to the indi- 
vidual taken separately] but because Phaedo has greatness as 

compared with (in relation to) Simmmias’ smallness.” It is to be 
noticed throughout how often the word zpos and the genitive 
case (the Greek expressions for “relation ””) are repeated. 

But the question can be brought to a clearer issue. In a 

passage of the Theaetetus (155 B) which Dr Jackson quotes, 
Socrates comments on the fact that he, Socrates, without either 

growing or diminishing, is yet at different times greater and 

smaller than Theaetetus owing to the growth of the latter. 
Dr Jackson proceeds (on Theaet. 268): “The Socrates of the 
[Theaetetus] needs no such artifice [as the theory of the im- 
manent Idea in the Phaedo]. Expressly remarking that no 
change has taken place in himself, he recognises in the growth 
of Theaetetus a sufficient explanation of the fact that, whereas 
at one time he is taller than Theaetetus, at another he is 

shorter.” Hence “the intervention of the immanent idea is 
wholly unnecessary.” Conclusion: the Theaetetus belongs to a 

period when the theory of the Phaedo had been discarded. 
As it stands, there is a certain plausibility about this state- 

ment. But I would appeal to any unprejudiced reader whether 
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the plausibility does not disappear when the passage is read in 

its context. The result of the above speech of Socrates is not, 
as might have been expected, that his interlocutor exclaims, 

“Now at last I see through that tiresome puzzle of Zeno’s!” 
No, Theaetetus, in spite of his experience in such matters, con- 

fesses himself “utterly dumbfoundered and befogged”! One 
might think that this would irritate Socrates after he has just 
given a “sufficient explanation”; but no! his retort (can his 

eipwveta have become irony ?) is to congratulate Theaetetus on 
his truly philosophic turn of mind: such perplexity, or wonder, 

he says, is the true source of philosophy. 

Surely, if we are to take Plato seriously, he means that he 
still regards such difficulties, as he did the similar difficulties in 
Republic vit, as being éAxtixa pds ovciay, introductory to the 
theory of ideas. 

On the objections raised in the Parmenides to the theory 
of the immanence of the idea, and the participation of par- 
ticulars in it, I can only touch briefly. So far from agreeing 

with Dr Jackson in thinking that they destroy the theory, I 
believe that they are meant to remove misconceptions of it— 
perhaps to point out obscurities still attaching to it. The com- 

parison e.g. of the idea as év éml modnois to a sail which covers 
many men, seems to me only one degree more formidable than 

the objection ascribed to Antisthenes (Huthydemus 301 a): “If 
the presence of beauty is what makes things beautiful, does it 

not follow that when an ox is present to you, you are an ox?” 
The moral is not that ideas cannot be present in particulars, 
but that the terms “ participation” and ‘“immanence” are, in 
a sense, metaphors which must not be pressed with material- 

istic literalness. Is there any reason to attribute to Plato the 

belief that the relation between the immaterial unextended 
idea and the material extended thing was more than inade- 
quately symbolised by the relation between a material ex- 

tended whole and the parts which by their juxtaposition 
compose it? Or shall we taunt him with the “glaring in- 
consistency” involved in talking of the adypdpyaros Kai doyy- 
pdtictos ovcia as Oeatrn (how can you look at that which 

has neither colour nor shape?) and even of ein which are 
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aevdh (Phaedo)? It may be true that to use metaphors is 
to leave a mystery unsolved: but the metaphor of “imma- 
nence” seems at least as good as any other. Thus Dr Jackson 
himself falls into using it in the very attempt to deny it (on 

Soph. 228). “When we say that this is a dog we mean...... 
that this particular is the eternal unity ‘dog’ brought into im- 
perfect existence, transient and phenomenal, in the region of 
time and space.” Surely if anything is brought into existence 
in a region, it is “ present” or “immanent ” in it. 

Let us, however, suppose for the sake of argument that the 
theory of immanence and participation was abandoned, and 

proceed to scrutinise the substitute. Dr Jackson only gives 
incidental hints on the subject, and I am afraid that in trying 

' to systematise them I may misrepresent him. 
We will first examine propositions in which the predicate 

corresponds to (if that is the right phrase) a substantial idea, 
or natural type: we have an example quoted above. “This is 

a dog” means “not that this particular is, or has in it, the 
idea of dog, but that this particular belongs to the natural 
group which has the idea of dog for its type, or that this 

particular is the eternal unity ‘dog’ brought into imperfect 
existence, transient and phenomenal, in the region of time 

and space; so that the avté xa? avto cidos is not predicated 
of its particulars.” What then zs predicated of the particular ? 

Can it be denied that in this judgment we qualify a particular 
by a general conception? But what is this general concep- 

tion? It cannot be the substantial idea, according to the later 
theory, for two good reasons : 

(1) that we are absolutely cut off from the knowledge of 
the idea by reason of the finitude of our intelligence ; 

(2) there are many particulars that we qualify by this 
general conception “dog,” and it is a fundamental tenet of 
the “later theory” that whatever is thus “multiplied” loses 
its unity. 

We seem driven to the conclusion that in the case of 

natural kinds there is not only a substantial idea, but also 
an unsubstantial idea, used in predication. But the diffi- 
culties in which this view would involve the “later theory” 
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are so great that it ought not to be thrust upon it without 
Dr Jackson’s express authority. 

It may here be observed that any attempt to clear up the 

mystery by the creation of intermediate entities between the 
idea and the particular will certainly, on the principles of 

the “later theory,” be unsuccessful. Thus Mr Archer Hind 
lays stress on the statement of the Timaeus (50 C) that, while 
the idea “goes not forth into aught else,” “the shapes which 
pass in and out (ra eicwdvta cai é&vovra) are likenesses of the 

eternal existences.” These likenesses he says are the mépas 
éyovta or mépatos yévva of the Philebus, as opposed to the 
mépas itself (Introd. to Timaeus, p. 24). We must ask: do 
not these eio.vta cai é€:ovta all possess in common their 

resemblance to the one idea? Obviously they must: yet it 
is exactly this existence of a unity amid plurality which the 
“later theory” finds an insuperable difficulty. In the lan- 
guage of the Philebus, if the “offspring of the Limit,’ being 

many, all “possess the Limit” (wépas éyovta), can we resist 

the inference that they possess it in common or participate 
(ueréyovta) in it? Which is absurd, according to the “later 
theory’.” 

Let us next proceed to propositions dealing with concep- 

tions other than those of natural kinds. In the first and 
simplest case, where neither subject nor predicate represents 

a natural kind, such as “The Greeks were Aryans,” it seems 

that we may despair of truth at once, since “the relations of 
non-natural groups cannot be ascertained, because their limits 

are arbitrary and variable” (on Pol. 289). To the same effect, 

we are told that for the unsubstantial ideas which are “under 
no obligation” to be unities “péOe£is is retained” (on Soph. 
214). But if these ideas have lost their unity, how can pé- 
GeEis be retained? If two boys eat each a different bun, do 
we say they have shared one cake? To say that anything 
which is “possessed in common” is not one is perilously near 
a contradiction in terms. The old point recurs: if every 

1 Further, if répas is the idea, and manent, it is hard to puzzle readers 

it is the new and important doctrine at the start with the phrase wépas kal 
of the Philebus that ideas are not im- dreplay év abrots Evppurov exdvrov. 
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thought is different from every other thought, judgment is 
impossible. 

But Dr Jackson has his answer. The unsubstantial idea 
has no real unity, but it has an apparent unity. It is what 
Plato hinted at in the Parmenides, in the seventh hypothesis 

as to the relations of & and taAda. “taddXa in the absence 

of & attain to a semblance of unity by congregation in a 
group.” The unsubstantial idea is an éyKos els patvdpevos, ov 
& ov. These groups are the foundation, not of knowledge, but 
of opinion’ (on Parm. 317). 

The ingenuity of this theory cannot be denied, but let us 
understand precisely where it leaves us. It is, in a word, not 
a theory of knowledge, but a theory of ignorance. Does it 

explain judgment or predication? It does in a sense. It 
explains how the unwary fall into the trap of judging and 
predicating. But no one who accepts it with full under- 

standing will ever make a judgment again. We are reduced 
to unmitigated scepticism; not a scepticism which, while it 
denies certain knowledge, leaves us more or less probable 
Opinions, but one which for its adherents makes any opinion 
whatever strictly impossible. Take any proposition, such as 

“Socrates was just.” This seems to be an assertion which 
puts Socrates into connection with other persons who are also 

just. But we know now that this connection is an illusion. 
Justice is “under no obligation” to have one and the same 

meaning in different cases: nay, the very fact of “participa- 

tion” makes it impossible that it should do so. Perhaps it 
will be said: the justice in Socrates is not the same as justice 
in other people; there is no unity, but only resemblance: still 

this resemblance is enough to give a meaning to the propo- 
sition. No doubt there is some truth in this; but unfortu- 
nately it is precisely the plea which an advocate of the “ later 

theory” is debarred from using. For him, Likeness is the 

1 Combining this with the statement to be supposed that this can really be 
(on Soph. 187) that the “groups make the meaning, for we are told (on Th. 
no pretension to objectivity” we get 259) that while Sensation is relative, 
the result that Opinion makes no pre- Opinion is not so. 
tension to objectivity. But it is not 
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first and most obvious of those unsubstantial ideas which, 

because they are “capable of indefinite multiplication,” are 
incapable of preserving their unity, or of making any “ pre- 

tension to objectivity.” Consequently the judgment that one 
thing is like another is the last to which he can suppose any 
validity to attach. 

For the later theory, however, those propositions afford 
the crucial test which profess to qualify an object supposed 
to belong to a natural kind: e.g. “man is a mammal,” “the 
dog is a quadruped.” The difficulty is here the same, but 
the “later theory” affords us rather ampler statements for 

criticism (on Pol. 289). “Plato regards any characteristic 
which distinguishes all the members of one natural kind from 

all the members of another natural kind, as a characteristic 

of the type of the natural kind first mentioned. We cannot 
indeed examine all the members of a natural kind, and conse- 

quently we can never have an absolute assurance that the 
observed characteristic is a characteristic of the type. But 
provisional assurance is something, and may be made to ap- 
proximate to absolute assurance. Thus, whereas the limits of 
non-natural groups cannot be ascertained because their limits 
are arbitrary and variable, the relations of natural kinds are 

known to infinite intelligence, and to its knowledge of them 
finite intelligence may approximate by the careful observation 
of an ever-increasing number of particulars.” 

Is this “regarding” a judgment, or if not, what is it? 
Is “characteristic” only another word for predicate, or if not, 
what does it mean? Is there any meaning in saying that a 
characteristic “distinguishes all the members of a natural 

kind” unless it means that they all share the characteristic ? 
If they share in it (wéOekss), can it preserve its unity? If it 

cannot preserve its unity, how can it be a characteristic of an 
eternal unity? On these points we need further explanation. 

Let us make an experiment in “careful observation of par- 
ticulars.” We have seen above the difficulty of saying of any 
object “This is a dog.” But suppose we have caught a dog: 
what can we observe about him? Nothing that we can ex- 
press in words: we are too painfully conscious of the “un- 
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certainty, relativity and mutability” of general names (on 

Soph. 186). Shall we say “The dog is a quadruped”? It is 
of little use to do so, for that fourfootedness in one animal 

is the same as, or even resembles fourfootedness in another, 
is an illusion from which we have been “freed.” The group 

of “ quadrupeds” is “a class arbitrarily constructed and conse- 
quently liable to alteration”: the appellation is “arbitrary,” 

and makes “no pretension to objectivity,” and so on. Yet we 
are to hope that by industry in amassing such scraps of foggy 

error we shall obtain provisional assurance, approximating to 

absolute assurance, about the eternal realities! This assurance 

will be as to the “relations of likeness and unlikeness in which 
the ideas stand to one another.” Has then the word likeness 

still no definite meaning? the idea of likeness no real unity 

or objectivity? If not, what a display of human fallibility was 
that last modest hope that we might go on learning more and 

more about the relations of the eternal unity Ass to the eternal 

unity Thistle! 

This point is especially noticeable in connection with the 
method of dvaipeois in the Sophist and Politicus, which is held 

to afford important evidence for the “later theory.” According 

to that theory the only knowable groups, because the only 
permanent and natural groups, are the infimae species, Man, 

Dog etc. or whatever they may be. And Dr Jackson tries 
with very great ingenuity to shew that the dsaipécess of the 
Sophist are meant to illustrate, by a reductio ad absurdum of 
classification by means of arbitrary groups, “the uncertainty, 
relativity and mutability of certain general names.” But we 
ask in surprise, what other classification is possible? Each step 
in the process is necessarily a descent through higher groups, 
orders, families, genera etc. down to the infimae species. None 

of these higher groups can be, according to the “later theory,” 
natural, permanent, or objective, and every classification will 
be as unsatisfactory as those which the Sophist is supposed 
to shew up. Accordingly, when Dr Jackson (on Parm. 326) 

appeals in support of his theory to the doctrine in the Philebus 
of the intermediate Many between é& and dzreipa, it may be 
replied that, since the Philebus clearly recognises genera as 
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well as species (we are to divide and subdivide often), it 

rather discountenances the view that only the infimae species 
are knowable. 

Dr Jackson supposes Plato to say: the “general name” 

Sophist has borne different meanings with different persons 
at different times: therefore there is no fixed idea corre- 
sponding to it, and the dogma of the Republic that there is 
an idea for every general name must be given up. 

I think this view hardly does Plato justice. The dogma 
of the Republic is stated, it is true, without the qualifications 

which are necessary to make it technically accurate. Espe- 
cially an exception must be made in the case of ambiguous 
terms: it cannot be supposed, for instance, that corresponding 

to the word doimé there is one idea and one only, which by 
its immanence makes the essence alike of a Phoenician, crim- 

son, a palm-tree, a date, a musical instrument, and a kind of 

grass’. But the real point for Plato, early or late, is this: 

When I use a word, I imply that it has a definite meaning, 

that it expresses a conception which is what it is, and is one 

and the same with itself; and when I apply the same de- 
scription to several objects, I mean that they have something 

in common—if I did not, I should be talking nonsense. Plato 
was surely quite aware that different persons may use the same 
word to express different meanings. Indeed, he mentions the 
fact as a motive for the dialectic method. Before definition, 

persons “have only the name in common”: at its close they 

have the conception also (Soph. 218 B, 221 4). And when 
Dr Jackson asserts that this conception has no real unity, he 
is in effect contradicting rather than interpreting Plato. So 

far from treating the diversity of definitions of Sophist as a 
ground for denying the unity of the conception, Plato em- 

phatically says (Soph. 231 c, 232 a): Theaetetus may well 

wonder, after all these attempts at definition, what the true 

1 Aristotle puts the point with cha- separate name might be given to each 

racteristic technical exactitude (Met. conception. If however it is said that 
1106a 35). It makes no difference if the meanings are indefinite or un- 
there are several meanings, so long as__limited (deipa) plainly in that case 
they are limited, or defined; for a rational speech is impossible. 
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account of the Sophist may be; still, wherever a man appears 
to possess various évoTHwas, but is yet called by the name 
of one réyvn, there is something wrong in the appearance: | 

we must have failed to discover that element of the Art, to 
which all these branches of learning have reference: and to 
acquiesce in this would be disgraceful laziness. Whereas, 

according to the “later theory,” Theaetetus’ perplexity was 
quite uncalled for; the ddvtacua was perfectly vyés, so far 
as any thought or speech can be: acquiescence is not laziness, 
but prudent because inevitable. 

In fact, Aristotle seems to me to reduce the Plato of the 

“later theory” to a vegetable (as he says) very successfully 

when he observes (Met. 1006 a): The assertion that words have 
not one definite sense makes all speech and indeed all thought 
impossible: ovdé ydp évdéyetas voeiv wn voodvta ev. 

I will touch on one more point of detail in the Sophist, 
which is not without importance. Dr Jackson holds that 

the idealists of the yyavtouaxyia represent the earlier form 

of Platonism: and besides other points of resemblance, argues 

that the doctrine of the “incommunicability of ideas” (axou- 
vovnoia tov eidév) which is attributed to the Friends of 
Ideas is implied in the Phaedo and Republic (on Soph. 200 
to 202). This argument seems, however, to rest on an am- 

biguous word. In the Sophist xowwvia has two meanings 
which, though perhaps ultimately allied, are surely quite dis- 

tinct. It means: 
(1) our relation to that which we apprehend, as c@patu 

pev Huds yevéoes 80 aicOncews Kowwveiv, did Aoyropod SE 
apuyn mpos THY dvTws ovciav (Soph. 248 A). 

(2) the mutual relation of ideas which makes it possible 
to unite them in judgment (Soph. 251). 

Now the inconsistency with which the Friends of Ideas are 
taunted concerns the former sense alone. They assert the xov- 
vevia between Mind and ideas, but do not see that this in- 
volves Action and Passion’. There is no hint that they denied 
or affirmed the xowvwvia of ideas in the second sense. Further 

1 To be precise, therefore, they assert xowwvia, and do not deny it as Dr 

Jackson says. 

Journal of Philology. vow. xxv. 2 
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on, indeed, we do come to thinkers who denied the mutual 

kowvwvia of ideas; but they are not the Friends of Ideas, and 
receive very different treatment; they are the dyipadeis, the 
philosophical paupers, who are generally identified with the 
Cynics. 

So far then as the evidence of the Sophist goes, we are by 
no means driven to the conclusion that Plato at any time con- 
ceived ideas to be unrelated to each other: and a detailed 
examination of the Phaedo and Republic would yield the same 
result without, as it seems to me, the possibility of doubt. . 

I have tried to shew that the “later theory” leads to 
speechless scepticism. The advocates of that theory would 

hardly attribute such scepticism to Plato. But they acknow- 

ledge and maintain that the “later theory” is in some degree 
sceptical. The ideas are said to be “incognisable”; “we are 

cut off absolutely from the knowledge of the idea” (on Timaeus 
26, 27): the finite intellect can only “approximate” to know- 
ledge. 

In the first place, however, are we not bound to say that a — 
reality from the knowledge of which we were in a. strict sense 
“absolutely cut off,” would be a non-entity, and the assertion of 
its existence non-sense ? As amatter of fact, the “later theory” 
gives us a great deal of information, and bids us hope for more, 
about ideas. But if we are to “ approximate” to knowledge of 

ideas, a difficulty presents itself. Shall we know that we are 

so approximating ? Hardly, for to know that we are approach- 
ing something we must necessarily have some knowledge of the 
goal: which is here ew hypothesi not the case. Shall we then 

merely suppose or opine that we are approximating? This 

again seems to involve a supposition or opinion about the goal : 

but surely to say that ideas are the objects of opinion as 

distinguished from knowledge would be too much for any 
student of Plato (and especially of the Zimaeus) to venture. 
Further, as a matter of evidence, the grounds for attributing 
even a partial scepticism to the Plato of the six dialogues do 

not seem to be conclusive: at any rate there are emphatic 
statements in an opposite sense. According to the “later 

theory,” the argument in the Parmenides (133, 184) to shew 
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that ideas are unknowable is finally valid (on Parm. 295). It 
may be observed that both at its introduction and conclusion 
Parmenides hints that with time, trouble—and metaphysical 
genius—it is not unanswerable. But in any case, whether the 
argument be good or bad, it has very little to do with the 
“later theory.” It rests entirely on the assumption that the 

avta ka@ ava eidn are ideas of relations, such as Master and 
Servant. Then it proceeds to shew that, since ideas correlate 
with ideas, and things map’ juiv with things wap’ jpiv exclu- 
sively, absolute Truth can only correlate with absolute Know- 
ledge: consequently our knowledge is limited to the truth zap’ 

npiv, and cannot reach ideas. Now since according to the 
“later theory” there is no idea of knowledge, and generally no 

‘correlation of this sort among the avtd xa? avra eidn, the 
argument falls to the ground. We must seek some fresh 
ground for attributing scepticism to Plato. Mr Archer Hind 
appears to find it in the Timaeus (Introduction, p. 28); where, 

he does not mention. In the most obvious passages we have 
the definite statements (37 B, 51 £): 

First, true opinion exists. 
Secondly, distinct from this, reason or knowledge exists in 

completeness (azote e?rar) among men. 
Is not this definite enough? It is hardly necessary to quote 

the passages which speak of the substantial ideas, the dvtws 
dvtTa, as voovpeva (51D), vonoes peta Aoyou TepiknTTa (28 A), 
TovTO O 57 vonow elAnxev émicKoreity. Can these expressions 

be reconciled with the statement that we are “cut off abso- 
lutely from knowledge of the idea”? Nor is it clear that the 

other dialogues bid us “refrain from ambitious dreams” of 

knowledge. Of the Sophist and Politicus Campbell truly says 
that Plato nowhere shews a greater confidence in the reality 
and comprehensiveness of science. The same might be said of 

the Philebus: see especially the description of the troop of 
sciences (58 A, 62 A) led by Dialectic, which, as dealing with 

eternal Being, is waxpé addnbeotatn years. 
These references lead naturally to one more criticism. It 

may be admitted to be not unlikely that Plato reflected upon 
and to some extent modified his system; and that he was led 

2—2 
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to assign a position of peculiar importance to those ideas which 
form a basis for science. When however the “later theory” 
limits ideas to the types of animals, plants, and the four 
elements, it surely ascribes to Plato too narrow a concep- 
tion of science. According to the six dialogues, at any rate, 

Plato was so far from limiting science to what we call “natural 
science ” (and indeed, as would appear from the “ later theory,” 
to a small part of that) that he included in the first rank 

“moral sciences,’ such as Ethics and Politics, and, I think we 

should add, Psychology and Political Economy. If so, he must 

have continued to maintain the existence of genuine ideas 
wherever, in modern language, there are definite conceptions 
on which the “ Geistes-wissenschaften” are based. 

First, what evidence is there against such ideas? Dr 
Jackson sees in the phrase of the Parmenides rapadeiypata év 
TH pvoet EoT@Ta an indication that henceforward ideas will be 

only “natural types” of animals, etc.’ But surely we have no 
right to transfer the modern associations of “nature” and 
“natural” to the Platonic @vais. When Dr Jackson argues 
(on Parm. 323 note) that since ideas are to be described in the 
above phrase, it is a “fair inference that there are no ideas of 
oxevacta such as oixia and daxtudos,” we need only remember 
the reference a few pages back to the “ Bed in Nature” (Rep. 
597 B) which is a pattern for human artists. The phrase év 
T pvoe was almost a technical term for the transcendent as 
opposed to the immanent idea (Phaedo 1038): just as gvous 

is the watchword of teleology and rationalism against em- 
piricism in the Gorgias, Phaedrus and elsewhere. Especially 
with regard to ethical judgments, guvots is the word regularly 
used to express the view that they are not arbitrary or con- 
ventional, but have a validity of their own: see for instance 
Theaet. 1728. Probably then the first meaning (not the only 

1 T am not convinced by Dr Jackson 
(on Parm. 292) that this suggestion 
is accepted by Parmenides, any more 

than any of Socrates’ other propos- 

itions. ‘‘ Parmenides’ inference is not 

that Socrates’ conception of the eiéos 
as a mapddevyua is erroneous, but that 

duocdrns is not the basis of its relation- 
ship to its particulars.” But in what 
does the relation of mapddeyya to 
duolwua consist, except duocérys? There 

may be priority in time of course, if 
that is relevant. 
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possible meaning) of the phrase tapadeiypata év TH dices 

éotoéta which would occur to a pupil of Plato’s would be not 
“natural species” but “ethical types,’ as with the corresponding 
phrase wrapadeiypata év T@ dvte éctdta (Th. 176): compare 
also Rep. 1X. 592, rapaderywa év TO oVpav@ avaxetpevor, and 
v. 472 ¢. | 

Mr Archer Hind admits that there is no direct statement to 
shew that ideas of Qualities were banished from the later 
Platonism: but “we have the indirect evidence that they are 
never mentioned in the later dialogues” (Introd. to Timaeus, 
p. 26). This remark seems to require some rather peculiar 
interpretation to justify it. Does not the Philebus (62 A) set 

before us in black and white knowledge avrjs mept Siearocvvns 
-ére éotw as the highest knowledge because its object is 
eternally self-identical being? Again in the Parmenides the 
danger of the agnostic argument is that it may shut us off from 

avTO TO KaXOv 6 éoTL, Kal TO ayaOov and the rest: and this, it 
is to be observed, is not before, but after the foundation of the 

new system is supposed to have been laid by Socrates’ sugges- 
tion as to natural types. And in the Sophist (247 A) what is 
the immaterial being the reality of which is driven home to the 
materialists? Again, Justice: the argument being that souls 

are just only through the possession and presence (apovaia) 
of justice, and since that which can come and go must exist, 
justice exists’. As to the Politicus, there is a notable passage 

(285, 286) which Dr Jackson quotes in support of his theory 
(on Pol. 288). We do not, the Eleate says, seek for a definition 
of weaving for its own sake. But while some évta have aic@n- 
tal oporotntes which can be easily observed, others, and these 
the most important and valuable, have no image made obvious 

for men, by sensible perception of which an inquirer can be 
satisfied. We must therefore practise so as to be able Aoyov 
éxaotov Sodvas Kal dé€acOaz : for by Aoyos alone can immaterial 

things be shewn clearly, and these are the most valuable 
and important: and for their sake all the present discussion 
is carried on. Dr Jackson reduces this to an intimation 

1 This brief proof seems to indicate tetus would not supersede ideas of 

that the flux teaching of the Theae- qualities (on Th. 269). 
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that “the discovery of vonra” is the object of enquiry: thus 

neglecting the distinction between the two kinds of éyvra. 

Surely another interpretation is obvious, which will not however 
harmonise with the “later theory.” All évra are properly 

vonta, but there are sensible images of some, e.g. of Weaving, 

Horse, etc.: while others are entirely immaterial, i.e. have no 
sensible images, for instance (may we not say by comparison 

with the Sophist?) Justice, Likeness, etc. The latter are the 

most important, and we practise the method of division on 
material objects only with the purpose of applying it afterwards 
to the immaterial. At any rate, whatever the superior évta 

may be, can it be denied that the “types of natural kinds” 
which are to be studied through “careful observation of par- 

ticulars” that imitate them, must fall into the inferior class of 

évta above described, those of which we can give an account 
by applying our senses to their aicOnrai opuororntes or eldwra? 
In fact, so far is this passage from limiting Science to Zoology 

and Botany that it is rather a defence of the introduction of 
those studies into the Academic mporaiédela. 

And does the Politicus more generally strike one as an 

intentional reductio ad absurdwm of attempts at scientific 

politics? as an illustration of the truth that all political 
conceptions are “arbitrary and mutable”? Yet this is said to 

be the intention of the diarpécers of the Sophist, and the same 

must apply here. Dr Jackson argues plausibly (on Pol. 281) 
that the true statesman is the same as the philosopher. At any 
rate, if anything is clear in the dialogue, it is clear that the true 
statesman has knowledge. But of what has he knowledge ? 
According to the “later theory,” all he can have is approximate 
knowledge of natural types. But could Plato (in pre-Darwinian 

days) possibly have held that “acquaintance with the affinities ” 
of the pig and the horse was the essential qualification of a 
statesman ? Laws are, or ought to be, wiunuata THs adnOeias 
(Pol. 300c). Will Dr Jackson suggest a law which imitates 

“the eternal unity dog” ? 
A similar difficulty occurs, on the hypothesis of the “later 

theory,” as to the relation of the Politicus and Timaeus to the 
Republic. It is argued (on Pol. 298—300) that whereas the 
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metaphysic of the Republic is superseded, its ethical and 

political teaching is in the “later theory ” emphatically restated 
and endorsed : the theory of an ideal state in the Timaeus, the 
distinction between philosophic and customary morality in the 
Politicus: and thus, apart from the necessary “revision and 

reconstruction” of its ontology, the Republic “still retains its 
position as the authoritative statement of the principles of 

academic education and the programme of academic study.” 

The way in which the Timaeus is attached to the Republic 
certainly needs some explanation, but is this a possible one? 
Plato once believed that his politics and his theory of education 
were intimately connected with his metaphysic: “his morality 

is founded in the very depths of his ontology,” says Mr Archer 
- Hind on the Phaedo. Did he then come to see how greatly he 

had been deluded, and to acknowledge that Politics and Ethics 
could stand alone? Such “inconstantia” is not strictly im- 
possible : but surely it is logically impossible that the particular 

Ethics and Politics expounded in the Republic should so stand 
alone. For the “later theory” man is nothing but a feather- 

less biped. The ideal state, év Adyous Ketpévn, the pattern laid 
up in heaven, is discovered to be “ arbitrarily constructed and 

consequently liable to alteration.” It is not that we have 
apprehended it inadequately—that might be easily admitted ; 

the trouble is, that one apprehension of it is just as good (or 

bad) as another. And what difference remains between cus- 
tomary and philosophical ethics, if there are no ethical ideas to 
know? The method of study recommended in the Republic is 
the wuy7s meptaywyn away from sensible things to intelligible 

being: but in what sense can this recommendation be main- 

tained if “ careful observation of particulars ” is the only road to 
knowledge? In fact, the “later theory” does not leave one 

stone standing on another in the caAXirons ; and it would seem 
rather disingenuous in Plato to pretend (in the Tvmaeus) that 
this really made no difference. 

Lastly we return to the Theaetetus. At a critical point in 

the discussion Socrates asks Theaetetus whether he is pleased 
with the notion that nothing is, but is ever becoming, Good, 

Right and the rest. If this question was pressed on the advo- 
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cates of the “later theory,” what could they reply? It is really 

difficult to predict. On their view, Plato undoubtedly ought 
to say that he is very well pleased indeed’. But paradox is 
hardly the word for the suggestion that this answer is what 

Socrates really wishes to bring out, or is the final result of the 

Theaetetus as a whole. The general outcome of the dialogue 

seems to me clear in this respect: though it must be admitted 
that there are many perplexing and doubtful points. But in 

one passage at all events there is an unmistakeable declara- 
tion—in the episodical description of the philosopher; and 
whatever the precise significance of the episode may be, I can- 

not doubt that it is seriously meant (Theaet. 175, 176). What 
shall we make of the “ pure justice and injustice” which the 
philosopher studies? And what are the “patterns fixed in 
reality ; one divine, the other godless”? Do not these expres- 

sions prove that ideas of qualities were not banished from the 
later Platonism ? 

I will end with one more remark as to the coyporepo: of the 

Theaetetus. Dr Jackson points out that their theory of sensa- 

tion is closely related to the theory of dvvayis as a criterion of 
reality which is put forward in the Sophist (248). It seems to 

me indisputable that the phrase wd@nua 7 moinua é« Sduvd- 

beds Tivos TOY Tpos GAAHAa EvyiovTwv yuyvouevov does recall the 
Theaetetus. But does it therefore follow that Plato (as repre- 

sented by the Eleate in the Sophist) agrees with the courorepou? 
I think there is another interpretation which fits the situation 

better. The aim of the copupdorepoz is to eliminate “being,” to 
represent the universe without unity or permanence. Surely 
then the theory of the Sophist is not in agreement with them, 

but a retort (and a forcible one) upon them. When they 
assert : “ Subject and Object do not exist, but are only potenti- 

alities”; Plato replies: “ Because they are potential, they must 
in the fullest sense (zravTeAds) exist. I will accept the words 

1 Cf. ‘‘Socrates’” in the Encyclo- thing which in itself and in fact is 
paedia Britannica. no possibility, but must be something 

2 Compare Mr Bradley’s criticism of actual” etc. (Principles of Logic, p. 

Mill’s Permanent Possibility of Sensa- 196). 

tion: ‘* A real possibility means some- 
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mouiv and tacyew to express the relation of subject and 
object, the word dvvays to express the relation between reality 
and phenomena: but you shall not use the conception of 
potentiality as a cloak behind which to conjure away reality. 
How to conceive this dvvayis by which reality passes into 

phenomena is indeed a puzzle, ducdpacrov kal Cavyaortov 
(Timaeus 50 Cc): or rather it is the puzzle which after all I must 
confess I have not yet solved. But since no basis for knowledge 
is otherwise possible, if I am confronted with a choice of alter- 
natives, and bidden to ascribe to reality either eternal unchanged 
substantiality or creative efficient causality, I cannot help my- 

self (aoa avayxn), I must say, cata tiv Tav Taidwy evyny, 
Evvauddrepa (Soph. 249).” 

J. LLEWELYN DAVIES. 



NOTES ON ARISTOTLE’S POLITICS. Boox I. 

THE following notes are with special reference to the new 
edition by Susemihl] and Hicks, to which indeed I am entirely 
indebted for what knowledge of the subject I possess, It is 
assuredly with no great confidence that I venture to differ from 
them in any instance, and should but one of these suggestions 
be adopted it will be ample satisfaction for what trouble I have 
bestowed upon them. 

I 2 (1253 20). 
dvaipoupévov yap Tov GXov ovK ~xTat Trovs ovdE yelp, Et M1) 

OMa@vipws, Bomep el Tis Neyer THY ALOivnv: SiahOapeioa yap 

éoTat TOLAUTN. 

Is it possible that ava:povyévou can mean “if we take away 
in our imagination, if we remove logically”? Then the sentence 
will simply mean: “neither foot nor hand exists in its true 
sense, if we separate it in idea from the whole body, any more 
than a hand of stone is a hand in the true sense (as defined by 

its capacity for grasping). For being spoilt (as it will be by this 

separation, seeing that it will no longer be able to perform its 
function) it will be on the same footing as 7 AcOivy.” 

Liddell and Scott quote é« pécou avaipeiv Bracdnpias from 

Demosthenes. Perhaps this use is as metaphorical as that 
which I propose here. If Aristotle had meant “destroyed” he 
must have used a past participle, but the present seems to me 

conceivable if he means only “removed in idea.” At the same 

time I should have expected the past tense even so. 
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L6. 

Aristotle argues at the beginning of this chapter as follows. 
It is plain that there is a natural ground of slavery, to wit 
apery, yet there is a great deal in what is said by the opponents 
of this (the Aristotelian) view. For if the word dodXos is used 

equivocally, there is such a thing as dodX0s duces and also as 
Soddos vou. And this latter conventional slavery has the jus- 
tification or ground of defence that in war the conquered belong 

to the conquerors. But this justification (todto ro déixacov) is 
attacked by many on the ground that it is outrageous (as 
dewvov < dv >?) the conquered should be slave of one who has 
no superior merit whereby to claim lordship over him except 
superior force. Opinions of philosophers are divided between 

- these two theories. 
Now comes the crux (1255a 12). aitiov S€ tavtns Tis 

audisBntncews Kal 0 TroLet TOUS NOyous ETAANATTELY, OTL TPOTTOV 
Twa apeTH TUyYavovea yopnylas Kai BralecOar Sivatar pa- 

Nora, Kal ot acl TO KpaTodY év UTEpoyH ayaOod TLVdS, Bate 

Soxeiy pn avev apeths eiva thy Biav, adda Tept Tod SiKaiov 

povov eivas THY audicBntnow (Sua yap TodTO Tois pev edvoLA 

Soxe? TO Sixasov elvat, Tots 8 adTo TovTO Sikavov, TO TOV KpeiT- 
Tova dpyew)* érel Suactavtwv ye Ywpls TOUTWY TOY NOYwV ovTE 
ioxupov ovdéev Exovaow ote TiMavov aTEpot AOYoL, ws Ov Sez TO 

Bédr1ov Kar apetnv dpyew Kat Seorofew. The meaning of this 
passage I take to be this: “the cause of this difference of 

opinion and what makes the two views overlap,” viz. the view 

that aper7 is the justification of slavery, and the view that Bia 
is the justification, “is the fact that as a general rule dpet7 

if equally well-provided with war-material is also able Bidfea Oar 
its opponents and the conqueror always has a superiority in 
good of some sort (bravery, wisdom, etc.), so that Sia always 
appears to be in company with apery.” You do not find a 
morally and intellectually inferior race enslaving a morally and 
intellectually superior, because the latter is pretty sure to have 

more Sia as well as more dperty, other things being equal. Of 
course if the superior race has allowed its yopnyia to be lamen- 

tably deficient, the case may be altered. The Noyou éranddart- 
tovot because Bia and dper? nearly coincide in this instance, 
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and so the corresponding Adyou nearly coincide also. Take ten 

cases of one nation making slaves of another in war and eight 
or nine of them will be instances of a race superior in aper7) 
overcoming an inferior. Such I conceive to be Aristotle’s rea- 
soning, whatever we may think of its cogency. 

To resume the translation: adda tepl Tod Sixaiou x.T.d. 

“< As then the cases coincide, or nearly so, it is not a practical 
question > but only a theoretical one about the ground or justi- 
fication of the proceeding. For it is because of this,’ because 

the two Aoyor nearly coincide, “that people differ, some saying 
(as I do) that loyalty is the true ground of slavery,” which 

is the same as saying apern, “others that it is the right of the 
stronger: for if the two Adyou were removed quite apart and 
did not overlap, there would be no force or plausibility in the 
second Adyos that not adper?) but Bia is the justification of 
slavery.” If, that is, we found people who were not superior in 
dpet» enslaving their superiors, if dper7?) and Bia did not gene- 
rally coincide, the view that Sia is the sole justification would 
not find anyone to support it; it would be robbed of its plausi- 
bility. And why? Because, I imagine, we should then find 

barbarians enslaving Greeks, and where was the philosopher 
who would have defended that on any grounds whatever ? 

The essential point where my interpretation differs from 
those of Susemihl and Jackson is in understanding the two 

Novos to be: 

i. dpern is the Sixcacor of slavery, 
ii. Bia is the dixacoy of slavery, 

whereas both those scholars agree in thinking the Adyoz to be: 

i. All slavery is unjust, 
ii, All slavery is just. 

The whole of the rest of the translation depends primarily 
on this one point. 

But who then are the persons to whom Aristotle now goes 
on? édrws dé avteyopevol Ties, Ws olovtat, Sixaiov Twos (6 yap 

vouos Sixavov TL) THY KaTa TOAEwoY Sovreiay TLWéacr Sixaiay, 
dpa 5é od daciw. Here again I find myself at variance with 
both of my guides. Both of them say that the third set of 
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thinkers agree with the second practically, but differ in their 
reason for thinking all slavery to be just. My view is that the 
third and second set are not to be distinguished at all, that the 
alleged difference of reasons for defending slavery is an imagina- 
tion of modern critics. The second set of thinkers say that all 
slavery is just, 0 yap vouos oporoyia Tis éoTw, ev @ Ta KATA 
TOAEMOV KpaTovpeva TOV KpaTovvTwY eivac haciv. The third 
set, says Susemihl, “adhere to the principle ‘what is legal is 
right,” with which Jackson agrees. But what, one may well 

ask, is the distinction between saying that “all slavery is just 
because of the véuos by which the conquered are the property of 
the conqueror,” and that “all slavery is just because what is 
legal is right” ? Surely they come to absolutely and precisely 

' the same thing. Aristotle is harking back to the second view, 

and bringing up a new argument against its adherents in a 
manner only too familiar in his writings ; in fact it is one of the 

consequences of the “open note-book for lecture.” 
A great deal of the interpretation proposed above agrees 

with that of Bernays, but no one seems to take my view of the 

passage as a whole. 

I 8 (1256 b 23). 
\ \ ¢ \ ‘ , ” ¢ x 810 Kal 9 Trodeuixyn hvoes KTHTLKN TS état (1) yap Onpev- 

TuKN pépos avTns), 7 Set ypnoOar tpos Te TA Onpia Kal Tov 
> ’ ¢ eee ” \ L G , 
avOpwotav dco. TwepuKoTes apyerPar yn Bédovaow, ws vce 
Sixatov 6vta ToUTOY TOV TOAELOD. 

Translate: “So natural war also falls under the head of 
KTnTiKy, just as hunting does, which «rytixn (war + hunting) 
must be employed against animals and men who are only fit to 

be ruled but object to it, for we must assume that this sort 

of war is naturally justifiable.” 

The parenthesis appears to me thrown in to answer possible 

objectors. “War is a branch of acquisition ; perhaps some one 
may doubt this, but he is wrong if he does, for hunting is a 
branch of acquisition and this sort of war is on the same footing 

as hunting.” Aristotle ought then to have continued: “As we 
use the hunting branch of xrntvxy against animals, so we are 
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justified in using the polemic branch of it against barbarians.” 
Instead of this he has put down his note so briefly that it is all 
in confusion. 

I 9 (1257 a 35). 

510 mpos Tas adXayas TovodTév TL cuvébevTO Tpds ohas 
> A / \ / a n / > \ oan s A 

avtovs Siddvar kal AapBavew, 6 TAY Ypnoiwwv avTo bv eiye THY 
, \ \ a 

xpelav evpeTayeiproTov impos TO Civ. 

That mpos t6 €Av is nonsense has been long observed. The 
corrections proposed are Bacrafew and the like. But it is clear 
that nothing more is required after evwetayelpsorov, which by 
itself gives the ideas of easiness of carrying and easiness of 

exchange. It has occurred to me that if we transpose the words 

mpos TO Env before eye we shall get a very good sense out 
of them, though it must be admitted that they are still super- 
fluous. 0 (Tav ypnoiwev avTd dv mpds TO Env) elye THY ypeiav 

evpetayelpictov. Compare ypnuatwv mpos fwony avayxaiov 
(1256 b 29). 

I 9 (1258 a 6). 

év brepBory yap ovens THs atroNavcews, THY THS aTroNav- 
oTiKns UTepBorns Tountixny CyTovcw. 

Surely Aristotle never wrote such a sentence even as a 

lecture note, and surely no student ever took such a note down, 
Was not the original something like év drepBorH yap obons THs 
atrodavaews, <Kal> Tv ToinTiKny <avThs év bmepBory > 
tntodow? This gives the sense which is imperatively de- 

manded, but the ordinary reading gives no sense at all, to 
say nothing of the extraordinary composition. People seek 
money in excess, and they do so because they want pleasure in 
excess. But to say that they “seek money” dads, omits an 
essential part of the statement. Compare the corresponding 
phrase just above: eis dzrespor ody éxeivns THs érvOupias ovens, 
Kal TOV ToNTLKOY aTreipwr émiOvpodaL (not TeV aTrEipwV ToLN- 

tuxe@v which would have corresponded to rv ris aroNavoTiKns 
UmepBorns ToinTLKnV). 
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I 11 (1258 b 30). 
3 / A / / ¢€ / lol 

axdapreov pev xypnoiwev é, oloy vNoTOMW/a Te Kal Tdca pe- 
TaANEUTLKN. 

“Compare Rhet. 1.5.7: xkdpmipa Sé Aéyw ad’ dv ai tpoc- 
odo. (Jackson).” But if there is one thing in the world 
which produces wpécodo more than another, it is 7 petaddev- 
tixn. How then could Aristotle describe it as axaptros if by 
akaptros he meant that it brought in no revenue? Clearly he 

is contrasting this branch of tév ard ys yuvouévwv with the 
ordinary produce of 74, namely «apzroz, crops and fruits, yewpyia 
inn Te Kal TepuTevpern. 

ARTHUR PLATT, 
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N 62 adres 8, ds 7 ipnE @Kimrepos dpto TéTec Oat, 
0s pa T am’ aiyidstros métpns TepiunKeos apes 
e , / / Vv ba 

opunon Tediovo Sue Opveov Addo. 

Heartily endorsing Menrad’s excellent repiunxes aepOeis, 

“soaring to a great height”, no less admirably adapted to 

describe the action of the falcon, than the whole simile is to 

refute the absurd tradition of the blindness of the poet, I 

proceed to suggest further that opunen, “starts”, can hardly be 

anything else than a corruption of oijujon, “swoops”. Perhaps 
it would be sufficient for my purpose to adduce :— 

X 139 HdTe KipKos dpecdiv, EXappoTatos TreTEnvar, 

pnidlas oilunoe meta TpHpwva TédeLav. 

X 308 olwnoev Sé arels Ws T alerds bYirreTHes, (=@ 537) 

bs T elow trediovde Sid vedéwv epeBevvdv 
aptaéwv ) dpv awadnv 7) mréka Naywov’ 

@s “Extwp olpnoc. 

Clearly the colourless 6pyyon, cf. BP 265 dpunoeve—orhvat, 
is a very ineffective and inadequate term to depict the down- 
ward dart or swoop of this noble bird, even if no serious excep- 
tion could be taken to the word on grammatical grounds. But, 
as it happens, not only special propriety but even essential 
accuracy of expression seems to have been sacrificed to the 
influence of mere association, for the combination of did«euw 

with odpuaouar was a familiar one from K 359 tol 8 aia 
di@xew dpunOnoar. 
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The case for the intransitive use of opudw, if we exclude the 
present passage, is singularly weak and unconvincing. One 
form alone, dpyrjoeve, presents itself,—a fact perhaps not with- 
out significance :— 

X 194 dccan & spunoee muAdwov Aapdaviawv 
2 / 2/ 6 2 5 , eA , avriov digacOat évduntovs viro mupyous, 

where two of the best mss. L. Lips. give opynoaito, which, I 
submit, might well be accepted. 

® 265 occans S oppnoee troddpxns Sios ’AyiAreds 
oThvar évayTiBiov Kal yvepmevat. 

These two passages must, of course, stand or fall together. 
If opynoa:to be right in one, it is also right in the other. The 

_ only remaining instance is 

A 334 éoracay, dmmote mipyos “Ayatdv Gdros érredOov 
Tpoav opunoee kal ap~eay mroréuoo, 

against which, while correction is easy and in accord with 

usage, cf. @ 595, may be set the truer acceptation of the same 
mood and tense in :— 

ao 376 et S av cal moreudv tobev dpunoece Kpoviwv. 

* 

N 256 Epyouas, ef ti tou &yyos evi Kruolnot A€XCLTTTAL 
oicdmevos’ TO vu ydp KaredEapev, 6 mplv éyecxor, 
aomida AnipdBoro Barov vrepnvopéovTos. 

It is no wonder that the plural form cared£apev has been a 
continual.offence and stumbling block to readers and critics. 
The plural is so deeply embedded here in surrounding verbs 
and participles of the singular number, épyouar, oicdpevos, 
éyecxov, Baro, that it avails little to point out the few occa- 
sions, on which in a perfectly natural manner Homer has used 
nucis and npuérepos for éyo and éuds, eg. B 60, wr 44, 442, 
X 562, O 224, II 244, T 73, whereas in « 97 ff. the usage is 
unnatural, and that line may safely be condemned as an inter- 
polation from 1. 148 (Nitzsch, Platt). Still less does it avail to 

show with Schol. A, that Euripides, whose facial resemblance 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxv. 3 
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to Homer in the presentments of sculpture cannot be said to 
extend to his poetry, indulged with considerably less reserve in 

a somewhat similar mis-usage, cf. Eur. Ion 391 :— 

KorvopecOa pn pabeiv & Bovropat. 

Dr Leaf refers also to ll. 1250—1 of the same play and to 
Tro. 904: as ov Sixaiws, Av Odvw, Oavodpucba. 

He finally, perhaps reluctantly, if I may say so, acquiesces 
in the text, xatedEayev. A variant, caréafa pév, an inad- 
missible one of course, is mentioned in the scholia. Bentley 

long ago suggested xaréa&d pot, giving a very questionable 
position to the enclitic pronoun. The supposition of Thiersch, 

that xated£apev is Aeolic for carea&auny, does not commend 
itself, except possibly to a follower of Fick, by any special 
probability. 

In dismissing these suggestions we need not hesitate to 
make the admission, that no remedy can be at all acceptable, 
which does not easily and readily account for the corrupt 
vulgate. For example xaréa& éyo is clearly not the original, 
because it suggests no obvious or likely method of generation 
for catrea~apev, I venture to think the reading I now offer is 
free from this antecedent improbability. 

, \ / > 3 Lj a \ 4 
TO vu yap Katéat éeuov, 0 ply Execxor. 

Let us suppose, as I have done before (A 758), that the 

earliest writing was é€« mAnpouvs and did not recognise elisions. 
In that case kateazZaemon might without much difficulty become 
by successive stages KateazZamon and kateazamen from the acci- 

dental retention of a instead of e, followed by the slight change 
of o into € necessitated by that retention. 

The above emendation gives a form of expression not 
materially different from 

H 295 covs te wadiota Eras Kai étaipovs of Tor Eacwv. 

What is more important, it is in accord with the requisite 
sense of the passage. Meriones is contrasting the ownership of 
the broken spear with that of the weapon he has come to 
appropriate to his own use, if he can find one. He says in 

effect; ‘I am going to fetch a shaft of yours, because I have 
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broken my own’. This opposition, though clear, is not emphatic 
enough to have been an efficient safeguard to the possessive 
pronoun, the loss of which is to a considerable extent covered 
by the following relative clause, 3 mplv éyecxov. This clause 
however must not be regarded as an epexegesis pure and simple 
of éuov, although for that matter no reasonable objection would 

lie against such a well-known feature of Homeric style, e.g. 
I 124, N 482, y 383, « 271. The adjectival sentence here is 

obviously far from being a piece of mere tautology. It conveys 
substantial additional information, just as if the hero had said: 

‘mine, though I have now lost it’, ‘mine, for I had it a while 

ago’. 

% 

E456 adda tis “Apyeiwv Kouioe ypoil, (sc. dxovta). 

The local dative ypoi' may seem not altogether indefensible. 
It would certainly be too much to say it is necessarily wrong; 

but the usage in Homer of both ypas and Kxopifw, separately 
and in combination, points so strongly to the desirability of the 
preposition here, that it can hardly be rash to propose 

Kopia’ év xpoi, 

as at Pict a highly probable correction. 

First of all, for the two words in combination we may appeal 
to the very similar passage :— 

X 286 as Oy pi o@ evi xpot wav Kopioao. 

Next we may add the consideration, of less weight indeed 

as a piece of absolute evidence but still tending in the same 
direction, that év ypoi' is the phrase used in the only other two 
passages, in which ypo? is found in connection with wounding 
by spears or arrows, viz. 

@ 298 wdytes & ev pot mixGev apniOowv aifnar (sc. éiaT04). 
O 315 ddrda pev ev xpoi myer’ apnldwy aifnadr (sc. Sodpa). 

Lastly the passages, in which couifw, xouifouar, are followed 

by the preposition éy, have some slight bearing on the question 

and will at all events serve to establish the sense of xdmice 
here, which I take to be ‘ has taken charge of’, ‘has hospitably 

3—2 
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received’, a flippant but sufficiently grim sarcasm. These 
passages are :— 

ap 355 etnpata pév Tad pot éote Komrléwev ev peyapoicr 
3 > ws \ 4 2% a 2 Vi 

mw 82 ef & eOéreus, od Kdpsooor evi crabuoiow épvéas. 
© 284 kai ce voOov tep edvta Kopiccato @ évi oilke. 

* 

O 645 otpedels yap petoricbev év domidos avtvys TaXrTo, 
Thy avTos popéerke Trodnvené, Epxos aKovTar, 

aA > wv \ , [4 

™m 6 y éu Bradbeis récev trios. 

The first movement of the Homeric warrior in executing a 
retreat in face of the enemy was to throw his shield over his 

back, as Ajax does A 545, cf. Z 117—8. Periphetes, whose 

fate is here described, had so placed his shield. In stepping 
backward he plants his heel on the rim with the result that he 
falls on his back. Hector seizes the opportunity and kills him. 
otpepOeis seems for the nonce to express merely reversal of 
direction, that the forward movement has been changed for a 
backward one without any turning round; for it is plainly 

impossible that the man, after he had turned round, could by 
tripping fall otherwise than on his face. Whether he has his 
shield before or behind is in this respect an immaterial con- 
sideration. His fall must be in the direction of his move- 
ment. 

The difficulty of waXro is a very serious one. This word is 

supposed to be an epic aorist of 7a) ‘to shake’, ‘to brandish’: 
but the unsuitability of this meaning here is so glaring, that it 
is worth while to examine the usage of the verb in detail. The 

active is common enough. mddAne(v), waddopev, TadA@V, TaA- 
Aevv, mHAe and m7HAae are all used. The middle or passive 

occurs: X 452 ornBect wadreTat Hrop ava otépa. 461 raddo- 

pévn xpadinv. O 191 raddopévav. 2 400 rarrdpevos. The 
two latter instances refer to casting lots. W 692 I shall remark 
on later. This particular form, wdA7o, only recurs in a passage, 

the accuracy of which is rendered just a little doubtful by 
reason of the presence of a diminutive, cpovdurAlav :— 
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T 481 6 S€ hacydvw avyéva Oeivas 
THN aUTH mHANKL Kapn Bade pvEdds adTeE 
apovdvriwy éxrarl> 6 & éri xOovi Keito Tavvabeis. 

There are however four other passages, into which it is 
barely possible, though very undesirable, not to say erroneous, 

to read it. They are :— 

T 351 ovpavod éxxatémarto Sv aidépos. 
© 85 arynoas & avémadto, Béros & eis eyxéparov Sd. 
T 424 ws &8, ds avéradrto, Kal evydpevos eros Nida. 

W 694 ds mAnyels avéranrt’s avtap pweyabupos ’Eresds. 

On the first of these Dr Leaf remarks, that it is é«-«xat-é7- 

ato, comparing A 94 xatemadpevos—a conclusive proof, if 

ever there was one. It follows then that in the three remain- 
ing lines the word is av-érr-aXTo, not av-éradro, and if this be 

so in the last instance, VY 694, then unquestionably in V 692, 

which begins the simile, 
¢ as 8 60 vmod dpixos Bopéw dvarranrrcTar iy Ads, 

avaTraAneTae is an incorrect writing of dvemaddeTar, corrupted 
because the later Greeks did not care to recognise @\Aouae with 

a smooth breathing, v. A 192 a@rerar, but dreras A, adopted by 

Mr Platt. © 536 Gdntar, but ddnrav AC should be accepted. 
Doubtless A 298 xabadrrAopuévn (adAX0uévn D) was originally 

KkatadrXouévn. Whether adrpacw (8 103) should be ddpuacuwr is 

perhaps more open to doubt. 
It appears then that waAro has little real justification out- 

side this passage, which may be thus emended :— 

otpepbeis yap petomicbey ev aoridos avtuy émaXto 

‘Retiring he sprang on the rim of the shield at his back’. 

In the first place dytuys would probably be written without 
elision in the oldest writing; next the later Greeks would 
accept almost any form rather than an elision of « of the dat., if 
it could be got rid of, e.g. H 453. So we need not hesitate to 
restore the suitable éaXro for the unsuitable 7aArTo. By doing 
this we should leave waAro in precarious dependence on T 483 
alone, and as it would perhaps be more merciful to relieve it 
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altogether of the burden of such an existence, I will endeavour 
to hasten its departure from the pages of Homer by suggesting 
as a ee original :— 

fuedos avTe 
aie éEavérarO 6 & éri yOovi xeito tavucbeis. 

There is no reason why the singular should not stand, even 
though we do not go so far as to give it the precise scientific 

reference to the second very large vertebra of the neck, which 

it denotes in medical writers. The critic, who introduced the 

diminutive, may however have done Homer an injustice even 
in this respect. Misled by inferior knowledge he may have 
thought the plural a necessity, but could not introduce it with- 
out adopting the diminutive form also, a form, as we see, here 

particularly to be deprecated. 

* 

O 710 Grr of »y eyyibev iorapevor, Eva Ovupov éyorTes, 
es \ / \ Ios U 

okéou 89 Teréxeoot Kal akivynot pwaxovTo 
‘ / / > oe. > 4 kai Eider peyaroot Kal eyyerw aphvyvoor. 

This passage is taken from a long description of the fierce 
and stubborn fight between the Greeks and Trojans near the 
ship of Protesilaus. of y’ refers to both sides, as does the whole 
of line 710. The next line applies, as editors have remarked, 
to the use made by the Greeks, in the stress of the struggle, of 
the carpenters’ tools, which the ship may be supposed to have 
carried, On the other hand |. 712 primarily, though not exclus- 
ively, describes the weapons of the attacking Trojans. 

We are quite justified therefore in disregarding the athetesis 
of Aristarchus, laid, as Aristonicus informs us, upon 1. 712, 

because in the opinion of the great critic there should be uni- 

formity in the weapons employed, in his own words, 4 idvdrns 
THS wayns ov coHCeran. 

There is no variant of importance. £ipeou is read by Lips. 
and should be adopted, as the paragogic v is needless before 
peyarouct. It is only in regard to the first line, that any 

question of the accuracy of the traditional reading need be 
raised. The hiatus before éva is altogether unsatisfactory. It 
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is not even licitus. The sense of the phrase éva Quuov éyovtes 
‘with one heart and soul’, ‘with unanimity’ may seem unex- 
ceptionable to a modern reader: but it is noteworthy that the 
unanimity, here spoken of, is only the limited kind, which we 
are in the habit of describing with humorous sarcasm, now 
become a little stale and hackneyed, as ‘agreeing to differ’. 

I greatly fear that this little conceit is after all not Homeric, 
and that we ought to read in spite of all Mss. discovered or 
undiscovered :— 

GN of x éyyiOev iotapevor, Siva Ovpov éxovtes. 

The introduction of diya here is defended by 

T 32 Bav & ipevar rorcpovde Geol Siva Oupov éxovTes, 

to which may be added the not very different 

® 385 év 8 adrrdovor Oeoiow Epis wéoe BeBp.Ovia 
apyanrén, Sixa dé cdi evi ppect Oupds anro. 

The rejection of éva is justified by the following passages, 
in all of which (and I have not consciously omitted any) the 
phrase &va Oupov éyovte(s) expresses a complete unison of 
feeling, an absolute accord, such as existed between the two 

masters of state-craft, Nestor and Odysseus. The former 

declares :-— 

y 127 ovte mot eiv ayop? dix’ éBdfouer ovr’ evi Bovrj, 

arr va Ovupov Exovte vow Kai érrippove Boudry 
ppaloue? Apyeioow, dws by’ dpicta yévolTo. 

This complete accord may exist between two or more 
persons with the result that they join their forces to fight 
against a common enemy ; but assuredly not, as in the passage 
under consideration, with the result that they fight against one 
another. The other passages, that I have to quote in illustra- 

tion of this point, are :-— 

II 218 wavtwy S€ mpotrapoibe SU avépe Owpnocovto, 

Ilarpoxdos te cat Avtowédav, Eva Oupov exovtes 
mpocbev Mupydovev troreustéuer. 

P 266 avtap ’Axatot 
éotacav audi Mevoitiadn eva Ovpov éxovTes. 
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The unconscious recollection of either of these latter passages 
might cause a rhapsodist to introduce éva instead of diya into 
O 710; but neither, if considered with more deliberate atten- 

tion, supports its retention there, condemned, as it is, by both 

metre and usage. 

* 

II 259 aitixa 5é odnxecor eoixores éFeyéovTo 
> / A a > 7 ” 

eivodiots, ods Tratdes épiduaivwow eOovTes, 

[alel Keptouéovtes, 0d@ ere oixi’ éyovtTas,| 
vytriayou Evvov Sé Kakov todéeoot TiWciow. 

There is no doubt that Aristarchus was right in condemning 
1, 261 (a@eretrar), for a more patent specimen of an adscript or 

gloss, reduced to metre, cannot be found in the Homeric poems. 

aiel KepToméovtes is equivalent to épiduaivwow Eovtes, or at 
least is intended to be so, though it lacks the precise accuracy, 

which makes 06@ é7re oixi’ yovtas, as a definition of eivodiozs, 
worthy of a lexicographer. I take notice of these points for 
this reason only, because 1. 260 is fairly entitled to such 

testimony as |. 261 affords to its correctness in its present form, 
This correctness I make bold to challenge, though the corruption, 
if any, must be of considerable antiquity, indeed anterior to the 

concoction of 1. 261. 

In 1. 260 the two concluding words, épiduaivwow eovtes, 
particularly claim our attention. Of @ovres for the moment it 
is sufficient to say that the form recurs only in I 540, of the 

Calydonian boar, 

Os Kaka TOAN Epdeokev EOwv Oivhos ad@nv" 

We are told that it means ‘habitually’, é& @@ous, more suo, 

in fact as Dr Watts sang to our infancy ‘for ’tis their nature to’. 
épiduaivwow is araé Neyouevoyv, and objection has been 

taken to the form of the word, needlessly I think, for it is 

evidently related to épifw, as oxvduaiva (QO 592 oxvdmarvéeuer) 
is to oxvouar. The difficulty arises, when we come to the 
meaning we are obliged to attribute to the word here, ‘to 
irritate’, ‘provoke’. Obviously no other meaning will suit the 
passage. It is equally obvious however, that except for this 
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local reason no one would ever dream of giving any other sense 
to épsduaivw than that which is unquestionably borne by the 
cognate épifw, ‘to contend’, ‘vie’, ‘rival’, épifm is quite of 
common use in Homer, and the same may be said of épeOito, 
to which in sense, and not to épifw, we are forced, unwarrant- 

ably I submit, to assimilate épiduaivo. 
Now if this act of violence, for it is nothing less, in inter- 

pretation can be avoided by an inconsiderable change, a change 
so inconsiderable that the appearance of the vulgate becomes 
no matter for surprise, the lack of Mss, authority may well be 
disregarded, and the line read thus :— 

> / aA a > / 3 7 

elvodiots, ods Traides épiduaivwo’ épéOovtes 

‘which lads vie with one another in provoking’. The loss of 
ép- in épéOovtes, a loss so easy, if épuduaivwor were written, as 

it probably was, without elision, not to mention that epee 
might be mistaken for a dittography, results at once in the 
appearance of &ovTes. 

€péOw is not an Attic form, and therefore in later times 
there would be no over-eagerness to preserve it: but it is 
unquestionably Homeric, cf. 

A 519"Hpy, 67 dv w épéOnow dvetdelovrs érecouv. 
t 517 o€etar pereddves dduvpopévnv épéOovar. 

Now a comparison of the strictly analogous épé0a, épebitw 
with €0w, é0/f@ justifies a doubt, whether é0m could ever have 

meant anything but J accustom, I habituate, as a transitive verb. 

Consequently the vulgate, épiduaivwow ePovtes, would mean, 

if rightly taken, ‘ they contend, or vie in habituating them’,—a 
sufficiently humorous view of the proceedings of boys at a 
wasps nest. The young philosophers are only eager to educate 
the wasps in some undefined way. 

But what is to be done with the positive testimony of 

1540 6s Kaka Orr Epderxev EOwv Oivijos addronv 

where é@wy, ‘after its kind’, seems so appropriate? Well, this 
sense is, as we have seen, not altogether beyond question, and 

the support that €@wv can derive from II 260 turns out to be 
little more substantial than that given by the proverbial broken 
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reed, so that after all we may not be far from the truth if we 
divide the letters thus :— 

Epdeck’ évédwv 

lying or wallowing in it, émixeiwevos (érevyvobe: émrjv, éméxerto 
Apollon. Lex.), v. Buttmann’s Lexil. s. v. avnvobe &c. Monro 
H. G. § 22 (8). | 

But having already laid violent hands on é@ovres, I should 
hardly now venture an assault on wv as well, lest peradventure 
in the silent hours of the night the two participles, va @upov 
éyovte, should rise in visible semblance before me, uttering the 
plaintive words :— 

"Twas all very well to dissemble your love: 
But why did you kick us down stairs ? 

I turn therefore to the clause £uvdv 8é Kkaxov Todéeoot 
tOciot. The boys by irritating the wasps cause them to attack 
the passers-by in the manner described in the following lines. 

Kakov TiOetot ‘cause mischief’ refers to the boys and not, as 
Dr Leaf states, to the wasps. It may be distinguished from 

Kaxov péCovar ‘inflict injury’, ‘do mischief’, which would be the 
correct expression to describe the action of the wasps. 

* 

II 352 ws 8& AvKot Apvecow érréypaoy 7 épidorot 
civTat, vmTéeK pndov aipevpevol, ai T év Specot 
Touuevos appadinar Siétwayev. 

Considerable difficulty is here caused by the words é« uyjdavr, 
‘from the midst of the herds’, which are in direct contradiction 

with the statement in the Smile clause, and also involve a 

harsh change of gender, wyAwv—, ail re, a change very faintly 
defended by E 140, itself greatly in need of justification. 

In a case like this, where Dr Leaf in his excellent edition 

seems almost prepared to accept Fick’s excision of 7) épidovor— 

aipevpuevot, it is surely permissible to suggest a correction of no 
great magnitude, which would enable us to retain the assailed 
clause with an improved sense, and at the same time to account 
in the simplest manner for the corruption. With due regard 
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to these conditions the original expression may be supposed to 
have run thus :— 

UTEK LNTPOV aipevmEvoL, 

‘taking them from their dams’ (Schol. vgaspovpevor). ‘ Vio- 

lently seizing’ is, I venture to say, in every respect better than 
‘selecting ’, the usual rendering here. v7ré« also gains in force 
and precision. 

The form pntpév would be dak reyomevor, in itself a 
sufficient reason for its disappearance from our MSS., but the 
Homeric usage of similar words affords, if I am not mistaken, 

very fair cause for admitting the genuineness of such a form in 

spite of its novelty. The gen. and dat. sing. wntpds and wntpi 
-are much more frequently used in Homer than pnrépos and 

pnrépt, though this does not carry us very far. Then there is 
the analogy of @vyartyp, which exhibits @uvyatpar regularly, 
while zaryp in addition to the usual watépwy shows matpév in 
two places, 6 687, 6 245, with guarantee of metre. Lastly danp, 

of which the penultimate is unquestionably long (v. Curtius 
Gr. Etym. p. 230), has daépwy in the texts (QO. 762, 769), a metrical 

equivalent of wnrépwy, but as in the latter passage it begins the 
line, dap@y is certainly right. In later times of course these 

contracted forms were partially disallowed, but in earlier ages 
they seem to have been legitimate throughout. Should these 
analogies be insufficient to convince, then we must sorrowfully 
and resignedly acquiesce in ynAwv, which the later Greeks, as I 

have stated, doubtless deliberately preferred in spite of both 
sense and grammar. 

* 

P 481 @s égar’, "ArKipédav 5é BonOdov app’ émropovaas. 

It seems to me a matter of comparatively little moment, 
whether we write the adjective here Bon@dov, as Aristarchus 
enjoins, vf’ é, or divisim, Boy Odor, with his opponents, who 

in this instance are designated o¢ amo Tijs ayxoAys (Schol. V). 
In sense at least the expression is one and indivisible. Few or 
none will be disposed to follow Déderlein in connecting ox 
with ézropovcas. 
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Perhaps ézropovcas, which elsewhere always has a dative to 
follow, should be écopovcas or, what amounts to the same, és 
dpovoas, cf. A 359 és Sippov dpovcas. However this may be, 
there is certainly room for question, whether BonOoov, however 
written, is an epithet that can be rightly applied to a chariot. 
The only other occurrence of the word in Homer is 

N 476 ds pévev “Sopeveds Sovpixdrutds, ovd vreydper, 
Aiveiay émudvta BonOoov. 

Whatever meaning be given to 8o7 within the limits fixed 
by its origin, for it is fairly certain that it must have properly 
denoted the battle-cry or war-whoop, it is hardly conceivable 

that the compound epithet could be attached with propriety to 
any inanimate object. It seems necessarily to belong to a 
living man, a warrior, who is ‘vigorous or active in battle’, or 
possibly, ‘in raising the shout of onset’. Even under the 

highly improbable supposition, which has been suggested by the 
later use of the verb, BonOéa, that the sense is ‘rescuing’, the 
argument would still retain some of its weight. I submit 
therefore that the line would be more correctly and intelligibly 
read with Son@0os, which we may suppose has in process of 
time accidentally been made to agree with dpya instead of 

"ArKipéd@v :-— 

as épar’, “Arxyédav 5é BonOoos apy’ érropovcas. 

The traditional concord may be plausibly traced to the 
separation of the adjective into its components, for @ody is as 
natural an epithet for a chariot, v. A 533, P 458, as 607 is for a 

ship. 

* 

P 570 xai of pvins Odpoos evi ornbecow ever, 
H Te Kal épyouévn pdra Tep ypoos avdpopuéoro 
ioyavag Saxéew" rapov Sé of alu’ avOpwrov. 

That te should be removed from 1. 571 (Bentley) is 
certain, and the choice between 7 cal épyouévn and 7) Kal 

éepyouéevn (} Te Kal éepyouévn Frgm. Mosc.) may reasonably be 
determined in favour of the latter, cf. N 525, also M 201, 219. 
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But for the complete restoration of this line a further change is 

needful. 

) Kal eepyouéevn par ard ypods avdpopéoco. 

Two considerations may be adduced in favour of this 
emendation, not in itself a very violent one. The first is, 

that dda rep in the traditional text occupies a false position. 
Mr Monro in a note on the line rightly remarks, that the order 
is an unusual one for pwdra rep xpods (é)epyouévn. This 
statement is confirmed by the unvarying usage of Homer 
elsewhere. Compare 

N 317 aid ot éooeiras, wdra Tep pepadte pwdyerOas. 
E 58 varepéss od dv ere yvoins para rep cKxomidlov. 
875 "Exropa Iprapidny wevéery pada rep pepadra. 
O 604°Extopa Ipiapidnv para rep pepadta Kal avdtor. 
Q, 298 vijas én’ ’Apyeiwy iévar wara ep pepadta. 
P 710 viv tévar para rep KeyoXwpévov “Extope dia. 
B 200 obr’ odv Tyréuayov para wep TorvpvOoy édvTa. 
€ 341 od pév 89 ce katadpOice: para trep peveaivor. 

485 @pn yewmepin, ef Kal para rep yaretraivor. 
€ 87 Kadov brexmpopeey wdra Tep puTowvta KabFpa. 
X 350 Ecivos 5é TAHTW para Tep vooToLo xaTifwv. 
y 280 Soprov pviotis env para wep yatéovow éréc Oar. 
E 155 piv dé Ke, kal wara rep Kexpnuévos, od Te Seyoiuny. 
Tt 324 évOad ert mpnker para ep Keyorwpévos aivads. 
x 172 cxjcopev Evtocbev peydpwv wdda Trep me“wadTas. 

The second point in favour of the change is the singular 
frequency, with which ¢épyw (éépyaGev) is followed by or 

combined with dro. 
The first instance here given has a direct bearing on the 

proposed reading. 

A 130 % S€ rocov pév Eepyev ard ypods, ws STE pajTNP 

maidos éépyn pviav. 
» 503 of Kelvov Biowvtar eépyouciv 7 amo Tihs. 
E349 wu«vov cal paraxdrv, ds ard yOovds inpoo’ éepye. 

(aépOn 2) 
O, 238 aidovons améepye Ereco’ aicxypoiow éviccwr. 
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E 147%rAn& amd § avyévos apuov éépyabev 78 amd vwrov. 
A 437 wavta & amo mrevpdév ypoa Epyabev’ ovdé F ace. 
® 599 avrap o IInrclwva S0rAw arroépyabe Naod. 
h 221 ds cirwv paxea peyarns atroépyabev ovAns. 

In ® 325 and y 296 azroépryes occurs without a genitive to 
follow. Once only the simple verb is found with a genitive but 
without azo :— 

N 525 dOavatot Oeol joav éepydopuevot trodéuoro. 

It seems not unlikely, that the removal of dzé from P 571 
is due to the influence of this very line, for these two lines 

afford the only examples of the use of the pres. part. pass. . 
ioyavaa in |, 572 should be tyavaa, cf. VY 300 Spouov 

ixavowoayv. There is nothing whatever in Homeric usage to 
justify the translation of icyavag by ‘persists’. This verb has 
the well-established sense of ‘to check’, ‘stay’, ‘detain’, as 
witness E 89, O 723, o 346, M 38, T 234, 7 161. Here and 

@ 288, where icyavowv giddtnTos is properly corrected by 
Hermann, the only suitable verb is ¢yavaw ‘to yearn for’, ‘to 
be bent upon’. 

* 

= 485 év 8 ta Teipea Twavta, Ta T ovpavds éotedavwrat. 

teipea is usually connected (v. Curtius Gr. Et. p. 206) with 
the Vedic staras, tara, Gothic stairné, Latin stella=sterula, 

Greek dornp, otepom7 and the rest. So possibly év 5¢ creipea 

may be right here, teipea being due to a wish to identify the 
amaé Xeyouevov with the more familiar tépas. We might thus 

be relieved from the necessity of choosing between éy 8é ra and 
év 8é te (L Lips. Harl.). 

However this may be, ta 7 ovpavos éorepdvwrat, on which 

there is a curiously corrupt annotation by Didymus, fnvodoros 
ovpavov eoTnpiKn, apictapyos ovpavoy éotepavwxe, is worth 
consideration. Bekker is probably right in making eornpixn 

into éotnpixtas, so that Zenodotus may have read ra 7 odpave 
éornpixtat. It is at any rate clear that neither Zenodotus nor 
Aristarchus was satisfied with the vulgate, which offers a form 
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of expression at variance with Homeric usage. Whatever 
Aristarchus read may be supposed to have been in conformity 
with this usage. Now our knowledge of the meaning and 
construction of érrepavwras (-To) is drawn from the following 
examples :— 

E 739 (aivyida) Sewny, jv mwépe pev mavtn Dd8os éctehavwrar. 
Kk 195 vijcov, Thy mépt TovTos amreipiTos éoTepaveTar. 
A 36 (dorida) TH 8 eri wév Topy® Brooupdmis éotehavwro. 

O 153 juevov audi 5é pv Ovoev védos eotepdveto. 

To these instances from Homer may be added :— 

Hym. Aph. 120 saifowev, audi & Gustros admeipitos éote- 
pavoro’ 

Hes. Se. Herc. 204 zrepi 8 drABos ameiputos éotepavwro. 

Accordingly the reading of Aristarchus, of which Didymus 
gives the blurred version already quoted, was in all pro- 
bability :— 

Ta T ovpav@ éotehavwrtat 

“which are set in the sky in a ring.” 

For further assurance let us note the construction of the 

active orédw, used in Homer for obvious reasons instead of 
orepavow. 

The instances are few :— 

> 205 audi Sé of Kehparg védos éxtede Sia Oeawr. 
8170 arr Oeds popdiyy ereor orépes. 

Turn these expressions into the passive, and we get cedar 
vépos éotepavawro (cf. O 153 supra) and popdi éreot oréherar 
(€orepavwrar), just as we actually read :— 

9175 ad od of yapis dudumeporébera eréecow. 

The uniformity of the evidence is however broken unfortun- 
ately or fortunately as the case may be, by one exception :— 

€ 303 olovow vedéecor twrepicréper odpavoyv edpdv 
Zevs. 

This clearly reverses the established usage; but then zrepv- 
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orépet happens to be a mere blunder for epirpéder, ‘ curdles,’ 

‘thickens’, ‘denset’, and ought to be corrected as such, cf. 

E 903 (yara) bypov gov, para & @xa twepitpéderat KuKdwvt. 
E ATT Kal cakéeoou mepiTpépetar KpvoTarnos. 

Accordingly let us read :— 

olovow vepéerot trepiTpépes ovpavoy evpur. 

The expression, as restored, is not altogether unlike Virgil’s 
(Geo, I. 248) 

obtenta densentur nocte tenebrae. 

* 

= 582 rm wv avappynkavre Bods peydrovo Boeinv 
éyxata Kal pédrav alwa Nadvaceror, oi 5é vopies 
avtas évdiecay Taxéas Kivas OTpUvOVTES. 

évSiecav may be described very briefly, but very truly, as a 
vox nihili. Siwpar, Sintra (five times), Siwvrar, diocto and 
Siec Oat (four times), all these bear the sense of ‘drive’. Sievtae 
(VY 475) and SicoAar (M 304) occur each once with a passive 
meaning. Add the doubtful Séov or dies (Siou ?) of X 251 and 
no further trace of this verb can be found in Homer; for it 
would be absurd to include 8ée (SFie) used four times = ‘he 
feared’, Fortunately we may hope to recover the true reading 

of 584 without conjuring up a form S/nus, dependent for its 
meaning upon the two forms already noticed (VW 475, M 304), 
and without following Autenrieth in his éd/ecay, which is 

certainly inappropriate in sense, ‘sought to terrify’, even if 
it were possible in form. 5 

The meaning must be, as Dr Leaf gives it, ‘tarred on’, ‘set 
on’. Dismissing therefore dier@ac from the problem, as beside 
the mark, let us see whether Homer himself does not give the 

solution ready to our hands in 

E131 adrXous & orpivovtes évnooper. 

These few words, expressing the same idea, naturally present 
in combination the identical participle and verb here em- 
ployed :— 

aitws évviecay taxéas Kuvas oTpvvorTes. 
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Nor does the emendation depend solely upon the striking 
similarity of the two passages. For two Mss.L" __, admittedly 
the most valuable and trustworthy for this ports 1 of the Iliad 
(v. Dr Leaf, Journ. Phil. No. XxXV1.), indicate not obscurely évinyx 
as the required verb by giving év 8 tecav. Moreover the curious 
évolecay of Ptolemy of Ascalon (La Roche) points to the same 
fact. The & seems to have been originally inserted, stupidly 
enough, as a metrical stop-gap, and in course of time has 
become incorporated with the verb. For the lengthening of 
the preposition it is sufficient to point to évvecinas, nor is the 
case of évvere necessarily, or even probably, of a different 
character, though much has been written to that effect. 

With respect to the insertion of 5é, utterly out of place as 
’ it is, I will venture to hint that the same phenomenon, equally 
gratuitous in its origin, may have caused the generation of 

another abnormal moon-calf, to wit, SevSiAX@v in I 180 

devdirArwv és Exactov, Odvach. € wariota 

from an original évyiAAwv = éviddrv (cf. o 11 émirAdifovew) : 
but I refrain at present from more than this passing reference 
to a line, which is fairly entitled as a whole to more detailed 
consideration. 

T. L. AGAR. 

Journal of Philology. vow. xxv. 4 



TIBVLLIANA. 

TIBULLUS I. lil. 47 sqq. 

non acies, non ira fuit, non bella, nec ensem 

immiti saeuus duxerat arte faber. 
nunc Ioue sub domino caedes et uulnera semper, 

nunc mare, nunc leti mille repente uiae. 

Though the text of 47 has been often attacked and 
numerous substitutes for acies proposed, animt by Broukhusius, 

facinus by Baehrens, rabies by Burmann, and what would have 2 

been a more probable suggestion (cf. Hor. cam. 1. 3. 30) macies 
by E. Wolfflin, it appears perfectly sound as soon as it is rightly 

interpreted. acies means the host arrayed for battle, ira their 
passion and eagerness for the fray, bella the actual fighting. 

One book of Lucan will give all these senses in order: vil 218 

‘miles...non temere immissus campis stetit ordine certo, | in- 
felix acies’ (of the Pompeians); ib. 386 ‘ergo utrimque pari 
procurrunt agmina motu | irarwm’ (cf. 103 ‘si modo uirtutis 
stimulis traeque calore | signa petunt’); 502 ‘ciuilia bella | una 

acies patitur, gerit altera. So bellum in 112, 117, 287, 332, 548, 

ib. v. 13. sq. 

ipse procuraul ne possent saeua nocere 

somnia, ter sancta deueneranda mola. 

It is inexplicable why Tibullus should say that he ought to 
have propitiated the dreams with a pious offering of meal, if 
he actually did so; and that is obviously the case here. Read 
DEVENERATA. The confusion of past participle and gerundive 

is very common in Latin Mss; and weneratus is used passively 
more than once in poetry. 
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ib. vii. 23 sqq. 

Nile pater, quanam possim te dicere causa 

aut quibus in terris occuluisse caput ? 
te propter nullos tellus tua postulat imbres, 25 

arida nec Pluuio supplicat herba Ioui. 
te canit atque suum pubes miratur Osirim 

barbara, Memphitem plangere docta bouem. 
primus aratra manu sollerti fecit Osiris 

et teneram ferro sollicitauit humum et q. s: 

It may possibly be matter of question whether Tibullus 

regarded Nilus and Osiris as different divinities. But whether 
he did or not, the traditional reading is equally inappropriate, 
as the necessary translation shows: ‘The Egyptians chant your 
praises, and marvel at their own Osiris. We must read VTQVE. 

Il. ii. 17 sqq. 

uota cadunt. utinam strepitantibus aduolet alis 

flauaque coniugio uincula portet Amor, 
uincula quae maneant semper dum tarda senectus 

inducat rugas inficiatque comas. 

It can hardly be denied that the statement in wota cadunt, 

‘your prayers (vv. 10 sqq. ‘en age quid cessas? annuit ille; 
roga, | auguror, uxoris fidos optabis amores’) are realized, 
Cornutus,’ does not accord with the wish in ‘utinam coniugio 
uincula portet Amor, where the uwincula are the token that 
the wife will be true to her lord. Baehrens therefore read 

‘aduolat, ‘portat’ and changed utinam to ut iam. But it is 
easier and simpler to read ‘uota cadAnt utinam!’ For the 

position of the last word compare Verg. Aen. 2. 110. 

II. v. 65 sqq. 

[haec cecinit uates et te sibi, Phoebe, uocauit, 65 

iactauit fusas et caput ante comas. 
quicquid Amalthea, quicquid Marpesia dixit 

Herophile, Phoeto Graia quod admonuit, 
quasque Aniena sacras Tiburs per flumina sortes 

portarit sicco pertuleritque sinu, 70 

4—2 
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(haec fore dixerunt belli mala signa cometen, 
multus ut in terras deplueretque lapis; 

atque tubas atque arma ferunt strepitantia caelo 
audita et lucos praecinuisse fugam ; 

ipsum etiam Solem defectum lumine uidit 75 
iungere pallentes nubilus annus equos 

et simulacra deum lacrimas fudisse tepentes 
fataque uocales praemonuisse boues): 

haec fuerant olim; sed tu iam mitis, Apollo, 

prodigia indomitis merge sub aequoribus.] 80 
* * * * 

et succensa sacris crepitet bene laurea flammis 
omine quo felix et sacer annus eat. 

Thus did Baehrens print this passage; and it is not sur- 
prising that he regarded nearly the whole of it as spurious, 
though what motive there was for such an interpolation it 

would be hard to say. 
Let us first consider lines 67—70 in relation to their present 

context. The utterances of certain Sibyls are there referred to. 

Now there are two ways in which a mention of these utterances 

might be made to cohere with the subjects of our poem: 
either (a) it might be said that whatever these Sibyls foretold 
was due to the inspiration of the same Phoebus who inspired 
the prophecy to Aeneas, 39 sqq.; or (6) it might be said that 
all the evils which they had predicted were now past and 
done with. The second appears to be the sense generally as- 
signed to the words; but how is it arrived at? By making 

71—78 a parenthesis and taking 67—70 as the antecedent to 
‘haec fuerant olim.’ With this result: ‘All the evils that the 

Sibyls foretold—they predicted an ominous comet and showers 
of stones and men say (ferunt) defeat was portended by signs 
in the sky and sacred groves: the Sun was seen in eclipse, 

statues wept and kine uttered weirds—have passed away. It 
is hardly needful to add anything to this paraphrase. If it 

be, it is enough to say that prophetesses do not predict omens, 
but that both omens and prophetesses foretell events, and that 
no writer who had any claim to coherence would link the 
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statement that Sibyls had predicted a comet to the statement 
that noises in the sky had predicted defeat. It follows then 
that lines 69—70 must be detached from lines 71 sqq. with 
which they have no immediate connexion. Which of the 
two hypotheses, (a) or (b), would provide the more probable 
supplement, it is, in the pitiably mangled condition of the poem, 
impossible to be sure. But I may anticipate the following dis- 
cussion so far as to say that some supplement of the nature of 

(6) is probable on other grounds. Though the lines cannot be 
restored to their pristine condition, we can, I think, do some- 

thing for them. The Phyto Graia of Huschke (for ‘ Phoebo 
grata’) and the Aniena—Tiburs of the Italians for Albana’— 
Tiberis seem certain; and pertulerit (70) for perluerit is on the 
right track. But the Quas of the Guelferbytanus is an ill- 
judged correction of the Quod of the Ambrosianus (A) and the 
Vaticanus (V). A nominative is clearly wanted. Again ‘por- 

tarit, ‘pertulerit’ are ungrammatical as Heyne saw, a past 
tense of the indicative being required. Lastly ‘portarit’ is 

intolerably weak, especially with ‘pertulerit’ following. We 
should read therefore 

quaEque Aniena sacras Tiburs per flumina sortes 
RAPtarAt sicco pertuleratque sinu, 

and mark a lacuna after the pentameter. 
To resume, the subject of the following lines has been 

identified by more than one commentator. It is that of the 
portents which followed on the death of Caesar ; Dio Cass. 45. 17, 

Verg. Georg. 1. 466—490’, Ov. Met. 15. 782—798. To come to 
the words, I have already said that the subject of dixerunt (71) 
cannot be the Sibyls nor again can it be that of ‘ferunt’ (73) 
‘people in general.’ There is thus nothing for it to refer to. 
Let us turn to the MS tradition. This is ‘cometé’ (A, ‘cometém’ 
V)—‘ multus et—deplueritque.’ An intruding nasal stroke has 
wrought confusion in many passages of the Latin writers; 
but in none more than here. ‘cometé’ then is for ‘comete,’ i.e. 

1 Scaliger did ill to conjecture Al- burs, by which Aniena was expelled. 
bina, although the ms variants point 2 In his imitation 1. 525 sqq. Lucan 

to the word. Albana is simply a cor- for obvious reasons transfers the por- 
ruption of Albinea, a gloss upon Ti- tents to the beginning of the civil wars. 
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‘cometae. For the plural see Verg. G. l.c. 1. 488 ‘nec diri 
totiens arsere cometae!, Aen. 10. 273 sq. ‘liquida si quando 
nocte cometae | sanguinei lugubre rubent, Manilius 1. 892 
‘talia significant lucentes nocte cometae’; with belli signa com- 
pare what follows ib. 896 ‘quin et bella canunt ignes subitosque 

tumultus | et clandestinis surgentia fraudibus arma.’ Passing 
on to the pentameter, it is strange that the changes wt and de- 
plueretque should have been so generally accepted. Apart from 

the sense, the construction involved is as far from the simplicity 
of Tibullus as anything could be: ‘dixerunt haec fore’ [or 

‘fore cometem’] ‘foreque ut multus lapis in terras deplueret.’ 
Maybe the postponement of the que to the second half of the 
pentameter has beguiled the judgment of the editors. But this 
most characteristic metrical trait, found only in the genuine work 
of Tibullus*, is never used where the meaning and construc- 

tion are not obvious at the first reading. 1. 1. 40 ‘ fictilia anti- 
quus primum sibi fecit agrestis | pocula de facili composuitque 
luto’; 3. 14, 38, 56 ‘Messallam terra dum sequiturque mari’; 
4. 2 ‘ne capiti soles ne noceantque niues’; 6. 54 ‘ut uolnere 
nostro | sanguis, ut hic uentis diripiturque cinis’; 72; 7. 62; 
10. 54, I. 3. 38; 54; 4. 54; 5. 22 (wrongly condemned by 
Baehrens as spurious), 70 (do.), 86, 90; 6.16. It would seem 
therefore that we shall do well to retain et, discard ‘ deplueret- 
que,’ the conjecture of the interpolated mss for ‘deplueritque’ 
(A, ‘depuleritque’ V), in favour of ‘depluit usque’ the conjecture 
of Baehrens and take ‘ depluit’ as a historical present. 

The couplet then emerges as follows : 

haec fore dixerunt belli mala signa cometaK, 
multus et in terras DEPLVIT VSQVE lapis, 

running in every point parallel to the descriptions of the 

portents in the following six lines. 

1 The plural seems to include 

‘meteors’ as Voss points out on the 

passage. 
2 That is, only in books 1, m. 111 

11. 8 (tv 5, 8) ‘perque tuos oculos per 

geniumquwe rogo’ is no exception. For 
Tibullus does not postpone the que, if 

another gue precedes in the penta- 
meter, a subtlety which it is easy to 
overlook. Nor again is mm 13. 4 (rv 7. 4) 
one. For there ‘in nostrum sinum’ 
belongs, if anything, more to ‘attulit’ 
than to ‘deposuit.’ 
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It is followed by two lines in which the present is contrasted 
with the past, in words which require a good deal more attention 
than, as I believe, they have yet received. 

haec fuerant olim; sed tu iam mitis, Apollo, 

prodigia indomitis merge sub aequoribus. 

And first, iam strikes the note that is struck by other writers when 
speaking similarly of prodigia, by Horace in the famous ode 

(1. 2) ‘cam satis terris niuis atque dirae | grandinis misit pater,’ 
ib. v. 30 sqq. ‘tandem uenias precamur | nube candentes umeros 
amictus, | augur Apollo’ and by Manilius 906 sqq. comets 
and other fiery phenomena in the heavens ‘ciuilis etiam motus 
cognataque bella | significant; nec plura alias incendia mun- 

dus! | sustinuit quam cum ducibus iurata cruentis | arma 
Philippeos implerunt sanguine campos, | uixque etiam sicca 

miles Romanus harena | ossa uirum lacerosque prius superastitit 
artus, | imperiumque suis conflixit uiribus ipsum, | perque 
patris pater Augustus uestigia uicit. | necdum finis erat. 

restabant Actia bella | dotali commissa acie repetitaque rerum 
(915) | alea et in ponto quaesitus rector Olympi, | femineum 
sortita iugum cum Roma pependit | atque ipsa Isiaco certarunt 

fulmina sistro. | restabant profugo seruilia milite bella | cum 
patrios armis imitatus filius hostis (920) | aequora Pompeius 
cepit defensa parenti®. | sed satis hoc fatis fuerit. iam bella 
quiescant’ etc. Now there appears to be little doubt that the 
ode of Horace was written after B.c. 31, the year of Actium. 

Let us see how a similar date would sort with our passage. In 
the first place the connexion of Apollo and the raging main 
would become intelligible. What had the ordinary Apollo, the 
sun god and the god of prophecy and song, to do with the sea? 
Why should he usurp the province of Neptune? Between 

the Actian Apollo on the other hand and the indomita aequora 
the connexion is obvious. The fleet of Antony suffered severely 
in the battle from the heavy seas, see Plutarch, Ant. 68, Dio 
Cass. 30. 31, Martial 4. 11. 6 ‘obruit Actiaci quod grauis ira 

freti’; and to the favour of the god of Actium, as is well 

1 Compare the words of Virgil Georg. _ order here, putting the more important 

tia Oe war first. 

? Manilius inverts the chronological 
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known, the victory was officially ascribed. For a fact so 
notorious it is hardly necessary to quote authority; but see 
Verg. Aen. 8. 704 sq. Propert. 4 (5). 6. 27 sqq. esp. 57 and 67. 
Lastly we must not overlook the double significance of prodigia. 
To the Romans of that day the victory of Antony meant the 
domination of Cleopatra, the ‘fatale monstrwm’ as Horace calls 

her in his ode of thanksgiving (1. 37); it meant the perpetu- 
ation of the portentous enslavement of Romans to a sexless and 
degraded crew. Compare the language of Horace Epod. 9. 
9 sqq., Propertius 3 (4). 11. 33 sqq. These outrages upon 
nature were now by the mercy of avery sunk for ever beneath 

the rolling billows of Actium. 
Again let us turn to the beginning of the poem and see if it 

furnishes indications in accord or discord with these. The god 
is invoked to sing laudes or the good deeds of war, for laudes 
have a special regard to military achievements. The reference 
is fixed by 10 ‘ad laudes flectere uerba nouas’ (meas the Mss), 
in which it is said that he is to come in the guise in which 
men tell that he ‘Saturno rege fugato | wictori laudes con- 

cinuisse [oui The situation is clear. The contest for the 
sovereignty of the world is over. Saturn has been defeated 
and Jove is enthroned; ‘in ponto quaesitus rector Olympi’ as 
Manilius says. This dwelling upon the dress and habit of 

Apollo is not the mere accident of poetic fancy or ornament. 
It appears again in Propertius 4 (5). 6, also an inaugural 
poem. At Actium the god was not the Apollo Citharoedus, 
‘non illa attulerat crines in colla solutos | aut testudineae 
carmen inerme lyrae | sed quali aspexit Pelopeum Agamemnona 
uultu | egessitque auidis Dorica castra rogis’ et g.s. But after 
the battle, says the poet, ‘arma satis cecini, citharam iam 

poscit Apollo | uictor et ad placidos exuit arma choros.’ The 

change in the god’s attire was a matter of no slight moment 
to Rome. It would mean much if the god whom all Rome saw, 
probably in the same triumphal procession of B.c. 29 in which 
was carried the waxen figure of Cleopatra and the asp, shooting 

his arrows against the hosts of his eastern enemy’, was to be, 

1 The descriptions of Virgil Aen. 8. tendebat Apollo | desuper’ and Pro- 

704 ‘Actius haec cernens arcum in-  pertius 4(5). 6. 29 sqq. ‘astitit Augusti 
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as in the veiled warning of one of the ‘inspired’ odes of 
Horace, ‘nunquam umeris positurus arcum’ (3. 4. 60); and his 
intentions must, as a matter of urgent and practical politics, be 
cleared of all ambiguity. The pose and dress here described 
have been identified with those of the Apollo Citharoedus which 
stood inside the temple of the Palatine Apollo, the dedication 
or opening (B.C. 28) of which is commemorated by Horace 
carm. 1. 31, and Propertius 2. 31. In this temple, a most 

magnificent monument to the Actian god, were placed the 
Sibylline books?; and our poem commemorates the inauguration 

of Messallinus, one of the two sons of Messalla, as one of the 

fifteen custodians and interpreters of the sacred documents. 
Besides this our poem is an expression of loyalty to the new 

regime which was the outcome of the battle of Actium. 

HI, ‘vi. 9 sq. 

castra peto, ualeatque Venus ualeantque puellae ; 

et mihi sunt uires et mihi facta tuba est. 

The only sense which the second half of the pentameter can 
bear is ‘I have made a trumpet’ or ‘I have had a trumpet made.’ 
Did Tibullus then intend to join the regimental band? And 

is this the meaning of his next couplet: ‘magna loquor sed 
magnifice mihi magna locuto | excutiunt clausae fortia uerba 
fores’? ‘These be prave ’ords’ for an intending tubicen to use. 
Heyne conjectured flata, the fatal objection to which is that 

it would naturally mean ‘I have blown the trumpet’ when the 

puppim super...dixerat, et pharetrae 

pondus consumit in arcus...Actius hinc 

traxit Phoebus monimenta quod eius | 
una decem uicit missa sagitta rates’ 

seem based on some pictorial repre- 
sentation. This natural inference is 
considerably strengthened by the cir- 

cumstance that Virgil’s description is 
in some other respects obviously taken 
from the Actian triumphal procession, 

e.g. in the introduction of the Nile: 

‘magno maerentem corpore Nilum | 

pandentemque sinus et tota ueste uo- 

cantem | caeruleum in gremium late- 

brosaque flumina uictos,’ compared 

with Propertius 2. 1. 30 sqq. ‘aut 

Ptolomaeei litora capta Phari | aut 
canerem Aegyptum et Nilum cum atra- 

tus in urbem | septem captiuis debilis 

ibat aquis | aut regum auratis circum- 

data colla catenis | Actiaque in sacra 

currere rostra uia.’ 

1 When they were first placed here 
is uncertain. It does not follow from 

Suetonius’ words (Aug. 31) that pre- 
viously to the pontificate of Augustus 

they had not been kept there. They 
were still in this temple in the reign 
of Julian, Ammianus Marcellinus 23. 

3. 3. 
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sense desired is ‘the trumpet has been blown for me.’ In this 
connexion tuba may mean either ‘trumpet’ or ‘trumpet’s sound,’ 
cf. e.g. Prop. ‘et tuba sit facti uana querella mei,’ Lucan 7. 25 
‘nullas tuba uerberet aures’ and in the common phrase ante 
tubam, ante tubas ‘before the charge is sounded. As sense 
bars our way by the first route, let us try the second. All 
that we require is the slight change to LAETA ‘I rejoice to 
hear the trumpet.’ This quasi-active use of /aetus ‘ gladdening, 

though quite classical (see the lexicons), might easily puzzle a 
scribe. 

m1. (Lygdamus) iv. 

Di meliora ferant nec sint mihi somnia uera 

quae tulit hesterna pessima nocte quies. 
ite procul, uani, falsumque auertite uisum ; 

desinite in uotis quaerere uelle fidem. 
diui uera monent, uenturae nuntia sortis 5 

uera monent Tuscis exta probata uiris. 
somnia fallaci ludunt temeraria nocte 

et pauidas mentes falsa timere iubent. 
fet natum maturas hominum genus omina noctis 

farre pio placant et saliente sale ? 10 

et tamen, utcumque est, siue illi uera moneri, 

mendaci somno credere siue uolent: 

efficiat uanos noctis Lucina timores 
et frustra inmeritum pertimuisse uelit 

si mea nec turpi mens est obnoxia facto 15 
nec laesit magnos impia lingua deos. 

The writer of these lines is not a great literary artist. But 
he cannot have written these lines as they stand, not even with 

the changes uanum (V marg.) 1. 3, nobis 1. 4, natum im curas |. 9 
which appear in Hiller’s last text. To pass over other objec- 

tions which are evaded in different ways by emendation, what 
does tamen (11) mean if it has just been said that dreams are 
false (7, 8)? want in 3 again, though I believe it to be 
genuine, cannot be defended by the supposition that it refers 
to somni, an equivalent of somnia. A similar looseness of ex- 
pression is sometimes found, e.g. in Lucretius (Munro on 1. 352, 
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6. 188, Brieger praef. xix), but the sense is always clear, which 
is not the case here, as the reader would naturally suppose the 

di (cf. auertite) were addressed. Once more, the future wolent 
(12) is the wrong tense. The manuscripts. of Tibullus are 
deeply corrupt, whatever some may say to the contrary, and 
in the present case, though I think the passage may with cer- 
tainty be restored in its general outlines, it is impossible to feel 

complete confidence about the beginning of line 9 and the first 

syllable of the adjective in line 4. 
I submit the following restoration, only adding that in 11 I 

should prefer monenti, the elegant conjecture, if such it be, of 
the corrector in G (the Guelferbytanus), did I feel sure that it 
was not too good for Lygdamus. 

Di meliora ferant nec sint mihi somnia uera 
quae tulit hesterna pessima nocte quies. 2 

diui uera monent, uenturae nuntia sortis 5 

uera monent Tuscis exta probata uiris. 

somnia fallaci ludunt temeraria nocte 
et pauidas mentes falsa timere iubent ? 

AN VERVM MONITVRA hominum genus omina noctis 
farre pio placant et saliente sale ? 10 

et tamen, utcumque est, siue illi uera moneri, 
mendaci somno credere siue SOLENT, 

efficiat uanos noctis Lucina timores 
et frustra inmeritum pertimuisse uelit. 

si mea nec turpi mens est obnoxia facto 15 
nec laesit magnos impia lingua deos, 

ite procul uani falsumque auertite uisum ; 3 
desinite in SANCTIS quaerere uelle fidem. 4 

The temores are addressed in |. 3, the want taking up the 

uanos of 13. 

ab. vi. 1 sqq. 

candide Liber, ades: sic sit tibi mystica uitis 
semper, sic hedera tempora uincta feras; 

aufer et ipse meum pariter medicando dolorem: 

saepe tuo cecidit munere uictus amor. 
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The specious conjecture of Waardenburg patera medicante 
is put out of court by the fact that Lygdamus would not drink 
out of the sacred patera. The other conjectures are not worth 
recording. I propose 

aufer et ipse meum, pariLES medicaTE, dolorem. 

‘You have healed others: heal me.’ 

Just below the mss have 

ite procul durum, curae, genus, ite labores; 7 
fulserit hic niueis Delius alitibus. 

What are the white birds of Phoebus? And what is he 
doing as an antithesis to Cares and Toils? Mr Housman 
conjectures Jdalis hic Venus. The results of the ingenious 
conjecture are good; but the process is too expensive. We 
need do little more than shift the letters of Delius and we 

get the required result: IDALIS, i.e. [dalie Ov. Met. 14. 694. 
Idalis is the feminine of ’[éaXevs Steph. Byz. Cf. Cypris, 
Cythereis. Thus Venus has her snow-white swans again. 
From Horace, whom Lygdamus imitates a good deal*, we may 
compare carm. 4. 1. 9 sqq. ‘tempestiuius in domum | Pauli 

purpureis ales oloribus | comissabere Maximi.’ 

ab. 17 sqq. 

haec Amor et maiora ualet sed poscite Bacchi 
munera: quem uestrum pocula sicca iuuant ? 

conuenit ex aequo nec toruus Liber in illis 
qui se quique una uina iocosa colunt. 20 

non uenit iratus nimium nimiumque seuerus: _ 
qui timet irati numina magna, bibat. 

quales his poenas qualis quantusque minetur 

Cadmeae matris praeda cruenta docet. 

In line 21 sewerus should of course be a plural, as hts in 23 

shows. Editors also attack non uenit, which appears to me to 

be genuine, while in 19 they leave conuentt with a use for which 

1 The word itself occurs in Lucan 2 e.g. 4. 10 (quoted above) is Horace 

3. 204 ‘gelido tellus perfusa Caico|  (carm. 3. 23. 19) almost word for word 

Idalis’; but this cannot of course ‘molliuit auersos Penatis | farre pio 
mean the Idalium of Cyprus. et suliente mica,’ 
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no justification that I know of has been adduced. Palaeo- 
graphically it makes no difference whether we alter non uenit 
into conuenit, as Lachmann does (reading seweros), or into nam 

uentt or tam wenit in 21; or conuenit into non uenit in 19, which 

I prefer, reading and punctuating thus: 

NON uenit ex aequo nec toruus Liber in illis 

qui se quique una uina iocosa colunt ? 
non uenit iratus nimium nimiumque seueris ? 

It is however clear that thus we get a better correspondence 
in the two members of the comparison. The quasi-absolute use 
of went is found more than once in other writers, e.g. Verg. 
‘iniussae ueniunt felicius uuae’; Prop. 1. 10. 25 ‘irritata uenit 

quando contemnitur illa.’ 

ab. 65 sq. 

saeuus Amor docuit ualidos temptare labores ; 
saeuus Amor docuit uerbera posse pati. 

The hexameter of this couplet is found only in F, the excel- 

lent Cuiacian fragment; but it is clearly corrupt, for walidos 
labores (for which L. Mueller conjectured warios J. and Baehrens 
uastos 1.) is an unintelligible phrase. Of the two Baehrens’ 

proposal is the better; but neither is quite satisfactory. Let 
us consider the context. 

Phoebus is advising Lygdamus not to fight against the 
tyranny of Love. It is no greater in his case than it has been 
in that of many others, including the god himself. He con- 

tinues in 73 sqq. ‘nescis quid sit amor, iuuenis, si ferre recusas | 
wmnutem dominam coniugiumque ferum. | ergo ne dubita blan- 
das adhibere querelas: | uincuntur molli pectora dura prece.’ 
There is an obvious implication: ‘You have only to contend 
with the cruelty and savagery of a mistress. It might be 
worse.’ Now look at Propertius’ account of the hard task- 
mastership of Love 1. 1. 9 sqq. ‘ Milanion nullos fugiendo, Tulle, 
labores | saeuitiam durae contudit Iasidos. | nam modo Par- 
theniis amens errabat in antris | ibat et hirsutas ille uidere 

feras;| ille etiam Hylaei percussus uerbere rami | saucius 
Arcadiis rupibus ingemuit.| ergo uelocem potuit domuisse 
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puellam, | tantum in amore preces et benefacta ualent. With 

this compare another passage where the same fable is referred 
to, with a touch of the humour which often lights up the poetry 
of Propertius: 2. 19. 17 sqq. ‘ipse ego uenabor. iam nune me 
sacra Dianae | suscipere et Veneris ponere uota iuuat. | inci- 
piam captare feras et reddere pinu | cornua et audaces ipse 
monere canes, | non tamen ut uastos ausim temptare leones | 

aut celer agrestes comminus ire sues.’ ‘I will come into the 

country to you, Cynthia, but I will not chase wild beasts, as 
Milanion did for Atalanta.’ The last-quoted passage will give 
us the word that we require: ualidos temptare LEONES. For 

the epithet compare Lucr. 5. 1309 sqq. ‘expertique sues saeuos 

sunt mittere in hostes | et ualidos partim prae se misere leones | 
cum doctoribus armatis saeuisque magistris,’ 7b. 984 sqq. ‘elec- 
tique domo fugiebant saxea tecta | spumigeri suis aduentu 
ualidique leonis | atque intempesta cedebant nocte pauentes | 
hospitibus saeuis instrata cubilia fronde.’ It will be observed 
that in both these passages saeuus occurs in the immediate 
context. I have observed the confusion of labores and leones 
elsewhere, I think in the Ms variants of Manilius. 

Panegyricus 18 sqq. 

alter dicat opus magni mirabile mundi 
qualis in immenso desederit aere tellus 

qualis et in curuum pontus confluxerit orbem 20 
et uagus, e terris qua surgere nititur, aer 
huic et contextus passim fluat igneus aether 

pendentique super claudantur ut omnia caelo. 

The subject is the favourite one of the detachment of the 
various elements from the original chaos. To the vulgate read- 
ing of 22, which I have given above, there is the serious objec- 

tion that in this cosmogony the elements are represented as 
forming layers and so the fiery ether is not ‘interwoven’ (con- 
textus) with the atmosphere, as lilies with amaranths (Lygd. 
4, 33), but is completely separated from it and envelopes it 

like a wall. One citation is enough to make this clear. Mani- 
lius 1. 149 sqq. ‘ignis in aethereas uolucer se sustulit auras | 

summaque complexus stellantis culmina caeli | flammarum wallo 
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naturae moenia fecit. | proximus in tenuis descendit spiritus 
auras | aeraque extendit medium per inania mundi.’ The 
proper preposition to be used of such an encircling wall we can 
learn from e.g. Prop. 4 (5). 4. 7 ‘huic Tatius frontem uallo 
praecingit acerno. We should accordingly read PRAEteztus. 
Cf. 1. 4. 43 ‘praetexens picea ferrugine caelum—arcus. The 
prefixes prae- and con- are not unfrequently confused in Mss, 

e.g. at Prop. 2. 1.41. In the same line it is clear that we 
should accept ut for ‘et’ from the ‘Itali, as otherwise aer has 

no verb. It is not however clear that we should change 
hine into huic with the inferior mss, I prefer to keep hinc 
as making it plain that the ether bounds the air on the outside 

or on the side (hinc) where it strives to rise from the earth. 

III, xiv (IV. vill). 

Inuisus natalis adest qui rure molesto 

et sine Cerintho tristis agendus erit. 
dulcius urbe quid est? an uilla sit apta puellae 

atque Arretino frigidus amnis agro? 
iam, nimium Messalla mei studiose, quiescas 5 

neu tempestiuae saepe propinque uilae. 

hic animum sensusque meos abducta relinquo, 
arbitrio quam wis non sinit esse meo. 

The most heroic champions of the MS tradition of Tibullus 
obelize verse 6. The attempts at healing have been almost as 
numerous as they are unsatisfactory. But it appears possible 
to extract something from the débris. In the first place, 

tempestiwae—uiae appears, as all allow, to be genuine. If so, 
then, as the plain sense of the author shows, an wnseasonable 

journey can only be referred to and tempestiuae must receive a 
negative. This is provided by the lection of the inferior Mss 
non which R. Unger accepts, reading saewe and making uiae 
depend on quiescas'. There is no doubt that this is an easy 
change, and at first sight it seems to give a good sense. On 
examination however two objections emerge. (1) iam—qut- 
escas ‘clo be quiet’ seems a more natural combination of words 

1 Cited by Baehrens ad loc.. who says ‘hoc si probas lege quiescas ceu tem- 
pestiuae, saeue propinque, uiae’! 
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here than the proposed construction would give. (2) saeue 
is a much stronger word than should be applied in 1. 6 to 

the same person who is only met nimium studiose in 1. 5. I 
suggest with diffidence another solution which proceeds on 
the hypothesis that, as Baehrens says, ‘uerba saepe propinque 
grauiter corrupta.’ propingue, as every one can see, is not 
wanted, and may well be a gloss explaining the relation of 

Messalla to the lady whose inclinations he was forcing. saepe 
is often a corruption of semper; and propinque, though it cannot 
bear the sense of dedite, may have replaced a word which 

did. Such a word would be AmicE. For this use of amicus we 
may compare passages like Horace Hp. 1. 2. 26 ‘amica luto sus, 

Cicero nat. d. 2. 43 ‘(Fortuna) amica uarietati constantiam 
respuit,’ Sil. It. 13. 723 ‘nunc auro Curium non umquam cernit 
amicum’ (similarly inimicus Apul. Met. 9. c. 14 ‘inimica fidei, 

hostis pudicitiae,’ of a woman); perhaps also Prop. 1. 13. 12 
‘nec noua quaerendo semper amicus eris. Except for the epi- 
thet of wa the phrase will range with that of Tib. 1. 1. 26 

‘nec semper longae deditus esse wiae.’ 
In the last line the division of guamuis (AV) and the change 

of sints to sinit give a certain emendation. I had thought that 
I could claim it as my own; but I find now that it is as old as 
Statius. Perhaps one of the reasons that it has been neglected 
is that Baehrens quotes it in a mutilated and unintelligible 
form. 

J. P. POSTGATE. 

Postscript. In 11. vi. 10 an attempt has been made to give 
facta the sense of idonea. To substitute this for the plain 
meaning of the phrase is obviously a desperate expedient. It 

may be added that this use of factus is confined to persons, the 
active facere being used of things. It should be mentioned 
that Muretus adopted grata from some inferior Mss. This 
would do, though laeta seems preferable. 
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VII THE SUPPOSED PRIORITY OF THE PHILEBUS 

TO THE REPUBLIC. 

“Auf den Sophisten”, says Zeller in his Philosophie der 

Griechen 11 i 546, 4th edition (1889), “weist der Parmenides 
zuriick, auf diesen der Philebus, welcher seinerseits ebenso, 

wie der Politikos, von der Republik vorausgesetzt wird”: and 
accordingly his whole theory of the “Reihenfolge” of Plato’s 

writings depends upon the proposition that the Philebus is 
prior to the republic. This priority he seeks to establish, loc. 
cit. p. 548 note 2, by comparison, first of republic v1 505 B ff (the 
controversy about the Good) with the principal argument of 
the Philebus, and, secondly, of republic 1x 583 B ff (the theory 
of true and false pleasures) with certain portions of that 

argument. In an earlier paper, tiber die Unterscheidung einer 
doppelten Gestalt der Ideenlehre, in the Sitzwngsberichte of the 
Berlin Academy, 3 March 1887, pp. 219, 220, he has a some- 
what fuller statement of the former of his two proofs, and to 
this statement he appeals in the Ph. d. Gr. loc. cit. Finally, 
the statement contained in the Ph. d. Gr. loc. cit. is explicitly 
endorsed in the Archiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophie tv 196 
(1891). I propose to inquire whether Zeller’s argument, set 

forth in the Sitzungsberichte in 1887, enlarged in the Ph. d. Gr. 
in 1889, and reaffirmed in the Archiv in 1891, warrants him in 

regarding the priority of the Philebus to the republic, not 
merely as a presumption to be weighed against other pre- 
sumptions, but as a fixed and incontrovertible datum to which 

all speculation must of necessity conform itself. For as such he 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxv. 5 
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seems to present it, and as such it has been accepted by some 

of his less critical readers’. 

§1 The controversy about the Good. 

The former of Zeller’s proofs is stated (Ph. d. Gr. 11 1 548) 

as follows : “Denn wenn es Rep. v1, 505 B heisst: d\Xa pv TOE 

ye oc Oa, Ott Tois ev TOAXOIs 7S0v7 SoKe? eivar TO ayabdr, ToOIs 
Sé xoprpotépors ppdvynors, wenn also genau die Frage, welche 
das Thema des Philebus bildet (vgl. 11 B—E. 19 c f. 66 D f.), hier 

als eine wohlbekannte behandelt wird, und die beiden dort 

ausfiihrlich kritisirten Annahmen mit wenigen Bemerkungen 
abgethan werden, so wird man darin gerade so gut eine Ver- 

weisung auf den Philebus finden miissen, wie in den a. a, O. 
angegebenen Stellen des letzteren eine Verweisung auf den 
Parmenides, Phiido 72 E (s. 0. 477, 1) auf den Meno, Gess. v, 

739 Bf. (vgl. m. plat. Stud. 16 f) auf die Republik; und dass 

Dem so ist, und nicht etwa der Philebus auf die Rep. zuriick- 
sieht, wird durch den Umstand bestiitigt, dass der Philebus bei 

der Beantwortung jener Frage auf die Bestimmungen der Rep. 
tiber das Gute keine Riicksicht nimmt, so nahe ihm diess auch 

28 ff. gelegen hatte. (Vgl. Sitzungsber. d. preuss. Akad. 1887, 
Nr. 13, S. 220 ff.)” 

Thus, according to Zeller, (1) the question discussed in 
republic 505 B ff is the question which forms the theme of the 
Philebus ; (2) in republic 505 8B ff this question is treated as a 
familiar one, the two contemporary theories being rapidly dis- 

posed of, whereas in the.Philebus they are dealt with in detail ; 
(3) consequently the republic refers to the Philebus rather 
than the Philebus to the republic; and (4) the silence of the 

Philebus, especially at 28 D ff, in regard to the theory of the 
Good presented in the republic, is a further proof of this. 
About all these propositions I shall have something to say. 

1 In this paper I avoid all reference which had led me to a different conclu- 
to those considerations, mainly derived _ sion. 

from the study of the Platonic ontology, 
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(1) According to Zeller the question discussed in republic 
505 B ff is the question which forms the theme of the Philebus’. 

In the Philebus we hear of three questions: (a) ‘which of 
the two, pleasure or intelligence, is the Good’, debated between 

Socrates and Philebus before the dialogue begins (11 A—c), 
but constantly regarded as the origin of the conversation 
between Socrates and Protarchus; (6) ‘ which of the two, plea- 
sure or intelligence, is the Human Good’, discussed between 
Socrates and Protarchus, but not without interruption, from 
11 c to 22 c; (c) ‘ which of the two, pleasure or intelligence, is 
the more nearly related to the Human Good, and therefore 

entitled to take precedence of its rival’, formulated provisionally 
at 11 D £, and kept steadily in view from 22 ¢ to the end of 
the dialogue at 67 B. Which of these questions is it which 

appears in republic 505 B ff also? Not the third, which, while 

it occupies nearly forty-five out of the fifty-six marginal pages, 
and thus has a prima facie claim to be regarded as the theme of 

the Philebus, in republic 505 B ff is nowhere mentioned: not 

1 «Wenn ausser dem Sophisten 
auch der Philebus fiir jiinger gehalten 
wird, als die Republik, so steht dieser 
Annahme, wie schon Schleiermacher 

(Pl. W. 1, 1, 570 f.) gezeigt hat, eine 

Stelle in der letzteren, v1, 505 B; 

entschieden entgegen. Nachdem hier 

Sokrates den Glaukon daran erinnert 
hat, dass die Idee des Guten, wie er ja 

oft gehért habe, das uéyorov pudOnua 
sei, fahrt er fort: “Aber auch das ist 

dir bekannt, dass die meisten die Lust 
fiir das Gute halten, die Hoéherstre- 
benden (koudrepox) dagegen die Hin- 

sicht (p@péynors) ; dass aber die letzteren 
nicht anzugeben wissen, was fiir eine 
Einsicht diess ist, sondern sich schliess- 

lich gendthigt sehen, zu sagen, es sei 
die Hinsicht in das Wesen des Guten.” 
Um das gleiche Dilemma dreht sich die 
Untersuchung iiber das héchste Gut 
im Philebus vom Anfang bis zum 

Ende: Philebus sucht dasselbe in der 

Lust, Sokrates in der Hinsicht; doch 

der letztere mit dem Vorbehalt, dass 

die Hinsicht, wenn es sich zeigen sollte, 
dass sie selbst nicht das Hiéchste sei, 

diesem wenigstens zunichst stehe 

(Phil. 1lp—z. 19 f. 66 Df.). Hiebei 
handelt es sich nun allerdings im 

Philebus um die ethische Frage, was 
das héchste Gut fiir den Menschen, die 
is kal didbeows Wuxfis sei, welche sich 
dazu eigne, dv@pwmos maor tiv Blov 

evdaluova mapéxew (11 pd); in der Re- 
publik um die metaphysische nach der 
Idee des Guten, dem vollkommenen 

Wesen, welches der Grund alles Seins 

und als solcher von der Gottheit nicht 
verschieden ist, Trotzdem erhellt aber 
aus der Gleichheit der Fragestellung, 
dass die beiden Untersuchungen nach 
der Absicht des Schriftstellers mit 
einander in Verbindung gebracht und 
der Leser bei der einen an die andere 
erinnert werden sollte.” Sitzwngs- 
berichte, p. 219 (23). For the subse- 
quent context, see p. 69. 

5—2 
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the second, which, as is shown by the opodoyia at 11 D ‘Os viv 

Hav éxatepos éw wuyis cal SidBeow amropaivew twa émt- 
xeipjoes THY Suvayévny avOpwrows aor Tov Biov evdaipova 
mapéxew, is concerned with the av@pémuvov ayabdv, whereas 
the dyaOov of republic 505 B ff is not thus limited: but the 

first, which, as stated at 11 B BirnBos pév toivuv ayabov eivai 
nor TO yaipew aor Epos Kai THY HdovyY Kal Tépiy, Kai boa 
Tov yévous éotl TovToU atudava’ TO Se Trap’ Hudv audicBy- 
THua €oTL, 2) TADTA, GAA TO Ppoveiv Kal TO voeiv Kal TO pEp- 

vicOa Kal ta TodTw ad Evyyevf, So-av tT dpOiv Kal adrnOeis 
RNoyiopovs, KTA, is none other than the contemporary issue 

formulated in republic 505 B ’AXAG pay Kal Tdde ye oleOa, Ste 
Tois ev TodAOis Hdov7 SoKel elvar TO ayabov, Tois 5é Koprpo- 

Tépols Hpovncis. 
Now this, the first of the three questions formulated in the 

Philebus, is not discussed within the limits of the dialogue. All 

that we are told about it, is, that it has been already debated 

between Socrates and Philebus before the conversation between 
Socrates and Protarchus begins, and that that conversation 
arises out of it. If then it is this question, and not the second 

or the third, which is the equivalent of the question discussed 
in republic 505 B ff, the question discussed in republic 505 B ff 
is certainly not the theme of the Philebus’. 

1 Forgetting that the debate between * 

Philebusand Socrates has ended before 

the dialogue begins, and that Philebus 

studiously declines all responsibility 

for the opinions subsequently expressed 
by Protarchus, Zeller on the strength 

of Philebus’ contention (‘‘ Philebus 
sucht dasselbe in der Lust’’) plainly 
affirms that from beginning to end the 

dialogue is concerned with the con- 

temporary controversy (‘‘Um das 

gleiche Dilemma dreht sich die Unter- 
suchung iiber das héchste Gut im Phi- 

lebus vom Anfang bis zum Ende”), 
Then, in justification of this position, 

he cites, but does not quote, 11 s—z 

PirnBos pev rolvwy ayabdy elval dyor 

Td xalpew mar gyos Kal Thy Hdovhv 

kal répyw xrr, 19 cf BrjBov yap e- 

mévTos nooviy Kai répyuv Kal xapav KTH, 

and 66 pf SidnBos rayabdv ériPero jyuiv 

Hdoviy elvac macay kal wavredh, KTX. 

But manifestly those parts of these 
recapitulatory passages which refer to 

the antecedent debate between Socrates 

and Philebus, are worthless as evidence 

of the matters discussed between So- 

crates and Protarchus within the 
compass of the dialogue. What they 
really prove, is, that Plato, when he 
wrote the Philebus, while he had much 
to say about certain derived issues, did 

not care to discuss the contemporary 
controversy formulated in republic 
505 B, 
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(2). According to Zeller, the question discussed in republic 
505 B ff is there treated as a familiar one, the two contemporary 
theories being rapidly disposed of, whereas in the Philebus they 
are dealt with at length’. 

The question discussed in republic 505 B ff is, without 
doubt, familiar, in the sense that it was, by admission, matter 

of contemporary controversy. Zeller however means much 
more than this. In his judgment the opening words of the 

passage” imply that the reader has already made acquaintance 
with the controversy in one of Plato’s writings, which, Zeller 

continues in the Sitzungsberichte, since the theory that the 

Good is intelligence nowhere else appears, must needs be the 
Phalebus. 

Now if the words ’A\Aa@ pv Kal TOde ye oicOa carry the 
implication which Zeller supposes them to do, the argument 
used in the republic to overthrow the doctrine of the courporepos 
ought most certainly to occur in the Philebus: for, in the 

republic, not only the controversial issue, but also the refutation 

1<«*Hs kann daher nur darnach 
gefragt werden, ob die Stelle der Re- 
publik auf den Philebus zuriickweisen 
oder ihn ankiindigen will, der Philebus 

die Republik vorbereitet oder voraus- 

setzt. Und hier spricht nun fiir die 

erste von diesen Annahmen, und somit 

fiir die Prioritéit des Philebus, schon 

die Art, wie die Frage in der Republik 

eingefiihrt wird. “Add why Kal rdd€ ye 
olcAa—diess lautet doch ganz anders 

als der Anfang des Philebus. In 
diesem werden die zwei Behauptungen, 
zwischen denen entschieden werden 

soll, erst ausdriicklich festgestellt: in 
der Republik werden sie als bekannt 
vorausgesetzt, und diese Voraussetzung 

wird yon Glaukon wiederholt bestitigt. 

Woher sollen sie nun dem Leser 
bekannt sein, wenn nicht eben aus 

dem Philebus? Denn sonst werden 
sie sich in keiner platonischen Schrift 
so gegeniibergestellt, und wird die 

Annahme, dass die Einsicht das Gute 

sei, in keiner beriihrt. Ware der 
Philebus spéter verfasst als die Re- 

publik, so miisste man erwarten, dass 

jener Gegensatz der Bestimmungen 

iiber das Gute nicht in dieser, sondern 

in jenem als bekannt vorausgesetzt 
wiirde, und dass die Republik, statt 

jede der zwei streitenden Ansichten 

mit ein paar kurzen Worten zur Seite 
zu schieben, entweder genauer auf sie 

eintrite oder eine kiinftige Besprechung 
in Aussicht stellte.” Sitzwngsberichte, 

p- 219 (23). Forthe antecedent context, 

see p. 67: for the subsequent context, 
see p. 71. 

2 "ANG unv Kal Tdd€ ye oloOa, bre Tots 

pev Toddois Hdovy Soxel elvar 7d dyabdr, 

tots 6¢ kouworépas ppdvnots. Ids 5 od ; 
Kal are ye, & pide, of Todro tyoUmevor 

ovk Exovor deitac Aris Ppdynois, GAN 
dvaykafovras TeMNeuTavTes Thy TOU ayalov 

pdava. Kal wdra, épn, yedrolws. Ids 

yap obxl, KT. 505 B. 
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of the xopurporepos is known to Socrates’ interlocutor—Kai 6ru 
ye, ® Hire, of TOVTO Hryovpmevot OvK Exovar SeiEas Hris Hpovyers, 
xTrX. But in the Philebus this refutation nowhere appears. 
Thus the argument from the words ’Ad\Ad pv Kal Tode ye 
otc Oa proves too much, and accordingly fails to the ground’, | 

Nor can I assent to the proposition that the contemporary 
controversy, which in republic 505 B ff is rapidly disposed of, is 
in the Philebus “ausfihrlich kritisirt.” For, first, the Philebus 

discusses, not the original issue considered however briefly in 
the republic, but that issue as amended by agreement between 

Socrates and Protarchus. And, secondly, the amended issue, 
though in the Philebus it occupies a larger space, namely, 

from two to three marginal pages 20 B—23 A, than that 
allotted in the republic to the original controversy, is not sub- 

mitted to any thorough examination; the criticism is neither 
stringent nor far-reaching, Protarchus’ defence of pleasure is 
feeble, and in behalf of intelligence Socrates has not one word 
to say; in fact, there is here no more than will suffice to justify 
Socrates and Protarchus in proceeding to the study of the third 
or principal question. 

(3) Therefore, says Zeller, the republic refers to the Phile- 

bus rather than the Philebus to the republic. 
Hitherto I have been concerned with the details of Zeller’s. 

demonstration: it will be convenient at this point to regard it 

as a whole. 
Holding that republic 505 B ff and the Philebus occupy the 

same field, and therefore that one of the two is no more than a 

recapitulation of the other, Zeller asks himself which of the 
two recapitulates, which of the two is recapitulated: and on 

the grounds, that the opening words of republic 505 B ff refer 
to a previous investigation in some former Platonic writing, 

and that the inquiry in the republic is more concise and less 
complete than that in the Philebus, he confidently concludes 

1 If “ANG why Kal réde ye olcGa at 506 B, dddd od 54, & Dwxpares, wére- 
meant, as Zeller supposes, ‘You have ov émicriunv 7d dyabdv gis elvar 7 

already been told in the Philebus’,the  7Sovyv ; 7 GAXo Tt mapa Tadra, indicates 

interlocutor should already know what complete ignorance. Thus again Zel- 

Socrates’ position is ; but his question _ler’s argument proves too much. 
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that the argument of the Philebus is recapitulated by the 
republic. 

For myself, I do not admit that republic 505 B ff and the 
Philebus occupy the same field. It is true that both take their 
departure from the contemporary controversy: but the republic 
accepts and discusses the ordinary presentment of it, and then, 
without any recognition of the issues discussed in the Philebus, 
passes to the theory of the avto dya6ov, whereas the Philebus 
does not discuss the ordinary presentment of the controversy, 
and, in dealing with its own distinct and carefully distinguished 
issues, leaves the theory of the avrd dyaov wholly out of 
account. Thus the two expositions are mutually exclusive. 

Nor can I allow, either that the words ’AAAa pv Kal rode ye 
oic Oa bear, together with their obvious meaning, the secondary 
significance which Zeller attributes to them, or that the Phi- 
lebus, so far as it is concerned with the contemporary contro- 

versy as modified, is in its criticisms more exact and complete 
than the republic. There is therefore in my judgment nothing, 
so far, to warrant Zeller’s canon. 

But (4) according to Zeller, the silence of the Philebus— 

especially at 28 D ff—in regard to the theory of the Good 
presented in the republic, 1s a further proof of the republic’s 

posteriority. 
If the republic was earlier than the Philebus, it is, thinks 

Zeller, strange that in the latter Plato makes no use of the 
theory of the Good propounded in the former, and in particular 
that at 28 D, where the existence of a rational cause akin to 

the human reason is demonstrated, he does not identify this 
cause with the idea of Good. If, he continues, Plato had not 

yet handled the theory of the absolute Good, so that any 
reference to it here would have entailed a long exposition, his 
silence is easily intelligible: it is by no means intelligible, if all 

that was necessary was a brief reference to a previous state- 

ment’. 

1 “Auch das aber ware in diesem Gute fiir die Lésung seiner Aufgabe 
Fall befremdend, dass der Philebus gar keinen Gebrauch macht, und sich 

von den in der Republik ausge- 28 pff. mit dem Nachweis einer 

sprochenen Bestimmungen iiber das  verniinftigen Ursache begniigt, welcher 
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Again, I think, Zeller overlooks the difference between 

the stand-points of the texts compared. The discussions 
contained in republic 506 D ff and in the Philebus, though 

they both of them arise out of the contemporary controversy, 

are distinct, the subject of the one being the avd dya@ov and 
that of the other the av@pemwov ayabov. In the republic 
indeed the até dyafov is supposed to be attainable by man, 

so that the avTo ayaGov is the dvOpémwov dyaov: but in the 
Philebus Plato carefully discriminates the Self Good and the 
Human Good, and studiously confines himself to the investiga- 

tion of the latter. Thus, whereas in the antecedent debate 

Philebus and Socrates have argued the claims of 7d0vy and 

gpovnaus respectively to be the Good, Socrates at 11D stipu- 
lates that the subject of the discussion with Protarchus shall 
be their respective claims to be the Human Good: at 19 ¢ 
Protarchus in his recapitulation is careful to observe the 

distinction between the two issues: at 22 c, where Philebus 

taunts Socrates with the defeat of his claimant, Socrates 

distinguishes the human reason (which is not the dv@pemuwov 
aya0ov) from the divine reason (which may still be the avro 

aya@ov), and hints that he will hereafter have something to say 
in behalf of the @efos vods: at 33 B the life of God, in which 

intelligence is not supplemented by pleasure, is incidentally 
distinguished from the life of man, who finds his aya@ov in 
intelligence and pleasure combined: and, though the theory 
of the avtd ayaOov may well be one of the Aeuroueva to which 
Protarchus invites Socrates’ attention at the end of the 

dialogue, it is, down to the last page, the avOpamvov dyabor, as 
opposed to the avtd aya0ov, which is the subject of the 

die menschliche Vernunft verwandt 
sei, davon aber, dass diese Ursache 
das Gute (oder die Idee des Guten) sei, 
kein Wort sagt. Man begreift diese 

Zuriickhaltung, wenn Plato die Frage 

nach dem absolut Guten noch nirgends 
beriihrt hatte, und durch ihre Anre- 

gung gendthigt worden wiire, seine 

Untersuchung iiber das, was fiir die 

Menschen das héchste Gut ist, durch 

eine lingere Erérterung derselben zu 
unterbrechen; weit unerklirlicher ist 

sie, wenn er nur in der Kiirze an das 
friiher gesagte zu erinnern brauchte. 
Auch von dieser Seite bestitigt sich 
daher unser Ergebniss, dass der Phile- 

bus der Republik nicht nachfolgte, 
sondern ihr vorangieng.”  Sitzungs- 

berichte, p. 220 (24). For the antece- 
dent context, see p. 69. 
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conversation. Now if, as appears, throughout the Philebus the 
avto aya0ov, though incidentally referred to, is deliberately 
left out of account in the principal argument, Plato’s neglect of 
the theory of the avté ayafov contained in the sixth and 
seventh books of the republic is at once explained. But in any 
case I demur to Zeller’s implied axiom, that if Plato has 
written anything anywhere on a given subject, he must of 
necessity on returning to that subject refer to his former 

pronouncement. 

§ 2 The theory of true and false pleasures. 

Zeller’s second proof is stated (Ph. d. Gr. 11 i 548) thus: 
“Nicht minder beweisend ist aber auch das Verhaltniss 

zwischen Rep. 1x, 583 B ff. und den Erérterungen des Philebus 
tiber die Lust. Wie vollkommen beide bis in’s einzelne zusam- 
mentreffen, zeigt die Vergleichung von 

584 a. 

44 ¢. 

584 B. 

51 B—E. 

584 E. 

42 3. 

585 A. 

31 5. 34 e—35 £. 

585 B. 

52 4.B. 

Rep. 583 p f, 584 vf. 
Phil. 43 D. E. 

In allen diesen Stellen wird aber das, was im Philebus 

ausfiihrlicher begriindet ist, in der Rep. nur kiirzer beriihrt, 
wahrend einige Gedanken, die jenem in dieser Form fremd 
sind, hier 584 D—585 Aa. 585 A (ade yoov, elroy u. s. w.)—E. 

586 A—cC eingehender ausgefiihrt werden. Wie daher die 
Republik x, 608 oc ff. die Hrérterungen des Phido theils 
voraussetzt theils erginzt (vgl. S. 700, 1, 3 Aufl), so hier die 

des Philebus: der eine wie der andere geht ihr voran.” 
Thus, according to Zeller, the two statements about 

pleasure, or, more exactly, about true and false pleasures, 

are, down to their details, in complete agreement, those 

matters which in the Philebus are dealt with in detail being 
however in the republic only lightly touched, while certain 

considerations, which in their present form are foreign to 
the Philebus, are in the republic 584 D—586 c more fully 
stated. 

At this point a brief summary of the whole of the passage 

in the republic may be of use. 
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No pleasure is true or pure except that of 
the dpdvios. Pleasure and pain being opposites, 
there is a neutral state of rest intermediate 
between them, and this neutral state is ac- 

counted, sometimes pleasurable, sometimes pain- 
ful, according as it follows pain or pleasure, 
Now pleasure and pain are motions, and the 

neutral state is rest. Hence, when it is accounted 

pleasurable or painful, this is mere semblance or 

illusion due to contrast. There are however 
pleasures which are not mere cessations of pain : 

e.g. pleasures of smell, which have no antecedent 

or consequent pains. Hence cessation of pain is 
not pure pleasure, nor cessation of pleasure pure 

pain. Those so called pleasures of body which 
are greatest are cessations of pain: pleasures and 
pains of anticipation are cessations likewise. 

Now we distinguish in nature dv, Kata, 
pécov: and one who does not know the true 
dv@ may suppose himself to have reached it, 

when he has ascended only to the pécov. 
Similarly, false pleasure is an illusion which 

occurs when a process from the intermediate 
state to pain is followed by a process from 
pain to the intermediate state. 

But replenishment is both of soul and of 

body: and knowledge, true opinion, and virtue, 
with which soul is concerned, are more real than 

the food of the body, and soul itself is more real 
than body itself. Hence the pleasures of intelli- 
gence are more real than those of eating and the 

like. In fact, these last are mixed states of 

pleasure and pain, mere shadows of true pleasure. 

The passage here summarized may be conveniently divided 
into two parts, of which the former, 583 B—584 ©, contains two- 

fifths of the whole, the latter, 584 D—586 c, three-fifths. The 

former is in almost complete accord with corresponding parts of 
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the Plulebus. Both dialogues recognize the existence, not 
merely of pleasure and pain, which are motions, but also of a 

neutral state. Both use the fact that this neutral state is 
sometimes accounted pleasurable, to prove that there is such 

a thing as the semblance of pleasure. Both disclaim the theory 
that all pleasure is cessation of pain. Both reckon amongst 

_ true or pure pleasures the pleasures of smell and the pleasures 
of learning. Both regard those pleasures of body which are 
most intense as illusory or mixed pleasures. 

There is however one detail in which this earlier part of 

the passage in the republic is at variance with the Philebus. 
In the republic, the neutral condition is distinguished from 

pleasure and pain on the ground that, whereas pleasure and 
pain are motions, the neutral condition is a state of rest: but 
in the Philebus?, 42 D—43 c, denying that there is such a thing 
as a state of rest, Socrates retracts a former statement that 

changes per se produce pleasures and pains, and affirms that 
changes which are considerable, and no others, are productive 

of pains and pleasures. If then, as Zeller affirms, the republic 
was subsequent to the Philebus, we shall have to suppose that 
the retractation explicitly made in the Philebus was itself re- 
tracted in the republic; and, inasmuch as the 7imaeus*, which 

is confessedly later than the republic, agrees with the Philebus, 
that the republic’s retractation of the retractation in the 

Philebus was itself subsequently retracted. 
But, while the teaching of the earlier part of the passage in 

the republic is, with this one notable exception, in general accord 

with that of the Philebus, the teaching of the latter part of the 

passage is not at all so. And the discrepancy is important: for 

1 Kal piv 76 ye dv ev poxy yeyvd- 

pevoy kal To AuTnpor Kivynois Tis dupoTtépw 

éorov’ 7} of; Nai. To dé pyre Avwnpov 

pyre 750 obxl jovxla wévro. Kal év péow 

Tovrow épdvn apti; Eddy yap. Iles abv 

bpOws ore Td ph adyelv N50 HryetoOa 7 7d 

Mh xalpew dviapor ; 583 E. 
2 GAG ydp, oluat, TOde NéyeLs, ws del 

Te ToUTwY dvayKaiov nuiv EvpBalvev, ws 

oi copol pacw: del yap dravTa dvw Te Kal 

Karw pet. 434, 2. OU rolvw xadws hyiv 

elpnrat TO viv dh pnOév, ws ai weraBoral 

kdrw re kal dvw yeyvduevar Nbras Te Kal 

noovas dmepyagovra:. Il. Th uqv; 2.°Q5’ 

éorat KddNov Kal dverinTToTEpov Td 

Aeyouevov. II. Tlws ; Z. ‘Os ai wév weydrar 

peraBoral Avmas Te Kal HOovas mrovovcw 

huw, ai 6’ av pérpial re xal cuxpal 7d 

mapamrav ovdérepa TovTwr. 43 B. 
3 See below, p. 78. 
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it is here, if anywhere, that the distinction between true and 
illusory pleasures is explained. According to the republic’, true 
pleasure is when soul, which is more truly existent, is re- 

plenished with more truly existent food; illusory pleasure is 

when body, which is less truly existent, having experienced 
depletion, is replenished with less truly existent food. In 
the one case, the subject ascends from the pécoy to the true 
avw ; in the other, having previously descended from the wécov 
to the xdtw, the subject ascends from the xatw to the pécor, 
and, ignorantly mistaking the pécov for the ave, finds herein 
an unreal, illusory, gratification. In the Philebus the difference 
between true and false pleasure is otherwise conceived. True 
pleasures, we are told at 51 8B*, are the pleasures of beautiful 
colours, the pleasures of form, the pleasures of most smells 

and sounds, and, generally, the pleasures which result when 

depletions are imperceptible and painless, and replenishments 
perceptible and pleasurable. Now we read at 43 B® that, 

whereas great changes produce pain and pleasure, slight 
changes produce neither. Thus, according to the Philebus, 

when a depletion which takes place gradually, and therefore 

is painless, is followed by a replenishment which is not gradual 
and therefore is pleasurable, the pleasure of the replenishment 

is a true pleasure: whereas, when a depletion which is not 

gradual, and therefore is painful, is followed by a replenishment 

which is not gradual, and therefore is pleasurable, the pleasure 

of the replenishment is a false pleasure. 

1 Ei dpa 7d mdnpodcba trav pice 

mpoornkovTuv OU éort, TO TE OvTe kal TOV 

ovTwv mAnpovmevoy addov paddov dvTws 

Te kal d\nOecrépws xalpew dv mrovot jdov7 

adnOe?, 7d O¢ Ta ArTOV OvTwY peTaap- 

Bavov 7rrov re av adnOds Kal BeBalws 

mAnpotro Kal amiorotépas dv jdovijis Kal 

qrrov adnOods weradapBavo. ’AvayKacd- 
tata, py. Ol dpa Ppovjcews kal dperijs 

Gmetpor, evwxlas dé Kal rots rovovros del 

Euvdvres, kadTw, ws Eouxe, Kal wéxpe mad 

mpos TO perakd pépovral re kai TavTy 

mravavrat dua Blov, brepBdavres 5é TovTo 

mpos TO GAnOGs dvw ovTe avéBreyay mw- 

more ovre HvéxOnoav, ovdé Tod dvTos TH 
ovTe éemdAnpwOnoav, ov6é BeBalov re Kai 

kabapas Hdovys éyedoavTo, a\Ad Booky- 

parov Siknv, kTr. 585 Dff. But see 

the whole passage. 

2 TI. ’AdnOeis 5’ ad rivas, 6 Dexpares, 

brodauBdvwv pas ris Siavooir’ dy; S. 
Tas mepl re Ta Kada Neydueva xpwdpara 

kal mepl Ta ox}mara Kal THY domiy Tas 

mreiotas kal Tas Tav POdyywv Kal doa 
Tas évoelas dvatcOynrous éxovra kal adv- 

mous Tas wAnpwoes alcOnras Kal Hdelas 

[kaOapas AuTwr] rapadliwow. 51 B. 
3 See above, p. 75. 
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That the two definitions are discrepant, is, I think, sufficiently 

obvious: but the discrepancy appears to have been overlooked, 
and it may therefore be well that I should emphasize it. Let 
us suppose that what is called in the republic névwors tijs 
mepi TO capua ews has taken place little by little, and that 
mAnpwors not similarly gradual has ensued. On the one hand, 
in the language of the republic, the resultant pleasure is 
‘illusory, because the body which is replenished and the food 
which replenishes it are #rTov dévta, and consequently the sub- 

ject, while in his ignorance of @pdvyaus and dpery he imagines 
himself to have reached the true dv, has not risen above the 

petaév. On the other hand, in the language of the Philebus, 
the resultant pleasure is ‘true,’ because by hypothesis the 

«évwors is gradual and therefore painless, while the rAnpaas, 
which is not gradual, causes pleasure. 

If then the doctrines of the two dialogues are distinct, 

it is obvious to inquire whether either of the two expositions 
bears on the face of it, either in form or in matter, evidence 

of posteriority. For myself, I think I find such evidence in 

the Philebus. For, when I compare the two expositions in 

respect of their form, I note, (1) that, whereas in the republic 
Socrates ascribes the distinction between true and illusory 
pleasure to trav copay tis, in the Philebus, 36 E Oadpa yap 
ewe y Exes Sua TédXovs adel epi Ta adTa a viv by mpovbéucba 

atopnwata, he speaks of his personal interest in the question 

as nothing new; (2) that, whereas in the republic the dis- 
tinction between ‘considerable change’ and ‘inconsiderable 

change’ is unknown, in the Philebus, 43 Bc Ov rotvuy Karas 

Hpiv eipnras TO viv 8% pnOév, os ai peraBoral Kdtw Te Kai 
advo yryvouevat AUTTaS Te Kal Ndovas amepydlovtar KTH, it is 

introduced as an amendment of a previous doctrine; and (3) 
that an apologetic tone, of which there is no trace in republic 
583 B ff, is manifest throughout the Philebus. And when I 
compare the two passages in respect of their matter, I remark 
that, while the doctrine of the republic is inexactly conceived 
and loosely expressed, in the Philebus the terms ‘true’ and 
‘false, though certainly not very happily chosen, bear perfectly 
definite meanings. All these considerations seem to me to 
point to the posteriority of the Philebus. 
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Others however have seen these matters in a different light, 
and accordingly I am glad that there is another way of deter- 
mining the priority and the posteriority of the two expositions. 

In Timaeus 64 Cc we read as follows: ro 87 Tis ndovijs 
Kal Avmns Bde Sei SiavocicOa. TO wev Tapa dicot kal 
Biatov yeyvomevov aOpoov rap piv madbos adryetvor, 

\ 5) > / b \ a > / € , \ Ae | / To 8 eis vow adridv mdrLv AOpoov bv, TO dé Hpéwa 
Kal KaTa oplixpov avaicOnrov, To 8 évaytiov TovToLs 
é€vavTiws. TO Oé eT evTreTeias yiyvomevoy array aicOnrov pwéev 
6 Te wadroTa, AUTHS Sé Kal HSovis ob peTéyov, olov Ta TeEpi 

\ 7 Le / \ \ n b] a 4 > / Thv opi avtnv TaOjparta, 1) 5) cHua év Tois tpocbev éppnOn 

Kal nuépav Evydvées Hydv yiyverOar. tavTn yap Tomal pev 
Kal Kavoes Kai boa adra Tacyer AUTaS OVK ewrroLodeL, OVSE 
¢€ \ / > \ > eee, * > 4 3 la \ > , 

noovas Tadw érl TavTOV atiovans Eidos, wéytoTta 5é aicOnoess 

kal cagéotatar aborts 7 av Tan Kai bcwv av aiTtH Tn Tpoc- 
a sys “ , \ \ s > ¥ a Barotca ébamrntar’ Bia yap To waptray ov ev TH Siaxpice 

Te auThs Kal ovyxpice. TAS éx perlCovov pep@v copaTta 
4 yy fal fal td \ > if Boyes elxovta TO SparvTi, StadiddvtTa Sé eis Gov Tas 

/ e aN y \ 4 > 4 ‘ 
Kivnoels, NOovas ioyet Kal AUTaS, GANOTPLOVMEVA meV 

AUTas, KADLaTApEVa Se Eis TO AUTO TaALY HdoVvas. boa 

5é KaTa ouiKpoy Tas ATOXwWPH TELS EAUTOV Kai KEVOTELS 
elAnde, Tas Sé TANpwcELs GOpdas Kal KaTa peydnra, 
Kevocews pev avaicOnta, mrAnpwocews 8é aicOntiKa 

ylyvopeva, AUTas pev OV Tapéyet TO OvNHTO THS Wuyijs, 
peylotas 8é Hdovas Ears Sé Evdnra wept rhs evodias. 
dca 5é amadXotpiovTa pev GOpoa, Kata opixpa Sé poyis TE 

eis TAUTO TAAW EéavTois KaBiaTaTaL, TovVaYTiov Tois EuTpoaber 
/ ’ 4 fel > ne x , \ v 

mdvta atodiéwor' tadta § av mept Tas Kavoes Kal Tomas 

TOU TMOUATOS yuyvoueva oT KATASNAA. 
Thus, according to the Timaeus, wholesale departure from 

the natural condition is pain: wholesale return to the natural 

condition is pleasure: processes which are inconsiderable are 
neither pleasurable nor painful: the greatest pleasure is when 
depletion which is gradual is followed by replenishment which 
is wholesale. Now this doctrine differs fundamentally from 
that of the republic, inasmuch as the distinction, here all- 

important, between the process which is cata cpuxpov and the 
process which is a@péa, is in the republic wholly unknown. 
But the statement of the Timaeus is in exact accord with that of 
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the Philebus. In both dialogues, pain is the wholesale departure 
from natural condition, pleasure the wholesale return to it, and 

in both dialogues a preference is given to the pleasure which is 
produced by wholesale replenishment consequent upon gradual 
depletion; And the agreement extends to the language in 

which the common doctrine is expressed. The terms d:dxpiors, 
Tapa hvow, Kévacis, TAIpwors, eis Hvow ameévat, are found in 
both places: xaOtordpeva eis Td avTO Tadw in the one has its 
analogue in eis tadTov amiovtwy in the other: aroydpners in 
the one is answered by avaywpnors in the other. In one 
respect only the two terminologies differ: the pleasure which 
is produced by wholesale replenishment consequent upon gradual 
depletion, whereas in the Philebus it is called the ‘truest’ or 
‘purest’ of pleasures, but not the ‘greatest, in the Timaeus 

is styled the ‘greatest’ of pleasures. That is to say, the 
unsatisfactory use of the words adnO7s and wWevdr7s, which has 
been a rock of offence to many readers of the Philebus and 
a stone of stumbling to some, is in the Timaeus quietly 

abandoned : but the thing signified, that which in the Philebus 
was styled true pleasure, remains and keeps its old precedence. 

Thus, (1) the Philebus has a theory of pleasure and pain, 

and a distinction between ‘ true’ and ‘false’ pleasure ; (2) the 
republic has a theory of pleasure and pain, and a distinction 
between ‘true’ and ‘illusory’ pleasure, but the theory and 
the distinction are not those which are presented in the Phi- 

lebus; (3) the Timaeus has a theory of pleasure and pain, and a 
distinction between certain pleasures which are styled ‘greatest’ 
and the rest, and the theory and the distinction are identical 

with the theory and the distinction presented in the Philebus. 
If then, as Zeller conceives, the Philebus preceded the re- 

public, while the republic without question preceded the Timaeus, 
we are to suppose that Plato propounded a theory in the 
Philebus, retracted it in the republic, and returned to it in the 
Timaeus: or rather, inasmuch as the Philebus mentions a 

previous theory resembling that of the republic, that Plato 
somewhere or other propounded a theory resembling that of 
the republic, that he abandoned it in the Philebus, that he 

returned to it in the republic, and that in the Timaeus he 
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abandoned it again in favour of a theory identical with that 
of the Philebus. And it is noteworthy, that on this hypothesis, 
whereas in the Philebus Plato calls attention to his change 
of position, in the republic when he supersedes the theory of 

the Philebus, and in the Timaeus when he reverts to it, he 

has not one word of apology. Can anyone accept such a 

scheme of development ? Can anyone believe that, if Plato’s 
thought had undergone these changes, he would have neglected 
to mark their sequence, or to apologize for their rapidity and 
variety ? 

On the other hand, I find no difficulty in supposing that 

Plato, having propounded in the republic a loosely conceived 
theory of true and illusory pleasure, next discussed the anti- 
thesis and interpreted it anew in the Philebus, and afterwards, 

in the Timaeus, while he retained the doctrine of the Philebus, 

dropped its vexatious nomenclature. In this hypothesis I find 
nothing complicated, nothing strained. Rather it is the obvious 
and natural interpretation of clear and determinate facts. 

What then is the reasoning upon which Zeller rests his 
adverse conclusion? Holding (1) that the two dialogues are in 
complete and particular agreement, and (2) that, though certain 

considerations, in their present shape foreign to the Philebus, 
are in the republic more fully stated than the rest, the exposi- 

tion of the Philebus is in general fuller than that of the republic, 
he infers (3) that the republic reviews the Philebus, rather than 
the Philebus the republic. 

Having already argued that the doctrines of the two dia- 
logues differ materially, and that the theory of true and illusory 

pleasure advanced in 584 D—586 Cc is peculiar to the republic, 

I need say no more either about the first of these three propo- 
sitions or about the qualification added to the second. But it 
is proper that I should inquire whether the unquestioned fact 
that the exposition of the Philebus is in general fuller than that 
of the republic, warrants Zeller’s conclusion that the republic is 
certainly posterior to the Philebus. 

For my own part, I cannot admit that the fuller of two 
expositions is necessarily the earlier. When a writer has occa- 
sion to justify what has been called in question, or to amend 
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what no longer satisfies him, his second statement may well be 
more detailed than its predecessor’. And the Philebus, as I 
conceive it, at once justifies and amends. It justifies, in so far 

as it recognizes a distinction between true pleasure and illusory 

pleasure: indeed at 36 E Socrates expressly alleges his old 
interest in the difficulties raised by Protarchus in respect of 
this distinction as an excuse for the length of the investigation. 
It amends, for in it the whole doctrine of true and false 

pleasures rests upon the theory of great and small changes 
offered as a novelty at 43.c. Thus the greater detail of the 
Philebus does not necessarily imply that it is a first statement, 

and accordingly in no way warrants Zeller’s canon’. 

1 When Zeller writes ‘‘ wihrend 
einige Gedanken die jenem in dieser 
Form fremd sind, hier...eingehender 
ausgefiihrt werden,” he virtually admits 

that the more detailed statement is 

not necessarily the earlier. 
2 It remains for me to say a few 

words about Zeller’s equation of certain 

passages in the two dialogues. (1) 

republic 583 pf, 584 pf=Philebus 43 
DE. While the argument of 583 p is 

substantially equivalent to that of 43 

DE, the view taken of the neutral 

condition in 583 £ is the view which is 

rejected in 42 p—43 c, and the theory 

of true and false pleasures propounded 

in 584 pf differs essentially from that 
which is suggested in 42 p—43 c and 

51 as. (2) 584 a=44 co. These 

passages are closely connected with 

583 pf and 43 p& respectively, so that 

the remarks above made apply here 

also. (3) 584B=51B—z. While the 
recognition of true or pure pleasures 

in contradistinction to apparent 
pleasures is common to the two 
passages, the definition of true or 

pure pleasure given at 51 B is in- 

consistent with 584 pff. (4) 584 
~E=42 B. If these passages have a 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxv. 

superficial resemblance, the difference 

between the underlying doctrines be- 

comes apparent at 42 cff. (5) 585 

A=81 k, 34 —r—35 E. In regard to 

the xévwors and mdnpwors of hunger 

and thirst, eating and drinking, these 

passages agree; but only because the 

underlying doctrines do not come to 

the surface. (6) 585 B=52 as. In 

both passages the pleasures of intelli- 
gence rank as true or pure pleasures; 

but the distinction drawn in the 
Philebus between true pleasure and 

false pleasure does not appear in the 
republic, nor does the distinction drawn 

in the republic between true pleasure 
and illusory pleasure appear in the 
Philebus. In short, the two dialogues 

agree in recognizing a distinction 

between pleasures which are true and 
pleasures which are illusory or false, 

and in assigning to the one class 

pleasures of intelligence and certain 

pleasures of smell, and to the other 

class pleasures of appetite: but the 

distinction between true and false 

pleasures and the underlying theory of 

pleasure in the one dialogue differ 

from the distinction and the under- 
lying theory in the other dialogue. 

6 
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It will be seen that in both his proofs Zeller pursues the 
same line of argument. In regard to the controversy about the 
Good, and again in regard to the theory of true and false 
pleasures, he holds that the two expositions, the exposition in 
the Philebus and the exposition in the republic, on the one 
hand, represent the same doctrine and thus are identical in 

matter, and on the other hand, differ in form, the exposition in 

the Philebus being fuller than that in the republic. Whence, 
on the ground that, the matter of two expositions being iden- 
tical, greater fulness of treatment is a certain sign of priority, 
he concludes that the republic is posterior to the Philebus. In 
reply I have argued, both in regard to the controversy about 
the Good and in regard to the theory of true and false pleasures, 
that the two expositions, the exposition in the republic and the 
exposition in the Philebus, differ in their matter, and that, in 

view of this difference, Zeller’s argument from their form, that 

is to say, from the greater fulness of the Philebus, falls to the 
ground. But further, I have tried to show that the difference 
in the matter of the two expositions indicates the posteriority 
of the Philebus: inasmuch as, (1) the Philebus takes for granted 
a previous discussion, such as that contained in the republic, 
of the contemporary controversy about the Good; and (2) the 

doctrine of the republic disagrees, and the doctrine of the Phile- 

bus agrees, with that of the confessedly later Timaeus. In fact, 

I hold that a comparison of the passages cited by Zeller in 
proof of the priority of the Philebus, establishes its posteriority. 

I have no love of controversy, and it is with extreme reluct- 
ance that I criticize the argument of a scholar for whom I 

entertain a profound respect. But Zeller’s chronological canon, 
if allowed, would bar the road which, in my judgment, the 
study of Platonism should take, and ro Soxcodv adnOes ovx 
dalov Tpodidovat. 

HENRY JACKSON. 

10 September, 1896. 
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In the well-known lines of Tyrtaeus quoted by Lycurgus 
and beginning re@vapéevar yap xadov (10 in Bergk) lines 7—10 
describe the condition of the craven who wanders into exile 

rather than fight stoutly for his home : 

éyOpos pev yap Toiot perécoeTat, ods Kev ixnTaL 
xXpncpocvvn T elkwv Kal otuyepH tevin, 

> , / \ J > \ / aicyvver Te yévos, Kata 8 adydaov eldos éreyxeL, 
a / 

maca © atipin Kal KaxoTns eta. 

What business has weréocerar the future following upon a 
present (07 avinpotarov) and accompanied by other presents, 
aioxvvel, ehéyxet, Eretrat? We might turn aloydves and éréyxer 
into futures, but érera: is unmanageable. If peréooeras is 
wrong, as it certainly seems to be, perhaps we might put 
petépyerar in its place. Cf. Od. 1. 134 dmepdidrouoe petenOoiv : 

6. 222 Kovpynow évmAoKaporot peTeNOar. 
Though Bergk keeps the two lines at the end of this piece, 

aA TIs...daxe@yr, it is plain that they are entirely out of place 

and spoil the ending. I do not know whether it has ever been 

suggested to transfer them to the very beginning, so that they 
should precede reOvapévar yap xarov. If omitted by accident, 
they might probably enough be appended by the transcriber at 
the end. 

In the ninth line of the poem following in Bergk (AAW 
“HpakAnos x.7.d.) kal Thv hevydvtev Te SiwkdvTav T éyéverbe 
would seem a probable reading: and in line 17 

apyaréov yap orice petadpevov éoti Saifew 

avdpos hevyovtos Snio év Todéuy, 

6—2 
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where apyanXéov makes nonsense and Bergk’s own piyanéov is 
not very plausible, perhaps acdadéws...éoT: Saifeev may be 
suggested. 

In 5. 4 aud’ adtiy & éuayovr’ I should prefer aud’ abt7: 
the confusion is a very common one. The MSS. of Strabo seem 
to have dudw two. Pausanias, who quotes aud’ avtny «.T.X., 
gives also (4. 16. 6) the Messenian distich To cal és jyds ére 

gOopevor, 

és Te pécov tediov XTevuKrnpiov és T dpos axpov 

elm@erT “Aptotopévns tots Aaxedatpoviots. 

If the author or the people who sang it had any ear, the 

second verse ran 

tots Aaxedaiwmoviors ceiver “Apiotouerns, yt pioropévy 
the subject being kept to the end as in the distich on the heroes 
of Thermopylae, 

pupiaow ToTé THSe TplaKocials ewayovTo 
> U A , 

éx IleXotrovvacou yidiades TéTOpes. 

Accuracy apart, suppose Simonides had written ysAdvades 
rétopes TOV Aaxedaipoviwr ! 

There need be no hesitation about altering the order of 
words when so well-known a line as xeipeOa Tois xeivwv 
pyyact meOouevos appears also in the form x. 7. «. mecOowevor 

vouipos (Bergk, Simonides 92). 
There is a quatrain too relating to an incident of the 

Messenian wars, and quoted by Pausanias 4. 22. 7 (Bergk, 
Carm. Pop. 28 gives it in his note on the last), which must, I 
think, be faulty, though Polybius 4. 33 has it in the same 
form : 

TavTws 6 xpovos nope Sikny adixm Bacrryi, 
nupe S¢ Meconvns civ Ari tov mpodornv 

pynidiws’ yarerov Sé x.7.2. 

The repetition of ndpe in a really different sense is so 
awkward that we may reasonably alter it in the second line to 
etre. Cf. Soph. El. 528 7 yap Sixn vv ciiev and many other 
passages. There would of course be no objection to 6 ypovos 
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nope Tov mpodorny in itself (cf. Soph. O. 7. 1213 édnipé ao” 
dxov? 6 trav? épav xpovos and Solon 4, 29): it is its combina- 
tion with ndpe dicnv which makes it questionable. 

Mimnermus (2 Bergk) declares that when once a man has 
passed his prime, it is better to die than to live: 

ToAXNa yap év Supe Kaka yiyvetat’ GdroTE olKOS 
Tpvxovtat, mevins 8 épy’ ddvvnpa rédeu’ 

GAXos 8 av traidwy émideveTat, VTE PadioTA 
ipeipwy Kata ys Epyetas eis ’Aidnv’ 

Gdos vovcov exer OvpopOdpor. 

But these are bodily or external things, objective evils, 
which cannot be said év Oud yiyvecOar. They cause pain to 

_ the mind, but they are not evils which take place in the mind. 

The true reading may perhaps be found in a line of Solon (4. 23) 
TavTa pev ev Snuw otpépetas kaka, where d7u@ means, not the 
common people in particular, but the whole community. So 

Mimnermus probably said oda yap év Snuw Kaka yiryvetas. 
Perhaps too he said dAXov vodaos exer OupodOdpos: but voor 
éyevv is a legitimate though more prosaic expression. 

In the fourteenth fragment he praises a hero: 

ov ydp tis Keivou Sniwy ér apewortepos dos 
éaxev étroivecOar duromidos Kpatepns 

épyov, or avynjow dépet BKéos HeréioLo, 

It has been thought that he praised him for being as swift 
as the rays of the sun, and the text has been supplemented or 
altered accordingly (jeAtoto eixedXos, pépeT’ elKeXos HeErLoLO, OT 
io’ avyns dépet wxéos jediovo). But the comparison is not a 
very natural one, and it would make perhaps too much of 
swiftness. Ov yap Tis...dqmeuvotepos gos covers a good deal 
more. I think Ahrens was on a better track when he at one 
time altered géper’ to Oéper’, but I should be inclined to prefer 
tpéger. The words will then be only a periphrasis for ‘ while 
he lived.’ This is commonly. expressed, no doubt, by ‘seeing 
the sun,’ but the sun nourishes all that is on the earth (Aesch. 
Ag. 633 rod tpépovtos HAlov yOoves vou), and therefore the 
expression is natural enough. It must be allowed that a@xéos is 
then an inappropriate epithet. It seems however a questionable 
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epithet for the sun in any case, for even on the ordinary inter- 
pretation it is not the sun but the sunlight which is swift. 
Schneidewin’s d£&é0s is therefore perhaps right: ef. Iliad 17. 371 
méntato 8 avyn “Heriov ofeia. In Soph. Trach. 109 Seiwa 
tpépovoav has since Casaubon often been read for deta 
gépovcar, and Blaydes is probably right in reading tpégovre for 
‘pépovte in Soph. O. T. 863 ef post Evvein pépovtse potpa tav 
eVoeTrTOV ayvelay K.T.Xr. 

Theognidea 95 : 

ToLovTOS ToL éTaipos avnp diros ovTL wan éaONés, 
vd > by, ¢ n n So a 

és K ely yAaoon A@a, hpovy 8 Erepa. 

A@a, besides its doubtful form, does not seem a very proper 

word here. I conjecture AeZa ‘smooth things.’ Cf. 852 ds rév 
éraipov wadOaka Kwtirr\wv éEatratav éOérer and 365 yAwoon 
dé TO peiduyov aiev érécOw: Aesch. P. V. 647 rapyyopour 
Aeloroe pvOows: Plut. Moralia 874B thv Bracdnpiav adtod 
(Herodotus) cal xaxoXoyiay Nelo Kai atradois oxnpacwy d1r0- 
deducviav. 

In the couplet (151—2) 

"TBpw, Kupve, Ocds mpdtov xaxov oracev avdpi, 
ov pédrer YOpnv pndepiav Oéuevar, 

perhaps we should restore @pnv ob pédrew. If the words got out 
of order, épnv would be corrected to ywpnv. A similar change 
has been suggested in 1066 tovrwy ovdév Tot GAN ere TepTrVd- 

tepov (ovdév Tot ToUTwy), and seems pretty certain: and in 831 
miotes xpnuat drdecoa, atiatin § écawoa I should suggest 
mwiote: Ohecoa KpnmaT . 

Line 424 

ToANaKL yap TO KaKov KaTaKeipwevov Evdov dpewwor, 
écOrov & é&eAOov Acwiov 7) TO KaKoV 

is pronounced by Bergk ‘versus corruptus. Poeta videtur 
dixisse: bonwm, quod divulgatum, plus nocuit quam malum’ 
That however would be a monstrously untrue meaning. I 
suggest €cOdov & é&eXOdv Awiov 7 Kaxiov, ‘does more good 

than harm. Kaxov was written by mistake and an article then 
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put in to eke out the verse. Cf. Hippocr. Epid. 3. 4 jv dé 
tavta hoBepdtepa 7) Kakio, ‘more alarming than serious.’ 

475 foll. The author tells us how much wine he has 

drunk : 
b A} > / , \ ” If oy avtTap éyaé—pétpov yap éyw pedindéos olvou— 

t / tA 

tmvov AvoLtKaKoU pYnTOMaL olKad iw”, 
ics > e » iA > ‘\ I, Fs 

n&w S ws olvos yapiéectatos avdpt twemrocbat 
” Ay ls ” / / ovTe TL yap vndw, ovTE Ainv peo. 

But Athenaeus 428 D in his quotation has 7«w, and that is 
right. “Hxeww is used of being, or having come to be, in a 
certain condition, This is familiar to everyone in the phrases 
eU NKELVY, KaXwS HKEeLV TLVdS, &c.: but we find it also in cases 
where its meaning is not always recognised. Thus Soph. O. 7. 
1519 Oeots y &yOraros Hew: O.C. 1177 éy@oror, dvak, Pbéyya 
Tov? nKe matpi: ib. 1266 Kal waptup® Kaxiotos avOporrev 

tpodais tails caiow nxew (see Jebb). In Theognis ws olvos 
«7... shows that this is the meaning: he is just in the state 
which (to use Hamlet’s word) is the most gracious. 

1007 foll. 

Evvov 8 avOpwrots vToOncopuat, odpa tis HRs 
> \ BA Ba \ \ > a} an 

ayhaov avOos éxwv Kai ppeciv écOda von, 
TOV AUTOU KTEAVwWY EV TAT XE[ED. 

Who ever used a genitive in this way after ed macyeuv ? 
According to Liddell and Scott Pindar did, for he wrote (Nem. 

1. 44) ove Epauat troddv év peyapw TAovTOY KaTaKpUrats 
Exe, GAN eovtTwy ed Te TaGeiv Kal dKodoal girov éEapKéwr. 
But there édvtwy is a genitive absolute, ‘if’ or ‘when’ I have 

the money (ypyyatwyv understood from wdodtos perhaps: ef. 
Ar. Plut. 503 évres tXovtodc. wovnpol, | adixws avta EvdAreE- 

pevo.). How then are we to deal with Theognis? The answer 
is obvious. We are to write « twice instead of once and read 

TOV QUTOD kK KTEaVaV Ev TaTKYEN"ED. 
MSS. of Theognis show just the same error in other places. 

In 577 pyiov é& ayabod Oeivar xaxov 7) x Kaxod éoOdov the ’« or 
€x is omitted by one MS., and in 431 éc71s cddpov’ €OnKe Tov 

adpova Kak Kkakovd éoOAov many have cal Kaxod or Kal Kaxov. 
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In the 13th poem or fragment of Solon I have three or four 
changes to propose. (a) He says 

mrodTov 8 dv pev Saat Oeoi, waparyiyvetar avdpi 
10.  &urredos €x vedtou muOpévos eis Kopudny’ 

dv & avdpes Tinoow bp BBpios, ov Kata Koopov 
épxeTat, adr adixois epyuace TretOopevos 

ovx €OérXwv Errerar. 

TlecOouevos in 12 should I think be wresOopévous. Cf. 4 11 
mroutovaw § adixors épyyace tesOduevor and Theogn. 380 
avOpaTrwr adixors épypact wecOouévwv. Indeed it is not easy 
to see how wealth could be said adixous Epypact treiPec Oa. For 
one dative depending on another, épypace on rreBopévors, cf. 
4.22 dotu | tpvyetas év cuvddats Tots adixodct didrats, where 
I would make no greater change than to read adikoro. as 
in 4. 34. 

(8) In 18 foll. he draws a simile from the wind which, after 
laying the fields waste, 

dnodcas Kara éEpya, Oewv Eos aimdby ixaves 
ovpavoy, aiOpinv § adOis €Onxev ideiv 

Aaptres 8 neriovo pévos Kata triova yaiay 
Kanov, atap vedéwy ovdév Er’ éativ ideiv. 

*[detv cannot be right at the end of both pentameters. It is 
not however of much use to suggest a specific alteration, as we 
cannot say which (dezv is wrong. “Av might do in either place, 

or €@nxe Bporois in the first. 

(y) A little further on (43) he is speaking of the pursuit 
of wealth: 

O pev KaTa TOoVvTOV adaTaL 
év vnuoiv, xypnfwv oixade Képdos ayeu, 

ixQvdevt’, avéworcs hopevpevos apyadéoucw. 

Scholars should have seen that, as the text stands, the 

epithet ?y@vcevra could not follow its substantive zrovtoy at so 
great a distance. There is only one thing which would render 
that possible, namely that iy@vdevra should not stand alone, but 
be fortified by the addition of one or more further epithets 
applied to zovtov. When we have got as far as this, it is easy 

> 
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to see that we should read gopevpevov, not dopevpevos. But 
can the sea be said dopetc Oar? Simonides of Amorgos thought 

so, for he wrote (7. 40) woAdaxis 5é paiveras | BapuxtuTroioe 
KUpaciv popovpevn (Oadacca). 

(5) In 65—6: 

mao. 5€ Toe Kivduvos én’ Epypacw, ovdé Tis oldev 
 péedArer TXNTELY YPHNMaTOS apyopévor, 

is there not some awkwardness in oynoew (= TedevTHCELW) 
referring to the man, while dpyeo@ar refers to the business? 
The same subject should be said to begin and end, not the man 
to begin and the business to end. Buchholz actually understands 

— xXpjwa as the subject of wérArer cxnoew. But Solon wrote 

apxopuevos. 
There is an error in the poem on the ten ages of man 

(Bergk 27). Dividing our life into ten periods of seven years, 

Solon says of the sixth, 
a > \ rf if , > , 

7h 8 tn Twepl wWavta Kataptvetat voos avdpos, 

but this is no more true of the years from 35 to 42 than of 
those preceding. In them too a man’s mind is being formed 

and moulded. What is true 75n of the sixth age is that the 
mind then is, not is being, formed: xcatyptutat, not catraprvetat, 
So Plato, as though to show us how to restore Solon’s verse, says 

(Laws 808 D) mais éyer rnynv Tod dpoveiv ovrw KatnpruLévnv. 
It is no objection to this change that according to Solon a man 
is at his best, vody kat yA@ooar, from 42 to 56. Kartnprutas 
does not necessarily mean quite his best, only fully formed. 

Mr Platt has anticipated me in changing the incongruous «ev 
of 33. 5 (70eXov yap Kev Kpatijcas) to av. 

Some readers must have asked why Archilochus (54 Bergk) 

should speak of a cloud standing straight or straight up (dp00v) 
about a headland as a sign of bad weather : 

Bavs yap on Kvpacw Tapaccetat 
movtos, audi & axpa Lupéwy dpbov iaratat védos, 
ONUA YELLovos. 

As applied to a cloud under these circumstances, dp@0v 
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seems devoid of meaning. The poet must have written vwApor, 
dull heavy clouds. 

A more trifling error in the text of Archilochus is: 

68 payns 5é Tis ons, Wate Siréwv Tieiv, 
@s épéw. 

Auwféwy to Archilochus would almost certainly be a disyllable, 

as épéw is. Read perhaps éuzriezv, if the scansion is admissible, 

or some such expression as avyp diver, Siréwr Tis. 
Simonides of Amorgos in his first fragment paints a gloomy 

picture of human life. We live without knowledge of the 
future, like so many animals. “EAmis d€ ravtas xatrimecBein 
Tpéper ATpHKTOV Opuaivovtas: We go on blindly trusting and 
struggling and failing. Our schemes are cut short by age and 

illness and death, perhaps by suicide. 

Oitw Kkaxov am’ ovdév' adda pupias 
Bpototo. Kypes KaveTidbpactot Svat 

\ , 33 (ae FTN Nae ee , 
Kal Wnuat éoTtiv’ et & éuol mioiato, 

az X n > n ine DJ > ¥- OUK av KaK@v ép@puev ovd em adyeow 
a »” \ > , Kaxols éyovtes Oupov aixifoipeba. 

Kaxois and éyovtes have been called in question, but no one 

seems to have doubted ai«foiueOa, though Ahrens and Nauck 
were perhaps on the way towards doing so when they conjectured 

exovtes. Yet aixifoiuefa is by no means a proper word. 
Shakespeare can say ‘As flies to wanton boys, are we to the 
gods. They kill us for their sport.’ But would any Greek of 
Simonides’ time have said that men aixifovrac by heaven? It 

must be by heaven, if at all, for no other meaning can be got 
out of the passive verb. What is wanted is something that 
repeats the point of xaxk@v épdyev. The poet is complaining of 
men’s folly in clinging to life and making an ado about things, 
as though anything mattered. The things on which we set our 
hearts are only vanity and vexation of spirit. We know this, if 
we would only consent to look facts in the face; but we 

dissemble, we make believe that the things of this world 
can certainly be had and are worth having. Now this absurd 

make-believe, this affected ignorance of ours, can be very well 
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expressed in Greek by a word differing from ai«sfoiwePa in one 
letter only, namely ax«cfoiweOa. So Plato says in Gorgias 
497 A oic0a avn axxifer. So Cicero writes to Atticus (11. 19. 5) 
certi sumus perisse omnia: quid enim axkifoue8a tamdiu? 
Reading ax«foiweOa, we need not, I think, seek to alter the 

rest of the verse, unless we think xaxois weak after caxds. 

"Exovtes @uuov is probably used in the sense of ‘setting our 
hearts upon’ a thing: cf. @uuos éore with an infinitive. Any- 

thing like éSovtes Oupdv (Meineke Fragm. Com. Graec. 4. 717) 
is seen to be unnecessary and indeed inappropriate. 

Simonides’ meaning is perfectly expressed in the fine lines 
of Dryden (Adurengzebe Iv. 1): 

When I consider life, ’tis all a cheat; 
Yet, fool’d with hope, men favour the deceit, 
Trust on, and think tomorrow will repay: 
Tomorrow’s falser than the former day. 

* * * * * * 

I’m tir’d with waiting for this chimick gold, 

Which fools us young, and beggars us when old. 

A minute change should be made in the second quotation 

which Athenaeus 37 A makes from Panyasis : 
oo na an , a ” 

oivos Ovntoics Oe@v Tapa Sapov dpioTor, 
> f © n Xx ? / > , 

ayNaos, @ Tacat pev Ehappofovew aotdal, K.T.Xr. 

Read a@yAaov, remembering Homer’s dyAaa Sdpa, and 
observing in Athenaeus’ first quotation just before: 

s \ Vee A > @ , ” olvos yap tupt icov értyPoviovcw dvevap, 

éaOnrov, areEixaxov, k.T.X. 

I come to two of the epigrams ascribed to Plato. It is 
remarkable that a very obvious blunder has not been detected 
in the epigram on Archeanassa, which Bergk numbers 30. It 
occurs in nearly the same form in Athenaeus and in Diogenes 
Laertius, and Bergk writes it thus: 

’"Apxeavaccay éyw tHhv éx Korodpdvos étaipny, 

AS Kal éml putidwy mixpds érectiv épws. 
@ SevXol vedTntos amavtnaavtes éxeivns 

/ Sr ek ” on 

mpwtomArdov, du dons HOeTE TrupKains. 
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Two things lead us to suspect aavtncaytes: first the con- 
struction, for amavtdy does not take a genitive, secondly the 
comparative weakness and colourlessness of the word. As soon 
as our suspicion is aroused, we see of course that the author of 
the lines wrote amav@noavrtes ‘culled the flower.’ After thinking 
of this, I found it most conclusively confirmed by the other and 

quite different form in which the third line appears in the 
Anthology (7. 217): 

& véov nBns dvOos atrodpéavtes épactai. 

*Arrav@eiy seems not to occur elsewhere except in the neuter 
sense of ‘ceasing to flower,’ ‘fading,’ and drav6ifw is ‘to pluck 
a flower’: but the word may very well have been used in the 
sense we want. It is not likely the poet wrote dravGiccartes. 

But, it will be said, what a dreadful mixture of metaphors! 

a flower, a first voyage and a conflagration, all in a couplet. Can 

any one have written so badly? As it happens, rpwromdcov is 
the reading in Diogenes and, so far as I can gather, a marginal 
reading in the Anthology, while the first hand in the Anthology 
gives mpwroforov, and Athenaeus zpwromdpov. Now that we 
have got dmavOncavtes, there is no difficulty in seeing that 

mpwtoBorov is the right word. Another epigram in the 
Anthology (5. 124), ascribed to Philodemus, speaks of Botpus 
0 TapOeviovs mpwroBorav yaprtas, and mpwtoBoreiv of ‘ bud- 

ding’ is also quoted from the Septuagint. Thus azavOncavtes 
and mpwroSodou confirm one another. It is a pleasure to save 
the unknown author from the discredit of mixing three meta- 
phors together, but I fear we must still allow that he mixed 

two. The water and fire of the common reading, évtes éyOu- 

oTo. TO mpiv, were however more offensive. 
There is another epigram ascribed to Plato, about which I 

wish to say a word, though not to offer any emendation. It is 
the well-known couplet on Aristophanes, of which Bergk says 
dignum praeconium non minus eo qui laudatur quam qui ediart, 
showing that he, like some others, still believes this epigram to 

be Plato’s, while giving up many of the rest: 

Ai Xapures Téuevos Te AaBeiv Srrep ody) receitas 
a \ e ’ / 

fntovou uynv nipov “Apistodpavous. 
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Short as it is, it contains one thing, if not two, which points 
to a late origin. First réuevos mrecetras is a dubious phrase. A 
Téwevos is not a building; it is only a piece of land: and it 
cannot, properly speaking, fall down. On the other hand 

Pindar, Herodotus, and possibly other writers, apply to it words 
which connote the erecting of something. Pindar has (Pyth. 4. 
204) dyvov Ilocesdawvos Ecoavt eivadiov Téuevos. Herodotus 
writes (2. 178) 76 ev viv péyrotov avTay Téuevos...aide morELS 

elat ai idpupévae kon. If a téwevos could be spoken of as 
set up, 1t might perhaps also be spoken of as falling down, 
though to me the expression seems somewhat strange. I am 
under the impression that in late Greek réuevos is sometimes 
treated as convertible with the Latin templum and used of a 
temple, but of this I cannot now find an instance. 

But what certainly admits of no defence is the relative 
pronoun ézrep in connexion with téuevos tr. “Oomep is the 
most definite and precise of relatives, meaning just the person 

who or thing which; and therefore its very nature forbids its 
being connected in this way with the indefinite tus. "Exeivo (or 

auto) TO Téwevos Strep would be right enough; in poetry we 
could have without pronoun or article téwevos daep: but 
Téwevos TL Omep is a monstrosity’. Now in late Greek the not 
very subtle distinction between 6s doTus 6omep was missed, and 
we frequently find éo7ep or dotus where no Attic writer of a 
good age would have used it. In this epigram a good writer 
must have said 6 or 6 Tu ovyl Tecetrat, using the common idiom 
by which és or dates (not 6c7ep) with a future has a sense like 
that of the Latin qui final with a subjunctive. I have pointed 

out elsewhere that in Ar, Hg. 1385 and Xen. Hiero 7. 11 domep 
should be corrected to éorus: that correction cannot be made 
here, because there would then be an inadmissible hiatus in the 

verse. The inevitable conclusion is that the epigram belongs to 

1 Such a use as that in Dem. 22 sentially different. There 7.vés means 

(Androtion) 36 ot tor admdons 7d certain specific persons, not some 
mparyua Tis Bovdfjs, dANG Tidy, olwep persons or other. The Graces were 

elolv a Tio Tov KakGv, and again ib. 88 not seeking for a certain réuevos, al- 

Pidirmos kal ’Avreyévns kal 6 dvtvypa- ready known to them, which would 

eds kal Twés &AXox olwep k.T.d., is es- _ never fall. 
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times much later than Plato, unless indeed the form in which it 

appears is wrong. Curiously enough in an anonymous life of 
Plato (Westermann p. 391) we find not dep ovyt weceirar 
tntovaat but drep 7OedXov ebpety SiGopevar. But this preserves 
the dzep, while the 7@eAov evpetv is very feeble with AaBetv 
duLopevac, and the form dvopevas is late. It should be noticed 
that all our evidence for the epigram is very late. It does not 
appear in the Anthology. 

In the verses addressed to Demetrius Poliorcetes (Athen. 6. 

253 D: given in Bergk 3. 674), beginning 

Os of péyrotos TOV Oedv Kai hirtaror 

TH TOAEL Tapeloy® . 
évtadda (yap Anuntpa cat) Anpnrtpiov 
apa Tapny oO Katpos, 

mapny is Porson’s emendation for tapnv. But, as the perfect 
tense is needed, read wapyny’. Thus in some places the 
intransitive 7ézpaya still lingers where the transitive rémrpaya 
is required: e.g. Ar. Nic. Hth. 10. 8. 1179 A 11 wempayoras é 

Ta kaddota, and Poet. 11. 3. 1452 4 36 ed wémparyé tis 7) wy 
méTpayeV. 

In the graceful and pleasing Anacreontea there are many 

things yet waiting to be put right. I will attempt a few of 
them, following Bergk’s numeration. 

eS | @s obv ét Evdia “oTiD, 

Kal qive- Kat KuBeve 

Kal orévde TO Avaio, 
Hn vodoos Hv Tis EXOn 

éyn oe pn Set rive. 

Myn6oé tive and wn meety Setv may be dismissed as un- 
successful ways of dealing with the last line. Probably od Sei, 
Aéyn, oe ivey is what the author wrote. The order of words 
got turned into Aéyyn ce ov Sez zrivevv, and then ov was altered 
to «7 to avoid the hiatus. In 274 116 8 ”Epas, 168 éortiv, 

eirev might easily have become 6 & "Epws elzev, Tod éotiv. 
15. 33. After the description of the image: 

atéyet* BrETw yap avTnV. 
Taya, Knpé, Kalb AaAHCELS. 
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As the use of déyes for ‘enough’ is somewhat doubtful, it 
may be worth while to suggest amoypn. 

28. 7. Soxéw S eywye Tonos 
> v / / év "Epwot pe TaKEeVTA 
Sioric avery ev adXovs, 
» ae a an 

évt TedE cvvdeOjvar. 

The correction évi rode & évdeOjvar suggests itself at once. 
*Ev and ovy are often confused. [I now see that Bergk sug- 
gests this in his 4th edition. ] 

31.9. When little Eros knocks at his dior by night, the 
i is made by the MS. to say 

tis, edny, Odpas dpaccet ; c 
Kata pev oxilers dveipous. 

What he did say, I suspect, was cata pev oxedas dveipous, 

using KatacKedarvivar not in the sense in which we know it, 

but only as a stronger form of cxeSavvivar. Cf. cxeddcar O6ro 

pepiwvas at the end of the poem preceding. In any case a long 
syllable in the fourth place of the verse cannot well be right, 
and therefore cyiceis, cyicas are read. 

32. 8. The cicala is addressed 

av O€ diria yewpyar, 
amo pnoevds te BXaTTOV’ 

10 ov dé tipsos Bortoitcuw, 
Oépeos yAuvKUs mpodnTys. 

Bergk thinks 8 and 9 a later addition, but this leaves the 
difficulty of 8 untouched. Rose (in the Teubner text, 1876) 
reads diAtatos yewpyeéyv, which is not very easy to understand. 
I accept however $idAtatos (giria fort. pro irra, Perr. ef. 
Bast p. 790, says Rose) and change yewpydv to yewpyd. pidr- 
-TaTos yewpy@ is then parallel to tiusos Botoicw. : 

33. 13. When Eros has been stung by a bee, 

€¢ TO KEéVTpoV 

Tovel TO TAS pediTTAs, 
15 ocov Soxeis trovetow, 

"Ep@s, dcouvs ov Barres ; 
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The transitive use of cove? in 14 is no doubt a mistake. It 
is well known that copyists sometimes introduce a wrong word, 

because it occurs somewhere in the context, not necessarily 
before the place into which it is obtruded (cf. on Solon 13. 18 
above). Tove? is thus due to the mrovotdaw of 15. The original 

word in such a case need not resemble the word obtruded, and 

therefore it is often impossible to say with certainty what it 
was. Here it may have been AvzreZ or daxver. Aeschylus uses 
xptet of the gadfly’s sting. The only parallel quoted for the 
transitive use of vrove? is Pind. Pyth. 4. 151. 

34, 4. iv’, av Oaveiv érérOn, 
AdBy Te Kal TrapérOn. 

Can @aveiv be used thus for @avatos? The poet says he 
would store up wealth, if wealth were of any avail, that death 

might take a bribe and pass him by. I believe dy Oaveiv 

érédOn could only mean ‘if it comes into my head to die,’ but 
still more impossible is it to regard @avetv as the subject of 
AaBy and mapérOn. Dying may happen to a man, but dying 
can’t take a bribe and leave him: only death can do that. Read 

Oavaros. . 
As death must come, he goes on, 

€wol yévotto mivewy, 
, ’ > egy 

movte & olvov ndvv 
> a }- a 

e“ots pirous cuveivar. 

It would seem therefore that he wishes to drink in private, 
and after drinking (avévrz) to join his friends as gentlemen in 
England join the ladies. We shall get his real wishes better, if 
we read mivovtt. 

35. 11. ’Edérovta 8é pirjoas 
huyov é& tavouv pe Tavres. 

A? for 5é is hardly suitable. Read ékgirjoas. Cf. Anthol. 

12. 250. 3 dv repurrexOels eEepirour. 

36. 9. (Bacchus) 
4 

dc Ov aptravetat UTD. 



PASSAGES IN THE POETAE LYRICI. Q7 

"Awrraveras has every appearance of being right, but it will 
not scan unless followed by a long vowel or diphthong to make 
its last syllable short. Perhaps therefore Xv77 is a mistake for 
adyos. A scholium on Aesch. P. V. 198 ‘gives Avy as an 

explanation of ddyos. 

39. 6. xUTO Ta TéTada Sdvat 

aradny taida Katéxyov. 

The nominative caréywy is too irregular to be tolerated. I 
suspect the poet wrote xatéyov@ amandnv maida. The order 
was changed and then the case altered. If I am not mistaken, 
the order of the words is wrong also in the first line of the poem, 

and for ts xadov éate Badifew we should read éore te Kadov 
Badifev. We must not begin with the enclitic rv. 

48, 27. TO Oaveivy yap peta TavTov. 

‘Death is in company with all men’ or ‘things’ makes no 
sense. Barnes wera mavta (Rose). But werd and xara are 
liable to get interchanged and cara wavtwv gives excellent sense. 

Death applies to all (Isocrates 8. 35 rad7’ ef wu) Kata TavTev 
ovTws eiOvorat cvpBaivery) or is a sentence pronounced on all. 

50. He calls on his slave to drench and stupefy him with 
wine: 

12 Bpayd wn SdvtTa KadvrTess’ 
0 Oavoev ovK érvbupel. 

I cannot translate line 12 at all, though I should know 
what it meant if we had tayd px) Cévta Kadveis. But a less 
change would be Spayd...cadvmrew. The dead want nothing 
but a shroud. 

58. 9. The swan of Cayster is unmetrically described as 
TovkiNov Trepoior wéArwv | avépov atvavros HyF. Perhaps 
movtxtdov Should be rruivov or tuKivois. 

HERBERT RICHARDS. 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxv, 7 



ON A FRAGMENT OF SOLON. 

In the edition of the "A@nvaiwv Tlodcteia by Sandys, the 
opening verses of the iambic fragment of Solon quoted in 
chapter 12 (lines 28 ff.) stand thus (pp. 44f):— 

éym 5€ TaV pev obvexa Evynyayov 

Sfjuov, Ti TovTwv mply Tuyxeiv émaveduny ; 
cuupaptuploi|n tad’ av év Sikn ypdvov 

untnp peytorn Sanpove[y "Odv]urriov 
aptota, [A wérawva, tis éyo tote 

[S]pous avetdov TrorAdayH ternyorals], 
[wpocOlev dé SovrAevovea, viv édevbépa. 

As Dr Sandys mentions in his critical note (p. 44), and in 
his commentary on the passage, the reading of the second verse 
as interrogative (with ti instead of 7v, and a note of interroga- 

tion after évavodunyv) is in accordance with a suggestion of 
mine (made in 1891). I take the meaning (as he does) to 
be :—‘ But, as to the ends for which I brought the people 
together (formed the popular party), why did I desist before 
I had attained those ends?’ 

Commenting on this reading and this interpretation in the 
last number of the Journal of Philology (vol. XXIV., no. 48, pp. 
249—251), Mr J. A. Platt, Professor of Greek in University 
College, London, declares:—‘The sentence is gross and pal- 
pable nonsense, as well as bad grammar. 

This is a pretty trenchant and confident pronouncement. 

There is a special reason why it seems incumbent on me to 
offer some reply. A reader of Professor Platt’s strictures, who 
had not the edition of Dr Sandys before him, would naturally 
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suppose that Dr Sandys alone was responsible for this enormity; 
since the Professor makes no reference to my responsibility 

for it, although that fact is twice stated on the page (p. 44) 

with which he is dealing. In one place, indeed (p. 250), he 
speaks of Dr Sandys having ‘acquiesced in such a rendering’; 
but then an editor might be said to ‘acquiesce’ in a view to 
which his own reflections had led him, as well as in a view 

suggested by some one else: hence the phrase is ambiguous. 
I should be sorry to think that I had been the cause of 
intruding so grievous a blot (if such it be) into the standard 
English edition of the [loAvTeta. And therefore I propose to 
examine the grounds on which Professor Platt founds his 

_ Judgment. 

I. I will take first the charge of ‘bad grammar.’ Refer- 
ring to Tév pév ovvexa in the first verse of the fragment, 
Prof. Platt says (p. 249) that, if rév meant which, ‘it would 
have to follow the demonstrative’ (rov’rwy in v. 2). In a 

Note on ‘The Article as a Relative, at the end of his paper 
(p. 261), he quotes Monro’s Homeric Grammar, § 262, where it 
is observed that in Homeric usage, when the article is a relative, 

it normally ‘follows the noun to which it refers.’ But, in con- 

trast with the positive tone which he adopts on pp. 249 f. (‘rév... 
would have to follow,’....r@v must be demonstrative’), Prof. 

Platt is constrained to admit, in his Note (p. 261), that ‘there 

seem to be a few exceptions.’ Let us now look at some of 
these exceptions. 

(i) Ilad 1.125f.: 

adAa ra pev TrorLwv eEerpabouev, Ta SédacTat, 

Aaovs 8 ovK erréovKe TariANOYa TadT érraryeiperv. 

(ii) Od. 4. 349 £, (=17. 140 £): 
GANA tra ev pou eeuTrEe YépwY AdLos VypmEpTHs, 

TOV ovdév ToL eyo Kpiw Erros ovd émiKketoo. 

These are the only Homeric exceptions. Mr Monro (H. G. 
§ 262) suggests that in both places the original reading was 

ara @ & pwév: Prof. Platt says, however (p. 261), ‘I confess 

to differing from him with regard to dAAd @ & pév’: and in his 

(2 
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own text of the Jliad (Cambridge University Press, 1894), and 
of the Odyssey (1892), he retains d\\a Ta pév. For these two 
exceptions, then, at any rate, we have no less an authority than 

his own. As, however, he has not given any reasons for reject- 
ing the emendation a\dd @ & pév, I may perhaps give mine. 

The Homeric a\dd re occurs under two conditions: (a) where 
te is ‘gnomic,—ze. has its distinctively Homeric force (as 
distinguished from its ordinary copulative use) of marking a 

statement as general, or a characteristic as permanent; e.g. JI. 
2. 753 f., 

ovd 6 ye [Inver cuppioyerar apyupodivn, 
GAra Té pov KaOvTrepOev errippéer HUT EXaLov: 

(b)! where another te precedes, and the re after a\Ad marks 
that the clauses are correlative; e.g. Jl. 1. 81 f.: 

elrep yap Te xoXov ye Kal avthwap Kataréyn, 
GdAd Te Kal peToTicOev Eyer KOTOV dppa TEdéoog. 

But the first of these uses does not apply to JJ. 1. 125 f. or Od. 
4. 349 f., because the statements are particular, not general; 
and the second does not apply, because the te would be single. 

(iii) Theognis 255 f.: 

KaAdMaTov TO SiKatoTaToVv? ABaTOY 8 vyiaiveL’ 

mphnywa S€ Teprrvdtatov, ros Tis épa, TO TUxElD. 

Here 7o seems to be the acc. governed by rvyeiv, rather 

than the definite article (in nom.) with it: ep. Soph. fr. 824. 3 
kal Ta Kai Ta TUyyaver (‘meeting with this fortune, and with 
that ’—with good and evil,—where, as the context shows, Nauck 

ought not to have adopted the conjecture cai ra yapra). Cp. also 
Theognis 398 todpav yp Td Te nal ta dépew. ‘ But’ (says 
Prof. Platt, p. 261) ‘the reading is in the highest degree un- 
certain. Isit? épda ro is confirmed by the best MS., A, which 

has éparo : it gives good grammar and good sense; there is no 
intelligible variant; and the emendations (so far as I know) 

1 Monro (H. G. § 332) does not dis- in pairs, though some passages in 
tinguish this second case from the which a doubled re marks correlation 
first; but (as Leaf observes on I/.10. happen to be gnomic in character. 
224—226) the ‘gnomic’ ve is not used 
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which have been suggested are, to say the least, improbable 
(ép@ro Bekker and Meineke: épavro Bergk formerly). 

(iv) Theognis 383—386 : 

éumns & drBov éxovow amnpova’ roi 8 ao Sevdkov 
épyav loxovtar Oupov, duos mevinv 

pntép aunyavins éhaBov, ta Sixara pidevytes, 
NT avopov tapayes Ovpov és aumraxinv. 

Here rot is relative. But it becomes demonstrative if we 
accept A’s reading, icyovres. Prof. Platt, noting that Ahrens 

approves /oyovTes, pronounces that it is ‘ certainly right.’ Not- 
withstanding this apse drat, I venture to think that toyovtas 

is both intrinsically better, and more probable here, for these 

reasons. (a) The use of the middle fcyovtas (with até ruvos 
and acc.) is confirmed by the use of améyoua: (midd.) with 
acc., where the meaning is that one refrains one’s own 

hands from something; eg. Od. 22. 316 xaxév aro 
xeipas éyerOar: Plat. Symp. 213D To yetpe poyis améyerar. 
(b) The adoption of tcyovtes in a concessive sense (‘ while, or 

though, they keep’) makes it awkward, or rather intolerable, to 
have a second participle, in the same sense, just afterwards. 
Ahrens, seeing this, proposed to change giAedvTes In verse 3 
into girevvTwy (to agree with avdpdr in v. 4): a fact which 
Prof. Platt does not mention. 

(v) Theognis 583 f. : 

GANA ra ev TPOBEBNKEV, aunyavoev eat yevér Oat 
apya’ ta & é£orricw, Tov duran pedéTo. 

This need not detain us, as Prof. Platt admits that it ‘seems a 

genuine reading. He further concedes that Herodotus ‘has 

the idiom often enough, and quotes Her. 6. 19, ta &€ Tote 

Madnoiouss ov tapeovar éypnoe, exes woe: but suggests that 
some ‘hyper-lonic editor’ may have corrupted the historian’s 
text. | 

I am content to rely on the five examples adduced above,— 
two from Homer, and three from Theognis. In all these the 
article is used as a relative, and the relative clause precedes the 
clause containing the principal verb. In the last two passages 
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(Theognis 383—386, and 583 f.), the demonstrative pronoun, 
which should have answered to the relative, is left to be under- 

stood. Now, when the clause with the article used as a relative 

stands before the principal clause, it is conducive to clearness 
that a demonstrative pronoun should follow in the latter clause; 
since such a pronoun serves to mark the relative sense of the 
article in the first clause. If, then, Greek writers could place 
the clause with article-relative first, even when no demonstra- 

tive pronoun followed, there is the less reason to doubt that 

they could so place that clause, when the construction was made 
clearer by the addition of a demonstrative pronoun. The 
examples which omit the demonstrative supply an argu- 
ment a fortiori. In the verses of Solon the demonstrative 

is not the article (as ra in Jl. 1. 125, rdv in Od. 4. 350, and 

probably ro in Theognis 256), but rovtwyv. Prof. Platt suggests 
(p. 261), though: diffidently (‘it may be my own fancy’), that 
this circumstance tells against the view that tév in the pre- 
ceding verse of Solon is a relative. I should have thought that, 
if it makes any difference, the difference is rather in favour of 

that view ; for rovtwyr is slightly more emphatic than rév, and 
any addition to the stress on the demonstrative pronoun tends 
to make it more, and not less, clear that the article in the first 

clause is used as a relative. On pp. 249f. Prof. Platt treats an 

article-relative preceding the demonstrative as impossible, and 
therefore condemns my interpretation as involving ‘ bad gram- 
mar.’ On p. 262, however, he describes it as merely ‘a very 
dubious idiom,’ which the available evidence does not warrant 

our ‘importing...into Solon.” That it is a comparatively rare 
idiom, may readily be granted: there is an obvious reason why 

it should be so; viz., that the use of the article as a demon- 
strative was more frequent and familiar than its use as a 
relative ; and that, consequently, when the clause with article 
used as relative came first, the hearer might take the article 

to be the demonstrative, unless its relative sense was made clear 

by the subsequent context. But, in these verses of Solon, and 
in the five other examples quoted above, the context does make 

thisclear. Three of the five examples (Z/. 1.125 f., Od. 4. 349 f,, 
and Theognis 583 f.) are allowed as genuine by Prof. Platt him- 
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self. I submit, then, that the idiom, though infrequent, cannot 

fairly be described as ‘dubious’; much less can it be regarded 
as establishing a charge of ‘bad grammar.’ 

But Prof. Platt has a further objection. He contends that, 

after tay uév o'vexa, we require a clause with dé: p. 250, ‘ wev 
must have an antithesis’: p. 249 ‘Solon uses pév often enough, 
and always provides it with a proper antithetical clause. The 
answer is that the péy in tov pév ovvexa has, indeed, an 

antithesis, but one which is mentally supplied, not expressed :— 
‘with regard to the ends [as conceived by my critics] for which 

I formed the popular party,—in contradistinction to the actual 
results, falling short of those supposed ends, with which Solon 

had remained content. This use of pwév without an answering 
5é, when the implied antithesis can easily be understood, is of 
course very common. The examples may be roughly classified 

according to the nature of the word which péy follows: here 
are a few. (1) After a relative pronoun,—as in this verse of 
Solon. Od. 4. 349 ra wév pou éeu7re, ‘as to what Proteus told 

me’ (Menelaus has no further source of knowledge). Plat. 

Gorg. 465 D 6 pév ody eyo dnus pyntopixyy eivat, axynKoas (other 
definitions might be given by other persons). (2) After personal 

pronouns: Jl. 5. 893 ryv pév éyo orovdy Sdpvnp’ éréeoor (the 
other goddesses are more docile than Hera). Soph. Ant. 65 
éy® pév, 634 col pév, 681 nyiv pév. (3) After nouns: Soph. 

Ph. 159 oixov pév opas (but not the inmate): Tr. 6 matpds pév 
év Sdpmovowy (not to speak yet of her later life): Xen. An. 1. 2.1 

THY méev Tpohaciy érroteito (though his real purpose was dif- 

ferent). (4) After adverbs: rpétov pév, Thue. 2. 74 § 2, Xen. 
An. 1. 9.7: mporepov pév, Thue. 7. 55. 1. (5) After conjunc- 

tions: Thuc. 1. 10. 1 «ai ore wév Muxfvac pixpov jv (as to 
that fact—whatever else may be said). (6) After verbs: Soph. 

Ant. 1336 dv épé ev (my desires at least—whatever may be in 
store for me): O. C. 1370 eicopd wév: 1677 éotw pév eixacas: 

Ph, 882 ar 7HSdouar pév. In all these examples pév is used 
without a following 6é, and the antithesis is to be gathered 

from the context. 
I have now examined Prof. Platt’s accusation of ‘bad 

grammar’ in respect to the relative rév, and of solecism in 
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respect to wév without dé: and I think that I may claim to 
have disproved his assertions. 

II. I next turn to his allegation that the passage of Solon, 
as explained by Dr Sandys and me, is ‘gross and palpable 
nonsense. Prof. Platt has missed the whole drift of this 
passage through inattention to the context. In the preceding 
chapter of the Ilodureda (c. 11, p. 42 of Sandys), the author 
describes the expectations which prevailed in Attica at the 

time when Solon entered upon his reforms. (1) The djpos, 

the popular party, expected that he would not merely relieve 
their present misery, but proceed to a redistribution of property: 
@eTO TavT avddacta Troincev. These are the people, eager 
for spoils, of whom Solon speaks in a trochaic fragment (c. 12 

of the IloAureia) :— 

ot & éd dprayaicw jrOov, éerrid eiyov adpvear, 
Kadoxouv éxactos avTev drAPov evpyoew péyav. 

(2) The men of rank and wealth (oi yvwpipor) expected, on 
the contrary, that the changes, if any, which he made would 

be of a very slight character: 7 TH avtny taEw arrodocew 
 puxpov tapaddakevv. Solon disappointed both parties. He 
did less than the people expected—for he did not plunder the 

rich. He did more than the rich expected,—for he cancelled 
all existing debts, and by that and other measures relieved the 
people. In the two verses now under discussion, Solon is 
quoting the question asked, after his legislation, by the mal- 
contents among the popular party, who complained that he 
had not gone far enough. They had conceived that the aims 
with which he formed the popular party included a redistribu- 

tion of property. ‘ Why, they asked, ‘did Solon desist before 
he had attained those ends for which he united us in common 
action?’ Elsewhere, in citing another criticism upon his con- 

duct, Solon gives it dramatically in the words of the critics :— 
ovK épu XorAwv Babvdpav ovdée BovrAners avynp (fr. 33). Here, 
however, in quoting his censors, he has chosen to use the first 

person,—an equally natural, but more colloquial and lively 
mode of speech:—‘ Why did I desist?’ instead of, ‘Why did 

Solon desist ?’— 
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éym 5&€ Tay pev ovvexa Evvnyayov 
djpmov, TL ToUTwY Tply TUXEiv ETaVodunD ; 

But this has led Prof. Platt into the error of assuming that 
these ‘ends’ of which Solon stopped short are the ends at 
which he had really aimed; whereas they are merely the ends 
at which the djuos supposed him to be aiming. Now Solon 
did attain the ends which he himself had in view. He says 
so, and states what they were, in the following verses, Euypap- 
Tupoin TadT av K.7.X.: Where Tada has a general sense (‘as to 
this question’), and does not refer to the particular objects 
denoted by tovtwy in v. 2. Starting from his erroneous premiss, 
Prof. Platt infers that Solon speaks of himself as having stopped 
short of things which he had attained ; and therefore, says our 

critic, the interpretation accepted by Dr Sandys is ‘gross and 
palpable nonsense’. I venture to hold, on the contrary, that 

I have shown it to be reasonable and sound. 
Prof. Platt himself proposes to read: 

éyo S€ Tdv pev ovvexa Evynyayov 

Sjpov, Tédovs S€ mplv TuxEiv eraveaunp. 

He renders this :—‘ For certain definite reasons, I gathered the 
people together, and yet ceased from my labours before I had 

reached the goal.” The ‘goal’ he takes to be the tyranny. But 
the context here (Evryyyayov Sjuov) indicates a reference to his 

incomplete fulfilment of the popular hopes, rather than to his 
abstinence from self-aggrandizement: and this view is con- 

firmed by the following verses, which describe such benefits as 
he had actually conferred on the people. As to Prof. Platt’s 

alteration of the text, transcriptional probability (to use 
Hort’s phrase) is wholly absent from TéAovs dé as an emendation 

of the words tz tovrwy. Nothing is needed but to read ti 
instead of tu. 

R. C. JEBB. 



ON THE PLACE OCCUPIED BY ODYSSEUS IN OD. XXII. 

Mr A. PuatT, in his article on “ The Slaying of the Suitors,” 

after quoting Prof. Jebb, finds a difficulty in the place occupied 
by Odysseus, or rather in the way in which he became there 
posted. He says, “The question is how and when did he get 
there? The suitors were at the other end, by the Adivos 

ovdos, where they were trying to make the bow more pliant by 
the aid of the fire. Now it is assumed that Odysseus shot the 
arrow through the axe-heads from that end. If then he after- 

wards shot the suitors from the other end, he must have gone 
down the whole length of the hall first, without Homer’s saying 
a word about it.” 

He controverts the assumption “that Odysseus shot the 

arrow through the axe-heads from that (other) end,’ and I 
agree entirely with him in so doing. But the difficulty which 
he raises turns on another assumption, equally, I think, er- 
roneous, viz. that there was only one Adivos ovdds opening 

upon the péyapov, and that at the other or upper end, ie. 
the further end from the main entrance. 

When at p. 30 Telemachus returns to his own palace he 
crosses the Adivos ovdds. This does not bring him into the 
Oarapos, for Penelope comes éx Oadamouo to greet him. Further, 
the work at which he finds Eurykleia engaged, with the other 

handmaids about her, cdea xactopvica Opovois évt Sardaréoror, 

vv. 31—4, is evidently in the péyapor itself, similar to that in 
v. 149 foll. which Eurykleia is there directing; cf. especially 

150—1, év 8€ @pdvows evtroiujtowcs Tamntas BaddeTe Top- 
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gupéous. She is preparing the hall for the expected presence 
of the company, 155—6. The Adivos ovdds of p. 30 is there- 
fore that of the main entrance to the wéyapov. 

Of course the difficulty in perceiving this arises from the 
same threshold being described as péduvos in p. 339—40, where 
Odysseus, disguised, takes his seat él pedivov ovdod evtoabe 

O@vpawy, and the poet adds, «crwdpevos ctabue xuTapiccivg, 

evidently at the principal entrance. By supposing a wooden 
superimposed on a stone ovdds the difficulty is avoided. And 
this I believe to be the explanation of the phrase axpdrartov 
map ovoov in x. 127, as meaning the “topmost” or wooden 

threshold, although it is possible that axpétatov may mean the 
“extreme,” 7.e. in horizontal extension. But again, the expres- 
sion, dAto 8 émi péyay ovdov, x. 2, of Odysseus when about to 
begin his work of death, suggests some such more considerable 
eminence as this superimposition would yield; and obviously 
such an eminence, where the victims aimed at are all on the 

flat, would give the archer a distinct advantage in picking his 

man. Compare also the phrase dato Ovpafe of Philoetius, 
@. 388. I suppose the Adivos to have had a further extension 
than the pédrvos ovdds in the nature of a step. It is pos- 
sible that the one at the entrance to the @a¢Xapos may have 
been similarly double; cf. y. 88, vmép8n Aaivoy ovddv, of 
Penelope coming in to the interview of recognition, and ¢. 43, 
ovdov 5é Spvivov mpoceByncarto, of the same going to fetch the 
bow, although I rather incline to think these were distinct. 

Another reason for the presence of a wooden block resting on 

the stone may have been the greater facility of fixing the 
wooden door-posts; see ¢. 45 év S€ otaOpuodvs adpoe, where 

these seem regarded as an appendage of the threshold described 
as Spvivos. Thus, as above cited, Odysseus, seated as a beggar 
on the latter, there éduvos, leans against the craOu@ xvTapic- 
civ@, with his feet perhaps on the stone step below. From 
the mention of a Aadivos ovdds at Eumaeus’ hut in z. 41, we 

may assume that to have been the normal material, whether a 
wooden one were added or not, for the principal entrance at 
any rate to a dwelling of prince or of peasant; and we no- 
where find trép8n...ovddv used of any other material. It is 
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evidently also from I. 404—5 the principal plinth and the one 
regarded as characteristic. There we read, 

avd’ baa Adivos ovdds adntopos évTds eépyet 
PoiBov *AréAXrwvos, IlvO0t & tetpnécon. 

It is only when some one actually sits on it that the wéAuwos 
plinth comes into notice. The Spvivos, already referred to, is 

of an interior door, and may have been wooden only. 
Therefore when in v. 257—8 we read, 

Tnréwayos 8 "Odvcfa xabidpve, xépdea vapor, 

évtos évaTtabéos peydpou, Tapa Naivov ovddr, 

there is no need to think any other than the principal entrance 
and its threshold intended. It is of course possible that a 
wooden material may have entered, in some other form of 
which we are ignorant, into the structure or decoration of the 

ovdds, and not in that of a solid block, as above. Thus ypvceos 

appears sometimes to mean gold-plated or the like only, as the 

“shield” of ®. 193, and the “ coffin” of 0. 795. 
Having premised thus much, I cannot think that the 

suitors, greasing the bow before the fire, would have been “by 

the Aaivos ovdds,” at whichever end of the péyapor we conceive 
it situated. They would no doubt be close to the écyapn, 
which was near the upper (or further from the avd) end of 
the péyapov, where Melanthius would have kindled the fire, 

g. 181—5; but there is nothing to suggest any ovdds close by. 
I may here refer to the Appendix F 2 (19) in my edition of 

the Odyssey, vol. I. p. cxxxiil., and the plan, Fig. 1, illustrating 
it. This was published many years ago, but I think represents 
Homeric conceptions with substantial correctness. This ques- 

tion of the position of the suitors is, however, only important, 

as bearing on that of Odysseus in shooting. 

It is noteworthy that when Telemachus has pitched the 
axes g. 120 foll., he goes to the threshold, takes his station 

there, and makes his incomplete essay on the bow, 124, which 

he leaves resting against the cavideco.v, 137. These I take 

1 The number of @d\auo. added is represent possibilities of extension 
probably in excess, but is meant to only. 
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to be either the planks of the door itself or some skirting- 

boards of the wall close by, probably the former, from the 
mention of the xopwvn, “door-handle,” in 138. Antinoiis then 
calls on the suitors to try their strength in succession, following 

the order in which the cup-bearer waited on them, 141—2. 

The first turn is accordingly that of Leiodes, who sat pvyoira- 
Tos aiel, t.e. closest to the wvxds at the further end from the 
entrance. He repeats the station of Telemachus and his action 
on relinquishing the bow, 149, 164, cf. 124, 137. All this is 

before the fire is lit to supple the bow. Whether the further 
efforts to bend it take place near the fire or at the threshold, is 
not clear. Their failure is briefly dismissed in 184—5. Where 
was Odysseus all this time? No doubt, where Telemachus 

had first placed him at v. 257—9; and that the ddivos ovdds, 

there named, was that of the main entrance, as suggested above, 
is further confirmed by Odysseus going out after the faithful 
hinds, ¢. 188—90, which such a position would obviously 

facilitate. He reenters and resumes his seat, 243, to find 

Eurymachus still vainly coaxing the obdurate bow, until 
Antinoiis postpones further effort and the revel is resumed, 

245—73. He then proposes his own permission to try, 275 
foll. Eumaeus acting on the implied consent of Telemachus, 

and knowing now who the seeming beggar really was, is 
carrying the bow towards him, presumably therefore from 
near the éoydpn to the main threshold; is arrested by the 

outcries of the suitors; but, reprimanded by Telemachus, 
resumes his errand, and ¢épwv ava déyua, hands the bow to 
Odysseus, 378—9. The expression ava déua can hardly mean 
anything else than “along the palace,” cf. A. 570, &yAncav & 
ava Séwa Avos Geoi, and the expression ava mrodéuo10 yedupas, 
©. 378 et al. The next action of Eumaeus in “calling out 
Eurykleia and addressing her,’ need cause no difficulty. It 
recurs from r. 15, where Telemachus uses it. It is only in the 
actions of very leading personages that we expect to find all 
their movements recorded, as Mr Platt indeed contends. Nor 

do we precisely know where Eurykleia at the moment was, 
although presumably in the @adrapos of 8. 337—48. Odysseus 

then, after examining the bow, shoots avrd0ev é« Sidpovo xabn- 
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pevos, d. 420, 2.e. from his seat near the main threshold, which 

indeed, except to slip out from it and disclose himself to the 
faithful hinds, he has not quitted since v. 258. Thus it is 

possible to give a full, instead of, as Mr Platt thinks, an empty, 

sense to évev trep avéotn. 
Perhaps I may here suggest, by the way, that Milton’s 

“from the centre thrice to the utmost pole,” refers to the 
Ptolemaean, not the Copernican system, and that the author in 

Paradise Lost seems sometimes to hover betwixt the two. 
The former will give any latitude, I think, which the passage 
may require. As regards xcépdea vwper (rare), which Mr Platt 

finds difficult, one may compare v. 255, of Odysseus, aiév évi 
otnGecot voov TrodvKEepdéa vwpov, where it evidently describes 
his characteristic, that of mental alertness in seizing the 

situation and adapting himself to circumstances, as in Horace’s 
“Omnis Aristippum decuit status et color et res.” It is 
presumed at o. 216 that Telemachus ought to inherit it, and 

thus it is equivalent to “showing himself his father’s son.” 
That he ought better to have known what was due to a 

guest and to himself, is the gist of Penelope’s rebuke in 
o. 215—22. That he did know better when he was a young 
boy, is merely her motherly way of putting it. Thus in v. 257 
the phrase means merely, suiting his guest’s position to the 

circumstances. Telemachus puts his guest, just, but only just, 
within the circle of hospitality, so as not to obtrude him need- 
lessly as an offensive or suspicious presence. At the same time 

he thus enables him to command the exit and chief communi- 
cation with the avd» and the town, as also of course that by the 
Navpyn with the rear. Telemachus cannot of course foresee the 
development; but, by the phrase xépdea vwpudyv, the poet 
probably means us to infer that he was amply justified by the 

sequel. In fact Odysseus dominates the situation by his place 
there; which at the same time gives him a ground for politely 

requesting a test-shot of honour and prowess, and thus getting 
hold of his masterful weapon. 

I will only add two remarks: (1) that assuming the Odyssey 
to have taken its form in and through oral tradition, and to 

have been recited in separate rhapsodies, it would follow that 
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parts not included in the same recitation would not be rigor- 
ously adapted to one another, and that minor discrepancies of 
this sort would not be wholly removed when the work was 
united in writing; and (2) that the latter part of the Odyssey 
contains many passages which suggest an alteration of treat- 
ment on the part of, probably, the original poet. The subject is 
too long to be considered here, and I may perhaps be allowed to 
refer again to my own note on v. 190—1, and to Appendix G 2 
in my edition, vol. Il. p. xi., where it is discussed. 

HENRY HAYMAN, D.D. 



THE SITE OF THE BATTLE OF LAKE TRASIMENE. 

A RECENT paper in the Journal of Philology championed at 
length the traditional theory of the site of the battle of Lake 
Trasimene—the theory of the Tuoro site—rejected by Dr 

Arnold. The writer of that paper still more recently in the 
“(Classical Review” has re-asserted this view. A recent 
personal examination of the claimant sites has left me with 
such grave doubts as to the correctness of the above view that . 
perhaps I may be excused for venturing tentatively to reopen 

the controversy. Ipooxuye 8é ’Adpdoteav yapw ob péd\drAw 
Néyeuv. 

In this paper therefore I propose 

A. To suggest what seem to be the chief difficulties which 

attach to the Tuoro (or Sanguineto) site. 

B. To consider any proposed solutions of these difficulties. 

C. To ask whether an alternative site is more possible. 

For purposes of reference throughout I must refer to the 
Map of the Northern shore of the lake in No. 47 of the 
“ Journal of Philology.” 

A. Difficulties in the Tuoro Site. 

(1) Polybius (11. 83. 1) distinctly says there was a passage 
into the AvAwv—a “orev mdpodos tapa THY Tapwpe.ay.” 
Livy (22. 4. 1) agrees: the “via” into the “paulo latior 
campus” is “ perangusta.” 

But as the country exists today, there is no kind of a 
“arapooos,’ of a “via perangusta,” into the Tuoro valley. 
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The road whether from Terontola or Borghetto strikes over 
the hill-ridge which runs out into the Lake (Point “A” on 

the above map), and thus down over the brow into the Tuoro 
valley. The railway tunnels. The waters of the lake wash 
the base of Point A. 

This is the first difficulty, viz.: absence of any Iapodos. 
(2) The Avro Difficulty : 

The traveller today faring due Eastwards towards Passignano 

passes through no place which could be called an AvAwyv. So 
far as Tuoro he has on his right the lake, on his left the 
Sanguineto valley running up into the hills. On _ passing 
Tuoro, he finds on his right the lake, on his left the hills, now 
nearer the road. 

In Polybius, an AvAwy is always a valley with hills on both 
sides. Of this nature e.g. is the avA@y éizedos in the middle 

of Leontini (vu. 6. 1—3): the Marsyas avAwy between Libanus 
and Antilibanus (v. 45. 8—9). It is true that when he calls 
the Rhone valley an avady (ul. 47. 3) he describes it as 
bounded—on the S. side by the Alps—but on the N. not by 
another hill range, but by a Celtic tribe. This however is 
obviously no denial of the existence of such another range of 
hills, which as obviously exists as a matter of fact. 

Again, Livy (28. 33. 2) translates Polybius’ avAdva tiva 
(x1. 32. 1) by “campus ante montibus circa saeptus.” 

Therefore when Polybius is describing the avAwy at Trasi- 

mene and says it is surrounded on three sides by mountains 
with the Lake behind it (111. 83. 1) he is perfectly self-con- 
sistent. And it also becomes clear that the Roman army en 
route for Passignano could march through no such avAdy at all. 
For none such exists. 

(8) The Lake-Camp Difficulty. 
Polybius directly asserts (111. 83. 7) that Flaminius, the 

night before the battle, encamped on the lake—zpds avtq 77 
riwvn. The next day he advanced by the side of the lake, 

Tapa Tv Aiuvnv—into the valley—els tov broKelwevov avr@va. 
Livy tells exactly the same story. When Flaminius, the 
evening of the day before, had arrived at the lake—< quum 
pervenisset ad lacum”—then on the next day—‘angustiis 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxv, 8 
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superatis ”—he deployed his troops “in patentiorem campum” 
(22. 4. 4). 

But the road from Cortona runs direct vid Terontola to 
reach the lake for the first time just East of Point A. It does 

not make a long and surely unnecessary détour round by 
Borghetto. If the ancient road ran as does the modern, the 
Roman army first reached the lake at the mouth of the 
Sanguineto valley. There they encamped—to march on next 
-morning and find the “angustiae” to surpass beyond Tuoro— 
and apparently in the defile by Passignano. 

These are the three difficulties attaching to the proposed 
Tuoro site. If unresolved they seem to me serious enough to 

justify at least a search along the North and East banks of the 
lake to see whether or no there be any preferable alternative. 

B. Proposed Solution of these Difficulties. 

The very statement of the difficulties themselves suggests a 
certain amount of uncertainty attaching inevitably to the whole 
problem. All three more or less depend for their validity on 
one and the same proposition. This proposition is of course 
that the country in 217 B.c. in its natural features was identical 

with the country as it appears now to the traveller. And 
further it must at once be admitted that we have no positive 
evidence as to the exact course of the ancient road from 

Cortona to the Perugian valley. 
This twofold possibility of uncertainty affects all three 

difficulties. Thus as to 
(1) Jf, since 217 B.c., the lake has advanced at Point A 

there may have existed in that year a narrow passage between _ 

that Point and the water. 
(2) Jf, in 217 B.c., the road as soon as it touched the lake _ 

and rounded (if it did round) Point A—instead of continuing 
along the lake side as does the modern road to Passignano— 

had struck up Northwards towards the hills at the head of the 
Sanguineto valley, there did exist, as Dr Arnold says, an avA@y 
through which the Romans could march, 
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It is true that the one and only obvious course for the old 
road to take is the one inevitably suggested by the lie of the 

country, the one followed by the modern road, and the one 
which alone leads direct to the Perugian valley. But yet it 
might conceivably be urged that no prima facie probability 

however strong amounts to a historical certainty. 
(8) Jf—in 217 B.c.—the road did actually make the détour 

round by Borghetto, the Romans could have pitched their 

camp on the lake before reaching Point A. 
That is, if we will reconstruct the country of 217 B.c. so as 

to create a passage round Point A, and bring the ancient 
road curving gracefully round in two sweeps, by Borghetto to 

Point A, and from Point A up North to scale the hills, 7f we 

indulge in these hypotheses and regard them as justified by the 
above named general topographical uncertainties, these three 
objections may be comfortably dismissed. 

That my own faculty for topographical imagination will 

not bear this strain is of course beside the question. But 
surely one passing remark is here justified. The elements of 

uncertainty seem so many and so insoluble in themselves (that 
is unless ever draining or digging come to our aid), that surely 

any dogmatism on the subject is mere foolishness. As the 
controversy concerning Hannibal’s Passage over the Alps 
promises to last as long as the Alps themselves, so till Lake 
Trasimene disappears I am bound to think no investigator is 

at liberty to cry lo here! or lo there! in the question as to the 
site of the battle. The whole question seems to me one of 

greater or less probability with the material at present at our 

disposal. Not even by aid of the skulls unearthed by Prof. 
Middleton to the East and only to the East of Passignano may 
we venture to dogmatise. If in this paper I set forth my 

objections to the Tuoro site, I can but hope to add a little to 
the arguments from probability in favour of some rival. 

But now to return to a somewhat closer consideration of 
some proposed solutions of these difficulties: 

(1) It is argued that though the waters of Lake Trasimene 
have receded, since B.c. 217, at various points along the North 
coast owing to the alluvial matter brought down by the half 

8—2 
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dozen or so small brooks entering the lake (eg. at P. del 
Macerone at the mouth of the Sanguineto valley—“ Point B”), 
yet that at Point A—and it seems at Point A alone—the lake 
has advanced and thus hidden the ancient road which ran round 
that Point. Thus the IIa@podos difficulty is evaded successfully. 

But it seems to me at the cost of some violence to the 
imagination. Point B is some 3000 yards distant from Point A 
as the crow flies. The brooks between and beyond, though very 
minute, do bring down alluvial matter and have been doing for 

the last two thousand years, it is safe to assert. Point B has 
advanced, it is conceded on all hands, and is evident to any 
observer, and advanced probably quite half a mile owing to 
this cause. But this theory asks us to believe, notwithstanding 

the three foregoing facts, that the lake has advanced at Point A 

enough to entirely obliterate a former road at its base. And 
not only this—but it must have advanced with violence. For 

Point A falls abruptly into the waters of the lake, and, it has 

been said, “the shore is strewn with pieces of rock which have 

fallen away from the water-worn cliff.” That is, according to 
this theory, not only has the lake devoured some erstwhile 

existing low-lying ground between Point A and its greedy 
waters, but the point itself has been battered even unto 
retrogression. An earthquake which casts cities to the ground 

would of course make light of any such feat. But this com- 
fortable Deus ex machina is itself not too well attested nor 

easily received. And in its absence I am bound to confess the 
probability of such a geological metamorphosis of the land 

seems to me very small. 1 had almost rather create eleven 

buckram men out of two than on the above evidence create a 

mapooos, & via perangusta, round Point A. One thing at least 
is certain. Polybius and Livy both presuppose this on the site. 
To appeal to either Polybius or Livy as evidence of the existence 
of this wapodos round Point A would be the most flagrant “7d 
év apy? aiteicOar kai NawBavew” imaginable. 

(2) The Avrwv Difficulty: 
It has been already remarked that if the Romans marched 

straight for Passignano they would pass through no avAwv at 

all en route, 
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It is also the fact that there is an admirable avAwy which 
runs up Northwards from the lake between Tuoro and the 
ridge ending in Point A, and down which flows the Sanguineto 
brook. 

It is therefore proposed to make this AvAwy serve the 
problem’s need and identify it as the scene of the battle. 

Now it is scarcely possible to adopt the hypothesis that the 
old road Southwards ran Northwards up this valley instead of 
continuing beside the lake to Passignano. Indeed I am not 
aware this hypothesis has ever been seriously put forward. 

Rejecting this therefore, the advocates of the Tuoro site and 

defenders of the above solution of this ditfculty are face to 
face with this problem: Polybius and Livy both assert the 
Romans marched through the AvAodv. Whereas this avrawy 

lies away to the left of the line of march. This clear difficulty 

at the outset leads us to look at this proposed identification- 
solution yet more closely, and the more closely we look the 

more unsatisfactory it appears. 
(a) In the first place it involves a clear mistranslation of 

Polybius. 

According to Polybius, Hannibal on entering the valley 
saw “Kata ev THY avTiKpY NOgov emiKeiwevovy Epumvov Kal 
dvaBatov” (11. 83. 1). In the next section we are told that 
Hannibal “ dveN@adv Tov avAGva Tapa THY AiwYynY TOV péev KATA 
Tpocwmov THS Topelas Nopov avTos KaTeAaBeTo.” (III. 83. 2.) 

Nothing I think can be clearer from the words of the Greek 

than that the ridge Hannibal occupied is the Aogov épupvev Kal 
ducBarov of §1. The very familiar use of the definite article 

in § 2 implies previous mention of the cata tpdcwmov THs 
Topeias Aogov. 

Yet advocates of the Tuoro site, such as Nissen and others, 

believe that Polybius in two consecutive sections and without 
any word of warning takes up two distinct and opposed photo- 

graphic points of view. The first bare ridge is identified with 
that at the head of the Sanguineto valley, ie. Polybius is 
looking N. The second is identified with the ridge—at right 

angles to the former—on which Tuoro stands,—i.e. Polybius is 
looking E. 
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But surely it is asking somewhat too much to require us to 
credit Polybius with such tee-to-tum tendencies. 

The confusion which undoubtedly results surely is the 
consequence of differentiating and making two peaks of what 
Polybius—I venture to assert—unmistakeably describes as one 
and the same. We are involved by the advocates of the Tuoro 
site in a positive mistranslation of Polybius. 

(b) Whatever else Polybius may assert about the avAgv, 
one statement he does make clearly and definitely, viz.: that 
the Romans were marching through it, and were there trapped, 
being unable to force the exit at the farther end. This can 
only be the meaning of his expressions “dvtos 5€ cata thy 

Siodov avAdvos érimédou”; “mapodov ws eis Tov avAd@va Tapa 
THY Tapwpeay”; “ dveAOov Tov avAGVA Tapa TY Aipvyy.” 

Similarly he tells us Hannibal lined the lower slopes of the 
hills on the right hand side of the avAwy with troops along 
their length: “rods d€ Baduapeis...b70 Tods év SeEva Bovvods 

TOV Tapa TOV avAOva KEeyévov ETL TOAD TrapaTeivas UTéoTeELNeE.” 
(111. 83. 2.) 

Now Hannibal can hardly have made this disposition to 
allow his troops to see the foe marching cheerfully away at 

right angles to their own line of ambush, but to cause them 

to fall upon the Romans as these were passing by unsuspecting 
in the morning mist beside and beneath them. But on the 

Tuoro-theory the Romans were marching not through but 
simply across the mouth of the Sanguineto avAdy, and more- 
over on neither flank had they any mountain-slopes. For on 

their right flank lay the lake, and on their left the broad level 
Sanguineto valley. / 

(c) Passing from this important question of the Direction 
of the avAwv—the Tuoro-Sanguineto valley does not suit 
the description of the avAwdv in Polybius and Livy in other 
respects. 

“On both sides,” says Polybius, “it has Bouvods iypnrods 

Kal cuveyels.” 

Now the spur which runs down from the main background 

of hills to end in the point on which Tuoro lies, though ‘con- 

tinuous, can scarcely be described as ‘lofty. It is in fact 
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a low-lying ridge very inferior in height to the hills of which it 
is an offshoot. 

Tuoro itself is only some 136 feet in height above the 
main road, and the rise of the ridge hence Northwards is in 
the proportion of 1 to 25, almost identical proportionally (but 
not actually) with the rise above Torricella. This in the case 
of the Tuoro ridge is scarcely steep enough to justify the 
application of the epithet ‘lofty’ to the whole spur. 

And another question arises as to the breadth of the avAwyp. 
Livy (22. 4. 1) says that the traveller on emerging from the 
“via perangusta” finds himself in a “paulo latior campus.” 
Now the Tuoro valley is comparatively a broad one. It has 
been recently described as a “great natural theatre which 
is enclosed on its E., W. and N. sides by the ridges which 
circle round from Tuoro to Point A—a valley with a flat 
alluvial bottom.” This is indeed an excellent description of 
the valley, but I do not think as such it harmonises well with 

the Livian conception of “a plain a little broader than a 
very narrow pass.” 

(d) Polybius (111 84. 11) says that the Roman vanguard, 
6000 in number, forced its way out of the avAwy through 
those who sought to bar its onward march. This is the only 

sense which may be attached to the Greek: “é£axurxidor & 
isws TOY KaTa TOV avA@VA TOS KATA TPOTwTOY VIKNnTAVTES 
x.T.r.” Where then were the Punic troops stationed through 

whom these Romans forced a path ? 
Polybius answers this clearly. Hannibal stationed them 

“on the hill in front” (10. 83. 2). That is, the Romans in 
their march had to climb a hill. 

But on the theory of the Tuoro site there existed no hill 

for the Romans to climb. Unless indeed the lake in 217 B.c. 
reached also the base of the spur on which the village of Tuoro 
lies, and this has not yet been imagined. Waiving this im- 

possibility, the Roman route to Passignano lay along the level 

shore of the lake and at the base only of this spur. Champions 
of the theory have in fact either to endue the Roman van with 

an unnecessary love of mountain-climbing and make them, like 
the king of France, go up to the top of a hill to come down 
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again,—which is improbable. Or they have to extend Hannibal’s 
troops to barricade the low-lying ground between the Tuoro 
spur and the lake,—which is nowhere suggested in our text, 
and is by implication rejected. For the Romans in Polybius 
do climb a hill, find the foe on top, force their way through, 
climb yet higher above the mist and look thence down upon 
the scene of massacre. But before reaching Passignano there 
is no such hill to climb. The Tuoro ridge lies off the line of 

march. 
And if we are requested to revert to the unsatisfactory 

theory that the ridge in front is the range at the head of the 

Sanguineto valley, a theory the improbability of which has 

been already pointed out, Livy may be invoked to aid in its 
demolition. For if the “hostes super caput” (22. 4. 4) are 

posted on this range, the “insidiae a tergo” will certainly have 

been hidden beneath the waters of the lake. 
(e) Lastly, this directs our attention from the Roman van 

to the Roman rear, and presents us with a final perplexity. 

Polybius (111. 84. 5) speaking of this says— 
Oi dé Kata Topelav petaEd THs Aimvyns Kal THs Tapwpeias 

(words by themselves surely fatal to the Tuoro theory) év 

Tots atevois auyKrero Oévtes...dvepOetpovTo. 
Livy (22. 6. 6) makes here a most welcome addition to our 

information—though indeed it could have been implied from 
Polybius. But he definitely states it was a “pars magna” of 

the Roman army which was thus involved in these straits— 

“ubi locus fugae deest.” . 
Now even if we create the via perangusta round Point A 

for 217 B.c., it is hardly possible to stretch its narrow confines 

out to such a length as to allow a “great part” of an army of 

over 30,000 men to be entrapped and surrounded actually in 
it—év Tots orevots. This new-created road can only have been 

of very short length, a length quite inadequate for the above 
feat. 

And granting for one moment for argument’s sake such 

Procrustean ability in the genius of the pass, how are we to 

people the three intervening kilometers of level ground between 
the pass and the Tuoro spur? This is the picture relentlessly 
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presented us of the battle by the logic of the Tuoro theory. 

In the new-created pass, of very few hundred yards in extent, is 

heaped up a great part of 30,000 (say) Romans struggling with 
an encircling foe. Nearly three miles away and beyond this 
the Roman van has turned aside from the road and is climbing 
the Tuoro spur—to find posted on the top of it the foe they 
might have avoided by keeping along the lake shore. Between 
these two divisions on the broad open plain abides a non- 

existent Roman centre, on the principle To pécov del dwevor, 
which is embarrassed by nothing save the noise of battle in 

the distance. Had this force but existed, it might have quoted 
Euripides with appreciation, if with too literal an application— 

Tpiav Sé moipav n'y wéow ower ToreLs 
Koopov pudaccou ... 

Such is perhaps a not altogether illegitimate reductio ad 
absurdum from the theory of the Tuoro site. 

These five difficulties, all included under the main “ AvAwy 

problem,” make me dissatisfied with that theory. 
(3) The Lake-Camp Difficulty : 

This has already been stated. Polybius asserts Flaminius 

encamped mpos avtn TH Aiuvyn the night before the battle. 

Livy marks this stage of affairs by the words “quum pervenisset 
ad lacum.” 

If there was no road round Point A the camp must have 

been at the mouth of the Tuoro valley: the battle must have 
been E. of Tuoro. 

If there were a road round Point A, the only possible 

solution of this difficulty is to make the camp W. of Point A, 

and the pass, on the lake shore in the neighbourhood of the 
modern village of Borghetto. 

If this were the case, the old road made somewhat an 

unnecessary détour. (The ridge ending in Point A is at 
most only some 120 to 130. feet above the level of the San- 
guineto valley.) 

That is, granted the right to give free play to the topo- 
graphical imagination, this difficulty may be solved, as may 
the first. 
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But there appears little justification for this license if we 
judge from the state of the country to-day and the direction of 
the modern road towards Perugia from Cortona. And even so, 
the AvAdy difficulty seems bound to result in inextricable 
confusion, and it would scarcely be fair in the interests of a 
theory to fasten the responsibility for this confusion on either 
of our authors. That the choice of the Tuoro site must be 
attended by these perplexities I feel compelled to admit. The 

conclusion I deduce from this is not that Polybius or Livy are 
confused, but that the choice of this site is to blame: that 

if any confidence is to be reposed upon our authors, the Tuoro 
theory must once and for all be abandoned. With Dr Arnold 
our conclusion is “Sanguineto is clearly not the place.” 

It is however but a poor result—this negative conclusion. 
But in the previous investigation perhaps some materials have 
been gained for a few tentative suggestions of a more positive 
character. 

C. Possibility (2?) of an Alternative. 

The ill-success of the Tuoro theory when viewed in the 
light of the ability of its champions suggests a suspicion of, or 
rather raises the question of, Method of Enquiry. And a short 

consideration of this is essential as explanatory of this last part 
of this paper. 

In this Question of the site of the battle of Lake Trasimene 

there are at least two methods of enquiry. 
The first is to gather a general idea of the locality from the 

authorities: next to visit the ground: to choose an apparently 

likely site: and then try to see how Polybius and Livy may be 
made to fit in with it. 

Now the Tuoro site is exactly such an apparently likely 

site and, as has been seen, many attempts have been made to 

make Polybius and Livy square with it. 
But the end of these attempts is confusion. We fall back 

on the “confused-author” theory in defence. We talk about 

confused mélées and the like. We shift our Carthaginians 
like chessmen from place to place as they are required. We 
set the Romans to climb unnecessary hills). We make the lake 
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advance and: recede so lightly that the Jewish leader of the 
Exodus might have envied our ability. We discover in our 
texts a steep hill in front of the Roman column on which 
Carthaginians are posted: straightway throw it into the cauldron 

of a theory: and by this mystic historic alchemy it becomes 
two hills, one a steep hill lying far away on the Roman left 
which concerns them not a whit; the other a low-lying spur 

which they do not have to climb. We perform these feats and 
tread these mazes in the interests of a theory. It is our in- 
exorable taskmaster. It gives us the bricks of proof to make 
without a straw of probability. 

By a second method there is a means of escape from this 

taskmaster of a Theory-to-be-suited. But it is certainly not 
devoid of a danger. 

Nevertheless this—which I would call the a priori Method 
of Construction—I propose carefully to follow. For of its | 
rival I despair. 

That is I propose first to construct from Polybius and from 

Livy an a priori sketch of the field of battle their joint account 
necessarily presupposes. Equipped with this, it will then be 
time to visit the shores of the lake and see if anywhere such a 
scene can be found, corresponding in every particular, or almost 

every particular, with the a priori constructive sketch. If the 
former correspondence is found, a certain goal is won: if the 

latter, a probability alone can be our guerdon. If no cor- 
respondence can be found, I abandon the problem as insoluble, 

rather than treat Polybius and Livy as of no reputation. 
The method is dangerous and needs care. It is possible 

our & priori construction does not exhaust all the possibilities 
of the texts. The careful examination of the texts alone can 
be a safeguard against this danger. But it is time again to 

set some value on our historians, and follow Mr Grundy’s excel- 
lent example in not lightly accepting any theory of contradic- 

tion between them. 
"10 8, axonovOnoov THe, édv avTo ixavads éEnynowpcOa. 

What is presupposed by the accounts in Polybius and Livy ? 
In the description of the battle occurs the great seeming 

contradiction between Polybius and Livy. Polybius says the 
Romans were caught in an avA@y with hills on each side, the 
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foe occupying a ridge in front, and the lake barring retreat ~ 
behind. In the actual fight however the enemy attacked them 
on all sides: 

Luvetrexeiper Tavtaxyobev awa Tois Todeuiows...dua yap 
oi pev Kata TpdcwToy of & am’ ovpds of & éx tév Trayiwv 

avtois mpocémimtov. (Ii. 84. 1. and 3). 
Cf. Zonaras VIII. 25. mavtayoOev opod mepiécyov ot 

Kapyndovor. 

This apparent contradiction however is explained by Polybius 
himself. He says that the Romans had on their rear the 

IIapodos in addition to the lake (111. 83. 1), and it was here— 
év tois otevois—that the Roman rear was assailed, forced 

into the water, and destroyed, weta&d Tis Aiuvns Kal THs 

mapwpeias (III. 84. 8). 
We have also to remember 

(1) This IIdpodos must be narrow and of considerable 
length, because a great part of the Roman army is there 

enclosed. 
(2) The AvAdy which ensues upon the Passage must have 

hills on both sides. But the Roman rear had the lake on one 
side, the slope of the hill on the other. Hence the road on 

emerging from ta oreva must be one os up away from 
the lake through the avdrwp. 

(3) The Roman van encountered the foe posted on a hill 
and forcing their way through continued the ascent “ets vmep- 

deElous ToTrovs.” But the actual avAwy is éwimedos. Hence at 

the farther end of the avAwy the road must rise towards a ridge, 

in whose immediate neighbourhood must be higher hills still, 
From these three Polybian requisites we construct & priori 

the ground for whose actual existence we are afterwards to 
search, and somewhat as follows: 

sS of um, Témot (7) 

ET Kara mpocwmov 
Adgov” 

iy 

Mol Umrepdéérot 
Toma (7) 

Watker & Boutali se, 
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Such a construction is necessitated by and harmonises the 
account of Polybius. Now let us turn to Livy. 

Livy has two statements to make, apparently opposed to 
each other. 

In the one (22. 5. 6) he says the Romans had the foe in 

front and rear, the mountains on one side, the lake on the 

other: 
“Deinde ubi in omnes partes nequicquam impetus capti 

et ab lateribus montes ac lacus, a fronte et ab tergo hostium 
acies claudebat etc.” 

In the other (22. 4. 7) he says the Romans were attacked 
on both flanks as well as in front: 

“Tn frontem lateraque pugnari coeptum est.” 
By the aid however of the above Polybian construction 

these two apparently contradictory statements 

(1) The enemy were on front and rear: the lake and hills 

on their flanks : 
(2) The attack was first made on both flanks and in front : 

become intelligible. The Roman van marching through the 
avvov finds the foe on the intercepting ridge crossed by the 
road in front, and has on both flanks the lateral hills of the 

avAdy lined with the enemy’s troops. Here of course the 

attack, as Livy says, began (2). The Roman rear, still engaged 
in the pass which the foe had closed behind them, finds on 
their one side the lake, on their other the slopes of the hills, 

behind the foe, and in front is the foe again barring the way to 
their vanguard (1). 

Such a sketch as the above seems alone able to reconcile 

Livy and Polybius each with himself and each with the other. 
“The Romans were attacked on all sides”: yet “on the 

Roman rear lay the lake.” “The attack was made on both 
sides as well as in front”: yet “On the Roman right flank lay 
the lake.” These various statements can be harmonised by 
thinking of the Roman agmen as in not only the avy but 
also in the mrapodos, as Polybius and Livy both say; by under- 
standing that while the wapodos must have run parallel with 
the lake, yet the avAdyv must have branched away from it, and 
the road gone climbing at its farther end. 
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To reiterate finally the essential points of the construction, 
viewed & priori from the accounts of our historians. We 

require : 
(1) A long narrow pass with hills on one side and the 

lake on the other. 
(2) The road from Cortona to reach the lake-side and 

continue along it for some distance before entering this pass. 
(3) The pass itself to lead into a level but not very broad 

avAwv with hills on either side, Le. the road must turn away 

from the lake. 
(4) At the end of this level avAdy there is to be a steep 

and bare crest which the road climbs. 

(5) Above the road when it has reached this crest is to be 

yet higher ground. 
This then is our & priori construction from Polybius and 

Livy of a ground to be hereafter discovered in situ if it be 
possible. No single point in it can be omitted without fastening 

on one or other or both historians a charge of confusion and 

inconsistency. 
Now finally to the goal of our labours, the actual shores of 

Lake Trasimene! Perugia, if not success, will receive and 

refresh us at the end of our quest. 
We climb the hill from Terontola and drop down over the 

ridge which ends in Point A to the mouth of the Sanguineto 
avAov. This is a veritable avAwy, this broad valley running 
up into the hills on our left, and therefore tempting. But it 
does not suit any single point of our construction. We have 

studied its claims at length and been forced to reject them. 
Here we can find no rest, and sadly we pass by Tuoro, lying on 

the low ridge to the left. 
We walk forward some six kilometers between olive groves 

with the green corn ripening beneath. On our right lies ever 
the lake: on our left the hills, now, two thirds of our way to 

Passignano, approaching by a low spur to narrow the valley, 
thereafter again receding, though not to so great a distance as 

before, yet to about a mile away. There is no hope yet, no 
mapodos, nO avAdy, no climbing road! At the end of our 

sixth kilometer from Tuoro we see the hills lying now in front 
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of us. A steep spur runs down to the lake. On its end and 
round its base clings the little fishing village of Passignano. 
And here we enter for the first time a veritable mapodos. For 
some 500 yards the road finds barely room for itself between 
the cliff of the mountain spur and the lake. At first there 
were village houses on our right, their gardens reaching down 

_ _ to the waters of the lake, and the fishing craft moored at the 
garden ends. But now even these are gone, and the lake 
washes the very base of the raised parapet of the road. On 
our left lies the railway, now tunnelling, now emerging. Above 

that rises the cliff. . 
Soon the valley broadens again, but yet by very little. It 

retains its pass-like nature. For the next two kilometers 
beyond the village it is very narrow indeed. The hills are 
far nearer the lake and their slopes steeper than was the case 
before we reached Passignano. These two kilometers ended, 
the valley widens to a breadth of half to three-quarters of a 

mile, and so continues for about one mile. Then suddenly it 
narrows again, till little more, it seems, than a hundred yards 

are left between lake and mountain. For the next two kilo- 
meters the mountains are steeper still and nearer the lake. In 
front appears the tiny hamlet Torricella. 

But before we reach the hamlet, our road splits into two. 
One branch goes straightway climbing up the hill leaving the 
lake behind. The other takes us through the village, and then 

it too turns from the lake and climbs, till at the top of the 
rise it joins its brother, and they make one road again. By 
one or other of these roads we must fare onwards. For no 

road runs now beside the lake beyond Torricella, and the 
railway tunnels deeply through the intervening ridge into the 
Magione basin. 

We climb by either road to a height of 1155 feet, or 
315 feet above the level of the lake. The lower road climbs 

some 1200 yards in length to meet its confrére on the top. 
And here first the traveller from Perugia and Magione north- 
wards catches sight of the waters of Lake Trasimene. 

Now, as we are standing on this ridge, on our left rise 

hills 1410 feet high where nearest the road. On our right 
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rise others in height 1315 feet, crowned by the castellated 
village of Montecolognola. On either side our road is here 
narrowly girt by these hills. But it plunges through and 
down. If we follow its course we leave Lake Trasimene and 
our problem finally behind us. We must rest on its top and 
consider. 

We have by now searched the entire Northern shore of 
the lake. We have felt bound to reject the “Tuoro-site.” 

With what then are we left save with the stretch of country 
between Passignano and Montecolognola? At least this site 
has some advantages of which its Tuoro rival is hopelessly 
devoid: . 

(1) There is a clear and a long wapodos into it. The pass 
by Passignano, itself some 500 yards in length, even after it 

widens out a little, yet continues of so confined a character 
that it may justly also continue to bear the name of td oteva, 
of via perangusta. 

Here then are seven kilometers of road, room enough for 

a magna pars of the Roman army, with the lake on the right 
all the way, the hills on the left, and, behind, the very narrow 

outlet by Passignano, so easily and swiftly closed. 

(2) No longer need we be dependent on problematic 
gyrations of the ancient road. Whether Flaminius came over 
the hill from Terontola or round Point A by a now submerged 
road, in either case he can reach the lake the evening before, 

ie. encamp at the mouth of the Sanguineto valley, and next 

day march along beside the lake till he enters the angustiae at 
Passignano. 

(3) Hither just before or just beyond Torricella, the road 
leaves the lake-side and climbs. At the top it reaches a 
ridge flanked with higher hills on either side, and plunges over 
the ridge. 

A force then stationed on the summit of the ridge would 

effectually block the way. The Romans who are climbing 
have now the lake behind them: in front the foe-clad ridge: 
on either side the hill-ridges, the one stretching out on the 
right to end in the lake at Monte del lago: the other running 
up N.E. towards the higher mountains in the background. 
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Here then we have some notable points of our & priori 

construction : a long pass beside the lake ; a ridge to be climbed 
by striking up away from the lake; tozoz brepdéEsou above this. 

(4) Never again were the Romans in a more desperate 
position than if trapped in this space. In the broad open 
valley by Tuoro, where there was ample room for military 
formation, they surely might have made a more successful 
fight of it against inferior numbers. But here indeed was a 
place “ubi locus fugae deest.” They were here bound to 
march and fight in column. They were charged by an enemy 
rushing down from the hills immediately above them and thus 

retaining all the impetus of a rush downhill. Whereas in the 
Tuoro valley the Roman long extended flank could not have 

' been attacked by the foe till these had marched for some 
distance over level ground. If they were “rushed” here, the 

Carthaginians developed a puzzling, indeed a Marathonian, 
soundness of wind and speed of limb. But here between 
Passignano and Montecolognola the Romans could be rushed, 
and the whole spirit of the scene as described by our historians 
may be realised in this long narrow valley bounded by lake and 
hill, where the Roman rear is hemmed between lake and 

mountain, the Roman van driven down backwards from moun- 

tain to lake. Even here three hours is not excessive for the 
resistance of over 30,000 Romans. In the Tuoro valley surely 

it is too little. 
(5) And lastly—our solitary bit of spade and mattock 

evidence—there are those bones dug up, as Mr Tilley has 
recorded, by Prof. Middleton on this very Passignano-Monte- 
colognola site, and only on this site. 

But alas! one fact refuses to be hid. On this site there is 
no satisfactory avA@y émimedos. Nay, as we have defined the 

Polybian avAdyv, there is no kind of avAwy érimedos at all. 
There is indeed a small avAwyv, for if Polybius can find an 
avNwv in the middle of Leontini perhaps we may be allowed to 
discover one between the top of the ridge and Torricella. But 
this most certainly is not éwimedos. And the top of the ridge 

itself, though a saddle between the hills, yet to call it by the 

high sounding title of avAdy émimedos— 

Journal of Philology. vou. Xxy. 9 
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The simple fact is there is no AvAwy érimedos between 

Terontola and Magione through which the Romans could pass. 

The Magione-Basin site, proposed by Mr Tilley, itself does not 
exhibit such an avAdy with a road at its bottom. The road is 
high up on one hill-side. And this site is for every other 

reason manifestly impossible, as Mr Grundy well shows. In 
fact it satisfies not a single one of the five points we have 
noted as essentials for the site to be discovered. 

Putting this on one side, we are left with but two claimants: 
(1) The Tuoro site, which has resulted in the difficulties 

proposed in the earlier part of this paper. 
(2) The Passignano-Montecolognola site, which satisfies all 

the essentials but one. For it has no avAdy émizredos. 
Hence the conclusion seems to be, any dogmatism on the 

subject is unjustified. 
But if it comes to a balancing of probabilities, or, if it 

rather so please, of improbabilities, I cannot believe the 
Romans were caught in the Sanguineto valley; and, with 

hesitation it is true, but because of a very distinct preference, 
I must record my belief that the Battle of Lake Trasimene was 

fought in the defiles between Passignano and Montecolognola., 
But though in motive the historian may escape the old 

reproach brought against Timaeus, and go searching honestly 

for the lost site of a great battle; yet, till some archaeologist 
abandon Greece or Asia Minor to dig for history’s sake upon 

the shores of Lake Trasimene, our travelling beside the Italian 
lake is but likely to prove ovx odpedia adXra Tépis. 

BERNARD W. HENDERSON. 

MERTON COLLEGE, 

OXFORD, 



Se ae Sr 20h a 
tepos, LEpos, ‘pos. 

As upon so many other Homeric difficulties, so upon fepés, 
tepds fresh light has been thrown by W. Schulze in his Quaes- 
tiones Epicae, pp. 207—216. He shows that in the two great 

epics ¢ appears only in (1) fepa (11 times in the meaning 
“victims”) and (2) iepdv (7 times) and ‘epod (once); and 

that since any word of three short syllables ending in a vowel 
may stand for a dactyl in the hexameter, as otvoya (ovoua) 

ovpea (Gpea), provided it be not elided, vepd which is never 
elided is an instance of mere metrical lengthening, whereas the 

forms of the second group cannot be referred to legitimate 
metrical treatment of tepds. But when, relying on this and on 

his observation that tepés never indubitably means “sacred,” 
he proceeds to construct a bewildering number of similar 
forms from different roots, viz. (1) *i(o)apés connected with 

Sab. aisos “ prayer,” “offering,” (2) tapos or iepds = Sk. isird-, 
(3) *etepos from *ei(c)epos from the same root as (2), and 
(4) tepds from a substantive *ica<i-icad formed by redupli- 
cation either from the same root as (2) and (38) but with 
transitive meaning (“setting, maintaining in activity”), or from 
Vis “desire,” then indeed his treatment of these forms is 

hardly convincing, and excuses a fresh attempt to deal with 
his material. . 

§1. There is indeed no real basis for the assertion that, 
inasmuch as, ‘epd being set aside as showing 7 metri causi, 
tepds never indubitably means “sacred,” while fepds means 
both “sacred” and “strong,” difference of meaning goes with 
difference of quantity. For it so happens that the forms in 
which ‘ep- could be got into the hexameter do not occur at 

9—2 
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all in the meaning “victim” or “sacred,” even if we accept 
as certain all the instances given by Giseke apud Ebeling, 
Lex. Hom., and Schulze put together, excepting only fepd 

vy 

(i 11 times metri causd, 7 only « 445) and fep7—o, once each, 
in which last two 7 is at least the more obvious scansion to 

choose: the remaining forms are fep7v—as—ovs—oiow—ois, 
and once—ofo, from all of which we learn nothing as to the 
possibility of a form ‘epés with meaning “sacred” in Homer. 
Moreover the substantive (epév which always means “ sacrum” 

always shows 7 where it can, viz. in tepd beside which we have 
only ‘epoitow thrice; but the adjective shows this meaning 

according to Giseke only 18 times in 6 phrases (6 different 

nouns) as against 46 instances of the other use in 12 types 

of phrase (27 different nouns). No wonder then that the very 

few instances of ‘epdv (7 times in 3 phrases) and tepod (once) 

do not show a sure case of the rarer meaning “sacred.” But 
at least Schulze has established the fact that ‘epa is a legiti- 

mate substitute for a dactyl, whereas fepév—od are not, and 
need a special explanation. 

§ 2. In the search for this our starting point must be the 

circumstance that, unlike tepd which is placed indifferently in 
the line (e 102 Ist foot, 5 473 2nd foot, a 61 5th foot as always, 

ie. 4 times, in the Iliad) ‘epov—od are confined to the fifth 
foot, which points to a common origin or model for all these 
instances. Further the same notion “strength of things con- 

ceived as active” is common to all the four phrases in question: 
(a) aéEero iepov juap refers to the period when the day waxes 

strong, (b) with «védas iepov compare vd£ Bon, as to (c) iepdv 
iy@dv Il 407 Patroclus having driven his spear through a 
warrior in a chariot drags him forward as a fisherman with 
hook and line draws ¢. i, and ‘epov suggests the strength and 

the plunging of the fish, lastly in the case of (d) addirov iepod 
ax7Tv (put in a drink prepared for the aged Nestor and the 
wounded Machaon) the strengthening ingredient is called 

strong, cf. marcentia pocula. The common model for all 
these phrases may have been a line ending in such a compound 

as iepodover (if this be right, = 505, for jepodavwv) where 7 
is legitimate metri caus, for illegitimate extensions of such 
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metrical lengthening do occur, e.g. avépos—es—as on the 
model of advépa—i—e, cf. Schulze Qu. Ep. p. 461. Or again 
in various instances both 7 and 7, v and v appear in the weak 

form of the same root, e.g. ims, épiv but dios. Now in 
Sanskrit we hear of tsira- “fire” (the word has not been found 
in the literature), which might be a bye form of isira- which is 
occasionally applied to Agni in Rig-Veda, vide Wackernagel, 
Altindische Grammatik, p. 98. The Sanskrit tsira- derives 

support from Greek ‘tepév, and there is also a resemblance 
between the Indian meaning of tsira- and the Greek use of 

‘ tepdv in t. #uap, a phrase which seems to show more vitality 
than the others with tepév—od, and may indeed have served as 
their model. Two of them occur each once, ¢. ix@dv II 407, 

 addirov &. A 631; xvépas i. does occur 8 times, but A 209 
merely reports the words of Zeus A 194, and P 455, again a 
speech of Zeus, repeats in the same words the same intention 

on the same day of giving glory to Hector and the Trojans. 
But the line containing ¢. jap occurs in three distinct passages, 
© 66, A 84, ¢ 56. 

Either of these explanations is preferable to referring Lepos 

to a special formation or to invoking the influence of ‘pds, for 

*(epopwvor and the like would be generally at the end of the 
line and so influence the fifth foot, and again metrical con- 
venience may have preserved the bye form vepds = isira- after 

the bucclic caesura in some such phrase as tepdv #uap, but it is 

hard to see why tpds should affect the fifth foot only, and as to 
the hypothesis of there being another word of quite different 
formation but of like meaning with ‘epos, entia non multi- 
plicanda. 

§ 3. In point of meaning the instances of ‘epds, ipds may 

be grouped under three heads: A. “strong” as epithet of 
things capable of motion or activity, B. “strong” as epithet 
of immoveable things, C. “sacred.” The substantives iepa, 
ipov show only the third meaning; A. “strong,” “swift,” 

“active” corresponds to Sk. zsird-. We may arrange the 
instances as follows : 

A. Only the trisyllabic form occurs. Beside ¢. jap, 
kvéhas, txOdv and adrdirovu iepod already mentioned, we have 
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puddcay t. tédos K 56, & mvdadpovs O 681, "Apyeiwr i. 
atpatos w 81, cf. isird- as epithet of Indra, of deurasya ee 
(the Adityas, heroes of Asura) and of spd¢as “watchers”; i. ts 
Tnrewayovo (7 instances), (. pévos “AXxuwdo10 (7 ‘natalia 
*"Avtivdovo (once)—with which compare xpatepov pévos ’Axto- 
pidao II 189 (Schulze, 1. 1. p. 211) and igird- epithet of déksa- 
“strength.” These phrases bring us to ¢. fpdov “ArAdeoio A 
726, which in turn is like « 351 

»” S.. Se a re 7 > 3 a / 

éx @ lep@v totapav, of Tt eis Grade tpopéovew. 

The swiftness of the rivers suggests that Circe’s dudimonor who 
spring from them are also quick and active; cf. isird- epithet 
of pdyas, the milk streaming from the dditi, the heavenly cow. 
Again with ¢. évi dupp@ P 464 cf. igird- used of horses (Schulze). 
There remains (. éXains v 372, cf. isird- epithet of bhtmi- “ the 
earth,” and svadhd- “the world.” The reference is to the vital 

strength and the beauty of the olive, cf. é\atas tnreOowoas 
m 116, X 590, and épvos épsOnré€s érains P 53 (@paiov ypadav 
tov KvdopBov édaiav mapéraBe, dSévdpov evevdés Kal 7h dedadret 
TO Kaos StapvAaTtTov Schol. B): so understood, the word has 
much more descriptive value than if it meant “sacred.” There 

is no tittle of evidence that the tree or its cultivation was 

newly imported. 

B. (i) Fortified cities: "IXvos ip7 (also gen. and ace., in all 

24 instances) and, with the trisyllabic form, Tpoins i. cpydepva, 
Tpodwrv, Kixover t. mrorteOpov, “IXov eis 6, & mpos Telxea 
@n8ns (in Boeotia), @nBnv ti. worw Hetiwvos, "AOnvawy i., 

tephs eis dotu Zereins (bis), vAov &.,"Oyynotov @ i. 
(ii) Natural fastnesses, rocky islands, and abrupt cliffs: 

Lovviov ipov (>. falls on three sides perpendicularly 200 feet to 
the sea), and, with the trisyllabic form, &£ Ev Soins (E. has a 
lofty mountain chain rising in one part 7266 feet above the 

sea, and a dangerous rocky coast towards the Aegean), "Eyiwvdev 
i. (allusion to meaning of name ’E., “dua 7d tpayd Kat o€v,” 
Steph. Byz.), Tlepyaue ety i, and ¢. ava Bnooas (reference to 

the steep sides of the dells). 
(iii) Things strongly built, eepatindy if of stone; only 

trisyllabic form occurs, three phrases 

a 
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= 504 efar’ emi Eeototct AiOous, iep@ evi KUKro, 

ef. Agora of the Phaeacians € 267, putotow Naeoot KaTwpv- 

yéeco dpapvia. 

K 445, 426, 554, ¢. mpos Seépata (ev ddpact) Kipxns, 

cf. « 210 reruypéva Sépata Kipkns Eeotoiow dNaecot. 

E 499 ws 8 dveuos adxvas popées lepas Kat adroas, 

because a threshing floor has a hard unyielding surface pro- 

duced by rolling or pounding, or is paved with stone, vide 
Dict. Ant. 1. 64°: both order and rhythm forbid us to join ¢. 

with a@yvas as Schulze proposes l. 1. p. 523. 
The context does not favour the meaning “sacred” in any 

of the passages here assigned to B., except 

B 506 "Oyxnorov & iepdv Tloaidytov ayAaov adoos, 

and E 446 Ilepydu@ ety iepn 000 of vnds ye TéTUKTO. 

Distinctly against it is A 366 OnBnv lepnv rod *Herlovos. 
With ¢. dva Bnooas one might be tempted to compare “divinos 
lacus” Aen. 3, 442; but the idea “haunted” does not seem to 
be Homeric. The meaning proposed is very appropriate in the 
case of Yovviov ¢. (y 278 GAN Ore >. i. adixopel axpov ’AOn- 

véwv), for the high headland would be an important landmark. 
Similarly the mariner sailing across the Aegean from Lesbos 

to Geraestum (y 177) would mark the cliffs ¢. EvBotns sooner 
than the temples. 

C. In the substantival use we have ‘epa—oiow, ipa—aon, 
and once, in the Doloneia v. 571, ipov. The singular of the 

substantive may also appear in € 322 adoos | (pov “A@nvains 
and v 104 (=v 348) dvtpov | ipov vuydawv. The remaining 

instance of the dissyllabic form is II 658 Avds ipd tadavta, 
the meaning of which is not clear, “holy, inviolable will,” or 

perhaps “firm decision,” cf. the classical weyadn porn. From 
the trisyllabic form come ¢. éxatou8ynv—as, 10 instances. Then 

t. kata Bwpovs, Oeav t. ert Bwpois, B 305, y 273: the scene 
described in B seems to exclude the meaning évdunros, for the 
altars are probably mere temporary structures. The meaning 
“sacred” may also appear in (epoio douoto Z 89 (vyos of 
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Athene, cf. Ilepyau@ eiv ¢, «.7.r. quoted above), and oj @ 
iepn Kkepadry in the oath of Here O 39, in both of which the 
meaning “strong” is possible. 

The numbers of the examples according to this division are 

A. tepds 30 tpds— 
B. » 20 ,, 25 (i.e. Zovvov ipov once, and “IXos ip). 
C. a. Substantive fepd 14 pov 11 

B. Adj. iepds 14 ipods 4 

§ 4. The connecting link between the meanings “strong’ 
and “sacred” may be the phrase fepa péefev (pdevv). These 
verbs are properly intransitive, inasmuch as they occur without 
objects both in the religious (péfew only) and ordinary (p. and 
€.) use, and apart from the religious use govern only their 
cognate épyov, and neuter pronouns and adjectives, for in the 

combination péfew Twa TL, or in W 56 Kaxds ww Epefov, the 

personal accusative depends on péfew plus ti or Kxaxds, cf. 
Monro H. G. p. 1384, Accordingly péferv Ged means originally 

“to act in the service of a god,” and p. @. iepa means “to act 
strenuously in his service.” Then by a natural specialisation 
“to serve a god” means “to sacrifice,” or “make an offering,” 
whence péfeww with or without ‘epa means “to sacrifice,” and 
iepa “victims” or “ offering,” “that which is devoted to a god,” 

“sacred things.” With this meaning it could as a substantive 
be itself qualified by an adjective (‘epa xada), and again from 

the substantive ‘epov the meaning “sacred” was extended to 

the adjective ‘epos, perhaps first in combination with such 
words as éxatouPn; it may however have originally entered 
into combination with this particular word in the meaning 
“strong,” id quod ternécoas é. In accordance with this theory 
the religious meaning, so indubitable in the substantive (whence 

already in Homer the derivatives (‘epevs—evesv—nuov), is in the 
adjective seldom clear beyond dispute; and further as a sub- 

stantive the trisyllabic form occurs only in the plural and 9 
times out of 14 with pefesv, épdeuv: however it takes an epithet, 
kana, except in A 147, a 61, y 5, « 102. Yet ‘pov appears 

as a substantive in the singular once, or perhaps four times, 
K 571, and ¢ 322, vy 104= 348, and is only thrice used with 
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péCeu, Epdecy out of 11, or perhaps 14 instances of the substan- 
tive. Note that the plural is used of a single victim (pov) + 
553. 

This hypothesis would be more plausible if it appeared that, 
apart from the phrase in question, ‘epds had the “ occasional ” 

meaning “active in the service of, or on behalf of others,” and 

from the inscriptions handled by Maass Ind. Forsch. 1. p. 157 
seq. (who is here followed however only in part) it seems that 
such was the case and that ‘epds was used as a substantive 
meaning “agent,” “official,” “servant” of gods and men. In 

CTG u. 2953 b 35 @eddwpos o avtov (a person previously 
mentioned) tepes has paid monies into a temple treasury ; 

tb. 3394 db To pvnuetov éotw “Ikiov “Iniov tod Evnuépou tepod 
Luppaiov «.7.A.; and ib. 2339 b in Addendis (an inscription 
of Roman times) we read aya07n tuyn | él vavapxov | ’Amrod- 
Awvidov Tod | “Avyérou IIpwriwvos Kat | ypaupatéws Aauwvos | 
tepod I1v@lwvos | iarpod ‘Iépaxos | piAwy Mocyov x.7.r. Here the 

division of the lines and the spacing of the words, as shown in 
Boeckh, make it probable that ‘epod Ilv@iwvos is parallel to 

iatpov ‘lépaxos and to diiwy Mocyov «.7.X., Le. that Pythion 
was ‘epos, and Hierax physician to this club in Tenos rather than 

that, as Maass thinks, the captain was Apollonides the dyyedos 
of Protion (he compares CIG IL. 2476 a dyyedos Kpartepod etc.) 
and the secretary Damon the ‘epos of Pythion. As to the 

service of the gods, we find in the Heraeum at Samos 6 (epds 

THs Oeod Iedvowos (C. Curtius, Inschriften und Studien zur 
Geschichte von Samos, p. 11) and at Andania in Messenia (epoé 
and iepai charged with seeing Ors yivntas Ta Kata Tap 
TedeTav OeotpeTr@s Kal amd tavTds Tov Suxaiov (Cauer® 47). 
An exact parallel, which makes it unnecessary to adopt any 
less simple explanation, is furnished by the corresponding 
formation from ,/vi which like ,/is is used to denote strength 

resulting in activity. (F)ipus is messenger of the gods, and 

among men ‘Apvaios was nicknamed (F)ipos 
7, eo > > f NS o , sXe o 1, OVVEK aTrayYEAAETKE KL@V, STE Tob Tis avayoL. 

1 As ipds is used only when i is _ to find here traces of difference in usage 
wanted in arsis, it would be dangerous _due possibly to difference of origin. 
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The same meaning is implied in the quotation from Hippias 
apud Athen. 259 A in which we hear of three oligarchs, 
FOputtns Kai "Ipos cal +’Eyapos of éxadodvto (were so nick- 

named) dsa To rept Tas Ocpatreias civar TOV éeripavav TpoKuvEs 
(ita Lobeck) «ai xoraxes, cf. the contemptuous use of “lackey.” 
And it is worth notice that of the two groups of Homeric 

phrases in which ‘epdés is used of persons, viz. (1) é. ts Tyre- 

paxoto, t. wévos “Adkivdo10, Avtivdoto and (2) dvAakov t. 
TédoS, t. TUNawWpous, "Apyeiwy t. oTpaTos, in the second, where 

the word is more directly an epithet of the persons themselves, 
the application is to inferiors and subordinates, to sentries, 

warders, and to the army (chiefs and men) paying the last 
honours to Achilles. 

The difference between the ‘epod in the service of the god 
and the éepets appears from the Andania Inscription: von den 

Priestern (cepeis) scharf geschieden charakterisieren sie sich als 

Tempelbeamte fiir den Aussendienst (Maass J, J. p. 158). ‘epevs 
is derived from tepos by way of tepov victim, and the meaning 
of the further derivatives (epevecy, iepjuov (rarely, if ever, in the 

meaning “to sacrifice,” “victim,” generally “to kill for food,” 
“animals so used,” vide P. Stengel, Homerisches, Fleckeisens 

Jahrbiicher 1885, p. 102) suggests that the slaughtering of the 
victim according to the rules of the ritual was the chief concern 

of the (epevs. 
§ 5. A further difficulty is the explanation of the dis- 

syllabic form ipds. It is true that no decisive phonetic ob- 
jection can be made to deriving it from *icpds or, by contraction, 
from *i(c)apés. We have no example of Aeolic treatment of 

medial -cp-, and are not bound to suppose that it was treated 
like -op-, -ov-, -o)-, for e.g. in Attic -Ay- gives -AA- (ayyéAX@), 

but yet gaive is from *paviw, vide Schulze J. 1. p. 210 n. On 
the possibility of contraction from ‘epés perhaps through *ispés 
with assimilation of unaccented -e- to the initial syllable, vide 
Hoffmann Gr. Diall. 1. p. 392. But against (pds, ‘epds being 

different forms of the same word is the fact that the same 

dialect, Ionic, has both, for (pos occurs on inscriptions as well 
as in the literature, vide Smyth, Jonic, p. 270. 

§ 6. Darbishire refers (pos to vi, and there is much in 
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favour of this. Beside the resemblance already indicated 
between fepdos and "Ipis “"Ipos (on the retraction of the accent 
in proper names in -pos cf. Chandler, Gk. Accentuation § 311, 

313, 404), Attic tép-a& (cf. vé-a&)=Hom. ipnf= Beipaxes 
iépaxes Hesych. (e for 7), and Fipaxes is restored with some 
probability Epich., 45 Ahrens (des te Fipaxés re) for igpaxes 
where a kind of fish is meant, cf. copa&. The absence of ¢ in 

Lesbian and Homer (hiatus only ¢ 553 éumdfeto ipav) is not 
an insuperable difficulty. It appears (cf. Hoffmann, Gr. Diall. 

II. 392) that the word does not occur in the Lesbian literature, 
and that on early inscriptions it appears once only (No. 139, 
Hoffmann), and that no other early inscription shows a word 

which might have presented initial r. As to Homer the main 
— difficulty is the appearance of traces of f in "Ipos, "Ipus, but not 
in ipds, for no stress can be laid on the one instance of hiatus. 

But there is no reason for supposing that in the relatively late 
period of dactylic poetry in which our two epics were produced 
F was a living sound in “Ips or "Ipos. Before *Ipss hiatus 

appear only in the formulae wxéa *Ipis (19 times), dpto dé *Ipis 
(3 times, "I. in 3rd foot) and Back’ 161, "Ips (4 times, *I. in 

2nd foot): these are all the instances of "Ipss in the middle 
of the verse except VY 201, © 117 (¢ possible but unnecessary, 
cf. Knés de Digammo, p. 126) and E 353, 365, V 198 (¢ ex- 
cluded, but correction plausible in last instance). Consequently 
outside of the fixed formulae there is much more evidence for 
*Ipes than for *Fipes; but it is only when words are freely used 

outside of the traditional combinations that we can form any 
opinion as to the persistence of their initial r into the Homeric 
period. As to “Ipos, we need not suppose that a(F)pos was 

coined by the author of ¢ 73 

 taya “Ipos dupos ériomactov Kaxov eer 
“soon shall ‘Swift’ be swift no more and suffer evil 

of his own bringing.” 

The hiatus in o 334 raya “Ipou (I. in 3rd foot) may have been 
suggested by « 73 7 taxa “Ipos dipos, where the hiatus before 

*Ipos in 2nd foot does not necessarily indicate the loss of a 
consonant, cf. Knés 1. 1. p. 47. Apart from these lines we can 

get on quite well with "Ipos, for if we introduce f in o 56 (uy 
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tis ér “Ipp pa hépwv) we get for our pains the improbable 
combination of a rare rhythm and a rare phrase, r lengthening 
a short syllable in thesis, and jpa dépe used without é7i as 
happens, once only, & 132. The occasional hiatus before the 
proper name “Ipos may also have been influenced by the wxéa 
*"Tpus &c. of the Iliad, but these formulae containing *Ipss would 
not be so likely to affect the adjective Fipds, separated as it was 
from the proper noun by accent. Again ipn& never requires F 
and five times excludes it, and indeed the words from /vi show 

in general lax treatment of f, cf. Windisch, Curt. Stud. U1. 214 
(hiatus before Yewas nearly confined to fixed combinations), and 
Knos, l. l. pp. 127 seq. The combination "IXvos (py would, like 
the absence of - from the names “Endévn, “ExaB8y, suggest that 
the story of the Trojan war was not treated in epic poetry till 
towards the end of the epic period: that "IXvos shows traces 
of - may be due to the influence of older epics about other 
Trojan legends. 

§ 7. The disappearance of - is however a difficulty, which 
is reinforced by the difficulty of explaining the aspirate of 

iepos, ipos. In the Relliquiae, p. 41, Darbishire denies that 
the initial aspirate of ‘epds can be due to transference of the 

medial aspirate of *‘hepds, for there is no phonetic reason for 
such transference, all the examples may be explained otherwise, 

and we ought to find the aspirate similarly transferred in éds 
beside Sk. isu-. If this be true we must derive the aspirate 
of iepds from pds, not vice verséd. But Darbishire’s own 
solution fipos >ipds is faulty, because the derivatives of 4/vi 
show regularly the smooth breathing, "Ipos, "Ipss, ipn€, is, wweov. 
The only exception is *fieuaz which has been confused with 

tewat; for the vacillation of the mss. (cf. La Roche, Odyssea, 
Prolegomena, p. xxxiv.) shows that the true forms are (F)iewae 
and teva: and to the influence of /ewas we must ascribe the 

error of the Mss., Hom. H. 26, 18 and Hes. Theog. 830 67° 
tetoat, cf. I. 152 ozra...cetouw DL *(ietot A), which there is 

no reason to separate from dma jxev & 151%. Consequently 

1 4 192 ds pdoay letoa dma Kdddmov larly fevrac A77 and x 304 (fly, move 
seems to show a form of ijucinfluenced rapidly) seems to show the scansion of 

by the quantity of (F)iéuevos &c.; simi-  itewar but the meaning of teuar 

Tf 
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the supposition of Darbishire that *ripés passed into (pds as 

Féotrepos to €omepos is exceedingly improbable. If ‘pds is 
for *fipés, and if *ihepds could not give *hvepds, then either 
we must suppose that the aspirate of (eps, which was probably 
panhellenic (Hoffmann, Gr, Diall. 1. 198), was due to the in- 

fluence of some other word, perhaps of (e-wev &c. (where the 
aspirate may be due to #xa &c.), and that tepos then affected 
*ipds; or else we must seek a different derivation of ipés which 
should account for its aspirate, and we must suppose that (pds 

then changed */epos. 
These considerations may recommend a derivation from 

* ci-pos (si in tuds). With "Twos ipn “ wall-bound Ilios” we 

_ could then compare aiuacia “ wall of loose stones” (cf. L. and S., 
and Prellwitz Zt. Wb. s.v.). Compare also the city name "Ip7 

I 150 (oxytone according to Aristarchus, breathing uncertain) 
and *Ipos a city in Thessaly, Lycophron v. 905 (cf. Steph. Byz.), 
and we may connect the expression in the Idalium-inscription 

Cauer’ 472 vv. 8 and 81 i-to-i-ro-ni (r@ ’AXa(u)rpijata, TA 
"Héanéjz). Meister, following Deecke-Siegismunde, gives i(v) 
Tw(t) (ewve and translates “in dem Stadtgebiet ”; the meaning 

is appropriate, but his derivation from Semitic ir “city” im- 
probable, because the only authority for this word in Phenician 

seems to be an inscription of doubtful reading, Corp. inscr. Sem. 

113, 1. 2 (v. H. Lewy, Jnd. Forsch. 1. p. 511). We cannot 
derive this word from ,/vi (so Darbishire) because this in- 

scription does not omit initial -. Rather *(c)ipwv from 

*(c)ipos*; cf. the substantival use of tpypwv implied in zonv- 
tpnpwy “abounding in doves” (L. and §.), and again Sk. s7- 
man- which means inter alia “border-line,”’ and “land within 

the borders of a village.” 
For the religious meaning cf. Sk. rtv-, “a fixed time, espe- 

cially for sacrifice,” from the root which appears in dpapicxw and 
means “to make fast,” “fit in”: is Latin rttus from this root ? 

Cf. the analysis of v-7-tis, Brugmann Gr. u. 1146. But the 
notion of fitting, adapting, involved originally in this root may 

1 Perhaps ips ‘‘rainbow” was ori- vps by confusion with Ips <fpis, and 

ginally “cord”, cf. iuds (P 547 Tp... orpos : oipis=Atpos : Fipis. 
tavicon). If so then fps is for *fpis< 
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have helped this development, cf. Grassmann, Wb. z. R.-V. 
A better parallel is English fast = Arm. hast (I. E. pas- or pas-, 

Brugmann, Gr. 11. 214): is this root also in Lat. pono, postus ? 
In the Germanic languages the word has a double meaning, 
(1) “firmly fixed” and (2) “abstinence from food as a religious 

observance or ceremonial expression of grief,” and the denomina- 
tive (Brugmann, Gr. 11. 1131) Gothic fastan means (1) “to 
hold fast” and (2) “to keep, observe,” of which the sense “ to 
fast” was originally a specific application, vide Murray’s 
Dictionary, s. vv. fast pp. 86° and 89°. The parallel use in 
medieval Latin of observare =“to fast” is in favour of this 
origin of the religious meaning rather than that suggested as 
an alternative by Kluge, Ht. Wb. d. deutschen Spr. s. v. fasten) 
“an sich halten, sich in Bezug auf Essen und Trinken Fesseln 
anlegen.” The meaning “swift” is a secondary development 

from adverbial uses. In the same way we might suppose that 

*gipos meant (1) “ fast” in the sense of “ they found the country 
fast with woods, bogges, and paces trenched” (quoted in 
Murray), cf. fastness = fortress, and (2) “ceremonially or re- 
ligiously fixed and appointed.” The second meaning nearly 

coincides with the meaning “sacred” developed by *«(o)apés 
whence confusion of the two, (pds and */épos, and extension of 

‘the aspirate giving ‘epds. If this be so, then the meaning B. 
“strong” as applied to immovable things is not a development 

from A. but is originally proper only to ¢pos. 

On the variation between (‘epds, tapds cf. Brugmann, Gr. I1.. 

p. 174. . 

Note 1. If the genitive be genuine in dAd¢izov iepod axryv A 631 
it is a strong proof of the feeling that this scansion was to be con- 

fined to the fifth foot, for the natural order would be tepod adAdirov, 

especially as iepds generally precedes its noun, But the variant iepdv 

mentioned by Eustathius is more probable both because only this 

form elsewhere shows this peculiar scansion, and because of the 

probability of dAdirov iepov dxryv being the model of the Hesiodic 
Anpayrepos i, a.; for the gender compare Sewvds djry(s) O 626, if this 
be genuine. As to the Homeric Anpyrepos axryv it is worth notice 

that in ® 76 the mention of the goddess has a special propriety 

ae 
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because it there implies the sanctity of the tie formed by eating a 

man’s bread, and Lycaon is pleading for mercy on the strength of 

this ; but at N 322, in a book which is shown to be badly inter- 

polated by the frequent mention of the @wpyé, the phrase is merely 

a heavy periphrasis for “‘ bread.” 

Note 2. Except in the phrase xvédas tepdv, xvépas has no 

epithet and always precedes immediately some form of €AOetv (kvépaos 

o 370 is of course an exception) ; and one may reasonably suppose 

that iepdv, which is rather weak and pointless in this phrase, was 

simply taken from the phrase défero iepov jyap in order to fill out 

to the dimensions of a line the words dtvai 7 HéAvov Kal éxt Kvédas 

eA\Geiv. These are taken from 

jyos 8 yéAvos Katédv Kai émt xvepas 7ADe (A 475 and 6 times 

in the Odyssey), 

ws épar, éAvos 8 ap’ éu x. é. Kk. H. (y 329, € 225), 

and pi mpiv éx’ HédAvov ddvar x. é. x. eAOety (B 413). 

It is odd that Schulze should especially rely on this phrase for 

the meaning “desired” which he suggests for kvégas &., t. juap, and 

dAdirov t 1, 1. p. 215, for the context in which it occurs in A is 
distinctly unfavourable. At least in A 194 =209 the declaration of 

Zeus that he will give glory to Hector till nightfall is meant to 

encourage him, and it would be singularly inappropriate in a message 

to him to call night “wished for,” when it was to be the limit of his 

triumph. In the event night is brought on miraculously } 239 in 

the interest of the Greeks. 

Note 3. Nauck proposes to improve the line 

gpa pev nos jv, Kai adétero iepdv juap 

by reading ...jev, aéfero & i. 7. (vide Nauck, Odyssea, « 56). 

Unfortunately we have a probable copy of the phrase which by 

its structure and rhythm defends the jv and the xat, viz. 

p 606 dn yap A Kat erndvbe SeieAov juap. 

deteAov (ie. S€eAov) juap, the afternoon when the sun is failing, 

corresponds to iepdv juap, the morning when he waxes strong, and 

has copied the apparent metrical licence of tepdv in the same foot. In 

the first foot Sefedos (sc. 7éAvos) ® 232 is legitimate enough, cf. iopev 

in that position (vide Schulze, Qu. Ep. p. 376), and again deeAuyoas 

p 599 ie, deeAXujoas is likewise legitimate, Contracted the word 
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occurs with the first syllable in arsis & 111 SetAy (sc. yyepa). One 

may refer the word to the root of d€(F)w, for accent cf. eixedos, and 

for the contraction shown in deiAyn from *deréAn cf. joe from *yepr, 

*aus-er-i (Brugmann, Gr. 11. 358) and dotva. The same word is 

probably disguised in deAds, the change of accent in which may be 

due to the influence either of the numerous adjectives in -déds (cf. 

Chandler, Greek Accentuation § 389) or of dewds (in which however 
-et- is an original diphthong, dfe.o-vds, cf. Prellwitz, Ht. Wb. s.v. d€os) 

in the post-homeric period when the derivatives deiAatos SecAia con- 

veyed the idea of cowardly. The Homeric use of the word does not 

suggest any connection with ,/dfe-; in the one passage quoted for 

the meaning “cowardly” N 278 (&@ 6 re SeXds avyp, ds 7 GAKipos 

efehaavOy) decAds, to which in the next verse xaxod corresponds, means 

“wretched,” ‘‘ worthless.” The Homeric use corresponds in many 

ways to English “poor” in its derivative meanings, and the deri- 

vation from *défehkos seems quite suitable. For the scansion in 

E 574 ro pev dpa derw, cf. £411 Tas pev dpa (F)épEav and Y 434 otda 

S ore ov pev écOAds, and in the same foot even O 478 ds ha@, 6 88 
7réfov. The scansion would be still easier to excuse, if the uncon- 

tracted form ought to be restored. 

This however is at least doubtful. dodva: shows that contraction 

of vowels originally separated by f was possible in the Homeric 

period’, and the circumstance that of the 39 instances of dds, 

36 have the first syllable in thesis and the remaining 3 (N 278, 

® 464, 6 351) occur in passages otherwise doubtful, becomes less 
convincing when the instances are analysed. 31 instances fall to 
the 4 types d deid’ dec. (14), éym deAn ke. (7), SecAotor Bporotor (6), and 

TlarpoxAjos SeAoto (4). These expressions do not enable us to form 

any judgment as to the probability of contraction. Apart from these 

combinations 4 lines show de- in thesis (A 293, E 574, W 223, . 65), 

2 show it in arsis (N 278 and ® 464), and 1 both in arsis and thesis 

(6 351). So viewed the argument from the position of deAds is not 

conclusive. -Moreover we have always to bear in mind that even 

the position of words in Homer is regulated to a great extent by 

traditions formed at a much earlier period, and the habit of placing 

the last syllable in arsis would influence the practice of poets in 

whose own day the contracted form was possible or even custom- 

ary. And the uncontracted form might very well have been 

preserved in the group Seiehoy jap Seiedos SeveAujoas (ie. d€edov 

1 Cf. Hoffmann, Gr. Diall. 1. p. 194 on Cyprian wats rados &e. 

A 
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jpap &c.) although it had disappeared from the word in its more 

ordinary application. It is all a question of what combinations had 

been handed down to the late epic period which is called Homeric. 

Similarly in considering the circumstance that xotdos is only 
once with first syllable in arsis, as against 57 instances in which it is 

in thesis, we must also consider that 38 instances fall to the type of 

phrase xoiAns él vos, KoiAns évi vyvoi: then we have the type xotAov 

Sdpu, Adxov, oréos following penthemimeral caesura (6 instances), and 

KoiAns evtocbe peoddpys, papétpys, xapadpys (4 instances). When we 

consider the attraction exerted by these phrases with the first 

syllable in thesis, it is not surprising that we find it only once in 

arsis (x 385). 

Note 4. In the hexameter fragment of Aleman, 26 (Bergk), 

elapos Opvis is no doubt to be explained “strong” “swift”, for a 

. genitive would require a governing word such as we have in 

Sappho 39 jjpos ayyeAos inepddwvos aydwv. Probably Aleman used 

the Doric form iapds, cf. wedryapves v. 1, and Schol. Arist. Av. 251, 

cited by Bergk; hence corruption to ¢iapos, perhaps through «iapos 
with a =i. 

C. M. MULVANY. 

Journal of Philology. vow. xxv. 10 



OATULLIANA. 

CARMEN 45. IL 8, 9. 

Hoe ut dixit Amor sinistra ut ante 

dextram sternuit approbationem. 

“ut ante,” says Munro, “has probably come from 17, and 
may have displaced something quite different such as ‘sinister 
ipse’ or ‘manu sinistra, but my suggestion ‘sinister astans’ 
gives the sense that is required.” That v. 8 is corrupt I agree, 
but I do not think the change proposed is convincing; v. 8 
should correspond with v. 17 word for word until we come to 

the word in v. 8 which ut ante replaces in v.17. I am con- 
vinced that the word we want is amanti, which echoes na- 

turally enough the amo and amare of v. 3, and it is obvious 
that sinistra amanti might easily be changed to sinistra ut 

ante. I therefore read 

Hoe ut dixit, Amor sinistra amanti 
dextram sternuit approbationem. 

When he said this, love on the lover’s left sneezed approval 
towards the right. 

CARMEN 4/7. 

Porci et Socration, duae sinistrae 

Pisonis, scabies famesque mundi: 
vos Veraniolo meo et Fabullo 
verpus praeposuit Priapus ille ? 
vos convivia lauta sumptuose 
de die facitis, mei sodales 

quaerunt in trivio vocationes. 
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The only difficulty here is mundi, which gives no intel- 
ligible sense. The first time I read this poem, it occurred 
to me that munda must be right, and I noted the passage 
from Martial (111. 58) which seemed to me to prove it. I 
see now that I was anticipated by Reise in this suggestion. I 
can only add, as at least an interesting coincidence, that in 
Martial as in the present passage Priapus occurs in the next 
line but one: 

At tu sub urbe possides famem mundam 
et turre ab alta prospicis meras laurus 
furem Priapo non timente securus, 

and that the first line of Martial’s poem 

Baiana nostri villa, Basse, Faustini 

non otiosis ordinata myrtetis 

recalls, and is intended to recall, the 

Furi villula nostra non ad Austri flatus opposita est 

of Catullus. 
The estate is a ‘trim starveling’ like the two parasites. 

CARMEN 52. 

Quid est Catulle? quid moraris emori ? 
sella in curuli struma Nonius sedet, 

per consulatum perjerat Vatinius: 
quid est Catulle? quid moraris emori ? 

Poem 53 deals with Calvus and his attacks on Vatinius: 
poem 52 is the contribution of Catullus to the same cause. 
All is clear except the second line. Who is Nonius, and what 

is he doing here, weakening the force of the poet’s indignation, 
which we should expect to be concentrated on Vatinius? And 
there is more than this: Vatinius we know had a tumour on 
the neck which exposed him to Cicero’s offensive personalities : 
struma therefore at once suggests Vatinius: but apparently in 
our poem has no reference to him: a certain Nonius has also 
aroused the poet’s wrath and suffers from the same personal 
deformity. 

10—2 
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‘It is not easy, says Professor Ellis, ‘to see why Catullus 
should have ascribed to Nonius the well-known deformity of 
Vatinius: such a side-stroke, to use an expression of Vatinius’ 

own, must have seemed as flat at the time as it is unintelligible 

now.’ 
I entirely agree with Professor Ellis, and I am therefore 

unable to believe that Catullus wrote Nonius, in spite of 
Pliny’s express assertion that ‘ab Antonio proscriptus est 
Nonius senator, filius strumae Nonii ejus quem Catullus 
poeta in sella curuli visum indigne tulit’ I believe Catullus 
wrote struma Adonius, ‘Adonis with a wen,’ meaning Vatinius, 

whose name he keeps back, though no one would mistake 
the allusion, until he gives it with terrible force at the 

end of the next line. How Nonius came to be substituted 
for Adonius soon after the poem was written I cannot say: 
probably the a of Adonius was absorbed by the a of struma, 
and then Donius was changed to Nonius; but it is conceivable 
that, if copies were multiplied by dictation, the mistake might 

arise from indistinct reading: it is certainly most unlikely that 
there should have been two politicians at Rome in the same 
year who both suffered from the same personal deformity, a 
tumour on the neck. And no one, I think, will deny that 
the poem thus corrected becomes the reverse of flat and 
unintelligible. I should translate 

How now Catullus? die and end despair: 

A blotched Adonis holds the curule chair, 

By office dreamed Vatinius swears the lie. 
How now Catullus? end despair and die. 

CARMEN 64. 1, 350. 

Illius egregias virtutes claraque facta 

saepe fatebuntur gnatorum in funere matres 
cum incivium canos solvent a vertice crines 
putridaque infirmis variabunt pectora palmis. 

For incivium in cinerem has been suggested, but is not 
convincing: incultum (Reise) seems to me far better but in- 
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volves further changes, cano and crinem. I suggest incassum 
and compare Carmen 101, ll. 3, 4. 

Ut te postremo donarem munere mortis 

et mutam nequiquam alloquerer cinerem. 

CARMEN 66. 

Hi dii ven ibi vario ne solum in lumine caeli 

ex Ariadneis aurea temporibus 
fixa corona foret. 

I agree with Reise, Der Anfang des Verses wird ein Epithe- 

ton zu caeli enthalten, and suggest hic dii, but the passage is 
. perhaps corrupt beyond the possibility of restoration. 

CARMEN 68B. Il. 89—52. 

Quam jejuna pium desideret ara cruorem 
doctast amisso Laudamia viro, 

conjugis ante coacta novi dimittere collum 

quam veniens una atque altera rursus hiems 
noctibus in longis avidum saturasset amorem, 

posset ut abrupto vivere conjugio, 

quod scibant Parcae non longo tempore abesse, 

si miles muros isset ad Iliacos: 
nam tum Helenae raptu primores Argivorum 

coeperat ad sese Troja ciere viros, 

Troja, nefas, commune sepulchrum Asiae Europaeque, 
Troja virum et virtutum omnium acerba cinis, 

quaene etiam nostro letum miserabile fratri 
attulit. 

This is how Dr Postgate prints the passage. 
The chief difficulty is in the last line but one, where the 

MSS. read que vetet id. Quaene etiam seems to me to have 
little to recommend it, nor can I accept from Professor Ellis 
quae veter id fatum miserabile. I propose to read qua valet, 
id and write the whole passage with some changes of punctua- 
tion as follows : 
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posset ut abrupto vivere conjugio, 
quod scibant Parcae non longo tempore abesse 

si miles muros isset ad Iliacos: 
nam tum Helenae raptu primores Argivorum 

coeperat ad sese Troja ciere viros. 
Troja (nefas) commune sepulchrum Asiae Europaeque 

Troja virum et virtutum omnium acerba: cinis, 
qua valet, id nostro letum miserabile fratri 

attulit. 

Troy to-day as aforetime is powerful for evil and not for 
good, for death and not for life. As in old days she proved 
herself the sepulchre of heroes and heroic deeds, so once more 
she has shown that gift for destruction which is: her special 
characteristic (qua valet). 

CaRMEN 688. Il. 77, 78. 

Sed tuus altus amor barathro fuit altior’ illo 

qui tuum domitum ferre jugum docuit. 

Dr Postgate and Professor Palmer read qui tamen indomi- 

tam. I propose qui te tum domitam, ‘then (at last) subdued.’ 

HUGH MACNAGHTEN. 



HORACE Odes tv. 8. 

I am tempted by the paper of Mr Stanley in the last 
number of this Journal (p. 165) to add a few words on the 
well-worn subject of this ode. In the point with which 
Mr Stanley concludes, I am inclined to agree with him: his 

- ultimate purpose is to revive (for it is not actually new) an 
interpretation which I believe really to represent what was 

meant by the fashioner of the text as we have it. 

Non incisa notis marmora publicis, 
Per quae spiritus et vita redit bonis 
Post mortem ducibus, non celeres fugae 
Reiectaeque retrorsum Hannibalis minae, 

Non incendia Karthaginis impiae 
Eius, qui domita nomen ab Africa 
Lucratus rediit, clarius indicant 

Laudes, quam Calabrae Pierides; neque 
Si chartae sileant quod bene feceris 
Mercedem tuleris. 

Does the author here identify and confuse the Scipio who was 

celebrated by Ennius with the Scipio who burnt Carthage— 

the Major with the Minor? He unquestionably appears to do 
so; but did he in his own mind? Mr Stanley says no, and 
defends very pertinently what is called by Orelli? the ‘speciosa 
explicatio’ of Jahn. We are not meant to construe together, 
as of course we do at first sight, ecws and laudes, ‘ the praises of 
him who’ etc.: eius is a subjective, not an objective, genitive, 

and is to be taken not with lawdes but with incendia. We 
should translate, says Mr Stanley, thus: “Not. by marble 

1 Excursus on the Ode in his edition. 
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graven etc., not by the repeated rout of a Hannibal etc., not by 
the burning of cruel Carthage by one that returned from con- 
quered Africa, his only gain a name, are glorious deeds more 
manifestly set forth than by the poems of an Ennius.” The 
reference is not to the career of any one Scipio, but to the 
successive triumphs of Rome over Carthage, which are all 

together contrasted, as means to glory, with literary memorials, 
represented typically by Ennius; and thus the alleged con- 
fusion disappears. Orelli calls the proposed construction harsh, 

and it certainly seems to be so; but he allows it to be fair, and 

this in the circumstances is enough. Nothing but the severance 
of eius from laudes will clear the writer, before the bar of 

common sense, from the historical blunder with which he is 

charged; it is enough to read, in Orelli or elsewhere, the 

attempts which have been made to find some other way. Any 
man may write a harsh sentence, but that any literary Roman 

should identify the two Africani is scarcely conceivable; and 
the choice therefore may be made without hesitation. And we 

should observe, that this choice is independent of the question, 
whether the poem is the pure work of Horace; indeed if we 

suppose that it is, the reasons for following Jahn and Mr Stanley 

are weaker than if the writer be unknown; for of Horace 

perhaps, if ever of any man, it might be said that he was less 

likely, in his lyrics at least and when he wrote the Fourth Book, 
to pass over an uncouth paragraph than even a violent ana- 
chronism. Nor does it matter whether the passage, as it _ 
stands, be by one author, or the product of interpolation. By 
some one it was made what it is; and that some one, we must 
probably suppose, intended his not unexceptionable phrase to 
be taken as suggested by Jahn and Mr Stanley. 

Mr Stanley therefore seems to undervalue the case for his 
intétpretation, when he bases it on a preliminary attempt to 

show (especially as against me) that the passage is by Horace, 
and that it is not interpolated. He had no need to prove this, 
and nothing to gain by it; and as to my observations in 
particular, he could not have proposed to answer them as he 
does, if I had made sufficiently clear to him what I meant. 
The misapprehension between us is of so common a kind and 
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so productive of controversy wasted, that some use may be 
served by setting it right. 

No sort of argument, as was remarked by that acute 
observer of opinion, E. A. Poe’, is so frequently misappre- 
hended as the collective; although in a broad and simple case 
nothing is plainer. Let the question be, whether during a 
certain month a certain man was resident in London. That - 
once in the month he was seen at Aberdeen affects the 
question not in the least; it is insignificant. But if he was 
seen there on ten days, it would be serious, and if on twenty, 

conclusive: he was not resident in London. The argument 
which I adduced to prove, and which does prove, that the 
passage, with which we are dealing, is not by the same author 
as the rest of the ode, is an argument of this sort. The reply 
proceeds like one, who in the case just supposed, should still 
contend for the residence in London by pointing out that the 
man, though there resident, might very well have been in 
Aberdeen on that Monday, or that Wednesday, or that 

Saturday, and so on through the whole twenty appearances. 
Certainly he might; but what then ? 

Non celeres fugae 
reiectaeque retrorswm Hannibalis minae, 
non incendia Carthaginis impiae 
eius, qui domita nomen ab Africa 
lucratus redzt, clarius indicant 

laudes, quam Calabrae Pierides: neque 
si chartae, etc. 

Here within five lines are six phenomena. Four are metrical ; 

for the nature of these I refer to my previous paper’. Similar 
phenomena occur, as all will be aware and as my statement 
showed, in all parts of the Odes. But they are from the first 
exceptional ; they become on the average more and more rare 
in the progress of the original work ; and in the supplementary ~ 
Fourth Book they become so rare that five lines taken at 

1 See The Mystery of Marie Roget, formal chapters in logic. 
a work more instructive in the practical 2 Vol. xviz. p. 143. 
conditions of reasoning than many 
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random will frequently exhibit not one such phenomenon, and 
it is hard to find five lines which exhibit two. We have also 
within the same limit two linguistic phenomena (the use of the 
pronoun is, and of the perfect redzit with the*open vowel), both 
of such a kind that, without attempting a numerical measure- 
ment which would require a somewhat precarious definition of 
‘similar’ phenomena, we may safely call them exceptional 
in the Odes to a high degree. Now the poem in question, Iv. 8, 
does not, except just at this place, exhibit any such cluster of 
exceptional phenomena. It contains indeed not one comparable 

phenomenon either of metre’ or language, and is in these 
respects just like any other part of Book Iv. 

This (neglecting some superfluities) is the case in brief. 
It proves conclusively, as I thought and still think, that the 
poem is interpolated, and interpolated at this pot. The bulk 
of it, whether by Horace or not, is by some one whose know- 

ledge or instinct led him to imitate exactly, in these respects 
at least, the work of Horace, and in particular that of the 

Fourth Book; part of it, which must include the five verses 
and cannot extend much beyond them, is by some one who did 

not. 

As to reduit in particular, since further explanation seems to 
be asked for, I will add here a few words to show why its 

appearance, in a lyric purporting to come from Horace, is a 
noticeable and highly exceptional thing. In the Odes, as in all 
other Latin, verbs in -2- are of course abundant. Jre alone 

supplies about 60 examples, and there is a long list besides. 

In general, the various tenses and parts of these verbs are used 
with the same freedom as the corresponding tenses of other 
verbs, but with a certain exception : forms containing -tvi- or -i1- 
are almost unknown. The perfect tense, which would produce 
those syllables, occurs in verbs of other types incessantly ; 
among the verbs in -2- hardly ever. Munivit is found in Carm. 

' Saec. 43, mollivit (with a slight doubt on the reading) in 

1 I say not one of metre, because vv. 17—18. The full stop makes a 
the collision of vowels between vv. broad difference in the case, and an 
2425 Romuli?| Ereptum is not in examination of Horace will shew that 
strictness comparable to that between _he was sensitive to that difference. 

a 
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8. 28. 19; petitsse in 3. 14. 2 is perhaps unique of its kind; 
and it is worth notice that this last occurs in what purports to 
be a quotation, 

Herculis ritu modo dictus, o plebs, 

‘morte venalem petiisse laurum,’ 
Caesar Hispana repetit penates 

victor ab ora, 

so that very probably not Horace, but some author whose 
premature lamentations he cites and gently mocks, is re- 

sponsible here for the use of petw. Now this state of things 
must have some explanation, and the explanation is obvious. 
It is manifest, and quite natural, that the poet was disinclined 

-to admit either of the two forms into verse pretending to an 
extremely high finish. That in -a- has a sound somewhat 
cumbrous, partly no doubt because of the familiar contraction, 

but partly for reasons intrinsic; while -w-, with its collision of 
similar vowels, is, for musical purposes, less acceptable still. In 
work on so small a scale as the Odes it was not very hard to 
dispense with any such perfects, and normally Horace, as a 
lyrist, has chosen to do so. In a colloquial style such punctilio 
would have been out of place, and accordingly abie (Sat. 1. 1. 
108) impedut (Sat. 1. 6. 28) subut (Sat. 1. 9. 21) etc. appear, 

together with innumerable things absent from the lyrics, to 
assure us, if need were, that the author has acted on principle. 

Of course such rules will be sometimes broken, either upon 
special occasion or simply from the natural imperfection of 
things; and it would be ridiculous to impeach the genuineness 
of a passage, of the stanza Herculis ritu, etc. for instance, be- 

cause it contains such a form as petiisse. But the phenomenon 
in a lyric of Horace is exceptional, very highly exceptional, 

a thing like the use (if it did occur’) of the pronoun is; and 
therefore we properly set redwt by the side of ews in the 
foregoing list. (And I will take this occasion to add paren- 

1 The only example is 3, 17—20, assume interpolation of the stanza is 

where few or none believe the text to unnecessary and scarcely probable. 

be sound. But I would remark, in’ There is no sufficient cause for it. 

view of what is said hereafter as to But the words ecius atque are corrupt: 
interpolations in the Odes, that to I should accept aestuetque. 
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thetically, that a fastidious composer, in lyric or any other 
style, whatever he might think of redvt, would not often choose 
to put in the same sentence redit and redut, two parts of the 
same verb, without any connexion of thought to justify the 
echo of sound. Let the Odes be searched for another instance.) 
The feeling which led Horace, in lyrics, to avoid perfect-forms 
containing the syllables -2i- was the same which made him 
prefer imperi to imperit. Indeed it is probable that, if the 
material of his language had made it convenient, he would 

have been pleased enough to exclude such a collision of sounds 
altogether, refusing imperws as well as imperw: but purism 
has its necessary limits. Even as it is, in those parts of his 
work, which best combine spirit with severity, the six first 

odes of Book III. for example, he does restrict the employment 

of such forms in a way surprising if we consider the conditions. 
However let us proceed with our present concern. The case 
being as I have here summarily stated it, let us see the 

answer. 
The answer of Mr Stanley is this. He takes, as peculiarly 

or solely relevant to the question (and let it be assumed that so 
far he is right), the odes which are written, like our Iv. 8, in 

monostich verse of uniform lines. And he then shows—what ? 
That these poems exhibit metrical and other phenomena, 

resembling those of the passage disputed, in the proportion 
of cent. per cent. to the total number of verses? Or that here and 
there in them, at all events, there are passages which exhibit 
such a proportion? Or that they exhibit a much higher 

proportion than the rest of the Odes? Not at all; but simply 
that they contain many such phenomena. Certainly they do. 
They contain them in much about the proportion that was to 
be expected. As Mr Stanley gives no reckoning, I cannot be 
sure how many instances he would make: there is room, though 
not much, for some divergence of individual judgments as to 
instances admissible ; and it is necessary, if we make the field 
so narrow, that our scrutiny should be very exact’. However 

1 For instance, in Odes 1.1 we may perhaps v. 1 regibus | O and certainly 
count, as parallels to the short final v. 34 Polyhymnid | Lesboum. But 
syllable in tv. 8, 20—21 nequé| si, verticé, at the end of the poem, we 

el muni 
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it does not appear that in the principle of counting I should 
differ materially from Mr Stanley; and of comparable phe- 
nomena in metre, within the prescribed area, excluding of 
course the disputed bit of Iv. 8, I count some 15; to be quite 
safe, we will say 25. The number of verses is 112, and the 

proportion therefore of licences to verses would be about 1 in 

5. It is not 4 in 5, and that is the thing that we want. 
When we find in the monostich odes, or anywhere in the odes, 

_@ passage containing within five lines four deflexions from 
severity of metre, one of them almost unique in its kind, 
and also such a thing as the use of is (that is to say, of a word 
which common Latin employs in every other sentence, but in 
dignified poetry the Augustans almost proscribe), and also a 
construction so obscure that ninety-nine readers in a hundred 
do and must misunderstand it, and also sundry other exceptional 
things—then we shall have done something to show that the 
ode Iv. 8 may be all by one hand, and all by the hand of 
Horace, though, to complete our proof, we should still have 
to find our passage in the Fourth Book. But without such 

a passage we shall not prove it. 
As to the question whether the monostich odes, and these 

alone, afford the relevant evidence, I will only say that it 

seems a strong thing to make this quality, though doubtless 
not immaterial to the purpose, absolutely over-ride all other 
affinities and connexions. It seems strong to say that in 
estimating the metre of a passage in Iv. 8, we must take no 
notice of Iv. 1, though actually published along with Iv. 8, 

because it is written in couplets; and that on the other hand 
we are bound to consider mI. 30, because it is written in 

uniform verses, although it was separated from Iv. 8 by an 
interval of many years, and although the very first lines in it 

exegi monumentum aere perennius, 
regalique situ pyramidum altius, 

quod non imber edax, non Aquilo ¢mpotens... 

must not count, nor maré, with a full 

stop after it, in v. 14, and scarcely 
honoribés in v. 8, with a strong stop. 

The pauses following make material 
difference. In taking the survey of 

the whole Odes, it was safe to ignore 
these minutiae, of course on both 

sides of the account. And, as is im- 
plied above, they make no difference 
in the end. 
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with their bold and frequent elisions, stamp themselves as 

belonging distinctly to the work which Horace composed before 
the great interval, and not to that work, metrically as well as 
otherwise different, which he composed after it. Surely the 
truth is that both odes, and all the odes, furnish evidence 

relevant, though differently relevant, to the question to be 
decided ; and the proper course is to consider them all. This 
however does not matter; by narrowing the field in this way or 

that way we shall not alter the result. We shall easily prove 
what Mr Stanley proves, and what for an observant reader 
scarcely needs to be proved; we shall easily prove that, for 
example, the occurrence in Horace of such a metrical variation 
as 

non incendia Carthaginis impiae 

is not impossible, nor even improbable: or again that the 
appearance of the pronoun is in a lyric by Horace is not 

impossible nor (properly and scientifically speaking) improbable. 
What we shall not prove is, that in genuine work of Horace 
two phenomena so highly exceptional as these could occur 
within two successive lines, and closely surrounded by other 

phenomena also exceptional. This is not merely improbable, it 

is incredible and (in common parlance) impossible, just as it is 
incredible and impossible that five children should be produced 

at a single birth. The truth of this proposition is not affected 
by showing that a birth of two is an exception not very 

uncommon, and a birth of three an exception not unknown. 
But there is another matter respecting which (as well as on 

the proper interpretation of the passage as we find it) I agree 

with Mr Stanley, and if I seemed to say otherwise, would 
correct myself. It is no reason, for supposing the poem in- 
terpolated, that the number of its verses is not divisible by 
four, although all the other odes be so divisible, including 
many written in distich verse or monostich. From this fact in 
itself, as Mr Stanley says, we can draw no inference whatever. 

We can make use of it only if we first prove otherwise that the 
poem is interpolated. Then indeed we can use it, reasonably — 
and with some confidence, to determine a priori the length of 
the interpolation which we are to look for; the number of 

ee ” 
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verses interpolated is probably 4n+2. ‘Meineke’s Canon’ 
is good for this, and for nothing more; and this is all that 
I should have said, or meant to say. 

And we are agreed, up to a certain point, about another and 
independent question. The text, as it would remain without 
the six verses which I proposed to reject, presents, as Mr Stanley 
thinks and shows, a turn of phrase extremely unusual, and 
(from its excessive brevity) only just intelligible. What 
Mr Stanley seems to infer from this is that here at all events 
we have not found the original text. What I should infer is 
that we almost certainly have found it. The circumstances, 
under which the Odes were published and preserved, were such, 

that the insertion and retention of a spurious passage is almost 
inconceivable. To account for it we want something like 

necessity. If anywhere it has occurred, the original text must 
have been such that, at a time close to the poet’s own age, 
it may have appeared, to the general body of readers, un- 
intelligible and unquestionably incomplete. That our process 
here brings us to such a text, a puzzling text, obviously suggesting 

a lacuna, and yet just explicable otherwise, is the strongest 
‘possible reason for thinking that we have been on the right 
road. The nature of the case in this respect is aptly illustrated 
by the paper which happens to follow that of Mr Stanley, 
Mr Macnaghten’s upon Sophocles Antigone 904 foll. All 

have wished to believe that there was an interpolation here. 
Mr Macnaghten now supplies this desire with a practicable 
ground, by showing how the offence can be removed, so as to 

leave a passage manifestly liable to misunderstanding and 
apparently calling for a supplement. This, in such a text as 
that of Sophocles—and with infinitely more reason the same 
may be said of Horace—is an essential part of the case for 
supposing an interpolation; and it is a thing so unlikely to 
occur by mere accident, that it goes far in itself, if found, to 

establish the fact. That Horace once in a way should have 
supplied an example of his own remark ‘brevis esse laboro: 
obscurus fio’, that once in.a way he should have left too much to 
the punctuating and intoning intelligence of his readers, is no 
wonder. In the most uniform of writers exceptions occur. — 
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I see that in the new Corpus Poetarum the editor of 
Horace, Dr Gow, seems inclined to the opinion that no part of 
the ode Iv. 8 is by Horace. That may be true; though, I 
confess, I should be surprised at the fidelity to Horatian 
language and metre of the writer who produced the bulk of it, 
and cannot well understand how (unless his work was actually 
fathered by the poet) it obtained and held its place in the 
book. But whether any part is by Horace or not, the poem is 
not all by the same hand. A piece, widely different from 
the rest in respect of Horatian quality, has been inserted 

somewhere about the place that we have been regarding. This 
much I hold to be certain. Neither therefore could I accept, 

as a complete solution, the proposal since made by Dr Gow in 
his separate commentary on the Odes, to treat as spurious a 
large portion of the poem. The writer, who composed the six 
verses in question, did not add much more. We may say of 
him, as Faulconbridge said of old Sir Robert, that ‘We know 

his handiwork’. 

A. W. VERRALL. 

es 



ON THE SALINON OF ARCHIMEDES. 

In the editions of Archimedes there appears a Latin trans- 
lation of a collection of lemmas under the title Liber assump- 
toruwm, which has reached us through the Arabic, the Greek 

original having been lost. It is clear that the book cannot 
have been written by Archimedes in its present form because 
his name is twice quoted in it; but the best authorities are 
agreed that some three propositions in it are probably of 

Archimedean origin. Of these Prop. 14 deals with the area 
enclosed between four semicircles drawn, as in the diagram 
appended, with diameters in one straight line; the two small 

semicircles on the upper side of the common diameter are 
equal. The enunciation of the proposition ends with the 

words “et est figura quam uocat Archimedes Salinon”, 
The following explanations have been given of the pesang 

of this term. 
1. Cantor (Vorlesungen tiber Geschichte der Mathematik, vol. 

I, 1880) derives it tentatively from oddos =“ Das Schwanken 
des hohen Meeres”, his idea being apparently that it is a 
“wave-line”. But the resemblance of the curve to the shape 
of a wave of the sea is not very perfect, and even then the 
termination -cvoy would need some explanation. 

Journal of Philology. vow. xxv. 11 
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2. Heiberg (Archimedes, vol. 11, p. 443) speaks of Salinon 

as “uerbum sine dubio ab Arabibus deprauatum” and conjec- 
tures that the true word may be céduvor, “parsley” (“ex simi- 
litudine frondis apii”). Whatever may be said of the supposed 
resemblance, the idea that the word was incorrectly reproduced 
by the Arabians certainly receives no support from the other 

analogous case in the same collection of lemmas. Prop. 4 
investigates the area of another figure bounded by three semi- 
circles “quam uocat Archimedes Arbelon”; and for the cor- 
rectness of this name we have the independent testimony of 

Pappus, who gives (p. 208, ed. Hultsch) what he calls an dpyaia 
mpotacis about the same figure, describing the space included 

by the semicircles as ywpiov, 6 67) Karodow adpByrovr (ie. a 
“shoemaker’s knife”). 

3. Dr Gow (A Short History of Greek Mathematics, p. 232) 

suggests that oadwov perhaps means a “sieve”, comparing 

carat. This guess is however not supported by any evidence. 
I believe the true explanation to be that caduvov is simply 

a Graecised form of the Latin salinuwm, “salt-cellar”. This 

explanation has two obvious advantages at the outset, viz. that 
(1) it does not require the alteration of any letter in the word, 
and (2) the resemblance of the lower curve made up of the 
three semicircles to an ordinary type of salt-cellar is reasonably 

close. 

In order to establish the probability of my hypothesis it is 
only necessary to prove 

(1) that the salinuwm was a recognised part of the domestic 

apparatus of an ordinary household in Italy during a certain 
period, and 

(2) that other Latin terms were similarly adopted in the 

Sicilian dialect of Greek. 
On the first point I cannot do better than quote part of 

the article Salinwm in the Dictionary of Greek and Roman 
Antiquities (third edition, 1891). “All who were raised above 

poverty had one of silver which descended from father to son 
(Hor. Carm. 11. 16,13; Liv. xxvi. 36), and was accompanied by 
a silver patella, which was used together with the salt-cellar in 
the domestic sacrifices (Pers. 111. 24, 25). These two articles 
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of silver were alone compatible with the simplicity of Roman 

manners in the early times of the Republic (Plin. H. NV. xxxiit. 

§ 153; Val. Max. tv. 4, § 3). The salt-cellar was no doubt 
placed in the middle of the table, to which it communicated a 
sacred character, from the offering of the mola salsa to the 

Lares. In shape the salinwm was probably in most cases a 
round shallow bowl”. 

On the second point equally conclusive evidence appears to 
be at hand in the first volume of Mommsen’s History of Rome. 
Thus (a) in the chapter on Agriculture, Trade and Commerce 
Mommsen says (Eng. tr. of 1894, p. 259), “As the local Dorico- 
Chalcidian designation of silver coin vowos, and the Sicilian 

measure npuiva, were transferred with the same meaning to 
’ Latium as nummus and hemina, so conversely the Italian desig- 
nations of weight, libra, triens, quadrans, sextans, wncia, which 

arose in Latium for the measurement of the copper which was 

used by weight instead of money, had found their way into the 

common speech of Sicily in the third century of the city under 

the corrupt and hybrid forms, Aitpa, tprds, Ter pas, EEGs, ov'ryKia.” 
Similarly in the following chapter (p. 266) Earns is mentioned 
as a corruption of sextarius. (b) Again, in the chapter on Law 
and Justice (p. 200-1) the reappearance of the Latin word 
mutuum, signifying a form of loan, as pofrov in Sicilian Greek, 
and of carcer as Kdpxapov, is noted as an important testimony 

to the frequency of the dealings of Latin traders in the island. 
(c) The first-named chapter gives (p. 254) other instances of 
the admission of Latin words into Sicilian Greek ; thus patina, 
a dish, became waravyn, and arvina, lard, apBivn. These last 

cases are as exact a parallel for the supposed adoption of salv- 
num in the form oaduwovp as could be desired. 

If, as I believe, this explanation of caduvov is correct, it 

may well be that we actually have in the proposition referred 
to and the appended diagram an indication of the normal shape 
of the salinum at the time when the name was applied to the 
figure. 

T. Th. HEATH, 

11—2 



EARLY CITATIONS FROM THE BOOK OF ENOCH. 

A COMPLETE list of the citations from or allusions to the 

Ethiopic Book of Enoch in ancient writers is still a desideratum. 
It is the purpose of the present essay to make some slight 
contribution towards the supplying of this want. I confine 
myself, with one or two exceptions, to Christian patristic writers 
of the early centuries. In this paper E denotes the Ethiopic 

text of the Book as edited by Mr Charles (I quote uniformly 
from his translation), « the Greek text underlying it, y the 

Gizeh Greek, o the Greek fragments preserved by Georgius 
Syncellus. What I have to say may conveniently be divided 
into two parts. In the first place I shall collect together those 

passages which appear to be capable of use as witnesses to the 
text of the Book current in early times. My object here is to 
show that the present text varies considerably from that which 
was current in the first two or three centuries of our era; and 

I therefore as a rule omit passages which do not testify to a 

text differing from all extant manuscript authorities. I shall 
then proceed to inquire what. information can be gained from 

these and other allusions to our Book as to its history in the 

Christian Church, and the views which were held as to its 

authenticity and inspiration. 

i, 

First, then, as to citations or allusions which help to fix the 

text. In most cases we shall I believe find either (a) that a 
text is implied differing from that of any extant Greek or 

Ethiopic MS of our Book, or (8) that the words quoted are not 

contained in the present text of the Book at all. 

lds oa a 
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The earliest direct citation from our Book is the famous one 
in Jude 14,15. The same passage (Hn. i. 9) is quoted at length, 
though without express reference to the work from which it is 
taken, by the anonymous author of the treatise Ad Novatianum, 
falsely attributed to St Cyprian, in the year 255 A.D. (Hartel’s 

Cyprian Ut. p. 67)’. 
Both writers used a text which varied considerably from 

that found in the extant manuscripts. This will be readily 
shown by printing in parallel columns the passage as it is given 
in K, y, St Jude (Tischendorf) and the treatise Ad Novatianum. 

Readings in which one or other of the two last-named authorities 
differs from both E and y are emphasized. 

E 

- And lo! He comes 

with ten thousands 
of (His) holy ones 
to execute judge- 

ment upon them, 

and He will destroy 

the ungodly, and 
will convict all 

flesh of all that 

the sinners and 

ungodly have 

wrought and ungodly 

committed against 

Him. 

ef 

ve 
Ore Epxerar 

avy Tots wupidow avTod 
kal Tots alos avTov 

Toijoat Kplow KaTa 

mavTw Kal 

amohéoe. WavTas 

Tous doeBets Kal 

(é)Aéyéee macay 
odpka mepl mav- 

Tu Epywv Tis 
3 A > 
aoeBelas a’tav wy 

noéBnoav Kal oKdn- 

pav av é\dd\ynoav 
Néywr Kal epi mav- 

e s TWY wy KaTehddAnoav 

Kar’ avTod auapTrwrol 

doeBets. 

Jud. 14, 15 

ido qAOev Kupros 
év aylas pupidow 

avTov tToijoat 

Kplow Kara 

wavtwy Kal 

ehéyEau mavras 
is My a Pe) Tous doeBets attay” A 

Tepl mavTwv TOY épywr 
> > nn Be 

ageBelas avTav wy 

HoéBnoav Kal 

Tepl mavTwy TEV oKAN- 
pv Noywv? wy éXadn- 
cap 

? 9, ote ) kar’ avTod auapTwrot 

aoeBets. 

Ad Novat. p. 67 

ecce uenit 

cum multis milibus 

nuntiorum (? ay- 

yéXors) Suorum facere 

iudicium de omnibus 

et perdere (dmohécat) 
omnes impios et 

arguere (éhéyéat) 

omnem carnem 

de omnibus factis 

impiorum quae 

fecerunt impie et 

de omnibus uerbis 

impiis quae de Deo 

locuti sunt 

peccatores. , 

In estimating the importance of the variations here ex- 
hibited, account must be taken of the strong probability that in 
the course of centuries the text of Enoch would be gradually 

assimilated to that of St Jude’s Epistle in this passage. In 

this way we may account for the fact that the eighth century 

1 That the latter citation is from the 

Book of Enoch and not from St Jude 

is shown by Zahn, Geschichte des N. T. 

Kanons ii. p. 798 sqq. Compare also 

Zahn, Forschungen v. p. 158. 

2 Westcott and Hort omit airwr. 

3 Westcott and Hort omit \dywr. 
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text of our Book (y) agrees more closely with St Jude than 
that preserved in the Ethiopic version (4th or 5th cent.). 

No other Canonical writer refers directly to the Book of 
Enoch, nor do the allusions (if any) to this work in the N.T. 
give us help in determining the text. We turn therefore to 
writings outside the Canon. Not the least important of these, 
both on account of its early date (before A.D. 70) and on 
account of the large number of references contained in it to 

our Book, is the Book of Jubilees. I take the passages 
which are critically helpful in their order, making use of 
Mr Charles’ translation in the Jewish Quarterly Review Nos. 
21, 24, 26. 

(1) iv. 15 ‘And he called his name Jared; for in his days 
the angels of the Lord descended upon the earth, those who are 
named the Watchers, that they should instruct the children of 

men, and that they should do judgment and uprightness on the 
earth. This seems clearly to refer to Fn. vi. 6 (evi. 13). But 
if so the words in italics’ imply either that the narrative was 
supplemented from other sources, or more probably that the 

writer's text of Hn. vi. differed considerably from that which we 
now have. Compare the statement (v. 6, quoted below) that 

God sent the Watchers to the earth. 
(2) iv. 22. ‘They (the Watchers) had begun to unite them- 

selves, so as to be defiled, with the daughters of men. The 

context of these words alludes to the narrative of Hn. xii2 The 
words themselves, however, appear to be taken from Zn, vii. 1, 

where we have the following variations : 
wv > ‘ \ > \ \ if > 

y. 2p&avto eiotopevecOar mpos avTdas Kai puaiverOar ev 
autais. 

vw / > J a ao. pEavto paiverOar év avtais. 
wv ? U ~ ’ \ Yuk 4 > Lal 

e. np&avto elotropever Oar pos avTas Kal éuirynoay avTais. 

The Book of Jubilees omits edow. m. avras* (as o) and 

1 Tt is remarkable that similar ac- All these passages will be quoted 
counts of the cause of the descent of hereafter. 

the Watchers are given, in passages 2 Or perhaps xxxii. See below p.185. 
founded on the Book of Enoch, in 3 A phrase which may have crept in 
Clem. Hom. viii. 18, Commodianus from Gen. vi. 4. 

Instruct. i. 3, Lactant. Jnstit. iii. 15. 
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combines the readings of y ¢, thus: 7p£avto piyvuc@ar Tats 
Ouyat. Tév avOpdrev Tod miavOnvat év avtais (cf. Hn. x. 11)1. 

(3) v. 2. ‘And unrighteousness increased on the earth 

and all flesh corrupted its way, alike men and cattle and beasts 
and birds and everything that walks on the earth—all of them 
corrupted their ways and their orders, and they began to devour 
each other, and unrighteousness increased on the earth’ &e. 
This is an expansion of Gen. vi. 12, 5 with the help of Hn. vii. 

5, 4, x. 9 &. A various reading, however, is implied in vii. 5— 

‘beasts and birds’ for ‘birds and beasts’—if not a greater 
difference of text. This becomes still clearer when we compare 

another passage which undoubtedly quotes vii. 5, viz. Jub. vii. 
24, ‘And after these they sinned* against the beasts and birds 
and all that walks and moves on the earth.’ 

(4) v.6. ‘And against the angels whom He had sent upon 

the earth, He was exceeding wroth, so that He overthrew them 
wholly out of all their dominion. Both the italicized phrases 
seem to imply a longer text of the Book than we now possess. 
The former has been already referred to; the latter will be dis- 
cussed presently. 

(5) vi. 22. ‘And they (the Watchers) begat sons the 
Naphidim, and they were all unlike, and they devoured one 

another: and the giants slew the Naphil, and the Naphil slew the 
Eljo, and the Eljo mankind, and one man another. This con- 

fused passage is plainly founded on Hn. vii. 2—5, but with large 
additions. It agrees most closely with the text of o, though 
it by no means exactly tallies with it. o informs us that the 
women bore three races (yévn), ‘first great giants; and the 
giants begat Naphelim and to the Naphelim were born Elioud.’ 
If (which is not proved) Hn. Ixxxvi. 4, lxxxvill. 2 were con- 
temporary with vii. 2—5 and by the same author, the remark 
of Hilgenfeld and others, that these passages imply a threefold 
division of the giants, would have great weight against the text 
of ye. However in this case I prefer to suppose that y € give 

1 This reading seems also to be im- = wiéw and piacue. 

plied in Clem. Hom. viii. 13, to be 2 Mr Charles notes that his text is 

quoted lower down. Note the words here ‘ restored from En. vii. 5.’ 
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the earlier form of text, the glosses of o and Jub. being drawn 
from, possibly, a common source. 

(6) viii. 3. ‘He found a writing...it contained the teaching 
of the Watchers whereby they had founded the astrology 
(Dillmann : ‘saw the chariots’) of the sun and moon and stars 
in all the signs of heaven.’ According to Dillmann’s reading 

the ‘chariots of the sun’ &c. may be explained by Hn. Ixxu., 5. 
But if Mr Charles’ conjectural emendation be accepted, we have 
a pretty clear allusion to Hn. viii. 3, where the various 
authorities give us the following readings: 

EK. ‘Baraq’al [taught] the astrologers, Kokabel the signs, 
and Temel taught astrology, and Asradel the course of the 

moon.’ 
y. ‘Paxunr [édidakev] adotporoyias, Xwyxinr Ta onpewo- 

Tika, Ya(Or)nrX aorTepocKoriav, Lepin(r) ceAnvovayias (cednva- 
yoryas Charles). 

a. 0 0€ TéTapTos édidakev datponroyiar, 0 5é dydoo0s édidaFev 
depockoriav. o S€ tpitos édidake Ta onpueia THs yns. oO Se 
EBdomos edidake Ta onpeta TOU nALov. oO dé eixooTos edidake TA 
onpela THS TEANVNS. 

If this is the passage referred to, it will be seen that the 

Book of Jubilees implies a text different from all the three 
authorities, but having some resemblance to all. It approaches 

perhaps most closely to o°. 
No other purely Jewish writing seems to give us assistance 

in fixing the text of our Book. We come therefore in the next 

place to a Judaic work of perhaps earlier date, with Christian 
interpolations, The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs. This 

1 Two verses in the Book of Jubilees 

at first view appear to refer expressly 

to passages in the Book of Enoch, not 

found in the current texts. They are 

vii. 37, 38 (‘And in the fifth year 
make ye the release...... For thus did 

Enoch...command his son, and Methu- 

selah his son Lamech, and Lamech 
commanded me’), and xxi. 10 (‘And 
eat its meat on that day...and let 

nothing be left over for the third day ; 

for it is not acceptable...and all who 
eat thereof will bring sin upon them- 

selves ; for thus I have found it written 

in the books of my forefathers, and in 

the words of Enoch, and in the words 

of Noah’). I hesitate however to press 

these passages, for the writer seems 

to refer rather to a supposed oral 
tradition, than to any writing which 
passed under the name of Enoch. 
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work contains no less than nine express references to the Book, 
or Books, or Writing, or Words of Enoch, no one of which con- 

tains the ipsissima verba of any passage in the Book as at present 
extant. It would be rash, however, to conclude that all these 

allude to passages which existed in a longer text, current in 

the time of the writer of the Testaments. And that for several 

reasons. 
In the first place it is certain (though the fact does not 

seem to have been generally observed by editors of the Book of 

Enoch) that in at least one of these places the citation is made, 
not from Enoch at all, but from the O.T. in the Septuagint 
version, At Zeb. 3, we find, by way of introduction to a 

— quotation of Deut. xxv. 9, the words Ava totdro év ypadn 
vowov ‘Kvey yéyparta. Plainly either the original writer 

or a scribe wrote vouov “Evy for vowov Mavoéws. Probably 
the former supposition is correct: for the writer would have 

been dull indeed if he had made one of Jacob’s sons to 
mention the Law of Moses! But however this may be, it is 
clear that what has happened in one case may have happened 
in others. Any one of the eight remaining citations from 
‘Enoch’ may be in truth an extract from some writing having 
no connexion whatever with that patriarch. 

But again, supposing (which will be granted) that some 
of them are from the Book of Enoch, it is evident that the 

author of the Testaments must have doctored his citations very 
considerably ; or at the least he must have applied to them a 
very peculiar method of exegesis. For in almost all the cases 
mentioned the writer professes to find in Enoch a prediction of 
the future doings or fortunes of some one of the tribes of Israel. 

Now there is at present (with the exception of lxxxix. 12 sqq.) 
no mention of the tribes of Israel in the Book of Enoch either 
in its Ethiopic or in its Slavonic form, and it seems utterly 

impossible to imagine that in any earlier form of the text any 
such mention of distinct tribes existed. The citations therefore 
must be very free, or rather very much garbled—so much so 
perhaps as in some cases to be quite unrecognizable. I think 
therefore that we are not justified in the inference that the 
writer of the Testaments quotes from an earlier recension of the 
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Book of Enoch passages not found in the present text, so long 
as passages can be found bearing even the faintest resemblance 
to the supposed extract. 

For this reason I am disposed to treat as sufficiently satisfied 
by our present text of the Book some allusions which might 
otherwise have been regarded as more than doubtful. Thus 
probably Sim. 5= Hn. x. 9,12a1; Lev. 10 = En. lxxxix. 50 (so 
Dillmann and Charles); Lev. 16= En. x. 12, combined with 

xv. 8—xvi. 1 (but about this I confess I am very doubtful); 
Jud. 18 = En. \xxxix. 53 sqq. (see below); Dan. 5 (? read 

avtoév for vuov) = En. liv. 6%. Lev. 14 may be intended as a 
general reference, giving the drift of the teaching in numerous 
passages, such, for example, as lxxxix. 53 sqq. On the other 
hand Napth. 4 and Benj. 9 are more probably to be traced to 
Slav. En. xxxiv. 2, as Mr Charles has shown?. 

It will be seen that, while I am content to regard all these 

references (with the single exception of Zeb. 3) as being ac- 
counted for by our present text of Enoch (Ethiopic or Slavonic), 
the allusion is in most cases so unsatisfactory that we cannot 

hope to make much use of it in our attempts to solve the 
problem whether that text is absolutely correct. One of the 

passages, however, does give us some help. It is Jud. 18. 
First of all let us satisfy ourselves that we have referred it to 
its true source. This we shall most easily do by writing it out, 

1 This I think more likely to be the 
passage referred to than Slav. En. 
xxxiv., on account of the mention of 

the destruction of the evil workers in 

battle: wéNewov Kuplov modeujoe, Kal 

vikhoe Tacav mapeuBornv duov. On 

the other hand the two forms (A and 
B) of Slav. En. xxxiv. differ from each 
other, and have scarcely any resem- 

blance to Test. Sim. 5. 
2 Charles (p. 37 sq.) says that En. 

Ixxi. 15 is the passage directly referred 

to in Test. Dan. 5. It is perhaps 
quoted lower down in the section (Sody 
bpiv elphyny), but no part of En. Ixxi. 15 
bears any similarity whatever to what 
the writer asserts that he ‘read in the 

Book of Enoch.’ In Mr Charles’ Book 
of the Secrets of Enoch the direct 
reference is said to be to Slav. En. 

xviii. 3 (a verse which is omitted in 

ms. B). But there is nothing there to 

correspond to mvevpdrwv Tis mAdvys. 

The sin of the Watchers is that they 
‘rejected the Lord.’ In Eth. En. liv.6 

they are said to have ‘led astray those 
who dwell on the earth.’ 

3 It should be observed that the 

parallel between these passages of the 

Testaments and that cited from Slav. 
En. appears only in the form of the 
latter given in ms. A, from which B 

differs widely. 

a 
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with what we take to be the corresponding passage of Enoch. 
A glance at the words printed in thick type in Jud. 18, and 
those italicized in Enoch, will make it pretty clear that there is 
between the two passages a resemblance not only in idea but in 

phraseology. 
Jud. 18’Or« Kaiye avéyvov év BiBrdows “Evey tod Sixaiou, 

boa Kaka Touncete em eoyatas npépars. hurdkacGe ody, Téxva 
Hov, amo THs Twopvelas Kal THs Pidapyuplas...6Tt rairva dpotg 
vopou cod, cal rupdot 7d SiaBodArov ris Puxis-..KAL mpoprry AANODVTL 
ovxy vraxover...Avo yap Ta0n évaytia Ta évToA@Y TOU Bcov 

dovretvov OcS Ocod vraxovey od Svvatat Stu éripdooav mv 

Woxiv abrod, Kal ev nuépa ws ev vUKTL TopEeveETas. 
Enoch \xxxix. 53 sq. ‘And many other sheep [1.e. prophets] 

he sent to those sheep...they forsook the house of the Lord... 
they fell away entirely and their eyes were blinded.’ 

We may take it then that Jud. 18 is an application of 
En. |xxxix. 53 sq. Now it so happens that another writer has 
made a free quotation from ‘the Scripture,’ which has been 
generally agreed to be taken from the immediate context of 
this passage. In the Epzstle of Barnabas xvi. 5 we find the 

words Aéyes yap 7 ypahy Kai Eotas em éeoydTwv TeV HpEpar, 

Kal Tapadwce KUplos Ta TpOBaTa THS vouNs Kal THY wavdpay 
Kal Tov TUpyov avTa@v eis KaTapOopar. 

This Gebhardt and Harnack (Pat. Ap. Fasc. 1. Part 0. 
Ed. u. p. 70), after Hilgenfeld, regard as a citation from 
En. \xxxix. 56, 66, 67. They have indeed some hesitation 

in doing so owing to the absence of the words kai éoras én’ 
éay. Tov juepov. Now if we turn back to Test. Jud. 18 we 
find there also nearly the same words at the beginning of the 
citation, ém’ éryatats uépars. The conclusion seems irresis- 
tible that somewhere in Hn. lxxxix. 53—56 the words ‘in the 
last days’ occurred, though they have disappeared from the 

text now in our hands. 
This is our sole result from express references to the Book 

of Enoch in the Testaments. Nor do we gain much more from 
the few remaining allusions. They are, so far as they have been 
observed, three in number. The words (Dan. 5) Body tpiv 
eipnvnv, if they are taken from Hn. lxxi. 15, support E there, 
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and in fact (if they are not an independent rendering of the 

original) enable us to recover a few words of ¢. Napht. 3 
recalls several passages of Enoch, but does not contribute to 
fix their text. And finally Reub. 5 refers to En. vi. 1, 2, viii. 

1, &c., but inaccurately, inasmuch as the ornaments of the 
women are made the source of attraction to the angels, while 
our Book represents them as communicated to the women by 
them. This can scarcely be accounted for by mere difference 

of text. The same passage it may be observed seems to refer 
more definitely to Hn. xix. 2 (67+ maca yuv7) Sodvevopévn ev 

ToUTOUs Els KOAaTW TOD ai@vos TeTHpHTaL, where perhaps it 
agrees with E rather than with y), and to Ixxxvi. 3 (wereoyn- 
pativovto eis avOpwrous, Kai év TH auvovcia Tdv avdpav 

avTav cuvepaivovto avtais =‘ they became bulls among those 
cattle ’)?. 

Leaving now the Judeo-Christian Testaments we pass 
naturally to examine, still with the same object in view, the 

quotations or allusions found in early Christian writings. 
In the Epistle of Barnabas iv. 3 the words ‘as Enoch saith’ 

are followed by a sentence which is not even a free quotation of 
anything in our Book. See Lods, Le Livre dHénoch, p. xliv. 

Our next witness shall be the Apocalypse of Peter. In the 
early part of the extant fragment of that work (v. 3) the writer 
has occasion to describe the appearance of two ‘righteous 
brethren that had departed from the world, and had re-ap- 

peared to the twelve disciples. The passage runs as follows®: 
kal evyouévav nudv advo haivovrar dvo dvdpes éot@Tes 

éumpocbev tod Kupiov mpos &w, (a) ofs ovx éduvnOnpev avti- 

Bréwat: (b) éEnpyeto yap amo tis dWews avtdv akTlv ws 
jArlov, Kal hwTivdy Hv avTdV bArov TO Evdupa, OTrotoy ovdéTroTE 
6pOarpos avOpdrrov eidev, ovdé oTdma Svvatar &EnynoacPa 
) Kapdia éxppacar THY SdEay Hv évedédurTo, (Cc) Kal TO KddXOS 

TiS Tpocowews a’Tadv...(d) Ta pev yap cepaTa avTay Hv 
AevxdTEepa Taons xXLOvos Kal épvOpoTepa TavTds pddov...ov 
Svivawat éEnynoacOat TO KdddOS avTaY: (e€) 7 TE yap KOouN 

1 See however below, p. 207. 3 Robinson and James, The Gospel 

2 Of. Clem. Hom. viii. 13, quoted according to Peter and the Revelation 

below. of Peter, p. 89. 

ee 
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avTav ovAn Hv Kal avOnpa Kal érurpérovaa avTév TH TE 
TpoocwoT@ Kal TOLS BLOLS, K.T.E. 

There can be no doubt that this passage is founded on two 
nearly identical verses of En. cvi. I give them (vv. 2, 10) as 
they are found in the Ethiopic, marking the several clauses 

with letters corresponding to those which I have inserted in 

the extract from the Apocalypse. 

‘And (d) his body (v. 10 the colour of his body) was white 
as (v. 10 is whiter than) snow and red as (v. 10 redder than) a 
blooming rose, and (e) the hair of his head (v. 2 adds ‘and his 
long locks’) was white as (v. 10 is whiter than white) wool, and 
(c) his eyes beautiful (v. 10 [b] his eyes are like the rays of the 
sun). And when he opened his eyes he lighted up the whole 

house (v. 2 adds ‘like the sun, and the whole house was very 
full of light’), 

Now this chapter is generally regarded as a late interpo- 

lation, taken by the final editor of the Book of Enoch— 

naturally, of course, with some alterations and adaptations— 
from an independent writing which we may call the Noachic 
Work. The question therefore arises, Did the author of the 
Apocalypse base his description on the Book of Enoch as we 
have it, or on the chapter as it stood in its original form in the 

Noachic Work? I think we must decide in favour of the 

former supposition on the following grounds. The passage in 
the Apocalypse is in the main founded on the verses which I 
have transcribed, but it is also influenced by at least one other 
sentence of the Book of Enoch, which we have no reason to 

believe was connected with the Noachic book. The phrase 
‘whiter than any snow’ (AevedTepa maons xL6vos) it will be 
observed is not identical with that of En. cvi. 2, 10. But 

exactly the same expression ts found in Fn. xiv. 19, 20: ‘Under- 
neath the throne came forth rivers of flaming fire and I could 
not look upon it (ovK édvvacOnv ideiv, cf. Apoc. Pet. 3 ovK 
eduvnOnpev avTiBr<War)...His raiment (To mepsBoratov avtod) 
was as the appearance of the sun, more resplendent (cf. Apoc. 
Pet. 3 hotivoyv jv avtév 6rov to évdupa) and whiter than any 

snow (AevKdTepov Tacns yLovos). It is abundantly evident 
that the writer has used Hn. xiv. 19—21, consciously or un- 
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consciously, as well as the verses with which we are immediately 
concerned. But this is not his only debt to the Book of Enoch. 
Verse 4 of the fragment asks the question ‘And where are all the 
righteous, or of what sort is the world wherein they are’? The 
answer is given in verse 5: and as we read it we cannot but be 

struck with the numerous expressions which recall the descrip- 
tions of Paradise and similar passages in the Book of Enoch. 
The earth blooms with unfading flowers bearing a blessed fruit: 
and so strong was their perfume? that it was borne even to us 
from thence. So in En. xxiv. 3, xxv. 4 sqq., the throne is 
encircled with fragrant trees; and among them is a tree such 
as Enoch had never smelt; it has a fragrance beyond all 

fragrance ; its leaves and blooms and wood wither not for ever: 

its fruit is beautiful, and by its fruit life will be given to the 
elect. Then, as to those who dwell therein, they are encircled 

with angels, and with one voice they praise the Lord God, 
rejoicing in that place; just as in Hnoch lxi. 10—12 all the 
host of heaven above, and the angels, and the elect who dwell 

in the garden of life, raise one voice and bless and glorify the 
Lord of Spirits with one voice®. The description of the dwelling 

of the righteous is followed (v. 6 sqq.) by that of the place of 
torment. The righteous were seen in bright array, as in 
En. eviii. 12 they are clad in shining light, while those who 
are being punished have their raiment dark (cf. Zn. lxi. 10, 

15, 16). They are punished by ‘tormenting angels’ (cf. En. 
lh. 3; lvi. 1; lxii, 11; lxiii. 1; lxvi. 1), and the instrument of 
torture is fire (Hn. x. 13, xc. 24, xevili. 3, sqq., evill. 5, sqq.). 
Prominent among them are those who blaspheme (cf. Hn. xxvii. 
2, evi. 6) the way of righteousness (ef. En. xci. 18, xciv. 1, &.), 

and the wealthy who trusted in their wealth (cf. Hn. xevii. 
8, &e.). 

Some of the coincidences here noted may not amount to 
conclusive proof of borrowing. But on the whole they point 
to knowledge of the Book of Enoch. We may conclude there- 
fore that the writer had before him this Book, and not the 

' Noachic Work. What evidence then does the description in 

1 So James. The Greek however is 2 The phrase ‘one voice’ is three 
Tocolrov dé Hv 7d dvBos. times repeated. 
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Apoc. Pet. 3 yield as to the text of the Book of Enoch which 
the writer had before him? In order to answer this question 
we must invoke the aid of another document. Dr James 
discovered about four years ago in the British Museum a 
manuscript containing what has been regarded as a Latin 
translation of Hn. cvi. 1—18% This Latin fragment (which 
we shall call X) however differs considerably from the Ethiopic 
text, and in a manner that cannot be accounted for by mere 
accident of transcription. In particular, it speaks of Enoch 
uniformly in the third person, while in the Ethiopic Enoch 
himself is the narrator (vv. 1, 8, 13). Again, vv. 13 b, 14,17 

(originally consecutive as Mr Charles thinks) are absent from 

the Latin, and they are evidently interpolated in the Ethiopic. 
' The phrase of v. 13a ‘The Lord will do a new thing in the 
earth, while a very suitable introduction to the prediction of 

the deluge (v. 15), has no meaning with reference to the verses 
which in the present text actually follow it: and these verses 
contain an account of the fall of the Watchers plainly founded 
on Ln. vi. sqq., constituting the only allusion to that event in 
the chapter’, and introducing an element quite foreign to the 
simple and consistent narrative preserved in the Latin. For 
these and other reasons, which cannot be given here, I incline to 

the opinion that Dr James’ Latin is rendered, not from our 
Book, but from the Noachic Work?. 

We now proceed to transcribe the Latin of vv. 2, 10, 
lettering the clauses as has been already done in the passages 
extracted from the Apocalypse and the Ethiopic Enoch. 

*(b) cui oculi sunt sicut radi solis (e) capilli (v. 2 adds 
autem) eius candidiores (v. 2 adds in) septies niue (d) corpori‘ 

autem eius (a2) nemo hominum potest intueri.’ 
Let us compare Apoc. Pet. 3 with Hnoch cvi. 2, 10 (which 

4 I suppose we should read ‘corpus,’ 
and that after ‘eius’ the words ‘est 

1 Printed in Appendix E of Mr 

Charles’ Book of Enoch, and more cor- 

rectly by Dr James, Apocrypha Anec- 
dota, p. 148. 

2 Except perhaps ‘the children of 

the angels of heaven’ (v. 5), which is 

absent from the Latin. 

3 See further below p. 225, note 1. 

candidius niue’ have fallen out. ‘Cor- 

pori autem eius’ will thus be the 

remnant of clause (d), and I have 

therefore marked it with that letter. 

But the point is immaterial. 
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we denote by E) and this text (A). The two former passages 
we have already given in full. 

First, we remark in the Apocalypse the description of the 

hair as curling &c. upon their face and shoulders. This is 
doubtless based on the ‘long locks’ mentioned in E only (v. 2). 
The Ethiopic reading is thus verified, and X is proved to have 
omitted a clause contained in its archetype. 

Once more. We see five expressions in the Apocalypse, 
marked severally abcde, which are found in the following 
order in E and A—E (v. 2): dec; E(v. 10): deb; X (wv. 2, 

10): beda. Mr Charles (p. 373) regards the phrase ¢ in v. 2 
as a corrupt reading of the Ethiopic for 6, and quotes Apoc. Pet. 
in favour of this opinion. Both b and ¢ however occur in 

Apoc. Pet., and this very fact vindicates the text of E. 2% has 
improperly assimilated the text of v. 2 to that of v. 10, and 
so omits c altogether. 

But, on the other hand, the same reasoning convicts E of 

error in omitting clause @ in both verses. It occurs in both 

in X: in one or other, if not in both, it must be correct since it 

is found in Apoc. Pet. It is not to be thought of that in both 

this authority? and » it came from xiv. 19; though it is quite 
true that its presence in the genuine text of the passage before 
us may have suggested the earlier verse to the mind of the 
writer of the Apocalypse, and so contributed to bring about the 

colouring which his words have undoubtedly received from it. 
The main result then of our argument has been to show 

that our text of the Book of Enoch has omitted (either in 
v. 2 or v. 10 or both) some such words as ‘no man could look 
upon him,’ which stood in the chapter as read by the author of 

the Apocalypse of Peter. 

1 Which in both cases alike reads pare the next foot-note. 
‘countenance’ (sys) for ‘eyes’—a 
variation easily explained on the sup- 

position of a Semitic original of the 
Book of Enoch. It suggests however 

the question, at present unanswerable, 

Did the writer of the Apocalypse read 
Enoch in the version represented by 

eyo or in another translation? Com- 

2 The Greek of clause a in Apoc. Pet. 
differs from that of En. xiv. 19 (y), 

though equivalent in meaning. And 
there is of course no evidence that the 
writer of the Noachie Work was even 

acquainted with the first section of 

our Book. 
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Justin Martyr! and Athenagoras? appear to quote from the 
Book of Enoch, but they do not expressly mention it as their 
authority. If they drew from it alone, their text must have 
been very different from ours in the first section. It is possible, 

however, that they combine passages from different writings*. 
One fact however must not be left without notice. Both these 
writers prefix to their mention of the fall of the angels a passage 
about the office of angels in the government of the world. No 

such passage occurs in this connexion‘ in our Book of Enoch. In 
this introductory passage Athenagoras has further a statement 
of the free-will of the angels. After this preface both writers 
allude to the fall of the angels, the subsequent birth of the 
giants, and the maleficent influence of the demons. It is not a 

little remarkable that Tertullian, in a passage of his Apology 
(c. 22)° closely resembling those of Justin and Athenagoras, uses 
these words, ‘Sed quomodo de angelis quibusdam sua sponte 

1 Apol. ii. 5 6 Oeds...7hvy pev TeV 

avOpwrwv Kal trav brd Tov ovpavdv 

mpdvorav ayyéXows, ovs emt TovTas érake, 

mapédwxev’ of dé d&yyedor, mapaBdvTes 

THvie Thy. Tdéw, yuvakev plteow qr- 

THOncay, Kai tatdas 

elow of Neyduevor Saluoves* Kai mpooére 

Aowrdv 7d avOpwmecov ‘yévos 

édotAwoav’ Ta pwev bia payiKOv ypapar, 

Ta 5€ dua PbBwv kal Tyswpidv éwrépepor, 

Ta 6€ Sia Sidaxfs Ouudrwv kal Ovya- 

padrwv, kal orovddy, ay évdecis yeydvact, 

éréxvwoav, ol 

éauTots 

pera TO wdOcow émLOumdy SovdwOFvac 

kai eis dvOpwrous, povous, modémous, '.0l- 

xelas, dxodaclas, kal racav Kaxlay éo7ret- 

pay, 

2 Legatio 24 sqq. rodro yap  Tav 
ayyAiuv ctoracis TH Oew éml mpovolg 

yéyove tots bm’ adrod diaxexoounuévass, 
€ wa Tiv pev twavTedikhyy kal yenikny 6 

Oeds tv Suv mpdvoav, THy dé én 
bépous, of ér’ atrois raxOévres d-yye)ou" 

ws On kal érl Tav dvOpwTwr, avOalperov 

kal Thy dperhy kal Thy kaxlay éxdvTwv.... 

kal 7d Kata Tovs dyyédous év duolw Kabé- 

oTnKev. of wev yap &dAdot avOalperor 5n, 

Journal of Philology. vol, XXV. 

olor yeyévace Ud ToD Oeod, Euewar, ép’ 

ois avrovs érolnoev kal duérakev 6 eds‘ 

of dé évdBpisav kal TH THs ovclas Uro- 

ordce Kal TH dpxy...ékelvor per, eis 
érOuulay mecdyvTes trapbévwr, Kal HTTOUs 

gapkds evpéBevtes* ovros dé, dpuedrjoas 

kal movnpos mepl THY THY TemLTTEULEVwY 

yevouevos Stolknow. €ék ev odv Tav Tepl 

Tas mapOévous éxdvTwv, of Kadovmevor 

éyervnOnoav vyiyavtes...obroe Tolvuy oi 

ayyero ol éxrecdvtes Tv ovpavev, rept 

Tov dépa exovres Kal Thy viv, ovKére els 

Ta Umepovpavia brepxUa Suvdmevor’ Kal 

ai Tov yrydyTwv Yoxal, of mepl Tov 

Kogpuov elol mrAavwmevor Satuoves*...Kal ob 

pév mept Ta eldwra abrovs ExovTes, of 

dalwovés elow of mpoerpnuévot, K.T.é. 

3 Indeed this seems to be implied 
by the statement of Athenagoras (24) 

that his statements were founded upon 
what had already been said by the 
prophets—4 rots mpopyras (plural) éx- 
TEDWYNTAL 

4 Something similar is implied in 
En. lx, 15—21, cf. Jub. ii. 2. 

5 Migne i. 405. 

12 
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corruptis corruptior gens daemonum evaserit...apud litteras 
sanctas ordine cognoscitur. Here again we have the allusion to 
the free-will of the Watchers preceding the mention of their 
fall. And finally St Jude (v. 6) where he alludes to the fall of 

the angels, though he does not mention specially their freedom, 
does refer to their previous office of authority and rule. The 

angels, he says, ‘kept not their own principality (rnv éavtadv 
apxnv*), but left their proper habitation.’ Shall we be wrong 
in inferring that in the copies of Enoch known to Justin, 
Athenagoras, Tertullian and St Jude, chap. vi. (which in our 

text begins so abruptly) was introduced by a statement of the 
office and of the freedom of angelic beings?? 

However this may be, it is quite certain that in other 
respects Tertullian’s Book of Enoch differed in its text from 
ours. Let us take, for example, the well-known passage from 
the De Cultu Feminarum 1. 2*. ‘Nam et illi qui ea constituerunt, 
damnati in poenam mortis deputantur, illi scilicet angeli, qui 

ad filias hominum de coelo ruerunt, ut haec quoque ignominia 
feminae accedat. Nam cum et materias quasdam bene occultas 
et artes plerasque non bene revelatas saeculo multo magis 

imperito prodidissent, siquidem et metallorum opera nudaverant 
et herbarum ingenia traduxerant et incantationum vires pro- 
vulgaverant et omnem curiositatem usque ad stellarum inter- 
pretationem designaverant, proprie et quasi peculiariter feminis 
instrumentum istud muliebris gloriae contulerunt, lumina lapil- 

lorum, quibus monilia variantur, et circulos ex auro, quibus 

brachia arctantur, et medicamenta ex fuco, quibus lanae color- 
antur, et illum ipsum nigrum pulverem, quo oculorum exordia 

1 This word is used in a similar 
connexion by Athenagoras Leg. 24, 
v. sup. 

2 This inference is confirmed by 

passages in other writers which will 
be quoted below. It may be well to 
bring the references together in a foot- 

note. The free-will of the angels is 

mentioned in connexion with their fall 
in The Book of the Laws of Countries, 

Lactantius Instit. ii. 14, Tatian, Ad 

Graec. 7, Acts of Disputation of Arche- 

laus and Manes 32, and, we may add, 

Apoc. Bar, lvi. 10 sqq. (‘ Etiam angelis 
fuit periculum. Adhuc enim illo tem- 
pore quo creatus fuit, erat eis libertas; 
et descenderunt ex eis et commisti sunt 
cum mulieribus,’ &c.). Their former 
office is more or less distinctly referred 
to in Papias ap. Andreas Caes. in 
Apoc. c. 34 Serm. 12, Clementine Hom. 
viii. 13, Clem. Recog. iv. 26. 

3 Migne i. 1305. 
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producuntur. He is here citing Hn. vii. 1, viii. 1, in which we 
have the list of the forbidden things made known by the 

Watchers to their wives. Among these he mentions necklaces 
(monilia)', found in neither E nor y. He speaks also of dye for 

wool (lanae)?, which is not given in our text, and he has 
‘brilliant stones’ (lumina lapillorum: so in the parallel passage 
De Cult. Fem. 11. 10 lapidum illustrium), where E gives us ‘ the 

most costly and choicest stones,’ and y AdOous éxAexTovs. All 
this might be set down to free rendering, or memoriter citation, 

were it not that in two instances Tertullian receives support 

from Cyprian. He refers (De Hab. Virg. 14, Hartel i. p. 197; 
see below p. 213), though without expressly naming his authority, 
to the same passage of Enoch, and for the same purpose, as 

‘Tertullian. He quotes independently, and probably directly © 

from the Greek’, for the list which he gives of the arts revealed 

by the angels differs both by excess and defect from that of the 

earlier writer. The Latin renderings of the Greek are not in 
most cases those of Tertullian, and in one word he follows a 

different reading*. Yet he agrees with Tertullian in adding 

bracelets (monilia)* to the list in our text, and in saying that the 
Watchers taught the women ‘tinguere et colorare lanas.’ 

A more serious discrepancy between our text and that of 

Tertullian is revealed by the same passage from the De Cultu 
Fem. He is labouring (cap. 8) to meet the objection to the 
genuineness of our Book that Enoch’s writings must have 
perished in the flood. | 

He argues that the teaching of Enoch was handed down 
orally through Methuselah to Noah. He proves that this was 

so by the curious reasoning that if Noah had not inherited the 
teaching of Enoch, he would have written something of his 

1 Possibly however the words ‘qui- 

bus monilia variantur’ are a gloss, due 
to Tertullian himself. 

2 There is a various reading genae. 
Cf. also for the reading ‘dye for wool’ 
Commodianus Inst. i. 3, Clem. Hom. 

vili. 14, Book of Adam and Eve ii. 20, 
quoted below. 

3 There is no difficulty in this sup- 

position, see Dict. Christ. Biog. i. p. 

751. 
4 His ‘pretiosa grana...gravia, etsi 

non suo pondere, mercium tamen 

quantitate’ are doubtless the ‘most 
costly stones’ of E. 

5 ‘Nec distinctis auro lapillis aut 

margaritis contexta serie et numerosa 
conpage digestis monilia instituit.’ 

12—2 
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own’. Such at least appears to be his meaning. If so, it is 
implied that Tertullian knew of no writings by him esteemed 
as genuine productions of Noah’s pen. But passages claiming 
Noachic authorship are found in our text of the Book of 
Enoch, viz. lx. (see v. 8) and lxv—lxix. 25. These passages 
must therefore have been absent from Tertullian’s copy’. 

Tertullian quotes verbatim no more than two verses of our 
Book. They are cited in a passage of the De Idololatria (cap. 4)°, 
which I now transcribe. 

‘Antecesserat Enoch praedicens omnia elementa, omnem 
mundi censum, quae caelo, quae mari, quae terra continentur, in 

idololatrian versuros daemonas et spiritus desertorum angelorum, 
ut pro deo adversus deum consecrarentur...Denique idem Enoch 

simul et cultores idoli et fabricatores in comminatione prae- 
damnat: Et rursus iuro uobis peccatores, quod in diem sanguinis 

perditions tustitia parata est, qui seruitis lapidibus, et qui 
imagines facitis aureas et argenteas et ligneas et lapideas et 
fictiles et seruitis phantasmatibus et daemonis et spiritibus 

infernis et omnibus erroribus non secundum scientiam nullum 

ab iis invenietis auxilium.’ The last sentence is obviously a 

citation of Hn. xcix. 6, 7: ‘Again I swear to you sinners that 
sin is prepared for a day of unceasing bloodshed. And they 

will worship stones, and others will make graven images of gold 

and silver and wood and clay, and others will worship impure 
spirits and demons and all kinds of superstitions not according 

to knowledge, notwithstanding no manner of help will be found 
in them.’ I have italicized the words in which Tertullian’s text 

differs from ours, and considering the length of the passage 
their number is sufficiently remarkable‘. Some of the variants 

1 ¢Tgitur sine dubio potuit Noe in with ‘iuro.’ But this seems to be an 
praedicationis delegatione successisse, error. 
vel quia et alias non tacuisset tam de 4 See, for a discussion of the bear- 
dei conservatoris sui dispositione quam ing of this passage on the value of the 
de ipsa domus suae gloria.’ 

2 It may be remarked that Tertullian 

seems (like oc) to have read consecu- 
tively En. vii. 1 and viii. 1. 

3 Reifferscheid and Wissowa i. p. 33. 
After ‘Et rursus’ the editors place a 
colon, and make the quotation begin 

Ethiopic text, Lods, p. xlii. sq. M. 
Lods concludes his investigation with 
the remark that this passage, the 
most favourable to E of all patristic 

citations, does not bear unreserved 
testimony to its text. 

i 
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may be due to free rendering, but a sufficient balance remains 
to convince us that e¢ must have differed largely from Ter- 
tullian’s Greek. 

What part of our Book Tertullian refers to in the opening 

sentence of this extract is not quite clear. Most probably, it 
would seem, to xix. 1. No other passage suits his language so 
well. But if this verse was the passage of Enoch to which he 
alludes, his text of it must have varied from ours. Let us 

observe that he identifies the ‘demons’ of this verse with the 
‘spirits’ of the fallen angels. Herein he differs from modern 

commentators (e.g. Charles and Lods), but has with him appa- 
rently the unanimous testimony of the earliest writers who 

_ quote the passage. Whether this difference between ancient 
and modern expositors involves a difference of text or is a mere 

matter of exegesis, I will not undertake to say. But it is not 
easy to imagine how Tertullian could have regarded his 
account of the prediction of Enoch as a fair representation 
of the passage as it stands in E. There is nothing in our text 
about all the elements being consecrated instead of God against 
God. Either Tertullian’s text of xix. 1 was very unlike-ours, 

or he was quoting a passage not in our Book of Enoch at 
all. The remark equally applies to another citation in the 
same treatise (De Idol. 15)}, in which I have no doubt he had 
the same passage of Enoch in view as here. It runs thus: ‘ Et 
utique scimus, licet nomina inania atque conficta sint, cum 

tamen in superstitionem deducuntur, rapere ad se daemonia et 

omnem spiritum inmundum per consecrationis obligamentum 
(cf. consecrarentur above)...... Haec igitur ab initio praevidens 
Spiritus Sanctus etiam ostia in superstitionem ventura (note 
this fresh variation: there is nothing in our text of the Book 
of Enoch to support it) praececinit per antiquissimum pro- 

pheten Enoch.’ . 
With this passage our survey of the citations of Tertullian, 

so far as our present purpose is concerned, may cease. 
Tertullian’s elder contemporary, Clement of Alexandria, is 

the writer who next claims our attention. In Eclog. Proph. 2 

1 Reifferscheid and Wissowa i. p. 48. 
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(Migne, Pat. Graec. ix. 700) he assigns to Enoch a saying which 
is nowhere found in our Book—xal eidov tras tras wacas. 
Origen quotes the same sentence, in a passage of which only 
the Latin version is extant (Princ. iv. 35), in the form ‘ Uni- 
versas materias perspexi’; and he states expressly that the 

words come from the Book of Enoch. The words have been 
regarded by Dillmann as taken from Hn. xix. 3. Against this 
is the fact that Clement seems to make God the speaker, not 

Enoch. In fact he takes the sentence as equivalent to the 
sentiment of the Song of the Three Holy Children (Dan. iii. 55), 

evAoynpévos co eruBrAérrav aBvaocous Kabnpevos ert yepovBip, 
explaining that @8vocou and tau are interchangeable. But, 
indeed, apart from this consideration we have only to write 

down the newly-recovered Greek of Hn. xix. 3, to see how 

utterly dissimilar it is to the words of Clement—kdayo ’Evoy 
idov...tTa tépata travtwv. The passage therefore must be 
added to the list of extracts from the Book of Enoch not found 

in our present text. 
Another citation from the Book of Enoch occurs in the 

same- work of Clement (clog. Proph. 53, Migne ix. 723), in 

which we find the statement, "Hdy S& Kali "Evdy dno, Tovs 
mapaBavtas ayyéXous bidakas Tods avOpwrrovs doTpovomiay Kal 

pavTiKny Kal Tas dAXas Téxyvas. It is natural to infer that 
the words aotpovouia and pavtixy occurred in the list of the 
arts mentioned in Hn. vii. 1, viii. 1, 3 in Clement’s copy, though 

they are not found in our text. But too much stress must not 

be laid upon this argument, for Clement is quite possibly 

quoting from memory and with freedom. 
One other allusion by the same writer remains to be men- 

tioned. In Strom. v. 1, referring no doubt to Hn, xvi. 3, he 

declares that the Watchers made known to the women the 

unutterable things, cpurTovtwy Tdév dddov ayyéNov, “addov 
dé typovvtwy eis THY Tod Kupiov tapovoiav. E and y differ 
considerably in this place, but neither contains anything which 
might have served as a basis for the last clause. Here again 

we perhaps have a sentence of the Book of Enoch known to 

Clement, but not in our text. 
We may now turn to the Gnostic work, Pistis Sophia, com- 
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posed in Egypt in the third century. In this extraordinary 
book the patriarch Enoch is twice mentioned, and each time 

in such a way as to imply that he was an inspired writer. In 
the first of the two passages referred to? Jésus is represented 
(Schwartze, p. 245 sq.) as speaking of certain ‘ mysteria tenuia,’ 
and as contrasting them with the ‘magna mysteria’ which He 
is about to reveal, and which are to supersede the former. 

With reference to the ‘tenuia mysteria,’ He speaks thus: ‘ In- 

venietis ea in secundo libro Tet, quae scripsit Enoch, quum 
loquerer cum eo ex arbore cognitionis et ex arbore vitae in 

mapacetowm Adami. Words such as these give at least primd 
facie probability to the supposition that the writer was ac- 

_ quainted with some book or books ascribed to the patriarch 
Enoch which were held in considerable esteem. Moreover, the 

fact that Enoch is represented as having been in ‘the Paradise 
of Adam’ reminds us of passages in both the books of Enoch 

now extant (Hth. En. xxxii., Slav. En. viii.). But this passage 
does not stand alone. Thus at p. 25 mention is made of 

‘pvoTnpia ‘quae portarant desuper dyyedou peccatores [mapa- 
Baivoytes], quorum (wvoTnpiwv) sunt wayia’—an unmistakable 
allusion to Hn. vi. sqq. Two pages further on allusion is again 
made to the pvorypia ‘quae docuerunt dyyedot mapaBavtes ad 

perficienda sua facinora mala et dvowa in pvotnpio sue payias.’ 
These words can scarcely fail to recall Zn. xvi. 3. And let us 
observe that in the sentences now cited the Pistis Sophia 
definitely parts company with the Slavonic Book. There is no 

mention in its parallel passage (xviii. 1 sqq.) of magic as taught 
by the Watchers. It is scarcely necessary to cite less evident 
allusions to our Book: but the words ‘intuebitur in dAnv om- 
nem ad audiendum gemitum vinctorum’ (p. 65), may perhaps 
remind us of the words cited by Clement of Alexandria and 
Origen, but no longer in the text as now extant. The con- 

clusion towards which the passages just quoted clearly tend, 

1 C. Schmidt, Gnostische Schriftenin given by Schmidt (op. cit. p. 342 sq.) 
Koptischer Sprache (Gebhardt and _ differs from that of Schwartze, but not 

Harnack’s Texte u. Untersuchungen in such a way as to disturb our 

viii. Bd.) p. 597 sq. reasoning. 

2 The translation of these passages 
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that our Book was in the hands of the writer of the Pistis 
Sophia, is confirmed by the second passage in that work in 
which Enoch’s name occurs. A popular objection to the 

authenticity of the Book of Enoch, as Tertullian implies (De 
Cult. Fem. i. 3), was the supposition that if such a work had 
really existed in the time of the Patriarch it must have perished 
in the great catastrophe of the deluge. It was only natural 

that a writer who asked his readers to believe that another 

work of Enoch had been preserved should endeavour to meet, 
by anticipation, a similar difficulty. Here is the account of the 
matter given by the author of Pistis Sophia (p. 354): ‘uvornpia, 
quae in libro Ie quae curavi (sc. Iesus), ut Enoch scriberet 
in wapadetom, quum loquerer cum eo ex arbore cognitionis et 
ex arbore vitae, et quae curavi, ut poneret in wérp@ Ararad, et 

posul Kkadratratavpwl, dpyovta,...custodientem libros lett de 

KaTakAvope, et ne quisquam apyovtwv POovncas iis perdat 
eos, quos dabo vobis, ubi jam dixero vobis emanationem uni- 
versi. But now the question arises, what are the Books of lei 

to which the writer refers? If we had no evidence beyond that 
supplied by the text of the Pistis Sophia it would be tempting 

and plausible to guess that they are the Book of Enoch itself. 

But a decisive and final answer to our question has been given 
by Dr Carl Schmidt, who has published from a Bodleian Papyrus 

two Coptic treatises, evidently belonging to the same cycle of 

teaching as the Pistis Sophia, the first of which claims to 
contain the Adyos Kata pvotnptoyv of Jeti and answers exactly 

to the description of the two books of Jeti given in the later 
work. But let us examine more closely the passages in which 
these books are spoken of. In both the mysteries contained in 
them are said to have been revealed to Enoch in the Paradise 
of Adam; in both they are said to have been written by him 

there when Jesus spoke to him out of the trees of Life and of 
Knowledge ; in both these statements are made in terms almost 

identical; and in both he refers to a myth with which he 
clearly supposes his readers to be acquainted. Whence were 
they derived? In the Books of Jeti edited by Dr Schmidt there 

is no hint of such an origin of the mysteries with which they 
deal, they are set in quite a different framework. We turn 
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back then once more to the Book of Enoch in the hope that it 
may furnish an answer to our inquiry. That Jesus spoke with 
Enoch may be regarded as only another way of saying that 

he was inspired (cf. pp. 65, 72, 93, &c.): but why out of the 

trees of Knowledge and of Life? There is nothing certainly in 
the Book of Enoch which appears to indicate such a source of 
inspiration. But let us remember that the first section of the 
Book has all the appearance of being fragmentary. We can 

scarcely doubt, and indeed tangible proof has been already 
given, that whole chapters which once stood in the text are 

no longer there. Now in the thirty-second chapter Enoch is 

brought to paradise. As the Gizeh text has it, ‘xal €XO@v mpos 

TOV Trapadiaov THS SiKatocvyns Kal Sov paxpoder TaV Sévdpav 
— rovTov Sévpa Telova Kai peyara’ Svw pév exe peydra chodpa 

kara kal évdoEa Kal peyadorperh, Kal TO dévdpov THs Ppovn- 
cews. Then follows more about this tree, but no word of any 

other, in spite of the word ‘dv’ in the third of the sentences 
just extracted. The text in the Ethiopic differs, and in some 
parts is undoubtedly corrupt. It involves therefore no very 

violent hypothesis to suppose that there is a hiatus, and that 
the true reading is ‘dvw...[To dévdpov THs ws] ai To Sévdpov 
THs ppovncews, followed by a description of the tree of life. If 

this be admitted there is no difficulty in supposing that the 
text had also an account of a revelation to Enoch on this 
occasion’, and that this is the passage which the author of 
Pistis Sophia had in view when he spoke of the Books of Tet’. 
It may therefore be regarded as at least possible that the story 
of Enoch receiving inspiration from the trees of Life and of 

Knowledge was an expansion of Hn. xxxii., and ultimately 
founded upon it. 

If our argument has been sound the Pistis Sophia has 

enabled us to discover another place in which the text of our 

1 This may perhaps be implied also _ wickedness of the children of men.’ 
in Jub. iv. 23, ‘And he was taken from 2 It is worth while to mention, by 

amongst the children of men, and we’ way of illustration, Slav. En. viii. 3 

conducted him into the Garden of Eden ‘the tree of life, in that place, on 
in majesty and honour, and behold which God rests, when He comes into 

there he writes down the condemnation Paradise.’ See also the passages re- 

and judgement of the world, and allthe ferred to by Mr Charles ad loc. 
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Book is incorrectly represented in the manuscripts. And that 
we have not reasoned altogether incorrectly appears to be proved 
by two passages from the Zohar which had been cited by Arch- 
bishop Laurence’, and the bearing of which on the text of 
En. xxxii. was perceived by M. Lods’. I transcribe them from 
his work: 

‘Sanctus et Benedictus sustulit eum (Enochum) ex mundo, 
ut ipsi serviret...La eo inde tempore liber tradebatur, qui Enochi 
dictus est. In hora qua Deus eum sustulit, ostendebat ei omnia 
repositoria suprema, ostendebat ei arborem vitae medio in horto, 
folia eius atque ramos. Videmus haec omnia in eius libro.’ 

And again: ‘In Enochi libro narratur, Sanctum et Bene- 

dictum, cum ascendere eum jusserit et omnia ei superiorum 
atque inferiorum regnorum repositoria ostenderit, monstrasse 
quoque arborem vitae et arborem de qua Adamus praeceptum 
recepit et monstrasse ei Adami domicilium in horto Eden,’ 

Let us now briefly sum up the results to which our survey 

of the early citations from the Book of Enoch have led us. We 
find the following passages quoted or alluded to by authors of 
the first two or three centuries of the Christian era in such a 
way as to imply that their text differed from that given us by 
any manuscript now known, of either the Greek or the Ethiopic 

version. 

Enoch cited in 

i.9 Jud. 14, 15, Ad Novat. 16. 

vi. 6 Book of Jubilees iv. 15, v. 6. 

vii. 1 Book of Jubilees iv. 22. 

vil. 1, vill. 1 =Tert. De Cult. Fem. i. 2, i 10. Cyp. 
De Hab. Virg. 14. Clem. Alex. Eel. 
Proph. \iii. 

vil. 2—5 Book of Jubilees vii. 22. 

vii. 5 Book of Jubilees v. 2, vii. 24. 
vii. 3 Book of Jubilees viii. 3. 
xvi. 38 Clem. Alex. Strom. v. 1. 

xix.1(?) Tert. De Idol. 4, 15. 

1 Laurence, The Book of Enoch the 2 Lods, Le Livre d’ Hénoch p. 195 sq. 

Prophet p. xxix. 
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Enoch cited in 

xxxil_ Pistis Sophia 245, 354, &e. 

lx. Ixv.—lxix. 25 Tert. De Cult. Fem. i. 3. 
Ixxxix. 538 sqq. Test. Jud. 18. Ep. Barn. xvi. 5. 

xcix. 6,7 Tert. De Idol. 4. 

evi. 2,10 Apoc. Pet. 3. 
2 Ep. Barn. iv. 3. 

2 Book of Jubilees v. 6. Jud. 6. Just. M. 
Apol. 11. 5. Athen. Legatio 24 sqq. 
Tert. Apol. 22. 

2 Clem. Alex. Eclog. Proph. 2. Origen, 
Prine. iv. 35. . 

It must be noted that of the seventeen passages just 
mentioned not less than ten, probably more, fall within the first 

thirty-two chapters. Thus even in them, where our materials 

are more abundant than in any other part of the book, we are 
far from possessing the earliest form of the text. 

Perhaps it may not be amiss to conclude this portion of the 
present paper with an instance within the limits of the Book 

of Enoch itself, showing the great importance of the evidence 

in textual matters supplied by early quotations and allusions. 
The fourth section of our Book is probably by a different writer 

from the first. If so, it is a later composition by one who was 

well acquainted with the first section and follows it closely. 
Now, in lxxxviii. seq. we have his account of the events 

_ subsequent to the fall of the Watchers. In lxxviii. 1 we are 

told that ‘one of those four who had come forth before (i.e. 
one of the Archangels)...seized that first star (1e. Azazel) which 

had fallen from the heaven, and bound it’ &c. This without 

doubt summarizes x. 4—8. Next (v. 2) ‘one of them drew his 
sword and gave it to those elephants and camels and asses (ie. 
the giants): then they began to smite each other’ &c., a clear 
reference to x. 9 sqq. Then (v. 3) ‘one of those four...cast 
(them) down from heaven, and they gathered and took all the 
great stars...and bound them’ QWce., alluding to x. 11—13. 
And finally (Ixxxix. 1) ‘one of those four went to that white 

bull (ie. Noah) and instructed him in a secret’ &c., which 
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corresponds to x. 1—3. The two passages x. 1—13, and 

Ixxxviil., Ixxxix. 1 tally exactly?, and the latter is plainly based 
on the former. But, be it observed, if the two pieces (x. 1—3 
and x. 11) which are regarded by Mr Charles? as interpolations, 
be omitted, the correspondence at once vanishes, only two of the 
four archangels having any specific mission to fulfil. Nothing 

can be clearer than that, if these passages are interpolated, 

they must have been already introduced into the text when the 
author of the fourth section wrote. And if the latter of the two 
be admitted to have belonged to the original text of the first 

section, very little reason remains for rejecting the other 
passages of the ‘Semiaza cycle’ vi. 3—8, viii. 1—3, ix. 7, 

however we may deal with the fact that some of them® seem, 
as at present read, to conflict with other parts of the section. 

ap 

It now becomes our task to endeavour to discover what 
can be ascertained as to the use of the Book of Enoch in the 

Christian Church, and the degree of authority which was 

accorded to it by Ecclesiastical writers. We must pass in 
review all the Christian works of the early centuries in which, 

so far as we are aware, allusions are made to our Book. In 

order however to be of any real value this survey must be 

conducted systematically, and the method which we propose 
to follow is mainly geographical, rather than chronological. 
We will examine shortly the literature of each of the great 

1 Except indeed in the order of events. 

That which is mentioned first in chap. 
x. is put last in chap. lxxxix., evidently 

in order to bring it into connexion with 

the narrative of the flood (lxxxix. 2—9). 
2 Mr Charles (p. 60) professes to fol- 

low Dillmann (Art. Pseudepigraphen 

des Alten Testaments, in Herzog’s R. 

E, xii. 352) with reference to the 

Semiaza group of passages. But 

Dillmann is more cautious: ‘ Ausser 

c. 39, 1.2"; 54, 7-55, 2. c. 60. 65, 1-69, 

25 gehéren zu diesen (noachischen) 

Fragmenten wahrscheinlich auch c. 6, 
3-8; 8, 1-3; 9, 7 und tetlweise 10,1 

[{not, be it observed, the two following 

verses], 11.’ 

3 For viii. 1 (as read in E and y) is 
quite consistent with what is elsewhere 

said as to Azazel. o is plainly glossed. 
It is worthy of note that according to 
Mr Charles no mention is made of 

Azazel in the genuine text till ix. 6. 
He is there named incidentally in such 

a way as to imply previous reference 
to his evil deeds, 

—— 

ee 
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regions into which the primitive Church was divided, and try 
to discover what the tradition of each has to tell us about the 

Book of Enoch’. 
1. The East. By this somewhat vague term I mean to 

denote the Christianity of Asia generally, and of the portions 

of Europe lying east of Italy. 
In deference to the opinion of those critics? who have 

regarded it as an Ebionite work of about A.D. 100, I may here 
in the first place mention the Testaments of the Twelve 
Patriarchs. The writer of that work, as we have already seen 

(p. 168 sqq.), frequently cites the Book of Enoch. But while 
evidently regarding the book as in some degree authoritative, 

the laxity of his quotations shows plainly that, like the author 
of the Book of Jubilees, he supposed himself not to be debarred 
from considerable liberty in his use of it. Later investigations 
however appear to show that the Testaments are a Jewish book 

with Christian interpolations’. 
Another Ebionite work, of much later date indeed, but 

probably belonging to the region with which we are now 
dealing’, has a noteworthy allusion to our Book, of which we 

have already spoken (above p. 166 sqq.), and which it may be 

convenient now to quote at full length. It is found in the 
Clementine Homilies viii. 12 sqq.’ and runs as follows: 

Tov yap Tov ovpavoy évorxovyT@V® TVEVPATwD, Ol THY KATW- 

TAT YOpav KaToLKOdYTES Myyedol, ayOecOévTEs el TH TOV 

1 Lists of passages in Patristic 
writers in which Enoch is referred to 
may be found in Fabricius (Cod. Pseud. 

V. T. i. p. 160 sqq.), Schiirer (The 

Jewish People Div. ii. vol. iii. p. 70sqq.), 

Charles (Book of Enoch p. 38 sqq.). 

None of these lists is complete, and 

I do not profess to do more than add 
one or two references to those already 

given. Nevertheless I believe the main 

conclusions at which I arrive are not’ 

likely to be disturbed by the discovery 

of further allusions to our Book. 

2 See Sinker’s Testaments of the 
Twelve Patriarchs, pp. 16—34. Dict. 

of Christ. Biog. iv. 865 sqq. 

3 See Schnapp, Die Test. der zwilf 

Pat., Halle, 1884, Dr M. Gaster in the 

Proceedings of the Society of Biblical 

Archeology, vol. xvi. p. 33 sqq. and 

especially Mr F. C. Conybeare in the 
Jewish Quarterly Review, vol. v. p. 375 
sqq. All the passages in which the 
Book of Enoch is referred to in the 

Testaments appear to be found in the 

Armenian version. Some of them how- 

ever may be early Christian interpola- 

tions. The book is not alluded to in 

Gaster’s Hebrew Test. Napht. 

4 Dict. of Christ. Biog. i. p. 577. 

5 Cotelier, Apostolic Fathers (Am- 
sterdam, 1724) i. p. 683 sqq. 

6 Cotelier has éxotxotvTwr. 
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> , > \ > , 5) na > \ > , 
avOpwrav eis Gedy ayapiotia, airodyta: eis Tov avOpdrrwv 
2.0 a / Cs ” v @ f ee / / eet Biov, iva dvtws avOpwrror yevomevot, ert TodTEia THELOVE, 
Tovs eis avTov axapioTioavTas édeyEartes, avTOOe TH KaT 

e 

akiav Exactov broBddwot Tiywwpia. omdTe ovv aitnoarvTes 
édaBov!, mpos waaay éavtov’s petéBarov dio, Gre Oew- 

Seatépas dvtes ovcias, Kal padiws mpos TavTa peTaTpérrecOat 
Suvdpevor. Kai éyévovto NiOos Tipstos’, K.T.E. 

IIAjy 6te radTa yevopevot, Tos Svaprdcayvtas avTovs 
/ o- \ > \ > / , e \ mreovextas ijAreyEav, Kai eis THY avOporav gdiow éavTods 

, 3 7 See / \ \ 8 \ fo) 

petéBarov*®, iva ooiws modTevodpuevol, Kal TO SvvaTov Tod 
' 0 Py / 4 \ 4 / 10 , ¢ , 

montevecOar Sei€avtest, Tods dyaplotous evOUvais broBaro- : 
ow: érrelon bvTws Ta TavTa avOpwro. éyivovTo, Kal THv émbv- 

> yd ¢€ \ - 

piav éxxov tiv avOpwrivny: bro TavTns KpaTovpevos, eis 
fal - / a 

yuvatkov pew @dvcGov® ais cupmrakévtes, Kal pracue 
an , / an 

mayevtes, Kal THS TpwTns Suvduews TravTeAas KevobévTes®, 
/ } > \ a 

Ta ék Tupos Tparévta médn’, eis TO TPOTOV a’Toy Thy idias 
a / an 

pioews awiavtov petacvykpivar ovK éEicyvcav. TO yap Bape 
TO WTO THS emiOvpias eis cdpKa, TeMevTHTAaVTOS av’TdY Tupos, 

\ > a a> eg\ / Thv aceBovoay ddevoay odov KATO. 
meTreonpévor KaTéyovTat, Kal ioyup@s dédevtar’. 

capkos yap avtol Secpois 

od évexev eis 
ovpavovs avedGeiv ovKéte edvvnOncar®. 

1 This agrees with the Book of Jubi- 

lees; see above, p. 166. 

2 Can this be an allusion to xix. 1 

(roddpopda yevoueva) ? 
3 Cf. En, Ixxxvi. 3. 

4 Cf. Book of Jubilees, iv. 15 (above, 

p. 166). 

5 En. vi. 1, 2, vii. 1: see above, p. 

166 sq. 

6 Cf. above, p. 178. 
7 Cf. Slav. En, xxix. 1, 3. 

8 En. x. 4, xiii. 1, xiv. 5. It may 

perhaps be thought somewhat forced 
to connect the words of the Homily 

with these passages. But that at the 
time when the Clementines were writ- 

ten it would have appeared natural 
to many to interpret the bonds of the 
angels as human bodies will be clear 
from a sentence or two of Methodius 

of Tyre, the opponent of Origen. He 

is contending (De Resurr. 2 sq., Migne 

Pat. Graec. xviii. 268) against some 
who denied the resurrection of the 

body. drorov dé xdxeivo rpopavads, rd 

olec Oa 7d oGpa év rH els aldvas duaywyh 

ah ovvécerOar TH PuxD, dia 7d deopov 
aird Kal méSas elvac’...dedupévov yap 
ixavGs kal éfedeyxPévros Tod Adyou év 

@ Secudv ris puxijs wplfovro elvac Thy 

odpxa. And so again Photius Bibl. 
234 (Bekker, p. 293). “AveywuioOn rod 

arylov Me@odlov émicxdrov Kal udprupos, 

éx Tod wept dvacrdcews Aédyou, ob H 
éxdoyn Tad droKelueva Aéyer. Ste ov 
decudv dno 7d chya rhs Wuxijs elvat, 

ws 'Qpvyévyns Gero....67¢ "Npvyévys Seopudv 

TO cpa ereye Seddc0a rH Puyp mera 
Tiv wapaBacw, mpiv 5é dodmaroy abrhy 

Brorevew. 

9 En. xiv, 5. 

a 
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\ \ a an 
Mera yap cvvovelay 0 Td Tp@Tov éyivovto ataTnOértes, 

\ lal / A \ \ ” \ \ 

Kal Tapacyeiv unkéte Suvnbévtes, Sia TO AXXO TL peTA LacpOV 
> \ fol / rn 

avTovs Trovnoas un SvvacOat, apéoKey Te Tais Epwpévais Bovdo- 
> > € fal \ Cal ra \ e / rd A 

pevot, av? éEavtoy Tors THS yHs puedrovs vUrédeEav. Réyo é 
~ > / v \ \ BA I Ta €K weTAArWY AVOn!, ypuaoV, YAaXKOY, dpyupov*, cidnpor, Kal 
\ad \ an / 3 0 4 Ya \ , 8e 

Ta Omola, ovY TOS TYLL@TaTOLS® GTracLY! ALBoLs. GY TOUTOLS O€ 
nr a VA \ / a 

Tos payevOeiow RiOois Kai Tas Téxvas TOV Tpds Exacta 
U / / / 

Tpaywatav® tapédocay®, kal payelas vTédeEav, Kal aoTpovo- 
/ 2618 7 £ € A 8 \a@ s Urn ¢ \ > , 

piav edidakav’, duvduets Te piC@v®, Kal 60a TOTE UT avOpeTivys 
> g lel ‘2 n > , A 

évvoias evpeOjvat advvatov: Ett 5é ypvcod Kal apyvpou Kal TeV 
¢ , va 5 id lal > On /- / 9 \ 
omolwv xvow, tds Te TOV EecOnTwY ToLtKiras Badas®. Kal 

/ CG id an [v4 \ / \ S. , > fal 9 

wav? arros dcaTep Tpos KOTMOU Kal Téprrews ETL yUVALKO@D®, 
Lal / / \ / 

Tov év capki Sebévtwv Satpover éotiv evprpata. 
fl E BY: rn / / > A yy 9 tS / 

Kk 0€ THs vobov pikews adTav, dvOpwrot éyévovTo vobot, 
a a by , \ \ / A \ 

TONAM ye TOV avOpeérav™ KaTa Kopupyny pelfous, ovs peTa 
rn / / , Vv 

TovTO yiyavtas @vouacay, ov SpakovTOTrodes GvTEsS, Kal Tpds 
\ / be Ul € , a ¢ , wv 

Geov Trodenov apapevot, as of BAachynpor THY EAANV@V adovaLY 
nr b] \ , 44 i \ rd BY 3’ / 

pdO0u adAXA Onpiddets Tov TpoTov: Kal peifouvs wév avOpoTrav 
\ / > / > > / >. / ’ / \ / 

Ta peyeOn, éreitrep EE ayyéXwv éyévovto: ayyédwv Oé éXaTTOUS, 
a / \ a 

érreitmep EK YyUVaLK@V yeyévnVTO...Tpds THY EavToOV TANTMOVHY 
y , 1 TOV KOGMOV OUK EYOVTES AUTAPKN’...... 

e an \ re / lal a 

Of dé avy adtois advOpwrrot TO dmotov TOTE TPaTOV TroLeiy 
b] , [4 7 ’ \ y Ai > > 2 / 3 \ 

éfnrtwoav, oTws elite ayaboi cite Kaxol ovK éyevvepeOa, adda 
, \ 5) , , ” 12 A \ 

yevoucOa: Kal éOicbévtes SvcaTooTacTws éyowev™. Tov bé 
? / td , ’ / id / ” \ ,’ 

aroyav Cowy TOTE éTidiTTOVT@Y, Of VOOOL dvOpwrot Kai avOpw- 
rn \ ’ lal 3 

Tivwv capKav éyevoavTo™. ovKEéTL yap avTots HY paKpay THY 
07 a / / > 4 / an > fal 

idiav SiapOeipar capKka, mpoTepov év Etépais poppais avtois 
> a 4 (1. adrhs) yevoapévois....... 

> \ 9S e rn , , \ Lal > Emel ody ai tév TeOvemtav yiyavTwv >vyal, Tov avOpo- 
UE A ie: 5S / \ \ a , 

Tivov wuydv peifous noav, ate 7) Kal Tois cwopuacw UTrEp- 
tA e \ /, n \ An ’ ’ J 

EYOUTAL, WS KALVOV YEVOS, KALY@ Kal TO OvOMATL TPoTHyopeEv- 

1 En. viii. 1 (cy). 8 En. vii. 1 (Ey), viii. 3. 
2 En. viii. 1 (c). 9 En. viii. 1. 
3 En. viii. 1 (E). , 10 En. vii. 2 (Ey). 
4 En. viii. 1 (+). 11 En. vii. 3 (Ey). 
5 En. viii. 1 kal ri épyactay adbrav. 12 Cf. above, p. 178. 

§ Cotelier reads rapédwoar. 13 Ein. vii. 4. 
7 En. viii. 3. 
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Oncav'. ois émtnolrots TO KOoMM ws Set Biody, Ud Oeod Sv 

ayyéXous vo“os wpicOn. dvTes yap vo0o. TO yéver ex updos 
ayyérov Kal aiwatos yuvarkay, Kal Sta TodTO idiov Twds yévous 
emOupety pédXovtes, Sixaio Tivi mpoernpOncav vou. é€e- 
méuhOn yap avtois Vd ToD Oeod ayyeros Tis, THV avTOD BovAnY 

pnvior, Kat Néyor, 
Tdde Soxel td travteroTTn Ged, undevos avOporrav vuas 

Kuplevelv, nde Tapevoyrciv pndevi, édvy pn Tis éx@v EéavTov 
Upiv KaTadovAwEH, TpoTKUVaY Vas, Kal OVwv, Kal omrévdav’, 
K.T.E. 

In the above extract I have omitted some sentences which 
do not seem to be derived from our Book. But what remains 

must certainly be regarded as in the main based on Enoch vi, 
Vil, Vili, X1x. 

It is interesting to compare with this the much shorter, but 

apparently parallel passage in the Recognitions (iv. 26, 27, 
Cotelier i. p. 543): 

‘Nunc ergo, quoniam nondum intelligitis quanta vos igno- 
rantiae caligo circumstet, interim vobis volo exponere, unde 

colendi idola exordium mundo huic datum sit....... Angeli 
quidam, relicto proprii ordinis cursu?, hominum favere vitiis 
coepere, et libidini eorum quodammodo indignum praebere 
ministerium; quo illorum opera, suis magis voluptatibus morem 
gererent: quique, ne sponte inclinati viderentur ad indigna 

ministeria, docuerunt homines, quod daemones artibus quibus- 
dam obedire mortalibus, id est, magicis invocationibus‘ possent; 

ac velut ex fornace quadam et officina malitiae totum mundum, 
subtracto pietatis lumine, impietatis fumo repleverunt®. © 

Pro his et aliis nonnullis caussis diluvium mundo intro- 
ductum est*, sicut jam in aliis dictum est et dicemus’ We. 

A glance through the two passages will suffice to convince 

us that the latter is not a mere abridgement of the former. 
At the same time it bears to it a manifest relation, and it 

appears clear that both depend ultimately on the narrative 

in the Book of Enoch. It seems certain that in the document 

1 En. xv. 8. 4 En. vii. 1,-viii. 3. 

2 En. xix. 1. 5 Fn. viii. 2. 

3 See above, p. 178. 6 Fin, x. 2, evi. 13—15, &e. 

ee 
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which was the basis both of the Recognitions and of the 
Homilies there was a passage founded directly on Enoch, 

the more heterodox portions of which were omitted by the 
writer of the former work, while perhaps some additions were 
made in the latter. Thus we may assume that the writer of 

the original document was acquainted with our Book. That 
the writer who brought the Recognitions to their present form 
had no independent knowledge of it may perhaps be inferred 
from what he says in an earlier part of his book, where he 
treats of the flood in a different connexion. He there closely 
follows the account of Gen. vi. and interprets the angels as 

being ‘righteous men who had lived the life of angels?) ie., 
as we may suppose, the Sethites. The opening words of iv. 
27, ‘For these and some other causes, a flood was brought 

upon the world, as we have said already and shall say again, 
seem to refer to this passage with some consciousness that it is 
not altogether consistent with the later exposition. It has no 
parallel, as it seems, in the Homulies*, and may therefore be 

due to the writer of the Recognitions himself. 

The first half of the third century‘ supplies us with yet 

another allusion in a heretical writing to our Book. We 
refer to the Syriac Book of the Laws of Countries (Cureton, 

Spicilegium Syriacum, p. 3, sq.) written probably by a dis- 
ciple of Bardesanes of Edessa, in which we find it stated 

1 Clem. Recog. i. 29 (Cot. i. 499): 
‘Igitur consummatis omnibus quae 

in coelo et in terris sunt, atque in 

aquis, multiplicato etiam hominum 

genere; octava generatione, homines 

justi qui Angelorum vixerant vitam, 

illecti pulcritudine mulierum, ad pro- 

miscuos et illicitos concubitus declina- 

verunt: et inde jam indiscrete et 
contra ordinem cuncta agentes, statum 

rerum humanarum et divinitus tradi- 
tum vitae ordinem permutarunt ; ita 
ut omnes homines, vel persuasione 

vel vi peccare in creatorem suum 

cogerent Deum. Ex nona generatione 

nascuntur Gigantes, illi qui a saeculo 

nominantur: non Spaxovrémodes ut 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxv. 

Graecorum fabulae ferunt ; sed immen- 

sis corporibus editi, quorum adhuc, 

ad indicium, in nonnullis locis ossa 

immensae magnitudinis ostenduntur. 

Sed adversum hos justa Dei provi- 
dentia diluvium mundo introduxit ; ut 

orbis quidem terrarum ab eorum con- 

tagione dilueretur; omnis vero locus 

ab impiorum nece verteretur in pela- 

gus.’ 

2 Compare Book of Adam and Eve, 
below p. 206. 

3 Except indeed the sentence printed 

in italics in note 1. See Hom. viii. 16 

above, p. 191. : 

4 Dict. of Christ. Biog, i. 256 sq. 

13 
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that man has been given freedom in order that he may 
be co-partner with angels, who are likewise possessed of 

personal freedom. ‘For we are sure that, if the angels likewise 
had not been possessed of personal freedom, they would not 
have consorted with? the daughters of men and sinned and 
fallen from their places.’ The last clause might perhaps have 
been founded directly on Gen. vi. But the immediately preced- 
ing reference to the free-will of the angels? is noteworthy and 

seems to prove that the writer borrowed from Enoch. 
Before passing to orthodox writers we must refer to the 

probably heretical? Apocalypse of Peter, of whose indebtedness 

to our Book we have already (p. 172 sqq.) given proof. 
The Apocalypse of Peter probably belongs to the early part 

of the 2nd century‘. Later on in the century we find our Book 

used by Justin Martyr and Athenagoras. The former of these 
writers spent a considerable part of his life at Rome; but as he 
embraced Christianity in Samaria and lived some time at 
Ephesus, he may be taken as representing the Eastern Church. 
The latter seems to have been an Athenian, though probably 

he had some connexion with the Alexandrian Church as well’. 
It is unnecessary to quote again the passages in their writings 

founded upon our Book® For our present purpose it is 

sufficient to note the fact that they do refer to it. 
An obscure fragment of Papias preserved by Andrew of 

Caesarea’ may here be transcribed. It is capable of explana- 

tion as based on a fuller text of the Book of Enoch than that 

which we now possess. 
Ilasrias 8é obtws emi AéEews. vious SE adtav, dyrady Tov 

Tanrat Ociwy ayyédrov, kal ths mepl tHv yhv Svaxocunocews 
éwxev dpyew, Kail Kad@s apxew tapnyyinoe’. Kal éfns 
gnoiv: eis ovdév S€ cuvéBn Terevticat tiv TaEw adTov. 

laam pahahzss Ct. 4 It appears to be mentioned in the 

Matt. i. 18, Rom. ix. 10 (Psh.). The Muratorian Canon; but see Zahm, WV. 
words in Gen. vi. 4 (Psh.) differ— 7: Zenon il. 106-110, 
\ at 5 Dict. of Christ. Biog. i. p. 204. 

+ - Com 6 See above, p. 177. 
2 See above, p. 178. 7 Routh’s Reliquiae i. p. 14. 
3 Cf. Robinson and James, Gospel 8 See above, p. 178. The reader 

and Revelation of Peter, p. 81, note. cannot fail to notice the resemblance 
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It is unfortunate that Andrew gives us no hint of the 

context. 

This is perhaps the best place to remark that the very early 
Gnostic Acts of Thomas (chap. 32)’ contain what is possibly an 
allusion to the Book of Enoch in the words of the Dragon: 

eyo eit 6 TOS ayyéXous avobev Kdtw piyas® Kal év Tais 

er Oupiats TOV yuvatKav avTors Katadijcas, iva ynyevets Tatdes 
é€ abtav yévovtat Kai TO O€Anpwad pov ev avtois SvaTpawpac’. 

It next falls to our lot to interrogate the great work of 
Irenaeus Against Heresies, composed between 182 and 188 A.D. 
One reference to the Book of Enoch by this writer has been 
frequently cited. ‘Enoch,’ he says (iv. 27. 2, Harvey ii. p. 190), 
‘sine circumcisione placens Deo cum esset homo Dei legatione 

ad angelos fungebatur, et translatus est, et conservatur usque 

nunc testis justi judicii Dei, guoniam angeli quidem transgressi 
deciderunt in terram in judicium ; homo autem placens, trans- 

latus est in salutem.’ 
The words in italics seem to imply, indeed, that the angels 

transgressed before they came to the earth. But Irenaeus by 

his desire to construct an antithesis is probably misled into a 
slight inaccuracy of statement. 

between this scrap from Papias and 
portions of the passage quoted from 

Athenagoras, above, p. 177. 

1 Tischendorf, Acta Apostolorum 
Apocrypha, p. 218. 

2 Cf. Acts of the Disputation of 

Archelaus 32, below, p. 197 (‘a dracone 
afflicti’), Lact. Inst. ii. 15, below p. 

214. 
3 We may here mention that a pas- 

sage has been cited from Tatian, the 

pupil of Justin, in which our Book has 
been supposed to be referred to, I 

hesitate to mention it in the text, as 

the allusion to the Book of Enoch is 

doubtful. Tatian (dd Graecos 7, 8) 
mentions imitators of the devil who 

became a host of demons even as he 

had become a demon, and of whose 

apostasy men were the material 

(iré0ects). This may be founded on 

On the whole we can scarcely 

the myth of the fallen Watchers pre- 

served in Enoch. But the supposition 

is rendered less probable by the fact 

that Tatian goes on to say that the 

demons showed men a plan of the 

stars and introduced Fate: to which 

statement our Book gives no support. 

It is certainly remarkable, however, 

that in the immediately preceding 

context he had expatiated on the free- 

will of angels and men (cap. 7). There 
is nothing else, so far as I am aware, in 

the extant writings of Tatian’ which 

could be construed as referring to the 

Book of Enoch, if we may perhaps 

except such phrases as ‘the day of 

consummation’ (Ad Graec. 17; cf. En. 

xvi. 1, yo) applied to the final judg- 

ment, and ‘demons...cast down from 

heaven’ (ib. 20). 

13—2 
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avoid believing that we have here a reference to Hn. xii. xiii, 

in which is described the Mission of the patriarch to the fallen 
Watchers, and to the account of their transgression (vi. sqq.) 
and condemnation (x.). It might be doubted whether Irenaeus 
quoted at first hand. But any hesitation on this point is 

removed by one or two other allusions to our Book, which I 
now proceed to enumerate. 

Adv. Heres. i. 2 (Harvey i. p. 90 sq.). Ivedpa aywov, 76 
dud TOV Tpodntav Kexnpuxos...kpiow Sixaiav év Tois Twaot 

momantar (sc. Xpiotos "Incovs 6 Kupios jor) Ta pev trvev- 
aTiKa THS Tovnplas, Kal ayyérous [Tovs] tapaBeBnKoTas, Kai 
év atoctacia yeyovotas, Kal tovs aoeBeis, kal adixovs, Kal 

avopous, Kal Bracdnuous taév avOperarv cis TO ai@vioy TIP 
méprn. See Enoch x. 13, 14, &e. 

Adv. Haer. i. 4 (i. p. 95) 7H Tév TapaBeRnkdTav ayyédov 
aTootacia. 

Adv. Haer. iv. 58. 4 (11. p. 279). ‘Et temporibus Noe juste 
diluvium inducens, uti exstingueret pessimum genus eorum qui 
tunc erant hominum, qui jam fructificare Deo non poterant, 

cum angeli transgressores commixti fuissent eis’ See Hnoch 
vii. 1. ‘Commixti fuissent,—not, be it observed, the phrase 

of Gen. vi. 4. 
Adv. Haer. v. 28. 2 (ii. p. 402). ‘Et non est mirandum, si 

daemoniis et apostaticis spiritibus ministrantibus ei, per eos 
faciat signa, in quibus seducat habitantes super terram.’ Cf. 

En. xv. 3 &e. 
We may also compare iv. 59 (ii. p. 285). ‘ Posuit autem in 

homine potestatem electionis, quaemadmodum et in angelis: 
(etenim angeli rationabiles:) uti hi quidem qui obedissent 
juste bonum sint possidentes....Qui autem non obedierunt... 
meritam poenam percipient.’ And iv. 61 (p. 289) ‘Sed oporte- 
bat, inquit, eum neque angelos tales fecisse, ut possent trans- 
gredi,...quoniam rationabiles et examinatores et judiciales facti 

sunt.’ See above, p. 178. 
Irenaeus himself does not, so far as I can discover, else- 

where use language which distinctly recalls our Book. But he 
quotes (Adv. Haer. i. 8. 17, Harvey i. p. 155) from a certain 

‘divine elder and preacher of the truth’ some lines which seem 
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to be clearly founded on Enoch vii. 1, viii. 1, &. Who this 

elder was does not appear, but as he wrote in Greek it is not 
improbable that he belonged to the region with the literature 

of which we are now dealing. His words are 

EidmAomoré, Mapxe, kal tepatooKore, 

"Aotporoyixhs Eurrerpe Kal payixhs Téxyvys, 

A’ dv Kpatives THs TAaVns Ta SidaypyaTa, 
X<npeta Secxvds tois bd cov TrAaAVapMEVOLS, 

"Arootatichs Suvdpews eyxerpnuata, 
"A coe xopnyel ods watip Larav ael? 
A’ ayyedtxfis Suvapews “Alatnr trovety 

“Eyov oe mpodpouov avtiléov mavoupyias. 

Passing over two centuries we come to Epiphanius, who 
possibly alludes to our Book when he says (Haeres. i. 4, 
Dindorf i. p. 282): 

vov € & xpévors rod *Idped Kal éeréxewwa happaxeia, paryeia, 
acédyeva, pouyela Kal advxia. 

It is not easy to fix the date of the Acts of the Disputation 
of Archelaus with Manes in their present form, and their 
genuineness has been disputed. But as Archelaus was bishop 
of Carchar in Mesopotamia we may here extract a sentence or 
two, in which knowledge of the Book of Enoch seems to be 
implied. In chapter 32 (Routh’s Reliquiae iv. p. 211) we find 

the following: 

‘Deus enim omnia, quae fecit, bona valde fecit, liberi arbitrii 

sensum unicuique dedit, qua ratione etiam legem iudicii posuit. 
Peccare nostrum est, ut autem non peccemus, Dei donum est, 

ex eo quod in nostro sit arbitrio constitutum peccare, vel non 
peccare....Et certe qui voluerint, observant mandata, qui vero 
contempserint, et in perversum declinaverint, sine dubio legem 
judicii ferent. Ex hoc etiam Angelorum quidam, mandato Dei 
non subditi, voluntati eius restiterunt, et aliquis quidem de 
caelo, tanquam fulgur ignis, cecidit super terram, alii vero in 
felicitate hominum filiabus admisti, a dracone afflicti, ignis 
aeterni poenam suscipere meruerunt.’ 

1 So the line is emended by Harvey, and so also it is read in Epiphanius, 
Haer, xxxiy. 11 (Dindorf ii. 233). 
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The last portion of this passage might perhaps have been 
derived from Scripture (though ‘admixti’ points rather to 

En. vii. 1 (E) than to Gen. vi. 2, 4), and it is certainly not 

based solely upon our book in its present form. But the 
preceding allusion to free-will, a reference to which, as we have 

already seen!, probably existed in early copies of the Book of 
Enoch immediately before the narrative of the Watchers, makes 
it likely that this work is the source of the passage. Compare 

also Hn. lxxxvi. 1. 
The Narrative of Joseph of Arimathea, the date and place 

of which are not settled?, is a violently anti-Jewish work. 

Thus, to take but one instance, the penitent thief alone—all 

other descendants of Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Moses being 

excluded—dwells in Paradise. It was scarcely therefore to be 

expected that we should come across a reference to the Book of 

Enoch. But I find it difficult to dismiss the thought that we 

have in the words of the penitent thief (111. 3, Tisch. p. 465) a 

reminiscence of our Book. 

‘O &é éx deEvdv AnoTHS, @ dvoua Anuas, idov thv Oeixnv 
xapw Tod “Incovd, ovtws EBda Oida ce, Inood Xpioré, dre vids 

Tov Oeod ei Xpiotov ce ops vd pupiov pupiadmv éyyédov 
TpooKUyOvUpEVOY. TUYYWpHoOoY LoL TAS dwapTias pou as érpaka: 

pn ev é€eTaces pov Trommoets ta dotpa éXOeiv KaT ewod 7) TH 
cedyvyy, Stav pédAys Kpivat TacaY TV olkoupévyy, OTL EV VUKTL €m patrov 

Tas Kakas you Bovdras: 7) KiVNnTELS Tov HAvov TOV VV aKoTLbO- 

pevov Std oé eitely TA KAKA THS Kapdias poU* odBty yap ddérews 
dpapridv 8dpov Ovvamal cou Tapacyeiv. 

Compare this with the following passage from Enoch (c. 10, 

12), occurring in the description of the ‘day of judgment, in 
which (v. 4 sq.) the Most High will arise to ewecute great 

judgment amongst sinners,’ attended by the angels. 
‘And now know ye that the angels will seek out your deeds 

in heaven from the sun and from the moon and from the stars 
in reference to your sins. And now give presents to the rain 

that it be not withheld from descending upon you.’ Possibly 

t Above, p. 178. and for the text Tischendorf, Evan- 
2 See Tischendorf, De Evangeliorum  gelia Apocrypha 2nd ed. Lipsiae, 1876. 

Apocryphorum Origine et Usu, 1851; 
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the saying of the thief is derived from an older document 
which borrowed directly from Ps.-Enoch. 

The supposition that the passage just quoted is founded, 
not directly on Enoch, but on some other document which 
borrowed from it seems to be confirmed by the following! which 

I extract from the Apocalypse of Paul. It will be observed 
that it resembles the Narrative of Joseph in some phrases which 
have no parallel in Enoch (notice especially of dyyedou Epyovtat 
mpos Tov Oedv mpooxwjca aire), while on the other hand some 
of the coincidences with Enoch have disappeared. There is 
nothing about the giving of presents: the sun, moon, stars and 

sea are as much instruments of punishment as witnesses, and 
their testimony against sinners is given daily. 

TOAAGKLS yap O péyas hwoTnp 6 Hos TpoTHAGEy TO ew 
Kata TOV avOpotrav Aéywv KUpLe O Oeds. 0 TavTOKpaTwp, Ews 

Tivos avéxeoat evi Tadcay dpapTtiay THY avOpeTrwV ; KédEVTOV 
pol, Kat KataprcEw avdTouvs. Kal éyéveto dPavn Tpos avTov" 7 

paxpoOupia pov TavTwY TOVT@Y avéYETAL, OTWS pETAVONTwWOLV" 
eb O€ pun, EAeVTOVTAL TPOS ME Kayd abtors Kp. TroAAaKLS bé Kal 

a cedtivy Kal rd dorpa TpocHAGov TO KUpiw NéyovTeEs* KUPLE O Beds 
0 TavToKpatwp, nuiv dSédwxas tHhv éEovciay THs vuKTOs, Kal 
OUKETL OTEYOMEV TAS KNOTIAS...KéEVTOY HuiV, Kal TOLNTwpED Ets 
avTovs Tépata...opoiws dé kal 1) Oadacoa éBonoev...dca Tadta 
mavra evroyeite Tov Oeoy axatatavoTws, éTt dé paAXdov 
Suvvovtos Tov nriov. €v auTh yap T™7 dpa Tavres ol ayyedou tpxovrat 

mpos Tov Oedv TPOTKUINTAL aur, kal Tpordyouri Ta epya Tov dvOpdrrwv, 

éxdotou 6 TL érpakev amo Tpwl Ews éotrépas... 
And lastly it may be mentioned that in the Apocalypse of 

Moses (5th cent.) there is a singular agreement with the first 
section of the Ethiopic Book of Enoch as to the number and 
names of the chief angels. God speaks to Michael, Gabriel, 

Uriel and Raphael (cf. Hn. ix. 1, Eth. text as emended, Charles, 

p. 333—in the Greek text the order is different), and these 

prepare Adam’s body for burial; while seven angels (cf. Hn. xx. 

1 Apocalypsis Pauli, 4 sqq. (Tisch. between this passage and that quoted 

Apocal. Apocr. p.36). DrJameskindly from the Narratio. 

drew my attention to the resemblance 
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Greek) bury him’. This scarcely indicates direct literary con- 

nexion: but it is a coincidence worthy of mention?. 
Of the testimonies now adduced, two (Athenag. Legatio 24, 

Tren. i. 2. 1) refer to the Book as written by a prophet, one 

speaks of it as the ‘Scripture (ypagdy) of Enoch’ (Test. Sim. 5, 
Levi 14, Naph. 4): all, except perhaps the Apocalypse of Peter, 
accept the narrative related in it as historically correct. But 

they give us no further hint as to the degree of authority 
which they ascribe to it. That it was widely known among 
Christians of the East at this time appears probable from 

Celsus, whose reference to it will be more conveniently dis- 

cussed in connexion with Origen, in the next section. 
Besides those which have been mentioned, references to the 

Book of Enoch are rare in Eastern literature, especially in later 
centuries. Anatolius (ap. Eus. H. #. vii. 32. 19, cf. Hn. Lxxii. 

6—8) refers to it, but only as a writing held in repute among 
the Jews. In the Apostolic Constitutions it is condemned 
along with apocryphal books of Moses, Adam, Isaiah, David, 
Elijah and the three Patriarchs. Chrysostom does not seem 

to have known it. For if he had, he would certainly have 
mentioned it in Hom. xxii. in Gen. vi. 62. But it still con- 

tinued to be copied at Jerusalem®, for it is mentioned in the 
middle of the ninth century in the Stichometry of Nicephorus‘. 

It can scarcely however have been widely read at that period. 

Otherwise Syncellus would hardly have taken the trouble to 
transcribe four long extracts from it. Syncellus himself was 
evidently familiar with the work, as he more than once alludes 

to it. 

1 Cap. 40, Tischendorf, Apocal. The Antiphonary of Bangor, London, 

Apocr. p. 21. 

2 It is curious to find a similar co- 
incidence with the 8th or 9th century 
Irish ms. Harl. 7653, where a list of 

seven angels is given, whose names 

are all found in the Book of Enoch, 

and with one exception are those of 

the seven angels of Hn. xx. (y*). The 
exception is Azael (substituted for 

ZTapipd or Saraqael). See F. E. Warren 

1895, ii. p. 85. Mr Warren (p. 91) 

observed the coincidence of six of the 
names with those of Enoch, but for 

Heremiel refers only to 4 Esd. iv. 36 
(Bensly’s text). 

3 Compare James’ Lecture on the 
Apocalypse of Peter, p. 46. 

4 See also the passage quoted from 
Gregory Barhebraeus below, p. 206 
note. 
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2. Alexandria, Egypt, éc. The Epistle of Barnabas, which 

was probably written by an Alexandrian Christian’, supplies 
us with two references to the Book of Enoch (see above, pp. 
171, 172), in one of which it is described as Scripture (7 ypady). 

Among later writers it will cause no surprise to find some 

quotations from the Book of Enoch in Clement of Alexandria’. 
The passages have been given above (p. 181 sq.) None of 
them helps us to determine his view of the authority of the 
Book, though he clearly regards it as having been written by 

the patriarch whose name it bears. 

Origen is our next important witness to the esteem in 

which the Book of Enoch was held in Alexandria. Origen 
quotes our Book several times, but his most remarkable re- 
ference to it is found in his treatise Contra Celsum v. 52 sqq. 
(Delarue i. p. 617). Celsus had argued that Christ could not 
be regarded as the only Angel who had come to men, 

éXOeiy yap Kal adXovs Aéyouor ToARAaKLS, KaL Omod YE 

éEnxovta » EBdoujKovta: ws 1 yevéoOar Kaxods, Kal Konda- 
fecbar Secpois broBrAnOévtas ev yn GOev Kal tas Oeppyas 
mnyas elvat Ta éxeivwv Saxpva'. 

Celsus does not tell us whence he derived this notion. 
Origen however is doubtless correct when he conjectures that 
the ultimate source of the myth was the Book of Enoch (see 
En. vi. 5, 6, x. 4 sqq. &c.), the contents of which he says his 
opponent did not understand, ‘for he does not appear to have 

read the passages in question®.’ This is very probable. Celsus 

1 Salmon, Int. to N. T. 4th ed. 
p. 571 sq. 

2 See Salmon op. cit. p. 177, note. 
3 In addition to the passages there 

cited compare his comment on the 

‘wandering stars’ of S. Jude 13 (Adum- 
brationes: Bunsen, Analecta Ante-Ni- 

caena i. p. 332, Migne Pat. Graec. ix. 

733). ‘Sidera errantia, hoc est, er- 

rantes et apostatas significat : ex hujus- 

modi stellis sunt, qui angelorum ceci- 

dere de sedibus, quibus propter apo- 
stasiam caligo tenebrarum reservatur in 

sempiternum. Prophetavit autem de his 

septimus, inquit, ab Adam Enoch. His 

verbis prophetiam comprobat.’ Also 
Paed. ii. 9 (Migne viii. 493) dyyédous, 

ols éypnydpous Kadoduey (but cf. Dan. 

iv. 13, 17, 23), and Paed. iii. 2 (Migne 

Vili. 576) detyud cor TovTwy of dyyedor 

ToU Oeod 7d KdANOS KaTaNeAoLTéTes Oia 

KaddXos papawwduevov, Kat Tocodrov é& 

ovpavav aromecdvres xamal. 

4 Has this idea some connexion 

with Enoch Ixvii. 5—11? 

5 arwa 008’ abta galverar dvayvots 
(cap. 54, p. 619). 
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could hardly have quoted them so inaccurately as he appears 
to have done if they were before him as he wrote. But it is 
important to remark that he does not profess to quote from any 

- writing. He simply refers to the common belief of Christians— 
‘éyovor. The most consistent explanation seems to be that 
the Christian communities with which Celsus came in contact 
read the Book of Enoch and accepted as historical the narrative 

of the fall of the Watchers. From them and not from the 
Work itself Celsus drew his account of what the Book of 

Enoch contained. We have therefore in this passage evidence 
that in the time of Celsus, and in the country where he wrote, 
Enoch was a popular work among Christians. The time was 
probably the last quarter of the second century, the place 
somewhere in the Eastern region to which the last section 
was devoted’. 

Origen’s reply to the argument of Celsus is two-fold. First 
(p. 619), ‘the books which bear the name of Enoch do not at all 

circulate in the Churches as divine’ (év tais éxxAnoias ov 
mavu pépetar ws Ocia Ta éerriyeypappéva Tod ‘Evwy BuBria); 
and secondly (p. 620), ‘those who are capable of understanding 
the meaning of the prophet’ (1rpopyntixod BovAnjpuatos) will per- 
ceive that his narrative is to be interpreted allegorically. From 
this we shall be content for the present to infer that Origen 

believed the Book of Enoch to have been really written, by the 
patriarch of that name, and that candour compelled him to 
acknowledge this to an opponent of the Faith. 

In more than one place Origen speaks of Enoch as ‘Scrip- 
ture’ (ypag7). Thus De Princ. i. 3 (Delarue i. p. 61) ‘Quod 
autem a Deo universa creata sint...ex multis scripturae as- 

sertionibus comprobatur, a statement which he supports by 
quoting from the Pastor of Hermas and referring in general 

terms to the Book of Enoch*. Again (De Prine. iv. 35, Delarue 

1 Origen Cont. Cels. v. 55 (Delarue 

i, p. 620) cal péper (ws dard Tod ’Evey, 
ovx Svopdlwv avrdv) 76, Oder Kal, K.7.€. 

2 Not, we may believe, Alexandria, 

If Celsus had lived there Origen would 
have known more about him than he 
did. 

3 There is indeed in the present 

text of our Book no passage to which 

Origen can be supposed to refer here, 
and accordingly Mr Charles claims this 
as an allusion to Slav. En, xxiv.— 
xxx., xlvii. 3,4. But as the Ethiopic 
Book is admittedly fragmentary, his 
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i. p. 193) ‘Sed fortasse requiret aliquis, si possumus etiam de 
scripturis occasionem aliquam intelligentiae huius accipere. 
Videtur mihi tale aliquid significari in Psalmis:..Sed et in 
libro suo Enoch ita ait: Ambulavi usque ad imperfectum’,... 
scriptum namque est in eodem libello, dicente Enoch: Uni- 

versas materias perspexi”,’ 
So too in his commentary on S. John’s Gospel (vi. 25, 

Delarue iv. p. 142) he appears to regard the Book as ‘holy, 
but with some hesitation. ‘Jordan’ he says is akin to ‘Jared,’ 
both alike meaning a descent. The latter name is derived 
from the descent of the angels recorded in the Book of Enoch, 
‘if it is legitimate to receive it as holy’ (ds é& 7@ ‘Evoy 

yéypartat, eb Te hirov trapadéyecOat ws aylov To BuBXrior). 
His hesitation is still greater in Hom. xxvii. in Num. 2. He 

is discussing (Delarue ii. p. 384) the probability that there are 
different places in the regions of heaven. He bases an argu- 

ment on the names given by God to the stars (Ps. cxlvii. 4), 

and then he proceeds, ‘De quibus quidem nominibus plurima 
in libellis qui appellantur Enoch, secreta continentur, et arcana: 
sed quia libelli ipsi non videntur apud Hebraeos in auctoritate 
haberi, interim nunc ea quae ibi nominantur, ad exemplum 

vocare differamus.’ It is not quite clear whether the antecedent 
of ‘quibus nominibus’ is the names of the stars, or of the 
heavenly regions. On the former supposition the reference 

would be satisfied by Eth. En. lxxxii. 9 sqq., on the latter by 
Slav. En, xxi. 6, xxii. 1 (A). Most probably Origen alludes to 
both these passages. For it will be noticed that he speaks of 
‘libelli Enoch’ in the plural. 

Glancing back now over these five references to our Book 
we see that in his earlier life at Alexandria’® he cites Enoch as 

Scripture, placing it on a level as to authority, now with the 
Shepherd of Hermas, now with the Psalms. Later on, when 
living at Caesarea, he speaks more guardedly, hesitating to 
call the book ‘holy’ and deliberately declining to use it as 

supplementing a quotation from the Psalms. And finally, in 

dogmatic assertion appears somewhat 2 See above, p. 182. 

hasty. 3 Dict. of Christ. Biog. iv. 103 sq. iy, 
1 Enoch xxi. 1. 
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the closing years of his life he declares that it is not in the 

Churches held to be divine, and therefore not of binding force 
upon Christians. But throughout he accepts it as a genuine 

production of Enoch’s pen. The De Princ. may be taken as 
representing the Alexandrian tradition, the later works the 
modification of that tradition due to his own free thought. 

No orthodox Egyptian writer, so far as I am aware, refers 
to the Book of Enoch! for two centuries after the death of 

Origen. But that it was known to the writer of the Gnostic 
work Pistis Sophia, and held in high esteem in Egypt in his 
time, appears to have been proved by the extracts given above, 

p. 183 sq. . 
It would seem, judging from the inconsistent statements of 

M. Berthelot on this subject’, that some uncertainty exists as 
to the date of the Alexandrian philosopher Zosimus Panopolites. 
He probably, however, compiled the work of which some 
portions are extant somewhat later than the period to which 
the Pistis Sophia is usually assigned*, and like the author of 

that work he was perhaps a Gnostic. That he knew the Book 

of Enoch will be made evident by the following extract from 
Georgius Syncellus*. 

1 Alexander Lycopolites, early in 

the fourth century, seems not to have 

accepted the book, for he interprets 

Gen. vi. 2 as meaning that ‘ the nutri- 

tive powers of the soul descended from 

heaven to earth.’ De Manich. 25 
(Brinkmann, p. 37), “A dé \éyerau bd 

TOV Toncewy Tepl TSY yeydvTwv, aVTLKpUS 

bOOds éorw. ob pev yap mepl TovTwY 

dvardrrovres é€v adAnyoplars Ta Toradra 

mpopépovTat, Td cEeuvov Tod Adyou arro- 

KpUmrovres TH TOD pUOov idég* olov drav 

n T&v "lovdalwy icropla py Tods a-yyéXous 

Tais Ovyatpdot Tav avOpwrev els adppo- 

Siclwy = cuvedynrvbéva pit, Tas yap 

Operrixds Suvduers THS WuxXAs awd Tov 

dvw éml ra THe [...] 7 Toadrn mpopopa 
Tod Néyou cnualver. This appears, at 

least at first sight, inconsistent with 

the Enochian story. Nevertheless we 

must not fail to remember the words 
of Jerome quoted below, p. 219 note; 

nor must we forget that possibly Alex- 

ander was not a Christian when he 
wrote (Dictionary of Christian Bio- 

graphy i. 86). 
2 Berthelot, Collection des Anciens 

Alchimistes Grecs, Paris, 1888. Avant- 

propos, p. vi, Introduction, pp. 82, 

201. 
3 He is placed in the 4th century 

or earlier by Kopp (Beitrdge zur Ge- 

schichte der Chemie, p. 55, quoted by 

Professor J. Ferguson in the Proceed- 

ings of the Philosophical Society of 

Glasgow, x. p. 388). 

4 P. 13, ed. Goar. Little seems to 

be certainly known of Zosimus beyond 
what we learn from very brief notices 
in Suidas and Syncellus. 

CO 
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aétov 8€ Kat Zwoipov tod Travoronritov didocdgou yxphow 
Twa Tapabécbar rept avtarv, ex THY yeypappévov avT@ Tpos 
OcocéBeray ev TH evvdt@ Ths “IpovP BiBro, Exovcay wée. 
hackovat ai tepal ypagal, Hrov BBA, © yUval, OTL EotL TL 

Saimovev yévos, 6 xphtae yuvackiv. éewvnuovevoe S€ Kali o 
‘Epuns év tots dvavkois...TovTo ody Epacay dpxatar Kal Ociat 

ypadal, OTL ayyedol Tives EmeOUunoay TOY yuvatKOr', Kal KaTEA- 
Oovtes édidaEay avtds Ta THs Pioews Epya’, dv yapw, hacir, 
mTpockpovoartes, em Tod ovpavod euwewav®, OTL TavTa Ta 
Tovnpa Kal pndev @pedodrTa THY ruyny édida~av Tovs avOpo- 

mous’, é& avtdv dacKovaw ai abral ypadal Kal Tovs yiyayTas 
yeyevrnobar’....cai Ta EEN. 

For this passage I have searched in vain in the edition of 
the works of Zosimus lately published by M. Berthelot*. 

It must be remarked that not all in Egypt who knew and 

read the Book of Enoch treated it as possessing authority. 
The Book of Adam and Eve, of which an English version was 
published by Dr Malan in 1882, was in the opinion of the 

translator written in Egypt in the Arabic language. Ac- 

cording to Dillmann it belongs to the fifth or sixth century. 
Its author tells us (11. 22) that the patriarch Enoch was that 
‘Enoch to whom many wonders happened, and who also wrote 

a celebrated book.’ This is sufficient to show that a ‘Book of 

Enoch’ was well known in Egypt at the time when he wrote. 
Mr Charles (Book of the Secrets of Enoch, p. xviii.) infers, and 
probably correctly, from four passages’ that the writer was 
acquainted with, the Slavonic Book; but it appears no less 

certain that he knew the Ethiopic work also, though he did 
not in all respects accept its teaching. A glance at the fourth 
chapter of his third book will convince us of this. ‘Certain 
wise men of old, he there says, ‘wrote concerning them [the 
giants] and say in their books, that angels came down from 

1 En. vi. 2. 7 One of them however (xxix. 4, 5) 

2 En. vi. 6, vii. 1, viii. 1, 3. does not occur in the ms. B. It does 

3 En, xiv. 5. not seem quite certain that the other 

4 En. xvi. 3 (E). three may not come from the Ethiopic 
5 En. vii. 2 etc. Book. Cf. Adam and Eve i. 8 with 

6 Berthelot, op. cit. Texte Grec, pp. En. lxi. 9—12, and Adam and Eve i. 

107— 252. 11, 14 with En. xxii. 9b. 
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heaven, and mingled with the daughters of Cain, who bare 

unto them these giants. But those [wise men] err in what they 
say.... But many men say, that angels came down from heaven, 

and joined themselves to women, and had children by them. 
This cannot be true.’ Nevertheless he is at considerable pains 
to bring his own theory of the transaction (the Sethite) as 

nearly as possible into agreement with the narrative of the 
Book of Enoch. ‘They were children of Seth...that dwelt on 
the mountain, high up, while they preserved their virginity, 
their innocence and their glory like angels; and were then 
called “angels of God.” But when they transgressed and 

mingled with the children of Cain,...ill-informed men said that 
angels had come down’ &c. &c. The story of the transgression 

of the Sethites had been told at length in Bk. ii. 19 sqq. It 

took place in the days of Jared! (which is not mentioned in 
the Slavonic Book). ‘Jared continued to teach his children 
eighty years; but after that...they began to go down from the 

Holy Mountain one after another, and to mix with the children 

of Cain, in foul fellowships” This was done through the 

machinations of Genun, who taught the children of Cain to 
make musical instruments and induced them to commit all 

kinds of wickedness, and finally ‘took iron and with it made 

weapons of war’ (cf. Hn. viii. 1), and sin increased exceedingly 
on the earth. All this time the children of Seth looked down 

from the mountain and saw what was done; and at the end of 
a year, when ‘Genun saw that they were being won over to 
him little by little, Satan entered into him and taught him to 
make dyeing-stuffs for garments of divers patterns, and made 
him to understand how to dye crimson and purple, and what 

not (cf. Hn. viii. 1)....Meanwhile the children of Seth...prayed 
and praised God, in place of the hosts [of angels] who had 
fallen; wherefore God had called them “angels®.”’ But after- 
wards ‘they kept on gathering together...to look upon the 

1 En. vi. 6. Hermon leading a life of purity and 

2 The same statement is made at ii. abstaining from marriage; wherefore 

11, where Malan quotes a sentence were they called Watchers and Sons of 

from Gregory Barhebraeus, which is God’ (Dyn. p. 4). 

worth copying: ‘They dwelt on Mount 
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children of Cain...upon their beautiful dresses and ornaments’ 
(cf. Hn. viii. 1)!; and in the end one hundred of them went 

down, followed by almost all the rest, and committed abomina- 
tion with the daughters of Cain. All this was not done 
without protest. Enoch as well as Jared remonstrated with 
them, the former saying ‘Hear me, O ye sons of Seth, small 
and great—when ye transgress the commandment of our 
fathers, and go down from this holy mountain—ye shall not 
come up hither again for ever’ (cf. Hn. xiv. 5). After this 
long extract it is almost needless to add minor coincidences. 

But the frequent application of the phrase ‘the middle of the 
earth’ to Jerusalem (e.g. 11. 8 (ter), 21 (bes), 11. 13 (bes), 14, 
iv. 3; cf. Hn. xxvi. 1, xc. 26) may be noted, as well as ‘the 

- mansions of the righteous and of the chosen’ (i1. 22, cf. Hn. 

xxxix. 4, 7), and the sweet-smelling trees of Paradise (1. 1, cf. 

En. xxxii. 3). 

Though the number of Egyptian writers who cite the Book 
of Enoch is not great, it is evident that the Book was held in 

high esteem among the Christians of that country. It actually 

found its way into the Old Testament Canon in the Abyssinian 

Church, and in the Ethiopic version of the Holy Scriptures 
follows the Book of Job. That it was read in Greek in Egypt 
at least as late as the eighth century is further proved by the 
recent discovery of the fragment at Ahkmim. 

3. Africa. Here the Book of Enoch found a skilful and 
enthusiastic champion in the second century in the person of 

Tertullian. Tertullian not only, as we have already seen 
(p. 177 sqq.), quotes from Enoch, but he undertakes to defend 

its claim to inspiration. The passage De Cult. Fem. i. 3 sqq.? 
is worthy of study. It is the immediate sequel of one which 

has been already in part transcribed (p. 178), in which he 
comments on the story of the revelation of the forbidden 
mysteries by the fallen angels. 

‘Scio scripturam Enoch, quae hunc ordinem angelis dedit, 
non recipi a quibusdam, quia nec in armarium judaicum 

1 The ornaments of the women are Test. Reub. 5: see above, p. 172. 

the temptation of the ‘angels,’ as in 2 Migne i. 1307. 
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admittitur’, Opinor, non putaverunt illam ante cataclysmum 
editam post eum casum orbis omnium rerum abolitorem salvam 

esse potuisse.’ 
To this objection he makes answer that Noah must have 

received the oral tradition of his great-grandfather’s teaching’. 
But in any case, 

‘Perinde potuit abolefactam eam violentia cataclysmi in 
spiritu rursus reformare, quemadmodum et...omne instrumen- 

tum judaicae litteraturae per Esdram constat restauratum. Sed 
cum Enoch eadem scriptura etiam de domino praedicarit, a 
nobis quidem nihil omnino rejiciendum est, quod pertinet ad 

nos. Kt legimus omnem scripturam aedificationi habilem 
divinitus inspirari....EZo accedit, quod Enoch apud Judam 

apostolum testimonium possidet.’ 

On this passage one or two remarks must be made. In the 
first place those to whom Tertullian addressed himself were 
not likely to be unanimous in receiving the testimony of the 

Book of Enoch. The very fact that he gives so much space to 
the argument for its inspiration proves this. And moreover 
he admits that ‘some’ did not count it inspired. By a rhetori- 
cal writer like Tertullian it is not probable that the objection 

would have been mentioned at all if these ‘certain persons’ 
were not a numerous and influential body. In fact the im- 
pression left upon the mind of a reader is that Tertullian was 

labouring to introduce a book hitherto little known or little 
valued in the African Church. And this is borne out by the 

fact that he quotes from a Greek copy*. If the work had been 
much read in Africa, above all if it had been regarded as 

inspired, it must have appeared in a Latin translation. But 

1 A consideration to which Origen, 

be it remembered, attached consider- 

each case from a foreign language, the 

leading words of the original being 

able importance. 

2 His words will be found above, 

p- 180 note 1. 

3 That Tertullian read the Book of 

Enoch in Greek is demonstrated by a 
comparison of De Cult. Fem, i. 2, with 

ii. 10, in both of which he quotes En. 

viii. 1. He evidently translates in 

represented by different Latin words 
in the two passages in almost every 
case. That the original was Greek 

is proved by the word xadd\uBrépapor 
which he transliterates in the latter 
place. It is found in y as the equiva- 
lent of ‘the beautifying of the eyelids’ 
of EB. 
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that such a translation existed there is no evidence to show}. 
If it existed it certainly was not used by Tertullian. 

In the second place it is quite clear from the whole drift 
of the passage that Enoch was the sole authority known to 
Tertullian for the revealing of the forbidden arts by the angels. 
But it is no less clear that for the descent of the angels he 
believed himself to have Scripture warrant quite apart from 

Enoch. For he proceeds (cap. 4), ‘Nulla nunc muliebri pompae 
nota inusta sit praedamnationis de exitu auctorum, nihil angelis 

illis imputetur praeter repudium coeli et matrimonium carnis,’ 
This he must have deemed to be implied by the narrative in 

Genesis and the allusions of St Jude. Wherever therefore we 
find references in Tertullian to the teaching of new arts by the 

angels, we may be certain that he refers to our Book, but 
where he goes no further than the ‘repudiation of heaven and 
carnal marriage’ we have no reason to believe that he makes 
allusion to any writing outside the Canon’. 

And lastly the passage before us proves that Tertullian 

believed that as regards inspiration and authority Enoch was 

absolutely on a level with the Canonical Books*. In this he 
appears to go further, or at least to speak more emphatically, 
than any other writer early or late. 

In one or two other places Tertullian uses language quite 
in keeping with this view. Thus in his Apology (cap. 22) he 
calls the book ‘holy Scripture’ (sacrae litterae), and in De Idol. 
15 he tells us that the Holy Spirit sang (praececinit) through 

Enoch the Prophet, referring to a prediction which was doubt- 
less contained in our Book in the form in which he read it‘. 

1 Zahn, indeed (Geschichte des Neu- 
test. Kanons ii. 797), regards the passage 

in Ps.-Cyprian (above, p. 165) as a 
fragment of a Latin translation of 

the Book. But this does not appear 

to be necessary. See below, p. 225 note. - 

? It therefore serves no very useful 
purpose to swell the list of Tertullian’s 
references to our Book with such pas- 

sages as De Virg. Vel. 7, De Orat. 22 

(17), Cont. Mare. v. 8, 18, which might 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxv. 

very well have been written if the 
Book of Enoch had never existed. 

They are founded directly on Gen. vi. 

Enoch is not mentioned even where a 

reference to our Book might have helped 

Tertullian’s arguments, 

3 ‘Kraftiger konnte man kaum fiir 

die kanonische Anerkennung des He- 

noch-buchs eintreten,’ says Zahn, Ge- 

schichte des Neutest. Kanons i. 122. 

4 See above, p. 181. 

14 
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Whether or not Tertullian was the means of introducing 
the Book of Enoch for the first time to the notice of African 

Churchmen, it is reasonable to expect that his enthusiastic 
advocacy would give it a high place in the regard of the more 

learned theologians of that region. So long of course as it 
existed only in the Greek language, it was only the more 
learned who could cite it at first hand. But to them it was 

well-known, as we have unquestionable evidence to show. 
I do not know whether I ought in this place to mention 

the vision of Perpetua (Acta SS. Perpet. et Felic. vii., viii. 

Robinson, p. 72 sqq.) in which after her prayer she sees the 
place which had been gloomy now bright’, and one drawing 

water from the pool incessantly; and upon its brink was a 
goblet filled with water; and Dinocrates drew near and began 
to drink from it. ‘Then’ she says ‘I understood that he was 
translated from punishment.’ Just so in Hn. xxii, when the 
division of the under-world reserved for the righteous is con- 

trasted with the places where the wicked are punished, it is 

said that ‘there is a spring of water and light above it’ (or 
with the Greek ‘where is the light-giving spring of water’). 
Less striking are the ‘house built of light’ (xii. p. 80 sq., ef. 
En. xiv. 8 sqq.) and the ‘indescribable odour’ of Paradise 

(xiii. p. 82 sq., cf. Hn. xxiv. 3, 4 &.). 
It is with doubt also that I transcribe some words of 

Minucius Felix. Is he to be taken as representing the African 
or the Italian Church? Does he quote the Book of Enoch ? 

In reply to the former question I am inclined to choose the 
African alternative, on account of his use of Tertullian, and 

the use made of him by Cyprian (Dict. of Christ. Biog. i. 740, 
ili. 922). The latter I must leave to be answered by those 
who will read, with its context, the following paneagy from the 

Octavius chap. 26 (Halm i ig os 38). 
‘Spiritus sunt insinceri, uagi, a caelesti uigore terrenis labibus 

et cupiditatibus degrauati. Isti igitur spiritus, posteaquam 
simplicitatem substantiae suae, onusti et immersi uitiis perdi- 

1 These words rest upon the au- But the fact which they state is im- 
thority of a single Latin ms. and are plied by the context. 

omitted from Prof. A. Robinson’s text. 
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derunt, ad solacium calamitatis suae non desinunt perditi iam 
perdere, et deprauati errorem prauitatis infundere, et alienati a 
Deo inductis prauis religionibus a Deo segregare. os spiritus 

daemonas esse poetae sciunt, philosophi disserunt’ &. Com- 

pare En. xv., xvi. 1, xix. 1 &c. 
We must however mention Five Books against Marcion, a 

poetical treatise falsely ascribed to Tertullian, the authorship of 
which is unknown. It may perhaps be assumed that it is 
African in origin’. The following is the summary of the life 
of Enoch given in Book mt. chapter 2 (Migne ii. 1070). 

‘Huius Enoch, insigne decus, de corpore membrum 

A deo digressos populos facinusque sequentes, 
Dum furit in terris refugarum turba latronum ; 

Sacrilegum genus ut fugeret crudele gigantum, 

Consilio revocabat, in omnibus ipse fidelis. 
Ingenti gemitu placuit, meritoque labore 
Translatum magno pignus servatur honore.’ 

This passage appears to be founded on our Book, at least so 

far as to make Enoch contemporary with the giants of Gen. vi: 

This is quite compatible with, and is even suggested by, the 
Book of Enoch, but is at variance with the Scripture narrative. 

Somewhat later than Tertullian was Commodianus. He 
refers to the Book of Enoch in at least two passages. 

Let us quote first Instructiones i. 3 sqq. (Dombart p. 7). 

‘Cum Deus omnipotens exornasset mundi naturam, 

Visitari uoluit terram ab angelis istam, 

Legitima cuius spreuerunt illi dimissi?: 

Tanta fuit forma feminarum, quae flecteret illos’. 

Ut coinquinati non possunt coelo redire‘, 
Rebelles ex illo contra Deum verba misere’. 

Altissimus inde sententiam misit in illis®; 

1 Oehler however (Tertullian ii. 782) circumstances. 
ascribes it to Victorinus of Marseilles. 2 See above, p. 166. 

If he be indeed the author of the verses, 3 En. vi. 1, 2. 

we have here a Gallican witness. But 4 En. xiv. 5. 

if so, as we shall presently see, the 5 En. i. 9 (y), xili. 2. 
evidence stands alone in Gaul, and it 6 En. x. 4 8qq., xii. sq. 

is too slight to be relied upon in such 

14—2 
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De semine quorum gigantes nati feruntur’. 
Ab ipsis in terra artis prolatae fuere, 

Et tingere lanas’ docuerunt et quaeque geruntur’, 
Mortales et illi mortuos simulacro ponebant*. 

Omnipotens autem, quod essent de semine prauo, 
Non censuit illos recipi defunctos e morte. 
Unde modo uagi subuertunt corpora multa®: 
Maxime quos hodie colitis et deos oratis‘’ 

With these lines we place two from the Carmen A pologeti- 
cum (1011 sq. p. 181) 

‘Stellae cadunt caeli, iudicantur astra nobiscum: 

Turbantur caelicolae*®, agitur dum saecli ruina.’ 

Julius Africanus was, as it appears, a contemporary of 
Commodianus. Among the extant fragments of his Chrono- 
graphia, preserved by Georgius Syncellus, is found the following’. 

IIA O0us® avOpemav yevowévou eri Ths yhs aryyedou Tod 
ovpavod Ovyatpacw avOpdrav cuvAdOov. év éviow avTiypa- 
gots evpov, oi viol Tod Geod. 

He then expounds this phrase as referring to the Sethites, 
and proceeds, e¢ dé ém’ ayyéXwv vooito éxew TovTous, Tovs Tepl 

paryelas Kal yontelas, étu® Sé apiOuady Kivncews, TOV peTE@pov 
Tais yuval THY yvoow Trapadedaxévar, ad dv éroincay Tovs 
maidas Tovs yiyavtas, Sv ods Ths Kakias érriryevopévns, éyvo 
Trav abavicar Sdwv yévos 6 Beds ev KaTakNUc LO aTLaTOD. 

The reference to our Book (vii. 1, viii. 1, 2, 3, x. 1 sq.) is 

beyond doubt. But the passage is specially interesting as 
showing that the judicial mind of Julius preserved him from 
agreeing with the extravagant estimate of that work which had 

been formed by Tertullian. He distinctly states that he pre- 
ferred the reading ‘Sons of God,’ and the exegesis by which 
this was understood of the Sethites, which would directly 

conflict with Enoch. Julius Africanus therefore, while quoting 

1 En. vii. 2. 6 En. xe. 25 sqq. &e. 
2 Cf. above, p. 179. 7 Goar, p. 19 sq. 
3 En. viii. 1. 8 adH00s, Goar. 

4 En. xix. 1. 9 &re, Goar. 
5 En. xv. 6 sqq. 

—— ——s 
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our Book, and by no means regarding it as worthless, held it 
to be neither inspired nor authoritative. 

About the same time (A.D. 250) flourished Cyprian, who 
followed his ‘Master’ Tertullian so far as to quote one passage 
from Enoch. It is the same passage as that to which Tertullian 
made reference in De Cult. Fem. i. 2, 11. 10, and a similar 

argument is based upon it; but we have already given reason 
for believing that Cyprian made his citation direct from the 

Greek?, Cyprian wrote (De Hab. Virg. 14, Hartel i. p. 197) as 
follows : 

‘Neque enim Deus coccineas aut purpureas oues fecit aut 
herbarum sucis et conchyliis tinguere et colorare lanas docuit 

nec distinctis auro lapillis aut margaritis contexta serie et 
numerosa conpage digestis monilia instituit, quibus ceruicem 

quam fecit absconderet, ut operiatur illud quod Deus in homine 
formauit et conspiciatur id desuper quod diabolus inuenit. An 
uulnera inferri auribus Deus uoluit, quibus innocens adhuc 
infantia et mali saecularis ignara crucietur, ut postea de 
aurium cicatricibus et cauernis pretiosa grana dependeant, 
grauia etsi non suo pondere, mercium tamen quantitate ? quae 

omnia peccatores et apostatae angeli suis artibus prodiderunt, 
quando ad terrena contagia deuoluti a caelesti uigore reces- 
serunt illi et oculos circumducto nigrore fucare et genas men- 
dacio ruboris inficere et mutare adulterinis coloribus crinem et 

expugnare omnem oris et capitis ueritatem corruptelae suae 

inpugnatione docuerunt.’ 

Cyprian evidently believed the story in Enoch vi. sqq. to be 
historical, though whether he looked upon the book as inspired 

or possessing authority, he does not inform us. 
Yet another contemporary African writer may be cited as a 

witness. The author of the treatise Ad Novatianum quotes 
En. i. 9 in a passage which will be found above, p. 165. He 

introduces it with the formula ‘sicut scriptum est, which 
appears to indicate that he placed it on a par with the 

Canonical Scriptures. 
But we must pass on to the next century, in the early part 

1 See above, p. 179. 
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of which we find Lactantius! (Jnstit. 11. 14, Brandt and Laub- 
mann i. p. 162 sqq.) penning the following passage? : 

‘Cum ergo numerus hominum coepisset increscere, prouidens 
Deus ne fraudibus suis diabolus, cui ab initio dederat terrae 

potestatem, uel corrumperet homines uel disperderet, quod in 
exordio fecerat, misit angelos ad tutelam cultumque generis 
humani®: quibus [quia liberum arbitrium erat datum]‘ prae- 

cepit, ante omnia, ne, terrae contagione maculati, substantiae 

caelestis amitterent dignitatem....Itaque illos cum hominibus 
commorantes dominator ille terrae fallacissimus consuetudine 
ipsa paulatim ad uitia pellexit, et mulierum congressibus 
inquinauit®, Tum in caelum ob peccata, quibus se immer- 
serant, non recepti®, ceciderunt in terram. Sic eos diabolus 

ex angelis Dei suos fecit satellites, ac ministros’. Qui autem 
sunt ex his procreati, quia neque angeli, neque homines fuerunt, 
sed mediam quandam naturam gerentes, non sunt ad inferos 
recepti, sicut in caelum parentes eorum®. Ita duo genera 
daemonum facta sunt, unum caeleste, alterum terrenum, Hi 

sunt immundi spiritus, malorum, quae geruntur, auctores, 

quorum idem diabolus est princeps®....Quod idcireo dictum 
est quoniam custodes eos humano generi Deus miserat: sed 
et ipsi, cum sint perditores hominum, custodes tamen se uideri 

volunt, ut ipsi colantur, et Deus non colatur™....Magorum 

quoque ars omnis ac potentia horum adspirationibus constat, 
a quibus inuocati, uisus hominum praestigiis obcaecantibus 
fallunt....Hi, ut dico, spiritus contaminati ac perditi per 
omnem terram uagantur, et in solacium perditionis suae per- 
dendis hominibus operantur™....Hos in suis penetralibus con- 

secrant, his cotidie uina profundunt, et scientes, daemonas 

1 As to his African extraction see devil. But see lxix. 4 sq., and com- 

Dict. of Christ. Biog. iii. p. 613. pare the Book of Adam and Eve, 

2 Compare also Epit. Inst. 27, 28. above, p. 206, and the passages re- 
3 See above, p. 166. ferred to p. 195 note 2. 

+ See above, p. 178. The brackets 6 En, xiv. 5. : 

enclose words found in Brandt’s ms. B, 7 En. liv. 6, cf. Test. Dan. 5. 

but not included in his text. 8 En. xv. 8—1I, xvi. 1. 

5 En. vi. vii. &c. from which, how- 9 See note 7 above. 

ever, Lactantius differs in saying that 10 En, xix. 1, 

the Watchers were tempted by the 1 En, xv. 8—11, xvi. 1. 

ee ae 
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uenerantur, quasi terrestres deos!,’ &. In the next chapter he 

proceeds, ‘quos ideo Trismegistus ayyéAXous mrovnpous appellat : 

adeo non ignorauit ex caelestibus deprauatos, terrenos esse 
coepisse. And in chap. 16, ‘Korum inuenta sunt astrologia, 
et haruspicina, et auguratio, et ipsa quae dicuntur oracula, et 
necromantia, et ars magica’....Hi sunt qui fingere imagines 
et simulacra docuerunt?; qui, ut hominum mentes a cultu 

ueri Dei auerterent, effictos mortuorum regum uultus, et 

ornatos exquisita pulchritudine statui consecrarique fecerunt, 
et illorum sibi nomina, quasi personas aliquas, induerunt. Sed 
eos magi...ueris suis nominibus cient, illis caelestibus, quae in 

litteris sanctis leguntur*, with more to the same effect. 
This extract may serve to show the high place given to the 

narrative of the Book of Enoch in the opinion of the scholarly 
Lactantius. He seems to describe it as ‘Holy Scripture’ 

(litterae sacrae), as Tertullian had done before him. But it 
must be observed that the narrative of the flood as given in 
Genesis is completed by Lactantius (c. 13) before he resorts to 

Enoch. The latter seems therefore to be placed on a some- 
what lower level than the Mosaic writings. 

The passage just cited does not stand altogether alone. 
The reader of Lactantius is often reminded of the Book of 

Enoch by phrases and sentiments which, though we cannot 

indeed confidently assert that they have been derived from 
the Jewish Apocryph, must not be altogether passed over. 
Such for example are his frequent assertions that idol-worship 
had its origin in the machination of demons who are con- 

demned to everlasting fire (e.g. Inst. iv. 14, 27, v. 18, cf. En. 

xix. 1); the prediction that in the last days ‘nec terra homini 
dabit fructum...Luna...meatus extraordinarios peraget...Tunc 
annus breuiabitur (vil. 16, cf. Hn. Ixxx. 2 sqq.); his statement 
that in the millennium ‘qui erunt in corporibus uiui, non 

morientur, sed per eosdem mille annos infinitam multitudinem 
generabunt...Terra uero aperiet fecunditatem suam et uber- 
rimas fruges sua sponte generabit, rupes montium melle 
sudabunt, per riuos uina decurrent, Wc. (vii. 24, cf. Hn. x. 17 

1 En. xix. 1. S\Of, Bn. xix: 1. 

2 En, vii; 1, viii. 1; 3. 4 Cf. En. vi. 7, 8, xix. 
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sqq.'); the description of the abode of the dead (vii. 7), at- 
tributed to Zeno and the prophets, which cannot fail to recall 
En. xxii.; and finally the incidents of the judgement—the 
slaughter of the wicked by the just when the sword has 
descended from heaven (vii. 19, cf. En. xc. 19, xci. 12), the 
special judgement of the princes and tyrants (2b., cf. En. liv. 

lxiili, &c.), the judgement being held ‘in the middle of the 
earth’ (cf. Hn. xc. 26), the whole band of the wicked who 
‘shall be burnt for ever in the sight of the angels and 
righteous’ (vii. 26, cf. Hn. xviii. 9). 

Our latest African witness” shall be Augustine of Hippo. 
And we shall find that in the century which had elapsed since 
Lactantius wrote a change had taken place in the view held as 
to our Book by the leading theologians of Africa. Two passages 
in the De Civitate Dei mention it. They are important, and I 
therefore give them almost in full. 

De Cw. Dei xv. 23. 4 (Migne xli. 470). After arguing that 
even with the reading ‘angels’ in Gen. vi. the beings so 
described were really men, he proceeds, ‘Omittamus igitur 
earum scripturarum fabulas, quae apocryphae nuncupantur, eo 
quod earum occulta origo non claruit patribus, a quibus usque 

ad nos auctoritas veracium Scripturarum certissima et notis- 
sima successione pervenit. In his autem apocryphis etsi in- 

venitur aliqua veritas, tamen propter multa falsa nulla est 
canonica auctoritas. Scripsisse quidem nonnulla divina Enoch, 
illum septimum ab Adam, negare non possumus, cum hoc in 
Epistola canonica Judas apostolus dicat. Sed non frustra non 
sunt in eo canone Scripturarum, qui servabatur in templo 
Hebraei populi succedentium diligentia sacerdotum, nisi quia 

ob antiquitatem suspectae fidei judicata sunt, nec utrum haec 
essent quae ille scripsisset, poterat inveniri, non talibus pro- 
ferentibus, qui ea per seriem successionis reperirentur rite 

1 But cf. Papias ap. Iren. v. 33. 3. its history in that region. This ex- 
2 An examination of the writings of amination I have not attempted. The 

the later African Fathers would doubt- Book of Enoch seems to have in- 
less result in the discovery of some fluenced a citation of Jud..14, 15 by 

other allusions to our Book which  Vigilius Tapsensis. See Zahn Gesch. 

might enable us to trace still further des Neutest. Kanons ii. 800. 

SE ———— 
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servasse. Unde illa quae sub ejus nomine proferuntur, et 
continent istas de gigantibus fabulas, quod non habuerint 
homines patres, recte a prudentibus judicantur non ipsius esse 
credenda; sicut multa sub nominibus et aliorum Prophetarum, 
et recentiora sub nominibus Apostolorum ab haereticis pro- 

feruntur, &c. 

De Civitate Dei xviii. 38 (Migne xli. 598). After mentioning 
Noah and Enoch, ‘Quorum scripta, ut apud Judaeos et apud 
nos in auctoritate non essent, nimia fecit antiquitas, propter 
quam videbantur habenda esse suspecta, ne proferrentur falsa 
pro veris. Nam et proferuntur quaedam quae ipsorum esse 
dicantur ab eis qui pro suo sensu passim, quod volunt, credunt. 
Sed ea castitas canonis non recepit, non quod eorum hominum, 
qui Deo placuerunt, reprobetur auctoritas, sed quod ista esse 
non credantur ipsorum.’ 

These passages leave us no doubt as to Augustine’s own 
opinion. But it should be noted that they also make it quite 
clear that his opinion was not universally accepted. He argues 

that as the Book of Enoch is not included in the Canon, the 

stories related in it are not to be received as having the 
authority of the patriarch; but in this inference he has the 

adherence only of ‘the wise.’ Plainly in Africa, even as late as 
the fifth century, a considerable number tenaciously clung to 
their belief in and respect for the Book of Enoch. 

So far therefore as we can judge, the history of the Book 
of Enoch in Africa was this. It was probably introduced into 

the Church there by Tertullian. At least he was its main 
champion. He maintained its inspiration and authority. His 
influence secured for it high esteem until well on in the fourth 
century. In the fifth Augustine argued against the long 
prevailing opinions: but, though he doubtless did not stand 

alone, yet at the time of the publication of his City of God 

his views did not command unanimous assent. 
To the general consent of African Church writers in favour 

of the Book of Enoch there is one apparent exception, to which 

a few lines must be devoted. Arnobius the master of Lac- 
tantius, writing about a.D. 310, has nowhere, so far as I have 
observed, in his only extant work the slightest allusion to our 
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Book. Nay more, in some passages of the Disputations he 
appears to contradict its teaching. For example, he argues 

elaborately (ii. 17 sq.) that the arts of life were gradually 
evolved by men under the pressure of circumstances, and were 
not (as the heathen held) heaven-sent. On the whole it seems 
clear that he did not know, or did not accept, the Book. But 
this is easily explained. The Disputations of Arnobius’, hitherto 

an ardent pagan and philosopher, were, it is said, written after 
he had expressed a desire to be admitted to the Church, but 
before his baptism. He was therefore ignorant of the books 
generally received among Christians. He evinces but little 
knowledge of the New Testament, still less of the Old, while 

his ignorance of Jewish Literature generally is manifest (ii. 14 

ad fin., 111. 12). It is not therefore to be wondered at that he 
exhibits no respect for or acquaintance with the Book of Enoch. 
But, for the same reason, he cannot be held in the Disputations 

to represent the opinion of any section of the African Church- 

men of his day on such a subject as this, 
3. Italy and Gaul. I do not know of any very early 

writer from whose words we can confidently infer that the 

Book of Enoch was known in Italy. Hippolytus, Bishop of 
Portus, indeed writes thus in the opening sentences of the 

remaining fragment of his Discourse against the Greeks?: Kat 
odTos pev 0 wept Satuovav témos. Ilept dé “Aidov, &v @ 
cuvéxovtas yuyxal Sixaiwy te Kal adixwv, avaryKaioy eirreiv. 
‘O “Aténs tomos éotlv év TH KTioe akaTacKevacTos, ywplov 

broyetov, év © POs KocpoU OVK eTiNayTrer. Dr James* believes 
that the words romos axatackevactos are from Enoch xxi. 1. 
If so, Hippolytus, like St Jude and Tertullian, must have used 
the version represented by the Gizeh Greek. It is certainly 
remarkable that this phrase should occur, especially following 
(as it seems) a passage on demons, which may have been 

founded on En. xv. or xix. And the phrase, ywplov vdyevor, 

év © has Kocpou ovK EriNaptrer, reminds one of Hn. x. 4, 5. 
But on the other hand the coincidence of phrase is too slight 

1 Dict. of Christ. Biog. i. p. 167 sqq. 3 Robinson and James, Gospel and 
2 Bunsen, Analecta Ante-Nicaena, i. Revelation of Peter, p. 68. 

p. 393. 
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to be relied upon, and in Hn. x. 4, 5, xxi. 1, it is not the 

abode of the souls of the righteous which is described, but 
the place where the stars or angels who had transgressed were 
imprisoned. The place where the souls of the dead dwelt is 
spoken of in a different chapter (xxii.), and is said to be in 
‘another place.’ It is not expressly called Hades, and the 
division in which the righteous dwelt was not dark: ‘there is 
a spring of water and light above it’ (v. 9) On the whole 
it seems precarious to infer from this fragment that Hippolytus 
knew the Book of Enoch. Had the preceding passage ‘con- 
cerning demons’ remained, we might have been able to speak 
more decidedly. 

Setting aside Hippolytus, the first Italian writer to whom 

we can appeal is Jerome at the end of the fourth century. 
And his testimony is very striking. He knew the book, but 
without hesitation stigmatized it as apocryphal. ‘Legimus 
in quodam libro apocrypho,’ he says (Brev. in Psalm. cxxxii. 3: 
Migne xxvi. 1293), ‘eo tempore quo descendebant filii Dei ad 

filias hominum, descendisse illos in montem Hermon, et ibi 

inisse pactum, quomodo venirent ad filias hominum, et sibi eas 
sociarent. The allusion is obviously to En. vi. 4,5. But not 
only did Jerome reject the Book of Enoch. It was rejected by 
unanimous consent. A heretic is sufficiently discredited when 

it is shown that his heresy is founded on the Book of Enoch’. 
And then as to the quotation in St Jude’s Epistle, Augustine in 
Africa found it necessary to argue that the Book was not neces- 

sarily to be believed because it was quoted by an inspired 

writer. Jerome’s argument is the exact converse. He had to 
defend the Epistle of St Jude against those—and they were 

1 The context of Jerome’s words 

should be quoted. ‘ Manifestissimus 

cupierunt filias hominum. Angeli, 
inquit, sunt de coelestibus descen- 

liber est, et inter apocryphos compu- 

tatur, et veteres interpretes de ipso 
locuti sunt: nonnulla autem nos dixi- 

mus: non in auctoritatem, sed in com- 

memorationem....Legi in cujusdam 

libro, de isto apocrypho suam haere- 

sim confirmantis. Quid enim dicit? 

Filii, inquit, Dei qui de coelis descen- 

debant, venerunt in Hermon et con- 

dentes, et animae quae desideraverunt 

corpora. Siquidem corpora filiae homi- 
num sunt. Vidistis quomodo Mani- 

chaei dogma consurgit?...Longum est 

nune contra illos dicere: sed tantum- 

modo judicare:volui, de quo volumine 

quasi per occasionem istius, suum 

dogma, confirmant.’ 
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many—who maintained that because it cited an apocryphal 
work it should be rejected’. Those who accepted St Jude’s 
Epistle had, he assumed, only one possible ground on which to 
take their stand. An inspired writer citing one passage out of 
a work sets the seal of his authority on the words which he 
quotes and on no other part of the book from which they are 
taken. This is proved by the fact that St Jude extracts a 

sentence from the Book of Enoch? 
In Italy the Book of Enoch was known and read, at least 

by Jerome. Further north it was not even to this extent 
honoured. Hilary had indeed heard something about the 
descent of the angels on Mount Hermon (vi. 6). But he 
apologizes for mentioning things ‘not contained in the Book of 

the Law.’ He does not dream of regarding the Book of Enoch 
as authoritative. Indeed it may be doubted whether he had ever 

seen it. He describes it in language which is at least vague, 

and he betrays absolute ignorance of the gist of the passage to 

which he refers. Hermon, he says, means Anathema, and the 

mountain was so called because, having been the scene of the 

descent of the angels on so vile a mission, it was henceforth 
accursed®. Enoch’s account is very different. ‘They called it 

Mount Hermon because they had sworn and bound themselves 
by mutual imprecations upon it.’ Hilary, it will be observed, 

1 De Viris Illust. iv. (Migne xxiii. 645) 
‘Et quia de libro Enoch, qui apocry- 

phus est, in ea assumit testimonium, 
a plerisque rejicitur, tamen auctorita- 
tem vetustate jam et usu meruit et 

inter sanctas Scripturas computatur.’ 
2 Comm. in Ep. ad Tit. i. 12 (Migne 

xxvi. 608) ‘Qui autem putant totum 
librum debere sequi eum qui libri 

parte usus sit, videntur mihi et apocry- 

phum Enochi, de quo Apostolus Judas 

in Epistola sua testimonium posuit, 

inter ecclesiae scripturas recipere.’ 

He plainly regards his argument as a 

reductio ad absurdum. 
3 Tract. super Psal. cxxxii.6 (Zingerle, 

p. 689). ‘Hermon autem mons est in 

Phoenice, cuius interpretatio anathema 

est: quod enim nobis cum Anathema 

nuncupatur, id Hebraice Hermon di- 
citur. Fertur autem id, de quo etiam 
nescio cuius liber extat, quod angeli 

concupiscentes filias hominum, cum 

de caelo descenderent, in hune mon- 

tem Hermon maxime excelsum con- 

uenerint. Sed haec praetermittamus. 

Quae enim libro legis non continentur, 

ea nec nosse debemus: commemorata 

autem ob id tantum sunt, quia nos de 

hoc monte Dei per prophetam pro- 

fessio commouebat. Certe hodie gentes 

montem hunc profana religione’ ue- 

nerantur et interpretationem nominis 

sui, quod est anathema, ipsa illa impiae 
superstitionis sede testantur.’ 

ee _—— 
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does not even mention the imprecations, on which the whole 

point of the passage depends. 
The Book of Enoch plainly never gained a real footing in 

Italy or Gaul. 
4. Spain. The list of Spanish ecclesiastical writers of the 

early centuries is not a long one. And there is but one of 
them who can be claimed with any plausibility as evincing 
knowledge of the Book of Enoch—Priscillian, bishop of Avila. 

Unfortunately the evidence which his language supplies is 

somewhat difficult to interpret. 
Priscillian had been found faul¢ with for his use of writings 

outside the Canon. He makes his defence in his treatise De 
Fide et de Apocryphis. The early part of this work, which 
perhaps contained the names of some of the books to his use of 
which exception had been taken, is lost, and we are left to 
conjecture what they may have been from the arguments 
which he urges in his reply. He reasons that in citing non- 
canonical books he was but following the example set by 
inspired writers. In support of this contention he brings 

together many passages of the Scriptures in which allusion is 
made to writings which had not been admitted into the Canon, 

and the first of these is St Jude’s reference to the Book of 
Enoch. Here are his words?: 

‘Uideamus ergo, si apostoli Christi Iesu magistri nostrae 
conuersationis et uitae extra canonem nil legerunt. Ait Iuda 

apostolus....‘ Prophetauit de his,’ inquid, ‘septimus ab Adam 
Enoc dicens Ecce uenit.’...Quis est hic Enoc quem in testi- 
monium profetiae apostolus Iudas adsumpsit? An qui pro- 

fetasset de deo, alium non habebat nisi profetiam huius poneret, 
quam, si uera dicuntur, canonica ipse ordinatione damnasset ? 
Aut fortassis Enoc profeta esse non meruit quem Paulus in 
epistula ad Hebreos facta ante translationem testimonium 
habuisse testatur....De quo si non ambigitur et apostolis cre- 
ditur quod profeta est, qualiter consultatio potius quam tu- 
multus, consilium quam temeritas, fides quam perfidia dicitur, 

ubi, dum in ultionem simultatum sententia tenditur, praedicans 

deum propheta damnatur ?’ 

1 Schepss, p. 44 sq. 
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This passage, and especially its last sentence, may be thought 
to imply that Enoch was one of the books for his study of which 
Priscillian had been censured. But let us note, in the first 

place, that it was not necessary for his argument that the 

actual writings, the reading of which he advocated, should be 
referred to in Scripture. All he was concerned to prove was 
that it was an apostolic practice to make citations from non- 

canonical books. And further, a little lower down he expresses 

himself in almost identical language about a supposed apocry- 
phal book, the very existence of which appears improbable. 
After mentioning (p. 48) St Matthew’s use of the prediction 
‘Out of Egypt have I called my son? which he not unnaturally 

failed to find in the Old Testament Canon!, he proceeds : 

‘Certe damnari liber non potest cuius testimonium canoni- 
cae elocutionis fidem conplet.’ 

These words entitle us to infer that Priscillian believed 

that St Matthew quoted the passage in question from a non- 
canonical book. They might seem also to lead to the further 

conclusion that he and his opponents knew some book in which 
they occurred, if we had not good reason on other grounds to 
believe that Priscillian was entirely mistaken in his belief in 
its existence. | 

We have great hesitation therefore in inferring from Pris- 
cillian’s language about St Jude’s citation that he was aware 

that a book bearing Enoch’s name was in circulation in his 
own time, or that he had seen it. Our hesitation is increased 

when, a few pages further on (p. 55), we read the following 
words, ‘Ab omnibus adnuntiatus est dominus, ab omnibus 

profetatus est Christus, ab Adam, Sed, Noe, Abraham, Isac, 

Iacob, et a ceteris qui ab initio saeculi profetauerunt.’ Is he 
giving a list of Jewish Apocrypha known to him?? If so the 
omission of Enoch is significant’. 

But whatever inference we may be entitled to make from 

1 See Schepss ad loc. ludes to a passage from the Book of 
2 This supposition receives confir- ; Tobit which he had previously quoted 

mation from the passage cited below, (p. 45). But itis worthy of note that 
p. 223, note 2. he adds to the list of prophets there 

3 It is true that Priscillian here al- given the names ‘Adam, Sed.’ 
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the comment on the citation in St Jude, it must I think be 

clear to anyone who will read the entire treatise that Pris- 
cillian speaks only for himself. He does not regard himself 
as in any sense representing the Church in Spain; he scarcely 

even leads us to believe that there were a considerable number 
of persons who shared his opinion of the value of non-canonical 

writings. 
And further, even he—supposing him to have known our 

Book—would have regarded it as immeasurably inferior to the 

Canonical Scriptures. Of this we have sufficient evidence in 
the fact that a few verses from the Epistle to the Laodiceans 

are the only extracts from any Apocryphal book?! found in his 
extant writings, scarcely a page of which is without numerous 
citations from Scripture. But his words are express (p. 46): 

‘In quibus tamen omnibus libris’ non est metus, si qua 
ab infelicibus hereticis sunt inserta, delere, et quae profetis uel 

euangeliis non inueniuntur consentire respuere.’ 

And again (p. 56), ‘In quo illud tamen non recuso nec 
respuo inperitis haec non committenda auribus, ne, quia ab 
hereticis pleraque falsata sunt, dum praetitulato nomine pro- 

phetarum in uerbis sanctorum diuinum opus quaerunt, haere- 

ticae falsitatis inruant foueam, dum apostolici sermonis non ad 
plenum retinent disciplinam,’ 

In fine our conclusion is this. It is very doubtful whether 
Priscillian had ever read or heard of our Book of Enoch, and if 

he had he certainly allowed it no authority at all approaching 
that of the Canonical Writings. That the Book ever circulated 
throughout the Spanish Church we have no evidence at all. 

Thus all the evidence which we possess goes to show that 

our Book was read and valued only by Greek-speaking or 

1 Unless indeed we include under 

that description 4 Esdras. 
canone poneretur audiuit?’ If so, we 
have apparently an indication that he 

2 Theantecedentto these words seems 
to be supplied by the earlier sentence 
‘Quando in canone profetae Noe liber 

lectus est? quis inter profetas dispositi 
canonis Abrahae librum legit? quis 
quod aliquando Isac profetasset edo- 
cuit? quis profetiam Jacob quod in 

was acquainted with books ascribed 

to Noah, Abraham, Isaac and Jacob. 

It must not be forgotten, however, 

that he is here commenting on the 

passage from Tobit already mentioned 
(p. 222, note 3). Compare p. 222, 
note 2. 
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Oriental Christians, and by a few learned men who were ac- 
quainted with the Greek tongue. The only Latin-speaking 

district in which it was held in high esteem was Africa—and 
there, so far as we can judge, only by men who may be 
supposed to have read it in a Greek version. The first African 

writer who mentions it certainly did so. 
It is likely therefore that the Book of Enoch was never (at. 

least in the early centuries) rendered into Latin, and that this 
may have been the main cause of its unpopularity in the West 
as compared with the East. 

But it may be urged that there is evidence on the other 

side. It has in fact been argued by Mr Charles (p. 372 sq.) 
that the manuscript discovered by Dr James in the British 
Museum, of which we have already spoken (p. 175 sq.), was 

probably ‘drawn directly from at least a larger Latin fragment 
of Enoch, and if so, it ‘may point to a Latin translation’ of the 
Book}. 

We have already arrived at the conclusion that the manu- 
script in question is really a fragment, not of Enoch, but of a 
Noachic Book from which interpolations were introduced into 
our Book. If this be so, Mr Charles’ inference must be modified. 

The manuscript, if it really is a fragment of a complete work, 
must be part of a translation of the Noachic work and not of 

the Book of Enoch. 
But to me it appears more reasonable to believe that the 

translation never included any more than the single passage 
now recovered. 

In the first place, it is one of a collection of treatises or 

documents bound up in a single volume. Most of these, it 
would seem, are complete. This in itself makes it probable 
that in the case under consideration the scribe copied all that 
lay before him. Again, there is evidence that the translator 
tried to remove the abruptness of the commencement of the 
piece. In the Book of Enoch it begins with the mark of time 
‘after some days.’ This was doubtless copied from the original 
document, for it is meaningless as it nowstands. The translator 
substitutes for it the impossible date ‘when Lamech was 350 

1 This is the opinion also of Dr James, Apocrypha Anecdota, p. 150. 
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years old.’ The reason is pretty clear. He set himself to render 
the narrative of the birth of Noah into Latin. But such a 
narrative, separated from its context, and commencing with 
the words ‘And after many days,’ would be singularly unhappy. 
To give it an air of completeness therefore he inserts a date 
independent of the Book of which it originally formed part’. 

Whether therefore that book were the Book of Enoch or 
the Noachic work, it seems to me unlikely that the scribe had 

before him, or that the translator rendered into Latin, more 

than the single chapter now in our hands, 
In conclusion I desire to express my gratitude to Dr James 

for much help in the preparation of this paper. 

H, J. LAWLOR. 

1 Tt has been pointed out to methat more remarkable inasmuch as the 
both our translator (v. 5) and the writer 

of the treatise Ad Novatianum in his 

quotation of En. i, 9 (see above, p. 165) 
use ‘nuntius’ as a rendering of d&yyeXos, 

and this has been urged as supporting 
the contention that \ and the passage 

in Ad Novatianum are fragments of a 
Latin translation which included the 
entire work. The coincidence is the 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxv. 

writer of the treatise uses the word 
‘angeli’ elsewhere (Hartel p.68). But 
it would be unsafe to build a theory 
upon so narrow a foundation. And 
on the other hand it must be observed 
that while in 4d Nov. we have ‘ perdere’ 

as the equivalent of dmodéca:, X gives 

us ‘deleat’ in a similar connexion 
(v. 15). 

15 
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I 312—316. 

Anulus in digito subter tenuatur habendo, 
stilicidi casus lapidem cauat, uncus aratri 
ferreus occulte decrescit uomer in aruis, 

strataque iam uolgi pedibus detrita uiarum 
saxea conspicimus. 

Isidore orig. Xx 14 1 quotes from ‘uncus’ down to ‘aruis’ 

and then runs on ‘sumitque per detrimenta fulgorem ’, on which 

Munro observes ‘it is odd if the last words are Isidore’s own’ 

and suggests ‘sumitque ipse swum per detrimenta nitorem’. 
Earlier proposals of the same kind are met by Lachmann with 

the remark ‘iste nitor uomeris hic frustra emicat, cum poeta 
non describat splendentia, sed quae minuantur attritu’. But 
Lucretius is always ready to strew our dusty path with flowers 
of this sort: take 11 323—332, where 326 sqq. ‘supterque uirum 
ui | excitur pedibus sonitus clamoreque montes | icti reiectant 
uoces ad sidera mundi’ are meant simply to give delight and 
have no bearing on the point to be proved, that objects in 
motion look stationary when seen from a distance. Nor is it 

any objection to ‘detrimenta’ that ‘detrita’ occurs in the next 
line: that negligence has examples on every page. 

I conjecture 

sumitque e sulco per detrimenta nitorem. 

e disappears into the preceding letter; sulco is omitted by 
accident and added in the margin; there by two early and 
frequent errors it is mistaken for fulgo and so corrupts nitorem 

to fulgorem. I find also external support for this proposal. 
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Virgil will sometimes imitate two passages of Lucretius in a 
single passage of his own: thus georg. II 478 sq. ‘defectus solis 
uarios lunaeque labores, | unde tremor terris’ come from Lucr. 
V 751 ‘solis item quoque defectus lunaeque latebras’ and 
VI 287 ‘inde tremor terras’ cet.: indeed the eight lines 
475—482 contain four imitations of Lucretius, two from 

I 923 sqq. and v 699 sq. beside the two cited above; and 

again Aen. viI 108 ‘corpora sub ramis deponunt arboris altae’ is 
entirely constructed out of Lucr. I 258 ‘corpora deponunt’ and 

11 30 ‘sub ramis arboris altae’. Now when Virgil writes at 
georg. I 45 sq. ‘depresso incipiat iam tum mihi taurus aratro | 

ingemere, et sulco attritus splendescere uomer’, he appears to be 
_ Imitating both Lucr. v 208 sq. ‘ualido consueta bidenti | in- 
gemere et terram pressis proscindere aratris’ and 1 314 sq. 
‘decrescit womer in aruis | sumitque e sulco per detrimenta 
nitorem’. Further, the three lines Lucr. 1 312—314 are clearly 
paraphrased in Anth. Lat. Riese 648 (= Baehrens P. L. M. Iv 
118) 9—12, where the vocabulary is borrowed partly from 

Lucretius and partly from Virgil’s imitation: ‘ decidens scabrum 

cauat unda tofum, | ferreus womis tenuatur agris, | splendet 
adtrito. digitos honorans | anulus auro’. 

I 440—446. 

Praeterea per se quodcumque erit, aut faciet quid 440 
aut aliis fungi debebit agentibus ipsum, 

aut erit ut possint in eo res esse gerique: 
at facere et fungi sine corpore nulla potest res, 
nec praebere locum porro nisi inane uacansque. 
ergo, praeter inane et corpora, tertia per se 445 
nulla potest rerum in numero natura relinqui. 

Non sequitur: the reasoning breaks down in 443. The 
fact that ‘no thing can do and suffer without body, nor any 
thing furnish room except void’ does not clinch the proof that no 
third thing beside body and void exists: it leaves open, and 
even suggests, the possibility of a third thing which does and 
suffers i conjunction with body. To preclude that he must say 

at facere et fungi, nise corpora, nulla potest res 

15—2 
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(or nise corpus), as he says in the next line ‘nisi inane uacans- 
que’ and as he said at 304 ‘tangere enim et tangi, nist corpus, 
nulla potest res’: on the other hand 111 165 sq. ‘quorum nil fieri 

sine tactu posse uidemus | nec tactum porro sine corpore’ is 
perfectly correct. Between corpus and corpora I see nothing 

to choose: either must be transmuted to corpore at the touch 
of sine: 304 favours the singular, 445 the plural. The form 
nise occurs in a contemporary document, the lex Rubria, C. L 
L. vol. 1 205 1 47, and again vol. v 154 8 and 4113 3; and 
in Lucretius himself it lurks once more under the disguise 
of sine at II 936 ‘nec quicquam commutari sine conciliatu’, 
where Mr Goebel’s nisi (write nise) conciliatum is necessary, for 

the only thing which ‘commutatur’ is the ‘conciliatus’ itself. 
This spelling, or else the almost equally well authenticated nest, 
may have left its traces too in other writers: see for instance 
Ouid. fast. 11 671 ‘ne quid nist sidera cernat’ and trist. I 3 28 
‘tempus agi sine me non nisi triste tibi’, where the best MS in 

both cases has sine; and her. x11 55 sq. ‘nec rapere ausurus, 

nist se defendere posset, | hospes erat’, where Burmann’s nisi st 
appears to be required but should perhaps be nise st. Quintilian 

inst. 1 7 24 attests quase and sibe as frequent. 
At 111 522 for uti deocut I should be disposed to write utet 

docut, and uoluntater (uoluntate Bockemueller) for woluntate id 
at 11 270. 

I 490, 491. 

Ferrum candescit in igni 
dissiliuntque fero feruenti saxa uapore. 

feruentia Marullus and modern editors; but they alter the 

wrong word. ‘feruenti uapore’ is thoroughly Lucretian: at 
v 339 he has ‘torrenti uapore’, and elsewhere ‘ calidi uaporis’, 
‘calidis feruoribus’, ‘feruidus ardor’, ‘ calidos aestus’, and even 

‘sonitu sonanti’. ‘fero uapore’ on the other hand still awaits 
defence : Ovid, it is true, writes ‘ferus ignis’ at rem. 267 and 
elsewhere; but it is one thing to confer this epithet on fire, 
which has form and colour and motion, and quite another to 

—— 
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confer it on heat, which has none of the three. I have no 

doubt then that Lucretius wrote 

dissiliuntque fere feruenti saxa uapore ; 

for Virgil imitates this in georg. 111 363 ‘aeraque dissiliunt 

uolgo’: ‘uolgo’ and ‘fere’ mean just the same thing, see Munro 
on I 15 (14). 

I was about to publish this as my own correction; but I 

find that fere occurs in more MSs than one, and in editions as 
early as Avancius and as late as Wakefield, who quotes the 
same parallel from Virgil. The splendour of Lachmann’s 
masterpiece has so dimmed the lustre of his predecessors, 

‘stellas exortus ut aetherius sol’, that few consult them, and 

emendations which he happened to neglect are neglected by 
everyone else. I will here take out of its turn a correction 

which appears under my name in the new Corpus Poetarum but 
which really belongs to Turnebus, is approved by Lambinus, 
and printed in several of the old editions. At v1 921—929 we 
have these verses : 

principio omnibus ab rebus, quascumque uidemus, 

péerpetuo fluere ac mitti spargique necessest 
corpora quae feriant oculos uisumque lacessant ; 
perpetuoque fluunt certis ab rebus odores, 

frigus it a fluuiis, calor ab sole, aestus ab undis 925 

aequoris, exesor moerorum, litora propter ; 

nec uarli cessant sonitus manare per auras; 

denique in os salsi uenit umor saepe saporis, 
cum mare uersamur propter. 

‘manare’ in 927 seems to me a most unsuitable word to express 
the free and unimpeded flight of sound through the air. True, 
at Iv 198, where he is insisting on the extreme tenuity of visual 
images, he writes ‘ usque adeo textura praedita rara | mittuntur, 
facile ut quauis penetrare queant se | et quasi permanare per 
aeris interuallum’; but I think that example is in my favour: 
he apologises with ‘quasi’ for his catachresis of the verb. On 

the other hand no word is more appropriate than ‘manare’ to 

express the passage of sound through the channel of the ear: 
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see Rhesus 565 wogos | ordfer dv’ @rwv: and comparing the 
‘feriant oculos’ of 923 and the ‘in os uenit’ of 928 I conjectured, 
like Turnebus before me, ‘manare per auris’: the two words 
are confused vi 777, Verg. Aen. 111 40, vi 561, Ouid. met. XII 

56, and often elsewhere. To this alteration it will be 

objected that in Iv 217—229, where these same verses recur, 
the MSS again give auras.. The answer is as follows. First, 
111 789 recurs at Vv 133, and in both places the Mss give the 
false reading longius instead of the true reading longiter; 
tr 814 recurs at V 359, and in both places the Mss give the 

false reading sit instead of the true reading fit. Secondly, the 
cause of this conspiracy is the same in those two instances as in 
our own. Lucretius wrote the verse 111 789 in book I only 

and not in book v, where v 128—137 are out of place and 

whence they are expelled by Messrs Goebel and Brieger; 

Lucretius wrote the verse V 359 in book v only and not in book 
11, where 111 806—818 are out of place and whence they are 
expelled by Lachmann: the longiter and the fit of Lucretius — 
had already been corrupted to longius and sit when the inter- 
polator copied the verses containing them from one book into 
another. Just so with our auris. Lucretius wrote this verse in 

book vi only and not in book Iv, where Iv 217—229 are out of 
place (though Gellius and Nonius found them there) and 
whence they are expelled by Messrs Winckelmann and Goebel : 

auris had already been corrupted to auras on the day when a 
scribe who had just written the ‘necessest’ of Iv 216 unfortun- 
ately lost his place, blundered into the middle of book vi, found 

‘necessest’ there at the end of verse 922, and copied 923—933 
into his MS before he discovered his mistake. But he, like 

Turnebus and me, appears to have stuck at ‘manare per auras’: 
at any rate in Iv 221 manare has vanished and its place is 

taken by uolitare. 

IT 1052—1068. 

Illud in his rebus longe fuge credere, Memmi, 
in medium summae quod dicunt omnia niti, 
atque ideo mundi naturam stare sine ullis 
ictibus externis neque quoquam posse resolui 1055 
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summa atque ima, quod in medium sint omnia nixa 
(ipsum si quicquam posse in se sistere credis), 
et quae pondera sunt sub terris omnia sursum 
nitier in terraque retro requiescere posta ; 
et simili ratione animalia suppa uagari 1061 
ut per aquas quae nunc rerum simulacra uidemus 1060 
contendunt, neque posse e terris in loca caeli 
reccidere inferiora magis quam corpora nostra 
sponte sua possint in caeli templa uolare; 

illi cum uideant solem, nos sidera noctis 1065 

cernere, et. alternis nobiscum tempora caeli 
diuidere et noctes parilis agitare diebus. 
sed uanus stolidis haec <error falsa probauit>. 

I follow Lachmann’s punctuation (except that he includes 
1058 sq. in the parenthesis) down to 1059: there, instead of 
placing a full stop after ‘posta’ and altering the et simili of 

1061 into adsimili, I transpose 1060 and 1061. The ‘et’ of 

1061 joins the ‘contendunt’ of 1062 to the ‘dicunt’ of 10538, 
and ‘ contendunt’ like ‘dicunt’ depends on ‘ quod’ : the sentence 
which begins at 1052 does not end till 1067. Translate as 
follows : 

And herein, Memmius, do not at all believe the tale 

when they say ‘that all things press to the centre of the 
‘sum, and that the reason why the nature of the world 
‘stands fast without any strokes from outside, and why the 
‘highest and lowest parts cannot loose asunder in any 

‘direction, is because all things have always been pressing 
‘towards the centre’ (if you can believe that anything 

can rest upon itself!), ‘and that the heavy bodies which 

‘are beneath the earth all press upward and repose inverted 
‘upon it’; and when they contend ‘that living creatures 
‘walk head downwards, just like the images of things we 

‘actually see in the water, and cannot tumble out of earth 
‘into the parts of heaven lying below them any more 
‘than’ etc. 

Lachmann has explained why ‘quod dicunt’ in 1053 must 
not be placed between commas, and why the simile in 1060 is 
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inappropriate to 1058 sq. Munro, as often happens to him and 

almost invariably to other Englishmen when they try to con- 
trovert Lachmann, has not grasped, far less answered, Lach- 

mann’s arguments. He says ‘ Lach. seems to me only to involve 
the constr.’ The one construction is no more involved than the 
other; but suppose it were: involution is better than inco- 
herency. He says again ‘I think him quite wrong: the simile 

is exactly the same as Iv 418, where also Lach. makes un- 
necessary changes’. There is no simile at all in Iv 418; and 

even if there were, it does not follow, because a simile occurs 

in one place, that it is appropriate in another. Here it is in- 
appropriate: reflexions in the water do not press upward and 
repose upon the earth: Lachmann accordingly rendered it 
appropriate by placing a full stop after 1059 instead of 1060 
and writing adsvmilt in 1061; but the new sentence then 
begins very abruptly. I have therefore transposed a verse 
instead. ‘simili ratione’ of course refers not to what precedes 

but to what follows: ‘simili ratione ut’ = ‘sic ut’: it is probably 
unnecessary to write ac, since you find ‘pariter ut’ and ‘non 

secus ut’ and ‘similiter ut si’, and Lucretius himself writes 

‘simile ut’ in II 272, though that may be merely in order to 

avoid using ‘ac’ before a guttural. 
My change of the punctuation, salutary though I think it, is 

not necessary: anyone who pleases may begin a fresh sentence 

with 1061 like most editors. Either way there is some breach 
of continuity. With my punctuation Lucretius should in strict- 

ness have written ‘nam’ for ‘sed’ at 1068 (illud fuge credere, 
quod dicunt...et contendunt..., nam falsi sunt); but in stating 

the erroneous assertions he might well forget by 1068 that the 
sentence began with ‘fuge credere’ in 1052. The punctuation 
of the editors makes him forget this as early as 1061 and say 

‘fuge credere.... Et contendunt’ cet. 

II 456—463. 

Omnia postremo quae puncto tempore cernis 

diffugere, ut fumum nebulas flammasque, necessest 

si minus omnibu’ sunt e leuibus atque rutundis, 
at non esse tamen perplexis indupedita, 
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pungere uti possint corpus penetrareque [saxa] 460 

nec tamen haerere inter se; quodcumque uidemus 
sensibus sedatum, facile ut cognoscere possis 
non e perplexis sed acutis esse elementis. 

Mr Hoerschelmann forestalls me in placing these eight 
verses after 477 ; and I can neither defend nor emend the saxa 
of 460: on 462 however I have something to say. Creech and 

Lachmann perceived what the sense requires. Lucretius ex- 
plains, as to things which you see suffering dispersion in a 

moment of time (this phrase is used to distinguish them from the 
fluids mentioned in 451 sqq. and 464 sqq.) such as smoke mist and 

fire, that if they do not consist of smooth and rounded elements 
exclusively (as mist possibly does but smoke and fire, with their 
pungent qualities, evidently do not) yet at any rate they cannot 

possess tangled elements holding them fast together, if they are 
to pierce and hurt the body (as fire and smoke do) not in a 
state of cohesion but through a hundred minute pores. Now 

arises the question: well then, what quality is it in the elements 

of smoke and fire which hurts the body? their sharpness, says 
Lucretius: we have proved that it cannot be their tangled 

shape, so their sharpness it must be. But this conclusion now 

lies mufiled under the corrupt words ‘quodcumque uidemus | 

sensibus sedatum, facile ut cognoscere possis | non e perplexis 
sed acutis esse elementis’, ‘so that you can easily tell that 
whatsoever we see to have been allayed by the senses consists not 

of tangled but of pointed elements’. Munro tries to defend 
this by referring to 956, where Lucretius says that after a 
somewhat severe blow the vital motions of the human frame are 
often able to regain their supremacy ‘et ingentis plagae sedare 
tumultus’ ‘and to allay the huge disorders caused by the blow’. 
But in the first place, because the vital motions can be said to 
allay disorders, it by no means follows that the senses can: the 
very passage to which Munro refers runs on ‘ac paene amissos 
accendere sensus’ ‘and kindle afresh the almost lost senses’, 

giving the senses a very different and wholly passive part to 
play. Secondly, it is one matter to talk about allaying 
‘tumultus’ and quite another to talk about allaying something 
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which consists of pointed elements: at that rate there will be 
nothing in the world to hinder our saying ‘sedare gladium’ 
when we mean ‘sedare uolnus’. Faber conjectured ‘quod 
quisque uidemus | sentibus esse datum’, absurdly enough; but 
esse datum I believe to be right as far as it goes: esse is again 

corrupted to se at 1 555, and datum will mean ‘allotted. by 
nature’: compare II 680 sq. ‘multa uides quibus et color et 
sapor una | reddita sunt cum odore’, Iv 177 sq. ‘quae mobilitas 
ollis tranantibus auras | reddita sit’, v 1215 ‘diuinitus aeterna 

donata salute’. Now then from sensibus we have to elicit a 
dative depending on datum and something meaning ‘ pungency ’ 
or the like to define quodeuwmque. That will be 

quodcumque uidemus 

senti ibus esse datum, facile ut cognoscere possis 

non e perplexis sed acutis esse elementis. 

‘So that you can easily tell that all the prickliness which we 

find allotted to them consists not of tangled but of pointed 
elements’: that is how fire scorches our skin and smoke makes 

our eyes smart. The word ‘sentus’ means much the same as 
the ‘squalidus’ and ‘asper’ of the immediate context: 469 sq. 
‘scilicet esse globosa tamen cum squalida constent, | prouolui 
simul ut possint et laedere sensus. | et quo mixta putes magis 

aspera leuibus esse | principiis’ cet.: Terence eun. 236 has 

‘uideo sentum squalidwm aegrum pannis annisque obsitum’. 

For ibus see 11 88 ‘neque quicquam a tergo ibus obstet’: there 
it has produced the same corruption as here, and instead of 
tergo ibus the Mss have tergibus. 

This conjecture I communicated to Munro in 1882. 

II 500—503. 

Iam tibi barbaricae uestes Meliboeaque fulgens 

purpura Thessalico concharum tecta colore 

aurea pauonum ridenti imbuta lepore 
saecla nouo rerum superata colore iacerent. 

The first check is the corrupt tecta of 501, which the old 
editors altered to tincta, Oudendorp, with Lachmann and Munro, 

“ en 
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to tacta, and Winckelmann to infecta. The next is the problem 
how to join verses 501 and 502: Lachmann makes ‘aurea’, 
which he explains as ‘auro ornata’, agree with ‘purpura’, 
and changes imbuta to imitata agreeing also with ‘ purpura’ and 
governing ‘saecla’; Bernays’ alterations, which Mr Brieger 

accepts, are too violent for mention ; Munro leaves 502 unaltered 

(except of course that he and everyone else read ridenti for the 
rident of the Mss) but marks a lacuna before it, to be filled with 
some such line as et quos ostendunt in solis luce colores. 

Thus Lachmann and Munro alike assume two errors in the 

text, one in 501 and one elsewhere. But all can be set right by 
assuming one alone, and that a very simple one. Write imitata 
not for the imbuta of 502 but for the tecta of 501: 

purpura Thessalico concharum imitata colore 
aurea pauonum ridenti imbuta lepore 

saecla.... 

The letters imi are the same thing as the preceding wm which 
I suppose to have absorbed them, and the residue tata is nearly 
the same thing as tecta. The passage means then ‘barbaric 
robes and radiant Meliboean purple, which mimics with its 
Thessalian dye of shells the golden brood of peacocks steeped 

in laughing beauty, would be cast aside surpassed by some new 
colour. Lachmann shews from Pliny that Tyrian purple, like 
the plumage of the peacock, changed its hue in different lights. 
‘aurea’ agrees with ‘saecla’ and means not ‘yellow’ but 
‘splendid’: with ‘aurea pauonum saecla’ compare Antiphanes 

frag. 175 Kock (Athen. xIv p. 655 b, Eustath. 1035 44) 76 
xpvaodr...dpvidwy yévos, | Tods KarXdipophovs Kal TepiBrér- 
TOUS TAOS. 

II 788—794, 

Tum porro quae ducit et inlicit ut tribuamus 
principiis rerum non numquam causa colores 

occidit, ex albis quoniam non alba creantur, 790 
nec quae nigra cluent de nigris, sed uariis ex. 
quippe etenim multo procliuius exorientur 
candida de nullo quam nigro nata colore 
aut alio quouis qui contra pugnet et obstet. 
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All the editors begin a new paragraph at 788, and Munro 
summarises 788—794 as follows: ‘we are tempted to give to 

atoms colour, not knowing how colour otherwise can come: but 
we have seen that white can come from what is not white; and 
surely white can arise more easily from no colour, than for 
instance from black: this reason then falls to the ground’. The 

italicised words impute to Lucretius a false statement: he has 
not shewn that white can come from what is not white: that is 
what he is now engaged in shewing, as part of the general 
doctrine that atoms are colourless. Mr Brieger accordingly 
marks a lacuna before 788 and says ‘post 787} perierunt uersus, 
quibus id demonstratum fuit, ad quod in 788 sqq....respicitur’. 

Both scholars misapprehend Lucretius’ meaning, and mis- 

apprehended it must be so long as 788—794 are printed as a 

paragraph separate from 757—787, of which they are really 
part. Lucretius is shewing that atoms are colourless, and at 
757 he begins to argue as follows. ‘On the true hypothesis a 
that atoms are colourless and create colours merely by their 

arrangements, you can easily explain such phenomena as the 
changing colour of the sea. But (772 sqq.) on the hypothesis b 

that all the atoms of the sea are of a single colour, say green, 
you cannot explain how the sea is sometimes white. And 
again (776 sqq.) on the hypothesis c that the atoms of the sea 

are of different colours, you cannot explain how the sea ever 

looks wholly green or wholly anything. Moreover (here we come 
to 788—794), on this hypothesis c, the very cause which 
impels the ordinary man to think that atoms must have colour 

will lose all its force ; fur this hypothesis ¢ assumes, just like the 
true hypothesis a, that white objects can be formed otherwise 
than out of white atoms, and black objects otherwise than out of 
black atoms: nay it goes further, and assumes that white or black 

1 Here and everywhere I substitute or Propertius themselves. Mr Brie- 
Lachmann’s number for Mr Brieger’s. 

Munro did a little and Bernays did 
more to hinder the student from find- 

ing his place; but Mr Brieger has 

quite eclipsed their puny efforts, and 
the numeration of Lucretius is now as 

trackless a jungle as that of Aeschylus 

ger’s first victim, I rejoice to see, is 

Mr Brieger, whose introduction con- 
tains more mistakes in figures than I 

ever yet beheld in the same compass: 
they have digged a pit before me, and 

are fallen into the midst of it them- 

selves, 

a 
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objects can be formed from atoms of some colour other than white 
or black, which is much harder to believe than the true hypothesis 
a; for surely white objects, for instance, can much more easily 

be formed from colourless atoms than from black atoms or from 
atoms of any colour unlike to white.’ It is clear therefore that 
788—794 are an integral part, not merely of the argument 
which begins at 757, but of that subdivision of it which begins 

at 776. Munro’s summary can be set right by altering we have 
seen that into the hypothesis last mentioned presumes that’. 

III 916—918. 

Tamquam in morte mali cum primis hoc sit eorum, 

quod sitis exurat miseros atque arida torret, 

aut aliae cuius desiderium insideat rei. 

torret oblongus (A), torrat quadratus (B) and oblongus corr. ‘ ut 
A 

in archetypo uideatur fuisse TORRET. uellem tueri torrat, si et 

possem neque tam absurde collocatum esset epitheton. itaque 

cum nomen substantiuum requiratur, scribendum puto atque 
arida TORRES. id uocabulum est in glossario Cyrilli, aroxcavya, 
ustilacio, torres’ Lachmann. Mr Brieger in spite of what 
Lachmann has said reads torrat with the oldest editors, 

though the only scrap of evidence for torrére is attorritur in the 
false Apicius; Bernays and Munro adopt torres, and Haupt 
proposes to introduce the same word in the same sense at 
Manil. Iv 419 where the Mss have ferris. But there is no 

evidence that torres or torris can mean anything but a torch. 

That is what it means in the gloss quoted by Lachmann: 

atroxavpa has two senses, (a) ustilatio a burn, (6) torres a 
torch: examples of each are given by Mr Karl Hoppe in 

Woelfflin’s Archiv vul p. 587%. I propose therefore to write 

quod sitis exurat miseros atque arzdu’ torror. 

1 Munro is of course quite right in  dissertatione de Nonio Marcello et 

joining the ‘non’ of 790 with ‘ex albis 

creantur’ and not with ‘alba’: the 

following ‘ nec’ would prove this, if the 

sense did not. 

2 Mr Hoppe says ‘Froehdius in 

Verrio Flacco (Berol. 1890) thesi quinta 
recte in uersu Lucretiano traditam 

lectionem, quae est torrat,’—atqui tra- 

ditae sunt duae—‘tutatus est’. Lest 

anyone should imagine that Mr Froehde 
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The lexicons cite torror from late Latin only ; but it is evidently 
to be restored in Ennius ann. 570 (libr. incert. lxx) Muell. = Isid. 
de nat. rer. 12 ‘pila uix | sol media complere cohum terroribw’ 
caeli | <coepit>’, where Baehrens emends torroribw. I may 
add that at Lucr. v1 237 ‘quod solis uapor aetatem non posse 
uidetur | efficere usque adeo ¢ellens feruore corusco’ the cor- 
rection torrens would be quite as probable as Lambinus’ pollens 
and very much more probable than any of the other conjectures. 

IV 84—89. 

Ergo lintea de summo cum corpore fucum 

mittunt, effigias quoque debent mittere tenuis 85 
res quaeque, ex summo quoniam iaculantur utraque. 

sunt igitur iam formarum uestigia certa 
quae uolgo uolitant suptili praedita filo 

nec singillatim possunt secreta uideri. 

Munro translates 87 sqq. ‘there are therefore as now shewn 

sure outlines of shapes, which fly all about possessed of an 

exquisitely small thickness and cannot when separate be seen 
one at a time’. But westigia does not mean outlines; so I 
propose to substitute a word which does: fastigia. ‘fastigia’ 

are the extremities of any thing, the bounding lines of that 
which has two dimensions, the bounding superficies of that 
which has three. Here ‘formarum fastigia’ are exactly the 

same things as ‘formarum oras’ at Iv 142. I transcribe part of 

Lachmann’s note on that passage, because it both explains the 
meaning and exemplifies the use of ‘fastigia’: ‘orae et hic et. 
in uersu 166 sunt extremitates, quae rerum superficiem ac 

speciem efficiunt...neque aliter Varro de lingua Latina libro 
vill p. 392 De hutusce multiplict natura discriminum, hoc est 
discriminum e multiplici declinationum natura prodeuntium, 

orae sunt hae, scilicet extrema et summa, in quae omnia inter se 
diuersissima exeunt, cur et quo et quem admodum in loquendo 

declinata sunt werba. nos ad eum modum figurate dicimus eine 

really has defended torrat,I transcribe Cf. Virgil. Aen. 2. 565.’ Only this and 
his defence: ‘In Lucretii libri m1. v. nothing more. 
917 tradita lectio torrat retinenda est. 
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sache bet den zipfeln fassen, idem Varro de re rustica I, 6, 2 5 6 
et 20, 5 tria formae fastigia pro tribus generibus definitis’. 

The passages in the de re rustica are these: I vi 2 ‘cum tria 
genera sint a specie simplicia agrorum, campestre, collinum, 

montanum,...e quibus tribus fastigiis simplicibus’ cet., 5 ‘propter 
haec tria fastigia formae discrimina quaedam fiunt sationum’, 

6 ‘haec atque huiusce modi tria fastigia agri et ad colendum | 
disperiliter habent momentum’, xx 5 ‘in eo agricolae hoc 
spectandum, quo fastigio sit fundus’: in all of them ‘fastigium ’, 

from meaning the limiting line which marks off a genus, has 
come to mean the genus itself. With our ‘formarum fastigia’ 
compare Lucr. 111 219 ‘extima membrorum circumcaesura’ in 

the same sense of ‘ outline.’ 

| Once again at V 1255—1261 we read 

manabat uenis feruentibus in loca terrae 1255 
concaua conueniens argenti riuus et auri, 

aeris item et plumbi. quae cum concreta uidebant 
posterius claro in terra splendere colore, 
tollebant nitido capti leuique lepore 
et simili formata uidebant esse figura 1260 
atque lacunarum fuerant uestigia cuique. 

Munro translates the last two lines ‘and they would see them to 
be moulded in a shape the same as the outline of the cavities in 
which each lay’: again the same unknown meaning of the word 
uestigia. ‘lacunarum uestigia’ can only mean ‘the imprint of 
the cavities’, which will be a correct name for the configuration 
received by the molten metal from the cavities into which it 

ran; but that will not do here, because here this very configura- 
tion is said to resemble the ‘lacunarum uestigia’, and a thing 

cannot resemble itself. Here too then I should write fustigia, 
which is the Latin for Munro’s ‘outline’, the extremities, the 

deepest nooks and crannies, of the cavities. It is perhaps from 

such a use as this that the word comes to mean simply ‘depth’ 
in Verg. georg. II 288 ‘scrobibus quae sint fastigia’. 

fastigia and uestigia are elsewhere confused, and at Iv 429 

the quadratus exhibits the midway form /festigza. 
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IV 1171—1184. 

Sed tamen esto iam quanto uis oris honore, 
cui Veneris membris uis omnibus exoriatur: 
nempe aliae quoque sunt; nempe hac sine uiximus ante; 
nempe eadem facit, et scimus facere, omnia turpi, 

et miseram taetris se suffit odoribus ipsa, 1175 
quam famulae longe fugitant furtimque cachinnant. 
at lacrimans exclusus amator limina saepe 

floribus et sertis operit postisque superbos 

unguit amaracino et foribus miser oscula figit ; 
quem si iam ammissum uenientem offenderit aura 1180 
una modo, causas abeundi quaerat honestas, 

et meditata diu cadat alte sumpta querella, 
stultitiaeque ibi se damnet, tribuisse quod illi 
plus uideat quam mortali concedere par est. 

Haec cum Lambinus se haudquaquam intellegere osten- 
disset, uersum 1175 sic explicare’conatus est Creechius ‘nempe 
se foetidam et immundam odoribus suffire cogitur’, 1180 autem 
sic ‘quem tamen iam admissum si una modo uel minima res 
(u. g. foetor) offenderit’; quam interpretationem secuti sunt 

Wakefieldus et plerique ante Lachmannum. uerum enimuero 
neque nunc de inmunda et fetida siue acosmo sermo est, sed de 
ea cui Veneris membris uis omnibus exoriatur; neque ullo 

modo apparet cur furtim cachinnent famulae, nisi forte dominae 
stultitiam rident, taetros odores pro suauibus adhibentis ; neque 

fieri potest ut aura u. 1180 aliud sit, aliud u. 1175 odores. 
uere igitur Lachmannus ‘uersum (1175) mire peruerterunt 
interpretes’: non uere idem ‘hoc dicit, eam sese, postquam cum 

alio consueuerit, suffimentis purgare, ne amator sentiat’, nam 

praeterquam quod remanet difficultas in taetris odoribus posita 
et quod furtiui consciarum cachinni iam plane facti sunt 

absurdi, miror amatoris sagacitatem, qui una suffimentorum 
aura offensus (si tamen id uoluit Lachmannus) continuo intel- 
legat amicam cum alio consueuisse ; miror atque adeo indignor 
dici plus esse, quam par sit mortali concedere, ut ulla mulier 
uno amatore contenta sit. nimirum Lachmanno, uiro sanctis- 

ee a 
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simo, accidit ut in his uitae postscaeniis parum feliciter 

uersaretur. 

uerba taetris se suffit odoribus significant, ut Romana sim- 
plicitate loquar, wissit siue Bde? sic omnia planissima sunt: 
taetri odores, ancillarum cachinni et fuga, amator aura offensus 
seque stultitiae damnans qui deam putauerit quam hominem 
esse ultro appareat. simillima habet wir admodum reuerendus 
Ionathas Swiftius, ecclesiae cathedralis sancti Patricii apud 

Dublinenses olim decanus, in ecloga quae Strephon and Chloe 
inscribitur. 

V 1262—1268. 

Tum penetrabat eos posse haec liquefacta calore 
quamlibet in formam et faciem decurrere rerum 

et prorsum quamuis in acuta ac tenuia posse 
mucronum duci fastigia procudendo, 1265 
ut sibi tela darent, siluasque ut caedere possent 
materiemque dolaret leuare ac radere tigna 

et terebrare etiam ac perfundere perque forare. 

In 1266 darent and possent are Lachmann’s necessary 
emendations for parent and possint. In the posthumous edition 
of Munro there is printed a hasty note which would have been 

better suppressed: ‘but perhaps the MSS are right: compare 

Plaut. Amph. 192 praemisit ut nuntiem ; and see Ussing there’. 
If we really mean to credit Lucretius with Plautine syntax (or 
the Attic dramatists with Homeric syntax) let us do it steadily 
and methodically, not dodge behind Plautus on one particular 

occasion when our nerve has deserted us and we are all of a 
sudden unwilling to suppose that D was mistaken for P and 

possent accommodated to parent. In 7000 verses has Lucretius 

ever again employed this sequence of tenses? do his MSS ever 
present it when the two forms differ by more than one letter ? 
Moreover Plaut. Amph. 192 (195) and most of Ussing’s parallels 
are here irrelevant, for there’ the pres. subj. denotes a purpose 
unfulfilled at the time of speaking: ‘me praemisit ut nuntiem’ 
=‘me praemisit ut nuntiarem, quod nondum feci’. And 

further, I hope to make it seem likely that we have an imperf. 
subj. in 1267. 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxv. 16 
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1267 has been very variously altered: dolare et leuia radere 
Marullus, materiem leware dolare et radere Lambinus, dolare 

secare or dolare aequare Lachmann, who finally writes domo for 

dolaret. I adopt Marullus’ dolare et and propose 

materiemque dolare et radere tigna ualerent. 

wa-le-rent = le-ua-reac. For the corruption of nt to ac compare 
the similar corruption of m to ac at v1 10 and of ac to m at 
v 241. The inversion le-ua-re for ua-le-re is of a sort which I 

have often illustrated : see for instance this Journal vol. xx p. 42. 
leuare ac could not stand at the end of the line (dolare et radere 
tigna leuare ac | et terebrare), and was therefore transposed 
with the intention that the verse should run ‘materiemque 

dolare léuare ac radere tigna’, a reading which Wakefield did 
not find too absurd for acceptance. 

V 1308—1315. 

Temptarunt etiam tauros in moenere belli 
expertique sues saeuos sunt mittere in hostis. 

et ualidos partim prae se misere leones 1310 
cum doctoribus armatis saeuisque magistris 
qui moderarier his possent uinclisque tenere, 
nequiquam. quoniam permixta caede calentes 

turbabant saeui nullo discrimine turmas, 

terrificas capitum quatientes undique cristas. 1315 

The lion is furnished by nature with so noble a head of 
hair (‘iubas’) that to provide him with ‘terrificas cristas’ into 

the bargain is wasteful and ridiculous excess; and if Lucretius 
intended to describe these early warriors as employing such 
lenocinia he could hardly mention the lions’ crests in this 

casual way, as if the practice were a matter of course or a fact 
of common knowledge. Elephants on the other hand did carry 
‘cristas’: Munro quotes Livy xxxviI 40 4 ‘ingentes ipsi 
erant: addebant speciem frontalia et cristae et tergo impositae 
turres’, to which I would add Amm. Mare. xxv 3 11 ‘ elephanti 
tardius praecedentes magnitudine corporum cristarumque hor- 

rore pauorem iumentis incutiebant et uiris’, where Haupt’s 
conjecture stridorumque is refuted by the parallel of Livy and, 
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as I think, of Lucretius. For while Faber and Lachmann strike 

out this verse 1815, which has occurred at I 632 with nwmine 

for undique in the description of the Curetes, I would rather 

transpose it to stand after 1304: 

inde boues lucas turrito corpore, taetras, 
anguimanus, belli docuerunt uolnera Poeni 

sufferre et magnas Martis turbare cateruas, 1304 
terrificas capitum quatientes undique cristas. 1315 

V 1440—1445. 

Iam ualidis saepti degebant turribus aeuom 1440 

et diuisa colebatur discretaque tellus, 
iam mare ueliuolis florebat propter odores, 

auxilia ac socios iam pacto foedere habebant, 
carminibus cum res gestas coepere poetae 
tradere. 1445 

ueliuolis florebat propter odores in 1442 is plainly corrupt ; 
but neither Lachmann’s puppibus, et res nor Munro’s puppibus, 
urbes has much likeness to the text, and both incur the objec- 
tion that ‘puppis’ =‘ nauis’ does not seem to be found in any 
writer older than Catullus. I believe that all tinkering of 
propter odcres is labour lost, and that these words come from 
II 417 ‘araque Panchaeos exhalat propter odores’. It is true 
that when scribes succumb to these untimely reminiscences 
there is generally some excuse for them. When at Ouid. met. 
11 792 most MSS give ‘et summa papauera carpit’ for cacumina 
because of Verg. buc. II 47 ‘ et summa papauera carpens’; when 
at met. x11 103 the best MS gives ‘cum sua terribili petit 
wrritamenta malorum’ for irritamina cornu because of 1 140 

‘effodiuntur opes irritamenta malorum’; when at Prop. 11 19 26 
some MSS give ‘abluit unda pedes’ for bowes because of I 20 8 
‘tinxerit unda pedes’ or Iv 11 16 ‘inplicat unda pedes’; when 
at Eur. Med. 1184 half the Mss give 7) tdXaw’ dmr@dXdvTO for 
nyeipeto because of 277 4 taddaw amodAvpuar or Hipp. 39 % 
Tadaw’ améAduTat or some other example of the phrase,—in 
all these places the blunder is easy to understand. But why 

16—2 
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the copyist of Lucretius should here remember 11 417 there 4 is 
no explaining ; so I must cite a parallel. 

In culex 401—3 most Mss read as follows: 

hic Cilici crocus editus aruo, 

laurus item Phoebi decus surgens, hic rhododaphne 
liliaque et roris non auia cura marini. 

I will take the opportunity of emending 402, which is usually 
reduced to metre by reading swrgens decus, an arrangement 

the scribes were not likely to disturb. Write decus ingens: 
ingens becomes urgens (Stat. Theb. vi 827 ingentibus and 
urgentibus MSS), the s of decus adheres and makes surgens 
(Stat. Theb. 1 357 gelidas surgens and gelidas urgens MSs). But 
now to business. Instead of surgens hic rhododaphne one of 

the most important Mss gives et sua pagina dicit. These 
words come from no part of the culex and from no passage 
which has the slightest resemblance to this: they come from 

Ouid. fast. 11 791 ‘itur ad Argeos: qui sint, sua pagina dicet’. 
Similarly I say that propter odores comes from II 417. 

Now Seruius at Verg. Aen. vil 804 quotes from Lucretius 

the phrase florebat nauibw’ pontus. He seldom quotes Lucretius 
accurately, and this extract is no foundation of rock for our con- 

jectures; but it is all we have. And it admits a very easy 
correction : 

iam mar?’ ueliuolis florebat nauibu’ pontus. 

In Lucretius’ Mss few errors are commoner than this: from the 

immediate neighbourhood take 1410 dulcedine for dulcedini’ and 

1456 corde for cord?. ‘maris pontus’ is wovros adds Hom, ® 
59: see too Pind. frag. 235 (259) Bergk év wovtov medaye. In 

Verg. Aen. X 377 ‘maris magna claudit nos obice pontus’ I take 
‘maris’ with ‘pontus’ not with ‘obice’, and I suspect there is a 

third Latin example at Prop. 111 5 11 where the ss read 

nunc maris in tantum uento iactamur, et hostem 

quaerimus atque armis nectimus arma noua. 

‘maris in tantum iactamur’ is supposed to mean ‘iactamur in 

tam magnum mare’, but that gives no sense, for ‘iactamur in 

mare’ can signify neither ‘prouehimur in mare’ nor ‘ iactamur 
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in mari’ nor anything else which can be done by the wind: 
it will simply. mean ‘we are thrown overboard’. The fact is 
that ‘in tantum’ is the same as ‘tanto opere’, Verg. Aen. VI 
876 ‘in tantum spe tollet auos’, and pretty often in the silver 
age: ‘maris’ therefore depends on ‘uento’. But ‘maris uent- 
us’ is a phrase to which I have found no better parallels than 
Ouid. trist. 1 8 35 ‘cunctane in aequoreos abierunt irrita uentos?’ 
(where by the way aequoreos though defensible in itself is 

indefensible in its context and should be amended to aetherios 
or aerios, for which alterations compare trist. 11 149, fast. 1 457, 

It 458, 11 416, ex Pont. 11 2 63, met. IV 623, Verg. buc. 1 59, 

Sen. H. f. 928, Stat. Theb. x 189), and Val. Fl. m 12 ‘ flumineo 

--.uento’. Accordingly I have proposed ‘nunc maris in tantum 
ponto iactamur’: for this confusion see Lucr. 1 276 and vi 624; 
and with Propertius’ picture of the results of avarice compare 

Lucretius’ own, V 1434 sq. ‘idque minutatim uitam prouexit 

in altum | et belli magnos commouit funditus aestus’. 

VI 47—49. 

Quandoquidem semel insignem conscendere currum 
* 

uentorum exirtant placentur omnia rursum 
* 

quae fuerint sint placato conuersa furore, 

Thus must this passage be left, with the two lacunas marked 
by Bernays. Lambinus’ furore for fauwore in 49 is obviously 
right; Bernays’ eaistant for exirtant may be, and so may Munro's 

insertion of ut after placentur. But Lachmann’s ‘currum | 

uentosum et certant plangentia flamina rursum, | quae fuerint, 
sine, placato’ cet. and Munro’s ‘ex ira ut placentur, ut omina 
rursum | quae’ cet. and all the other conjectures are refuted by 
this imitation: Appul. de mundo ec, 22 ad fin. ‘cum uel inter se 
uentorum proelia ciuntur, uel disiectis nubibus fulminat caelum, 

et tempestates inter se serenae hibernaeque confligunt, micant 
ignes, imbres rumpuntur, et rursus placatis omnibus amoena 
laetitia mundi reseratur’: wuentorum proelia is from Verg. 
georg. I 318 ‘omnia uentorwm concurrere proelia uidi’; tempes- 
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tates inter se serenae hibernaeque confligunt from Enn. ann. lib. X 
(Seru. ad Verg. Aen. I 254) ‘tempestatesque serenae’ and Lucr. 
VI 373 ‘confligunt hiemes aestatibus acres’; and rursus placatis 

omnibus from Lucr. vi 48 above ‘placentur omnia rursum’. 
Putting Virgil and Appuleius together one may guess that the 
‘uentorum’ of 48 depends on a vanished ‘proelia’: Lucretius 

has ‘uentorum paces’ at v 1230. 

VI 572—574. 

Saepius hance ob rem minitatur terra ruinas 

quam facit; inclinatur enim retroque recellit 

et recipit prolapsa suas in pondera sedes. 

pondera quadratus (B), pondere oblongus (A). Lachmann 
takes the former and explains ‘ prolapsa (fem. sing.) in pondera’ 
as ‘ab omni parte in aequalia pondera (eis icopporriav) pro- 
lapsa’, but does not explain how ‘ prolapsa’ ‘ toppled over’ can 
possibly denote the return to equilibrium : Munro justly remarks 
‘falling forward out of its place is the natural force of prolapsa: 
see Forc. and comp. 1006 primordia ferri | in uacuwm prolapsa 
cadunt contuncta...... thus Livy has rem prope prolapsam restit- 

ut: prolapsam eam ereaxisse ; prolapsum imperium retentum ac 

recuperatum esse, and the like’. Munro reads pondere; to 
prove against Turnebus that ‘pondus’ as well as ‘ pondera’ can 
mean equilibrium, he quotes, amongst several passages where it 
need not mean equilibrium and several where it cannot, one place 

in Petronius (136) where it seemingly does; and he translates 
‘and after tumbling forward recovers in equal poise its fixed 
position’, observing that ‘pondus and suas sedes are almost 
synonymous’. If so, his reading cannot be maintained : against 
the proposal to construe the other as ‘recipit sedes in pondera’ 

he himself very truly says in this Journal vol. 11 p. 122 and 
vol. Iv p. 121 that it could only mean ‘brings back its state of 
stable equilibrium into its state of stable equilibrium’: well 
then, his own reading means ‘recovers its state of stable equi- 

librium in its state of stable equilibrium ’. 
The truth is that pondera has here its usual meaning and 

the construction is ‘recipit pondera in suas sedes’ ‘ brings back 
her mass into its original position’. For this delusive collocation 

——E——————— 
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of the preposition before a word which it might govern but does 
not, compare IV 597 ‘haec loca per uoces ueniant’ (uoces 
ueniant per loca), v1 863 ‘multaque sunt ignis prope semina 
corpus aquai’ (semina sunt prope corpus: though here the 
grammar as well as the sense forbids error), Hor. carm. Iv 1 
19 sq. ‘ Albanos prope te lacus | ponet marmoream’ (ponet te 
prope lacus), Tibull. 11 5 66 ‘iactauit fusas et caput ante comas’ 
(iactauit comas ante caput), Prop. 11 4 18 ‘et subter captos 

arma sedere duces’ (duces sedere subter arma), copa 4 ‘ad 
cubitum raucos excutiens calamos ’(excutiens cubitum ad 
calamos: strangest of all), Manil. 1 245 ‘nos in nocte sumus 
somnosque in membra locamus’ (locamus membra in somnos), 
Stat. Theb. v 362 sqq. ‘caeruleo grauidam cum I[uppiter 
imbri | ipsa super nubem ratis armamenta Pelasgae | sistit 

agens’ (sistit nubem super armamenta), Sil. x11 121 ‘stagna 
inter celebrem nunc mitia monstrat Auernum’ (monstrat 
Auernum inter stagna), xIvV 155 ‘medios inter fera proelia 

miscet’ (miscet proelia inter medios). Hypermonosyllabic pre- 
positions may be thus treated even in prose: Cic. ad Att. x 8 8 
‘quos contra me senatus, ne quid res publica detrimenti 
acciperet, armauit’ (contra quos me armauit). Somewhat 
different are Ouid. her. xvi 198 ‘cum dis potando nectare 

miscet aquas’ (cum nectare dis potando), XxI 232 ‘quaeritur a 
Delphis fata canente deo’ (a deo Delphis canente), met. 1 231 
‘in domino dignos euerti tecta penates’ (in penates domino 
dignos). I think it more likely that ‘prolapsa’ agrees with 

‘pondera’ than with ‘terra’. 

VI 777—780. 

Multa meant inimica per auris, multa per ipsas 
insinuant naris infesta atque aspera tactu, ; 
nec sunt multa parum tactu uitanda neque autem 

aspectu fugienda saporeque tristia quae sint. 

778 ‘ASPERA TACTV. Tactus hoc loco pro odore inepte 
dicitur, quia statim sequitur tactw simpliciter positum proprio 
sensu. nulla cum specie Lambinus odore, Bentleius sensu’ 

Lachmann; and we may now add ‘nulla cum specie Brieger 
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sese’. It is possible, but it is not probable, that the tactw of 
778 comes from the tactu of 779, which is ill-placed for exerting 
that influence. Lachmann wrote adactu, to which Munro 

justly objects that it implies a violent thrust, as in the ‘dentis 
adactus’ of v 13830 which Lachmann cites. Munro reads iactu ; 
but that is no better, for the character of ‘asperitas’ belongs 
not to the emission of odour from objects but to its inhalation 

through the nostrils. I therefore propose 

multa per ipsas 

insinuant naris infesta atque aspera tractu. 

‘harsh to inhale’. The words are not uncommonly confused, as 
at Ouid. met. x 732 and Sen. Thy. 406: in the mss of Lucretius 

compare Iv 246 protudit for protrudit and v1 138 perfingens for 
perfringens. For the use, as good a parallel as any is given in 
the lexicons: Phaedr. 11 1 4 ‘hune (odorem) postquam totis 

auida traat naribus’, with which compare Hor. carm. Iv 1 21 sq. 
‘illic plurima naribus | duces tura’. Equally apposite is Luc. 

vil 412 ‘aera pestiferwm tractu’ pestilential to breathe, with 

which contrast Sen. Phoen. 220 ‘has ego auras ore pestifero 

traho’. Similarly in Greek Aristotle has owdp 70 mvedua, omav 

THs opeyavov, Hippocrates éptcas tnv ddunv: Lobeck at Soph. 
Aiax 2 quotes Antipater Sid. xxviI 10 épvcacOa puxtipow 
autpnv. I see that some misunderstand Tac. ann, I 42 fin. 
‘meque precariam animam inter infensos trahere’: it means 

not prolong my life but draw my breath. 

VI 962—964. 

Principio terram sol excoquit et facit are, 

at glaciem dissoluit et altis montibus altas 
extructas niues radiis tabescere cogit. 

For niwes Avancius to amend the metre writes ningues: this 

is strongly supported by a parallel which I shall quote anon, 
and the change, especially in an obsolete word, is easy: to see 

how: it comes about compare I 85 where the quadratus has 
sanuine for sanguine: g is often omitted or inserted at the side 
of n. But ‘altas extructas’, as Lachmann says, is not good 
Latin for ‘extructas in altum’: any more than ‘ustus decolor’ 
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at Prop. Iv 3 10 is good Latin for ‘decolor factus urendo’. 

Therefore Naugerius further altered altas to alte; but Lachmann 

and his followers prefer Marullus’ ‘extructasque niues’ as a 
slighter change. I should write 

et altis montibus albas 
extructas ningues radiis tabescere cogit ; 

comparing 735 sqq. ‘de montibus altis | crescat, ubi in campos 
albas descendere ningues | tabificis subigit radis sol’ and Eur. 
Hel. 3 NeiAov...0s...NevKns TaKkelons KLovos Uypaives yas. 
For albus and altus confused see Ouid. met. Iv 48. 

VI 1179—1182. 

Mussabat tacito medicina timore, 

quippe patentia cum totiens ardentia morbis 
Jumina uersarent oculorum expertia somno. 

multaque praeterea mortis tum signa dabantur. 

1180 ‘Wakefieldo...placuit inepte iniecta morborwm men- 
tio, cum paulo ante recte esset ardentia morbo 1172’ Lachmann ; 
and he writes ac nuntia mortis, which is confirmed both by 
‘multa praeterea mortis signa’ in 1182 and by Munro’s citations 
of Ouid. met. v 134 ‘singultantem animam et wersantem lumina 

uidit’, VI 246 ‘simul suprema iacentes | lumina uersarunt, ani- 

mam simul exhalarunt’, vil 579 ‘lassaque uersantes supremo 
lumina motu’, where this rolling of the eyes is the precursor of 
death. But it comes nearer to the text to write praenuntia 
mortis. In these MSS p and d are frequently confounded; and 

just as they altered perlabitur to deriabitur at Iv 357 and con- 
plebant to condiebant at VI 1262, so I suppose they here altered 
praenuntia to draenuntia, which either by the confusion of d 
and a or else by the inversion of the first three letters becomes 
ardenuntia. This last error is so common that I have long 
desisted from noting the examples I encounter; but the Mss of 
Lucretius have the following, 11 119 remouet for rewomit, 111 170 
leti for teli, 305 waporis for pauoris, V 208 dibenti for bidenti, 

vi 851 partim for raptim, and with the change of one letter 
superadded 1 177 orcatu for creatur, VI 892 praeter for praebet, 
916 perualet for peruolat. praenuntius occurs at Vv 737. 

A. E. HOUSMAN. 



NOTES ON THE HOMERIC HYMNS BY J. P. DORVILLE. 

AmonG the D’Orville collection in the Bodleian is a small 
paper book (MS. D’Orville 216, formerly Auct. x. 1. 6. 27), 
containing notes in D’Orville’s hand upon the Iliad, Odyssey, 
Batrachomachia, Hymns and minor Homeric works. The book 
is thus described in the new catalogue by Mr Falconer Madan 

(who kindly pointed the book out to me): “In Latin &c., on 
paper; written in the first half of the 18th cent. by J. P. 

D’Orville: 6% x 48 in., ii + 281 leaves.” 
I have thought it worth while to publish the notes on the 

Hymns; they were written at a curious period in the history 
of the poems, when strange to say no mss. had been collated 

since the time of the editio princeps of 1488. It is in fact 
singular that D’Orville, who travelled in Italy and catalogued 
libraries where important copies of the Hymns were lying, 
should have made no collations of them; his collection, it is 

well known, is ‘full of readings copied from mss. of endless 

other Greek and Latin authors. He is content however to use 
and criticise the current edition of Homer, that of Joshua 

Barnes, published at Cambridge in 1711, and the sumptuously 
printed ‘ Miscellanea Graecorum aliquot Scriptorum Carmina 

cum Versione Latina et Notis’ of Michel Maittaire, London, 
1722, of which the Hymn to Apollo is part. These two editors 
he castigates with deserved severity. Other writers that he 

quotes are Bernard Martini, whose ‘ Variae Lectiones’ appeared 
at Paris in 1605, Samuel Clarke, who edited Homer on Barnes’ 

model,. Lond. 1739-40, and the edition of Giunta. 

His notes have a certain if not very great value, his con- 

jectures often anticipate the moderns, and in one case have been 

EO —— 
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confirmed by the Moscow ms. which was discovered thirty 
years after his death. The modern study of the Homeric 
Hymns began with Ruhnken’s Epistle to Valckenir, 1749, and 
Ruhnken at last tapped the real sources by his collation of two 
of the four Paris mss. 

The notes are printed as they stand, and the original 

spelling and punctuation are preserved; a few notes of no 
importance—principally versions of words or phrases and refer- 
ences to obsolete books—have been omitted. The brackets 
here and there in the text are the author's. D’Orville uses 
various signs to introduce his notes; I have substituted, for 
clearness’ sake, the usual modern abbreviations. I have added 

_a few elucidations below. 

f. 238. In| Apollinis | Hymnum |. In hune hymnum 
quaedam annotat Mattaire’ in poematibus graecis ab ipso 
editis. sed pleraque nullius frugis. 

20 vouol ods BeBrAnatar. an avaBeSrnara, cantantur ? 
nam significationem tribuendi unde habeat, nescio. Mattaire 
etiam a in singularibus insertam vult. 

f. 239. 125 adavarns yeipecow. sic legendum, et sicubi 

sic aliis in locis sit peccatum. 1. dpéEato. et sic Mattaire con- 
jecerat. 

139 av@éov. non satisfacit. procul dubio omnes hae turbae 

ex neglecta iteratione vocis "Hv@ce. “HvOee 8 as Stu tt piov 
ovpeos HvOcev Ay. 

142 |. dd\XoTe 8 av vycovs. ava. 

148—149 cf. Mattaire. 

f. 240. 163 fere idem praedicatur de Apostolis in Actis. 
166 versu hoc carere poterimus, mutata una litera. v. 

Hymn, vit. 7°. 
yaipete, K bpels TacaL 

vel evyouar reticitur \iccopas pas. 

*"AXN’ diye 57, AnToi [sic legendum] pév AroArovT’ aptéwidi 
Edv buds Alocomat, 

xaipete y duets [an x’ dpels an Yupes wacas] 6 Kodpar. cf. 
Seal. ad Cirim 228 vel omnino Thucydidis lectio recipienda 

1 So spelled always. Ou EES Ta 
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GX’ aye SH, vel adn’ ayeO [iAnKxor ev arrorAXrwv apTrewide Edv] 

xalpete yx duets xodpar] Apollo enim et Diana xovpotpodor; 
quamvis et Latona. et huic sententiae favet Horat. 4. od. 6. 
40 qui hine colorem duxit. 

hodierna pronunciatione facile mutentur 

Oiruxe et SereTe 
F irnkos et 8 nrnTOI?. 

f. 241. 190 1. duvetover Oedv. illud fa enim hic nullam 
vim habet. 

192 Mattairii aududeezs non rejiciendum facile. 
211 1. rpiownyevet. tutius etiam legetur ay’ épeyOei. 
211 ut tuAnyevys!. 

217 é payvyras si prima corripi possit. 

223 vero simile nomen montis latere in voce faGeos. 

231 locus commentario indigens. 
235 dynouw jungit cum Gpyara Mattaire. vellem aliam 

auctoritatem afferret quam Lucae vel Joannis. Cf. Scapulam. 
251 imo Huropa non tam late sumitur; quippe pelopon- 

nesus etiam erit in Europa, et adeoque non separatim nomi- 

nandus. ergo saltem graeciae finibus circumscribetur. 
298 potest etiam verti, et illi [trophonius et agamedes] 

innumeras gentes habitare fecerunt circum templum affabre 

factis lapidibus semper celebre futurum. et évacca et xaré- 
vaooa sic fere usurpantur, prior tamen interpretatio non dis- 

plicet. 
305 mire hic et versu 354 caecutit Mattaire. 
320 stupor Barnesii cum suo repraesentavit. imo educa- 

vit’. mox as dgpere &e. utinam gratificata foret. 
f. 243. 355 versus aliquantum suspectus. videtur con- 

flatus ex vv. 302, 303. 

383 cf. Odyss. N. 152 et aliis in locis. 
396 yudrous bro Tapyncco.o. Hes. 0. 499. 
407 Bocdor. ridicule remis® et contra sensum. non mutare 

necesse habebant pedes navis, quia habebant a tergo ferentem 

ventum. verte 

1 Opposite. 

2 Barnes translates xal perd got xacvyvijrnoe Kduocevy ‘et suis sororibus 

praesentavit.’ 3 As Barnes. 
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sed quemadmodum solventes cret&é vela et pedis lora* con- 
stituerant, sic navigabant. Boedov funibus. quid notius. 

f. 244. 439 1. audbos ayyplbaro. 

442 omwOapiyes a omwvOdaptE malim cum phavorino in h.v. 
et quibusdam lexicis. Henr. Steph. etiam omi@dpeyyes memi- 
nit ut accidit in his vocibus in v& vel ey& terminatis. unde non 

dicit. 
493 quod dudprnua notat Mattaire Natilis Comitis est 

Phavorini in AeAdinos.  v. in h. v. 

499 vide hic nugantem Mattaire, quasi non aeque regu- 
lariter ab inws, dua, noGe atque a TLOnus, Odpat, OAoOe veniret 
in subj. aor. 2 medii. 

515 ayaGor cur mutetur? ayads quidquid bonum in omni 
genere. dya6x) avAntpis Xenoph. 874 E. 

f. 245. 539 1. cal éuny (Ody Ta wadsorta. si TapadoTa 
ita poetis usurpetur, dédey0e cal mpodvrayOe meam legem. 

542 quasi Deus loqueretur ad Judaeos. 
f. 246. In | Hymnum | Mercurii | . 

37 vellem Barnes. suam emendationem’ probaret firma- 
retque. 

53 retine cata péros. cf. 419. 

75 vox mAavodias suspecta. cur non wAayxrodias vel 

mrayyoolas. 
110 dumrvuto hic est imperf. et ideo corripitur. quando est 

perfect. producitur. 

114 quis suspicetur dicay vel dvccav legendum®. aitunv 
flatum impetum. 

116 Barnesii elegans ingenium elegantes excudit metaphoras. 
tu lege 

vmepBpuyxias, valde mugientes. 

quamvis fere o in h. v. producatur. sed corripitur ut Il. P. 54. 
cf. Etym. M. avaBé8pvye. nam épiSpuvyéw Hesiod. 6. 332 
videtur contractionem pati. 

1 Corrected out of ‘pedem lori.’ 3’ Barnes not only prints but ex- 

2 dxuh for aixud. A few years later plains dd¢av. 

Ruhnken found éyua. 
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f. 248. 125 B. versio nunc rem satis explicat’. at ego 

sic nihilum intelligo. videtur innuere etiam hodierno die in 
rupe vestigia coriorum superesse post tantum tempus, tu certe 
retine moAvypovioe sc. pivot. Sic Philemonis et Baucidos ar- 

bores ostendi dicit Ovid. vim. Met. v. 29. 
tapeO toca vel rauerT aooa correptum. vel intelligendum 

quod vult poeta Mercurium adeo scite secuisse [non secasset ut 
Barn.] coria ista, ut nunc pivoTduos secant ea coria quae 
multum durant; et id quidem quod mirandum post tantum 
temporis elapsi: at plurale neutrum incommodum, et tapero 
sing. et mepvace plur. 

127 eipvocaro triova épya. Traxit pinguedinem et carnes. 
quid, malum, sunt pinguia opera”. pinguiter operatur, qui ita 
interpretatur. 

136 weTyjopa. non capio. an dws corruptum. et vox 
quae caedem significat substituenda’. ut velut recentem mac- 

tationem occultare. sequentia suadent tale quid. 
an ad chelyn respicit quam deposuerat. satis obscure tamen 

ona véns dwovys. tum quoque peTHopov. at wernopa adverbii 
modo usurpet. cf. 506 onuar’ éret KiOapnr*. 

159 °. 
165 al. dexdeidouxev. Ed. Cantabrig. fere tréddeuca 

duplicata A®. 
188 illud SéuovTa hic, et antea déuwv, procul dubio 

redonandum Barnesio. véuwy non solum qui pascit sed qui 
colit, curat, procurat. et hoc melius convenit Batodpdre, ut 

vocatur v. 191. 

f. 250. 238 eadem comparatio Odyss. E. 488. 

284 cf. Theocr. 1. idyll. 51. ibi Casaub. 

303 sternutatio et crepitus inter omina. 
305 videtur distinguendum ...éé0ex 

omapyavov, aud @Bpmorow éduypéevos. 

1 B. says ‘Latina versio nunc rem 4 ‘an ad chelyn’ &c. on the opposite 
satis explicabit.’ page. 

2*Mercurius gaudium-ferens traxit 5 A sign, but no note, follows this 

pinguia opera.’ J. B. numeral. 

3 Not till Hermann was ¢upis 6 A stroke connects ‘Kd. Cantabrig.’ 

thought of, and that at the prompting with texdeldoxer. Barnes however 

of the reading of Mosq. v. 385. reads jmadeldouxev. 
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f. 251. 325 unde evuvdrAim rumorem significet nescio: et 
omnino quid. 

1. edvopin S éy’ bXuprrov 

vel 
otwpvrin & é&y’ dduprrov. 

Ovid. Notior in caelo fabula nulla fuit. 
posset etiam legi eduedin, nisi refragaretur quantitas. 
sic tamen solent, a8raBeva, aBraBiar v. 393. 

351, 352 in uno horum versuum tpiPos videtur legendum. 
357 Kal Siaunoe trip TO péev évOa THs 0d00 Kal TO évOa. 

et ignem dissipavit ex utraque parte viae v. 140, 
f. 252. 361 advyas wpuaprafe. oculos sequebatur, id est, 

_ petebat, tegebat manibus. 

383 émidaiec@ar Spxov. aliquidne commune habet cum 
Tdpvew pKa. 

396 cf. Callim. Hymn. in Lavacr. pall. 135. 

410 rat respicitne Seca. si saltem toi et éotpappévor et 
add\nrovow habetur non careret exemplo ut Secpod intelli- 
gerentur. at vide quid sincera via emendatio possit. tu retine 
gvovro ut tal ad dyvov respicit. a singulari ad plurale usitatus 
transitus et verte 

Sic dixit et manibus circumde vincula fortia viticis. 
quae vitices sub pedibus boum subito natae erant. 

ibidem, circum circa intextae mutuo. 

facile et circum omnes agrestes boves Mercurii consilio 

subdoli (f. 253) vult poeta dicere, has vitices voluntate Mer- 
curii circum pedes boum crevisse, ne fugerent. 

411 éuBoradnv. considerandum. 

419 en aliud flagitium. quid enim ter textum corrumpant, 
ut nobis verba sine sensu obtrudant. tu retine cata péXos. 
contrarium mapa pédXos. ut Kat aicay et Tap aicay, Kata yvo- 
pny et Tapa yvounv. concinne, rythmice. harmonice, éuperds. 

422 vox épatov facit inamabilem sonum toties repetita’. 
ayaOor forte scripserit ut Hymn. Apoll. 515. 

1 This objection to the close repe- new line and 457 which also is only 

tition of éparh and épardy is now met _ preserved in M throw D’Orville’s nume- 
by the new line (422 in our editions) _ ration slightly out. 

which the Mosquensis gave us. This 
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429 1) Xaye patados vidv. haec mihi potius explicarent, 
quam frivolas lectiones comminiscendo tempus tererent. 

432 non male izwdéov conjecit Barnes, v. 242 yéduv v7rd 
pacyddy eiye. nam v. 388 cal Td orrapyavor eiyev er wrévn 

alia res. 
f. 254. 457 1. val wa Tdde Kapvevov. 

metathesis literarum usitata. «apdia, xpadia. KapTepos, 
KPaTEpos. KPOKOOLAROS, KOPKOSIAAOS. Quamvis quidam Kpaviadas 
vuudas ap. Theocr. 1. 21 ab arbore xcpaveia deducant, et adeo 
hic prior etiam produceretur. sed frustra. at in hac voce hanc 
literarum transpositionem locum habuisse, vox ista latina cornus 

monstrat. imo forte recte sch. Theocr. Idyll. 5. 83 hunc capvea 
et xapveios Zevs deducit, capvea éoptyn éate Si0s Kapveta ovo- 
palopéevn. tap Eddnor Sé Tereitar dua TO TOV Sovpetov immov 

é& xapveiov eivas Evdov, ubi agnoscit Kapvevos. 
f. 255. 468 intellige dudds kali pavteias ex 810s et 

Gechara rapa Sios. neutram prepositionem ad verbum damjpevar 
refer, sed ad substantiva. cf. v. 530. quae persuadent Sanjuevar 

éx Suds duds retinendum, imo pavteins etiam legendum, ut 
constructio sit danevas Oéodata rapa Sis Tavta éx oudhs Kal 

prayteins Svos. 
496 1. éyeu. 
f. 256. 513 cum sint jam amici emollit Apollo locutionem, 

quemque auguratus erat in ira dpxov dnrAnTa@v KexAjoeoas, jam 
a jove Tiuny EdécOar Ojoew Epya érrapoiBia avOpe@rrots, quod 
est, KAeTTOTaTOV écec Oat, 

537 miupavoxey non ex caesura, ut delirat B. sed ex 
auctoritate poetica communem habet primam. qua licentia 
veteres non usi sunt, nisi ex ratione certa et justa quae tamen 
nos latet, nisi quis ruphavoxery pronunciatum fuisse contendat. 
TiFFavoKey, TiThavoKewy. 

550 alatae saepe ex monumentis etruscis videntur. 

551 aAdira an infernales et mortuales res pertineant, ef. 
Odyss. K. 520. 

f. 257. 553 dmdvevOe SidaocKxados pavteins, Hv seorsum 
quae docent illam vaticinatorum partem, quam dum puer circa 
boves versans exposui, exercul. 

f. 258. In | Hymnum | eds | "Adpodirny | § Iv. 
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3 colorem hinc duxisse videri potest Lucretius in principio 
operis divini. 

16 ypvonraxartos. sagittis aureis. Cf. Il. w. 182, Soph. 
Trach. 647 sch. ypvcoto£os. 

20 moXus, contrarium dicit Callimachus. 

29 v. Clarke ad Iliad. B. 42. si homeri ergo est hic hymnus 
corrigendus. 

Tm O¢€ Sea Kpovidns SaKev yépas avtl yapuoo v. ad 
Moschi Europen 50 ubi similiter xpovidns omissa vox alterum 
Geein infarciit versui. 

f. 259. 54 1. wodvmidaxor, nam mox v. 68 troAvTidaxa 
vocat. 

. 55 1. Bouxoréeoxe Boas. 
58 ex Odyss. 6. 365 quinque hi versus. versus 63 ibi non 

invenitur, éavov €Xaov non capio. 
71 vox mpoxades non sana videtur. non enim invenitur 

mpokas, ados, sed mpo&, mpoxds. quid si ergo audaciori conjec- 
tura corrigamus 

"Apxto. tapdarues, Odds TE TpdKwy axopnto. Theocr. 
Idyll. 1. 115 

@ AVKOL @ Odes, O av Wpea hworddes ApKTOL. 

f. 260. 82 1. adunre. tu verte, nondum virum passae. 
aduntnv. 133. 

137 Ovid. 5 Epp. 84. 

147 alias scribitur dvopaxXuTos voce unica. 
184 cur non yAaivynoe KadvrwarTo. 

230 kai evyeveos te yeveiov. videtur corruptum. 1. ev- 
ryévvos. 

253 Barn. frustra est in explicando corrupto hoc loco. Mar- 
tini conjecturam explicatam confirmatamque optarem. 

260 Ovnrois ut alii recte. vel d@avataio. legendum. érop- 
tat sortem neque plane hominum, neque plane deorum. longum 
vivunt, at moriuntur, communia quaedam cum hominibus et 

cum diis habent’. 
262 Clarke ad H. A. 

1 &rovrae sqq. on the opposite page. 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxv. 17 
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In | Hymnum | vi 
4 coma longa et purpureus habitus juvenem indicant cf. 

Diog. Laert. in pythag. xoitny cai adroupyida hopodvta. 

18 Ovid. metam. XIV. 

pressaque dei gravitate carina 

aeneadae gaudent 

ibi sane legendum 

Et pressa dei gravitate carina est. 

Aineadae gaudent &c. 

an hujus gubernatoris memoriam servat sacerdos Bacchi 
Zmyrnae in Olympiis adriani triremem, loco gubernatoris, 

regens. Nonn. Dion. xLvul. 508 Aawénv or«dda. 
26 accipe ut apud Theocr. Idyll. 13. 52 

a a ‘ Koupotep @ Traides TroveioO Ora: TAEVTTLKOS OUpOS. 

f. 262. 44, 48 impeditior et concisior constructio satis 

monstrat Homerum non esse auctorem, cujus compositione | 
nihil facilius aut rotundius. 

Seneca Oedipo 456. Idaeus prora fremuit leo Tigris puppe 
sedet gangetica. 

et Strabo L. 1 negat Homerum Tyrrhenorum meminisse. 
sed recentiorum quidem Hesiodum’. 

kuBepyntns Kal vavapyos sive dpyo. ut d. Lucae ec. 27 
KuBepyntns Kal vavxdrnpos distinguuntur’. 

56 éye lege, ut in aliis recte. neque minima, neque majora 
scit Barn. 

f. 263. In Hymn. VI. 

1 hic hymnus Homero certe non convenit, si wyitiee et 
caetera respicias. 

10 «katactiiBor scribe et ride ineptias Barnesii. 
13 metaphoram ab equo pulcerrime exsequitur. tamen 

quaesita haec accuratio ab Homeri more remota. 
f. 265. In Hymnum XvIt. 
3 Sevdpnocn ut Tiywdvta pro tiuaovta II. I. 601. 

6 avyujevta temere, imo inepte ejiciunt. ad barbam re- 

live. vm. The inclusion of the ration of the minor hymns by one. 
Hymn to Demeter altered the nume- 2 On the opposite page. 
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spicit. avyyos autem passim de barba et coma ad rem 

Silius x11. 332 de pane 

imoque cadit barba hispida mento 

et nihil facilius quam ut hanc lectionem firmemus. si legissent 
saltem XNayvyevta, hirsutum, quod de suis dorso et similibus 

usurpatur. Cf. de utraque lectione Od. I 445 et Od. O 249. 
v. 39 vocat nuyéverov hispidum. 

f. 266. 15 summos calamos ore percurrens. percurrere 

pollice chordas. Ov. 2 Am. 4. 6. 
18 parum concinne Opynvov érumpoyéovca yéet. quae 

lubens legerem 

Opnvov érumpoicica. quae vox homero usitata. Il, T. 221 
bara févac. Hyman. xxvi. 18. 

26 Katapioyerat. ut in aliis bene. 

34 rursus temere textum conspurcat Barn. Nuudy dpvoros. 
erat enim filia dryopos, filii Sperchii fluvii. Cf. Ant. Liberal. 
c. 32 et Ovid. 9. Met. 332. 

In Hymn. xxi. 
3 éyxAdov. seorsim. nihil ineptius. imo se inclinando ut 

solent se invicem consulentes. 

In Hymnum XXIIlL 

4 v. Horat. Od. 1. xxx. 5. 

f. 269. In Hymnum xxv. 

12 es dpas. intellige dcovdora Kat’ dorv, quae vere fiebant, 

circa quod tempus etiam navigatio incipiebat, épav. naviga- 
tionis tempus. v.ad. Theocr. vel Anvaca, 7) Svovvova Kat’ aypous 
quae autumno tempore fiebant. de utrisque v. Casaub. ad 
Theophr. p. 31. 

In Hymnum xxviii. 
11 ...gira ppeciv adArnroLo ww. 

elOdTes Epypata Kara. vow 0 éorrecOe Kal 18n. 
habitatis pulcras domos, inter vos bene convenientes, et 

comitamini bonam mentem et juventutem. Nihil communis 
formula eidévar dura Teves at hic additur eidévae Epypwata gird’. 

1 ‘Nihil’ sq. is on the opposite page. 

17—2 
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f. 270. In Hymnum xxx. 
14 Non ineleganter legeretur 

Aerroupyes. tTvotal & avéwwv ate dpoeves imo. 

15 évOa sc. év trots. v. 9. trois éuBeBads. 
In Hymnum xxx. 

1 semper ineptit B. é@oere dicite. 
f. 271. In Hymnum XXXII. 
16 movov cdicw. forte corrupta verba. 1. ét Evpod ut II. 

K, 173. sic Theocr. 22. v. 6 de his ipsis. 

THOMAS W. ALLEN. 



NOTES ON BUCHELER’S CARMINA EPIGRAPHIOA. 

391. 5 [CIL. v. 6714]. 

Corpus quod uixit, facta est uindi leuis umbra. 

‘In windi quid lateat, non assequor. Mommsen. (t)wmola 
seems a possible suggestion. 

417. 12—15 [CIL. v. 5049]. 

Agmi]nibus iuncti[s q]uae pabula saepe secantes 
Inpajuidae campis hominum pecudumque [recumbunt] 
Sic popJulus fuerat constans, disiunctus [iniquis 
Cedit] quisque sibi timidus. 

For recumbunt (Biich.) I should prefer residunt, a word 

which would well suit locusts (lucustae 10). After disiwnctus I 
suggest at idem. 

493. 1 [CIL. vi. 15546]. 

Non aequos Parcae statuistis stamina uitae. 

Possibly aequo ex ‘ fairly.’ 

11 Deceptus—grauius fatum, sic pressit egestas— 

12 Dum uitam tulero, Primus Pistes lugea coniugium. 

Biich. explains ‘deceptus sum Primus, grauius fuit fatum, 
sic pressit egestas i. datorum paucitas annorum,’ and lugea he 
considers to = lugeam for lugebo. 

It seems simpler to consider egestas as meant in its ordinary 
sense ‘poverty,’ with which the grauius fatum of Piste’s death 
is contrasted as a heavier calamity. If so the words should be 

written 
Deceptus grauius fatum, sic pressit egestas, 
Duma: to2. Poke, 
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‘Kept in ignorance of a graver misfortune (my wife’s death), 
such was the pressure of poverty (ie. being too poor to appre- 
hend the graver misfortune of my wife, Piste, dying) I mourn, 
as long as my life shall last, her loss.’ I doubt lugea(m)= 

lugebo: Gruter’s suggestion that it is a mistake for lugeo seems 

very probable. 

511. 3 sqq. [CIL. vu. 4681]. 

feliciter annos 

L minus uno gessit, studio set 
5 Vsus onoribus ordinis est adque uirum uir 

Largus munidator ed sator in gente suorum. 

In 5 ac quinqueuirum uir is a natural suggestion. The 
original is adque wiru vu. It is true that in the heading of the 
Inscription the man is called 1- viR, but it is no very auda- 

cious conjecture to suppose that 11 has supplanted v. 

1059. 1—4 [CIL. xv. 1808]. 
Paruolus in gremio comunis forte parentis 
Dum ludit, fati conruit inuidia. 

Nam trucibus iunctis bubus tunc forte noueli 
Ignarum rector propulit orbe rota. 

A child playing on the ground is killed by the violent 
impact of a wheel, seemingly of a plough drawn by two young 

and sturdy oxen. Biich. explains nowelz ‘indomiti iumenti, 
and he makes rota nominative with which rector agrees, com- 

paring auctor femina, &c. This seems to me incredible. As 
nouellus is specially used of young unbroken steers, Colum. VL 
1, 3, I would follow Osann and Meyer in writing nouellis ; 

Meyer’s orbe rotae is a combination natural in itself and, in 
conjunction with the obvious suggestion of the distich that 

rector is the man who guides the plough, more than plausible. 

1105. 9 [CIL. xiv. 316]. 

Hic sum positus qui semper sine crimine uixi. 
Et quem mi dederat cursum Fortuna peregit. 

Cuius ossua et cineres hic lapis intus habet. 
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One would expect peregi (cf. 814) and ossa (in 824 ossua is 
a dactyl) with Cuiws monosyllable. Are these the errors of the 
stone-cutter? If they were, the first v. might be, as written by 

its composer, 

Hic positus qui sum, s. s. c u. 

1121 [CIL. m1. 4487]. 

Felix terra, precor, leuiter super ossa residas 

Matris et et fratris: comprecor ecce soror. 
Pars iacet ipsa mei maior geminatque dolorem : 

Filia matri simul fratre iacent filio. 

Comprecor ut uobis sit pia terra leuis. 

For v. 4, which is obviously corrupt, I would offer 

Filia matre simul, filia fratre iacent. 

‘The same daughter lies buried with the mother and brother 

she survives, i.e. would gladly have died with them. 

1212 [CIL. 1x. 3071]. 

5-11. 
Fletibus adsiduis luget mestissima mater 

Quae prior occidere quam naiamira dart 
Igni debuit. 

Possibly quam mea (mia?) moera. A daughter is speaking, 

who had survived both her parents. ‘My mother ought in the 
natural course of things to have died before my fate was 

consigned to the death-fire. dari seems to be kata cvveow. 

1295 [CIL. vi. 12528]. 

Coniugium inceptum dulce mihi tecum, Malchio, memento, 
Quae fuerit nobis consociata fides. 

Desin[e] iam flere. fatalis mihi hora manebat, 

Quae coniugio dulci distulit illa tuo. 
Tunc tu talis eris, qualem tua dextera nobis 

Sollicitum praestes, si cepit illa fides. 

This inscription was preserved by Sabinus, and the original, 
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which was in Rome, seems no longer to be traceable. It is 
strangely corrupted, but not, I believe, desperately. In v. 1, 
leaving, as is common in these inscriptions, out of metrical 
consideration the proper name Malchio, we have a good hexa- 
meter, as Henzen restored it, Coniugium inceptum mihi tecum 
dulce, memento, which is expanded and drawn out in v.2. In 

v. 3 Sabinus has recorded Desino; but it cannot be right, as 
there is no real ground for believing in a change of speakers. 

flere I believe to point to a following gu: take in therefore 
from v. 4 Quae, and substitute fatis for fatalis: mtht is for me, 

monosyllable. We now have an adequaté reason for the 

hitherto meaningless alla. ‘The hour which by fate’s appoint- 
ment was in reserve for me, that hour it was which parted me 
from my sweet consorting with you’: in other words, it was the 

fate-appointed hour which parted us. In wv. 5, 6 I find an 
encouragement which the deceased wife addresses to her hus- 
band: ‘live in the happy memory of me: by doing what your 

fidelity to me makes only right and lawful (st licittwm praestes, st 
capit lla fides) you will prove yourself such as your right hand 
pledged you would be’: ie. wowit for nobis. 

The whole epigram therefore will assume this shape : 

Coniugium inceptum mihi tecum dulce memento, Malchio, 
Quae fuerit nobis consociata fides. 

Desine iam flere. Quae fatis mi hora manebat, 

Coniugio dulci distulit illa tuo. 
Tunc tu talis eris, qualem tua dextera uouit, 

Si licitum praestes, si capit illa fides. 

1341. 1—3. 

Huic sancto loco sepultus cosun siquis cognoscere uellis, 

Triginta et duo circiter celeri cursu perfeci meo. 
Reddere mecattum fuit, iterum sperare quod fui. 

Cosun is surely not quo swm but cur (cor) sum: mecattum is, 

I believe, me cassum: ‘it was no good (to think of) restoring 
me, to hope a second time for what I was.’ The language is 

rude, but intelligible. 
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1383. 5, 6. 

In quanta famolis pristantur munera Chr(ist)i: 
Viuit acus uirtus sempe(r) adextra leuat. 

I believe that the whole of this is intelligible. In is 
explained by Mommsen as En. Viuit acus is Viuida (Biicheler) 

_ quos, and adextra, as conjectured by Hartel, ad astra. Cf. ad 

alta leuatus 885. I do not at all fathom Biicheler’s present 
rejection of his former emendation viwida. The corruption is 

simple, I might almost say, regular. 

ROBINSON ELLIS. 



SILVAE MANILIANAE APPENDIX. 

EMIssA iam e prelo nostra Siluwa Maniliana’ nonnulla, ut 
fit, subuenerunt quae eo libentius inclusissem. haec, ne opus 
qualecumque suo certe fraudaretur fine, quam minimo possint 

priora interuallo sequentia lucem experiri uoluimus. Manilius 
in loco pulchro et Lucreti memori saecula hominum prisca 

rerum caelestium ignara his uersibus depingit. 

I 66 sqq. 

nam rudis ante illos nullo discrimine uita 
in speciem conuersa operum ratione carebat 

et stupefacta nouo pendebat lumine mundi, 

tum uelut amissis maerens, tum laeta renatis 

sideribus, uariosque dies incertaque noctis 70 

tempora, nec similis umbras iam sole regresso, 

iam propiore suis poterant discernere causis. 

corruptelam in ultimis inesse quis est qui non fateatur? pro 
poterant (72) Bentleius tmpar intulit, in quo recte rei palaeo- 
graphicae rationem desiderat Ellisius ; cui tamen ne ipsi quidem 
satis feliciter res cessit, cum pro nec (71) non temptaret, orationis 
compagibus plus iusto solutis. sedem uitii neque ille neque 
hic deprehendit, quam tria uerba patefacient. sic enim disserit 
Manilius; qui ne dierum quidem ac noctium uicissitudines 
perpetuas intellegebant, quo modo illi quibus de causis toto anno 

1 University Press, Cambridge, 1897. 
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lucis tenebrarumque spatia semper uariarent discernere pote- 
rant? quare legendum et interpungendum 

sideribus. uariosNE dies incertaque noctis 

tempora et q. S. 

que pro ne scriptum est ut fortasse etiam in Iv 14 de quo conf. 

' Silu. Manil. p. 33. 

It 581 sqq. 

idcirco nihil ex semet natura creauit 

pectore amicitiae maius nec rarius umquam. 
unus erat Pylades, unus qui mallet Orestes 
ipse morl; lis una fuit post saecula mortis, 

alter quod raperet fatum, non cederet alter. 585 
et duo qui potuere sequi uix noxia poenis 
optauitque reum sponsor non posse reuerti 

sponsoremque reus timuit ne solueret ipsum. 

in u. 586 uere, si quid uideo, westigia reponit Bentleius, uere 
noaia ex u. 602 ‘poenas iam noxia uincit’ uenisse dicit. sed de 
poenis minus uere idem iudicauit; per hoc enim stetit ut illud 

inferretur. poenis idem ualet atque ad poenas (cf. ib. 547 
‘lacrimans ornatur uictima poenae’ et cetera eiusmodi exem- 
pla) et ad sequentia spectat’. quod twm cum pro poenis 

idem Bentleius coniecit, mouit eum fortasse oratio uix satis 

bene inter se cohaerens: cohaerebit certe melius si HAC pro et 
restitues ut sit 

HAEC duo qui potuere sequi uestigia, poenis 

optauitque reum sponsor non posse reuerti et q. S. 

Bentleius etiam sponsorem impugnauit cum Hellenismum 
Plauto Terentioque (Hunuch. 1 5 ‘metuo fratrem | ne intus 
sit’) notum Manilio non concederet; quae neque ipsa satis 

firma ratio est et uerbi quoque ‘timendi’ uim ueram praeter- 
mittit. nam timeri dicitur subinde de quo timetur ; conf. Ov. 

Pont, 2. 7. 35 sqq. ‘non igitur uereor quo fe rear esse uerendum 

1 Tacobus de qua somniauit lacuna saltem quid ibi inesset aperire legentibus 

debuit. 
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| cuius amor nobis pignora mille dedit; | sed quia res timida 
est omnis miser, et quia longo est | tempore laetitiae ianua 
clausa meae.’ qui locus Propertiani loci 1 11. 17—24 aperte 
memor Lachmannum refellit illic in uu. 17 sq. ‘non quia 
perspecta non es mihi cognita fama | sed quod in hac omnis 
parte timetur amor’ ueretur corrigentem. subiecerim denique 
prius quam a loco abeo in u. 585 ‘quod raperet—cederet’ ita 
displicere ut libentius cum uel quom Manilianum esse cre- 
diderim. 

Ill 637 sqq. 

parte ex aduersa brumae Capricornus inertis 
per minimas cogit luces et maxima noctis 
tempora, producitque diem tenebrasque resoluit. 

Bentleius recte in u. 637 brumae—inertis seruato minus 
feliciter cogit in surgit mutauit. quamuis enim alibi in Manilio 
hoc in illud abiisse facile credideris (conf. Silu. Man. p. 10), 

tamen hic fortius certe est cogit et Maniliano ingenio accom- 
modatius. maluerim 

SORTEM ex aduersO brumae Capricornus inertis 
per minimas cogit luces et q. s. 

sortem brumae fere idem est ac brumam. sortis uocabulum 

adamatum Manilio, sed a librariis hic, sicut alibi quoque, ad- 

emptum. ex aduerso habes etiam in u. 658 ‘huic ex aduerso 
simili cum sorte refulget | Libra’’. 

Iv 681 sqq. 

quod superest Europa tenet qua prima natantem 
fluctibus excepitque Iouem taurumque resoluit 
pondere passa suo signi onerique iuuauit. 

in hoe loco prima quidem specie adridet lewauit e tuuawit 
extractum similique argutia dictum ut in V 310 ‘et pariter 
iuuenem somnoque ac morte leuauit, sed probatum nimis 
multa immutare te coget. quare melius quod inuenit Iacobus 

1 Cum haec iam scripsissem, cognoui a codice quoque Matritensi, sincero 
illo antiquitatis teste, ex aduerso illud praeberi. 
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qugari, quod uerbum in V 351, loco infra laudato, Manilius 
usurpat. iugart primum in wwuart, mox, cum nimium uicinum 

esset resoluit, in tuwauit deprauatum est. sed idem Iacobus 
male condere pro pondere, pro onert Veneri scripsit. pro illo re- 

ponendum ponere cum Breitero, oneri cum codicibus seruandum. 
ludit, ut solet, in duplici nominum significatione Manilius. 
tauriformis deus ponit siue amoris siue amatae pondus: ei 
quam uehebat, sicut tauro taurus iugo, nuptiis iungitur. lege 

ponere passa suos ignis onerique iugari. 

V 85 sqq. 

nec non alterno desultor sidere dorso 
quadrupedum et stabilis poterit defigere plantas 
perquos labit equos ludet per terga uolantum. 

sic scriptus in Gemblacensi codice extat u. 87: Cusanus et 
Vossianus primus per quos wadit, Vossianus alter et Matritensis 

per quo labit praestant. Bentleius perque uolabit equos temptauit 
quo nihilo melius Ellisius terque subibit equos, quamuis idem 

recte ludet contra Bentleianum ludens, collatis 11 498, Iv 220, 
defenderit. atque in eodem quidem uersu a Bentleio potissimum 
scriptum fuisse wolabit—uolantum erit qui miretur: sed hoc 

non urgeo; grauiora enim supersunt. alio ducunt uestigia 
codicum, alio Firmici Materni locus haustus ex nostro, ut 
Becherto quoque et Ellisio uidebatur. VIII 6 ‘in huius ortu qui 
natus fuerit aut erit auriga (71 sqq.), aut equorum domitor 

(74 sq.), aut qui saltu quadrigas transeat, uel qui in dorso stans 
equorum mirifica se moderatione sustentet (86), atque apprime 
uectus equo militares armaturas exerceat (88), hoc astro oriente 
Salmoneus (91 sqq.) et Bellerophontes (97 sqq.) a priscis auc- 

toribus nati esse narrantur.’ ex perquoslabit et q. s. opera facili 
eliciendum 

perque SALIBIT equos, ludet per terga uolantum. 

iam uides unde illud ‘saltu transeat’ Firmicus arripuerit. quod 
ad formam uerbi salbit attinet, similia permulta, e.g. wenibit, 
paribit, apud priscae Latinitatis auctores inuenies’, estque 

1 Congessit Neuius Lateinische Formenlehre, tom. 11. capitul. 48. 
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Manilius, quod argumentis demonstrare supersedeo, uetusti 
sermonis amator. quidni ille salibit scripserit cum lenibunt 
etiam Propertius (3. 21. 32)? 

in aliis quoque libri quinti locis emendandis eundem Firmi- 
cum Maternum ad partes uocabo. ab hoc scriptore et Manilium 
exprimi aliis ante nos uisum est et ipsi corrupti loci medi- 
cinam fauente, nisi fallimur, rei ratione petiuimus (II 888, Silu. 

Manil. p. 25). nihilo minus haudquaquam dissimulandum est 
testem illum esse, ut nunc res se habet, haud locupletissimum, 

ac duas quidem praesertim ob causas. primum quod ad libros 
quidem ultimos attinet, in lis tantum editionibus extat quae ad 
huius saeculi curam ac fidem uix satis respondeant; tum 
Manilium saepenumero relinquit, siue alios, ut fit, reddendo 

scriptores siue illius ipsius quem sequitur sententia perperam 

intellecta. cuius rei unum adponam exemplum sed illud 
illustrissimum. de natorum sub Sagitta ingenio ita Manilius 

praeiuerat ‘dabit—pendentemque suo uolucrem deprendere 
caelo | cuspide uel triplict securum figere piscem’ V 297 sq. 
ultima si quaeres apud Maternum, de eiusdem stellae uiribus 
disserentem, sic reficta inuenies: ‘tridente uel cuspide pisces 

figat intrepidus’ (vuI 12), tamquam tridens aliud esset atque 
cuspts, uel triplex cuspis aliud ac tridens. 

praemonitis his iam ad locum uexatissimum accedo qui est 

de genitis sub Cratere. 

V 244 sqq. 

nec parce uina recepta 

hauriet, e miseris et fructibus ipse fruetur 
gaudebitque mero mergetque in pocula mentem. 

‘Correxerunt’ inquit Ellisius ‘emiscens emistris emessis,’ nec 
uerbum ille amplius. quid de iis senserit uir doctus, uides, 

neque equidem refragor, modo quod ipse inuenit inuergens et 
quod Rossbergius e murris in eundem numerum abeant. 
probabile enim habent nihil. Firmicus sub cratere genitos 
(8. 10) ‘libenter bibere’ ait ‘uinum sine aquae admistione.’ hoc 
argumentum non modo in uerbis quae sunt gaudebitque mero, 
sed pro suo more in cetero quoque contextu ornasse Manilium 
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credibile est. quare fortasse reponendum IMMISTIS uel IMMIXTIS. 

‘uinum immixtum’ dixit Ausonius epigr. 20 (18). 12. quam 

facile immistis in e miseris abire potuerit ex eis quae in 

Silua Maniliana pp. 59 sqq. docendi causa congessimus ipse 

perspicies. 

V 322 sq. 
nec non lasciuit amores 

in uarios ponitque forum gaudetque Lyaeo 
mobilis in saltus et scaenae mollior arte. 

hic Manilii uestigia premit Firmicus (vi 12). de genitis sub 
-Haedo apud utrumque agitur. ‘hoc signo oriente quicumque 
natus fuerit, animo uario consilioque sollicito semper erit, et 
qui warts cogitationibus implicatus numquam quiete cum 
securitatis gratia perfruatur (= ‘sollertis animos agitataque 
pectora in usus | effingit warios nec deficientia curis | nec 

contenta domo’ v 315 sqq.). sed tamen lasciuis moribus et 
praeposteris amorum cupiditatibus obligatus uinoque et epulis 
deditus (=‘gaudetque Lyaeo’), et qui publicis conuiuiis prae- 
ferat gratiam, ad saltandum aptus et qui scenicas artes studiosa 

animositate perdiscat.’ hic nequaquam in dubium reuocarem 
uarios, quod per se quidem nihil habet offensionis, nisi Firmicus, 

qui hoc ipsum uerbum in u. 316 reliquit, hic praeposteris 
cuptditatibus, quod plane aliud est, adhibuisset. idem, cum de 
Haedorum orientium tutela post Manilium dissereret, haec dixit 
(vil 6) ‘sunt enim natura petulantes, lasciuis semper cupiditatum 
ac libidinosis uoluptatibus implicati et qui latenter amoris il- 

lecebris semper exaestuent. hi praeterea frequenter libidinibus 
capti et praeposteri amoris studiis occupati mortem sibi inferre 
coguntur. erunt etiam ab omni uirtutis officio separati, timidi 
imbecilles et qui omne pugnarum periculum perhorrescant.’ 
hic, dum crassa Minerua, ut solet, Maniliana exprimit, ‘ haedis 

nec tanta petulcis | conueniunt; leuibus gaudent lasciuaque 

signa | pectora et in lusus tagiles* agilemque uigorem | desu- 
dant; uario ducunt in amore iuuentam. | in uulnus numquam 

1 Bentl. alacres. 
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uirtus ; sed saepe libido | impellit turpisque emitur uel morte 
uoluptas,’ in ultima reddendo ‘turpis uoluptatis’ notionem sub 
‘ praeposteris amoris studiis’ uult intellegi. quocirea suspicetur 
quis Manilium PRAVOS in u. 323 dedisse. de p littera amissa 

uide sis Silu. Man. p. 60: nam cetera uulgaria. 

354 sqq. 

ille tenet medicas artes ad membra ferarum 

et non auditos mutarunt tollere morbos. 
hoc est artis opus non expectare gementis 

et sibi non aegros iam dudum credere corpus. 

hic adsentio Bentleio ferorum, hoc est equorwm, reponenti coll. 

Manil. v 77, Verg. Aen. 2. 151. equi enim sunt feri, ferae 
non sunt. quod pro corpus idem in u. 357 intulit, tales, non 

laudo, multo magis Scaligeri inuentum aegrwm—corpus, quod 
immerito ille uituperat, ‘aegrum eo modo bis poni quis pati- 
enter ferat?’, cum apud Latinos, atque optimae illos quidem 

notae auctores, uerba interdum etiam durius repetantur. muta- 
runt in mutarum Scaliger, quod ceteri adripuerunt, Bentleius 
in mutorwm mutauit. sed audi Firmicum vil 13 ‘hoe oriente 
qui natus fuerit aut erit auriga aut equorum nutritor et cultor 
uel eorum exercitator uel mulomedicus uel equitiarius.’ quare 

reponendum MVLARVM (uel fortasse MVLORVM). mulorum 

etiam in superioribus uersibus noster mentionem facit ‘ miztos- 
que iugabit | semine quadrupedes.’ quantique esset apud Ro- 
manos mulorum curatio, uel illud documentum est Vegetium 
cum (mrvarpixad Graeci auctoris redderet, libro ‘ mulomedicinae’ 

titulum potissimum indidisse. iam illud adnotandum mutarum 
ad litteras quidem facillimum esse, sed sententiae uix satis 
congruere. cur enim, quod nescit nemo, mutas esse pecudes 
doceret? quod si pro tacitis, hoc est non gementibus, accipias, 
loco alieno id quod suo deinceps loco narraturus est poeta 
narrare cogetur. 

J. P. POSTGATE. 



TRASIMENE. 

IN the last number of the Journal Mr B. W. Henderson has 
criticised at some length the views which I put forward some 
two years ago on the subject of the site of the battle of Lake 

_ Trasimene, and the conclusions which may be drawn therefrom 
as to the credibility of the accounts which Polybius and Livy 

respectively give of it. . 
The argument of the article appears, stated briefly, to 

amount to this: 

(1) The battle cannot have taken place on the site West 

of Tuoro, because it displays neither mdpodos nor avAwy 
émrimedos. 

(2) A much more probable site lies E. of Passignano where 
there is a mdpodos, but no avrdp. 

.*. since half a loaf is better than no bread ete. 

There is further a digression on method in topographical 

inquiry. 
Before entering upon any of the particular points of the 

question, there is one defect, as it seems to me, which is 

apparent throughout the paper. Mr Henderson utterly ignores 
that human element which must enter largely into any question 

such as the present. In all questions of topography we must, I 
think, take into account the fact that men look at a scene with 

different eyes, and describe it in different words. The difference 
very often begins from the point of view adopted. One man 
will base a description on the actual point of view: another will 

adopt an imaginary point as more convenient for his purpose. 
But the best description in the world cannot give you more 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxv. 18 
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than a very imperfect picture of any piece of ground, and, for 
practical purposes of topography, requires correcting by com- 
parison with the ground itself. To adopt Mr Henderson’s 
proposed method (p. 123), viz., to sketch out the ground from 
a description before visiting it, and to abide by that sketch 
through thick and thin, i.e. to leave out of calculation all the 
explanation which the actual sight of the ground must afford, 
amounts simply to the cherishing of a prejudice at the expense 
of truth. It presupposes what can never exist,—a perfect word- 

description, and a perfect comprehension of it. 
Again it would, of course, be an exceedingly pleasant thing 

in such an inquiry if we could arrange all the topographical 
premisses on the one side of the argument, and the historical 
conclusions on the other. Under such circumstances the latter 

would, I admit, be far more convincing: but, in this case, as in 
some other matters, nature has an unfortunate tendency to 
mingle cause and effect, which renders such an arrangement 
impossible, a tendency which is not a little emphasised in the 

_ particular class of case before us by the fact that history, owing 
to the presence of the human factor, is not at any time a 
scientific description of phenomena, and was eminently not so 
in the second century B.c. 

I am obliged to state this commonplace, because Mr Hen- 

derson accuses me of a flagrant begging of the question in 
appealing to Polybius or Livy as evidence of the existence of a 
mapodos round Point A (v. Map). On referring to my article I 
find that the only words which I have used which support this 
somewhat grave charge are “the next words of Livy ete. would 
seem to imply that there was some narrow piece of low ground 
in those days between the lake shore and the extremity of 
Point A, whatever he may have supposed its nature to be.” 
Previous to this, I must mention, I had already pointed out 
that the evidence on the spot, wholly apart from the history, 
would admit the possibility of such ground having existed. It 

seems to me a perfectly fair argument to say that the topo- 
graphical possibility is supported by the assertion of the 
historian. This is a very different thing from founding the 
possibility on the assertion. Where then is the begging of the 
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question—“ 75 év dpxyn aiteicOar Kal AawBdvew” as Mr 
Henderson puts it? The quotation of Greek reminds me of 
another passage which seems peculiarly applicable to Mr 
Henderson’s demands with regard to method—zezraidevpévov 

yap éorlv éri tocodTov T axpiBes émifnteiy Kal éExacrov 
yévos, ef dcov Tod mpadywatos pious émidéxyerar. This 

' method makes what seems to me a very unfair demand on any 
historian who is not writing as a military specialist for the 
instruction of a military reader, and the unfairness is multiplied 
many times in the case of an historian to whom maps pretending 

to the slightest accuracy must have been wholly unknown. 
It is very difficult to realise fully the disadvantages under 

which such an author laboured. Any reader of Horsley’s 

“Roman Britain” can form some notion of it, but I doubt 

whether it is possible for us to appreciate the difficulties which 
a writer like Polybius had to face, having no maps worth calling 
such, if any at all, and lacking altogether that conscious or 
unconscious power of orientation which the writer of the present 
day owes largely to familiarity with the points of the compass. 
Is it strange that such a writer, in describing a piece of ground 
at a period when scientific accuracy of description and the 
means of obtaining it were unknown, should have altered his 
mental point of view in the course of the description and have 
described the valley between Tuoro and Point A from two 
different points of view? Such a confusion is only too common 
in modern descriptions of locality, and it may be unavoidable, 
where, as in the case of the site of the battle at Trasimene, the 

author is describing a valley (1) without reference to events, 
from the most convenient point of view, (2) with reference to a 
passage of the valley which took a line different from the 

imaginary line of sight. 
Such an explanation does not fit in with the almost super- 

human precision which Mr Henderson demands, but it is, 1 
venture to think, more in accordance with what common sense 

would lay down as the canon of test to be applied to an author 
writing in the days of Polybius. 

So much then as to the general question of Mr Henderson’s 

method and demands. 

18—2 
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The detail of his destructive criticism is somewhat more 

difficult to follow. 

Mr Henderson considers that the Tuoro site of the battle- 

field fails in two decisive and one minor respect. 

(1) As regards the wdpodos. 

(2) As regards the addav érizedos. 

(3) As regards the position of the Lake camp. 

1. The rapodos difficulty. 

Mr Henderson (p. 118) says there is no mdpodos at the 

present day, and that, moreover, the modern road strikes over 

that hill-ridge which runs out into the Lake at Point A. 
His argument on the question is in two parts :— 

(1) As to the changes at Point A. 

(2) As to the position of the road. 

With regard to Point A he says, in reference to the proposed 
solution of this difficulty : 

“Tf, since 217 B.c., the lake has advanced at Point A, there 

may have existed in that year a narrow passage between that 
point and the water” (p. 114). The italics are Mr Henderson’s. 

And again (pp. 115, 116): 

“Tt is argued that, though the waters of Lake Trasimene 
have receded since B.C. 217 at various points along the North 
coast owing to the alluvial matter brought down by the half dozen 

or so small brooks entering the lake (e.g. at P. del Macerone 
at the mouth of the Sanguineto valley—“Point B”), yet that 
at Point A, and it seems at Point A alone, the lake has 

advanced, and thus hidden the ancient road which ran round 

that point. Thus the wdpodos difficulty is evaded successfully. 
“But it seems to me at the cost of some violence to the 

imagination. Point B is some 3000 yards distant from Point A 
as the crow flies. The brooks between and beyond, though very 
minute, do bring down alluvial matter and have been doing for 
the last 2000 years, it is safe to assert. Point B has advanced, 
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it is conceded on all hands, and is evident to any observer, 
and advanced probably quite half a mile owing to this cause. 
But this theory asks us to believe, notwithstanding the three 
foregoing facts, that the lake has advanced at Point A enough 
to entirely obliterate a former road at its base. And not only 
this—but it must have advanced with violence. For Point A 

' falls abruptly into the waters of the lake, and, it has been said, 
‘the shore is strewn with pieces of rock which have fallen away 
from the water-worn cliff’ That is, according to this theory, 
not only has the lake devoured some erstwhile existing Jow- 
lying ground between Point A and its greedy waters, but the 
point itself has been battered even unto retrogression. An 

_ earthquake which casts cities to the ground would of course 
make light of such a feat. But this comfortable Deus ex 
machina is itself not too well attested nor easily received. 
And in its absence I am bound to confess the probability of 
such a geological metamorphosis of the land seems to me very 
small, I had almost rather create eleven buckram men out of 
two than on the above evidence create a mdpodos, a via per- 
angusta, round Point A.” 

Such is the argument. I have quoted it at length, because 
I think that those who are interested in the question, and who 
have not Mr Henderson’s paper beside them, will not otherwise 
credit that he has put his name to one or two of the statements 
contained in it. 

Most of the objections which it raises could be refuted by 
anyone possessed of the most elementary knowledge of physio- 
graphy, and the whole passage makes it difficult to imagine 
that Mr Henderson is in earnest. 

But suppose we take the passage as serious: 

(1) There is, of course, no low ground at the present time 

round Point A,—no dpodos according to Mr Henderson’s use 
of the term. 

(2) It is generally supposed that the waters of a sea or 

lake breaking on its shores have a tendency to wear them away 
and to cause the shore to recede, unless some counteracting 
cause, such as the deposit of alluvium by a stream, be present. 
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No such cause is present at Point A. Streams do not usually 
take a course along the comb of a ridge to a lake or elsewhere. 

(8) The exceptional character of Point A among the 
promontories on the shore of the site, to which Mr Henderson 
alludes, is, I need hardly say, due to the fact that it is an 

ordinary ridge abutting on the lake, whereas the others are 
lacustrine deltas. But the strange thing is that Mr Henderson 
seems to be perfectly well aware of this fact, and yet writes 
“yet at Point A—and it seems at Point A alone——the lake has 
advanced and thus hidden the ancient road which ran round 
that point. Thus the wdpodos difficulty is evaded successfully.” 

(4) Waves act on the base of a cliff. The natural result is 
that there are falls from above, especially in a loose formation 
(conglomerate, I think) such as that at Point A. Mr Henderson’s 
earthquake or other “ Deus ex machin&” is therefore not neces- 
sary in order to account for the existence of the blocks at the 

foot of the cliff. 

(5) As far as can be calculated from the contoured Ordnance 
map of Italy the slope at Point A would, if continued, reach 
lake level between 90 and 100 yards from the summit of the 

present cliff. 
It is impossible to get accurate data pointing to the amount 

of wear which could be fairly assumed to have taken place in a 

given time at any particular point on any particular lake shore. 
I should like however to give a quotation from Dr H. R. Mill’s 
book on English Lakes (R. G. S. Publication)—*In lakes so 

narrow and sheltered as those of England, wave action counts 
for little, although M. Forel has shown in his great treatise on 

the Lake of Geneva that in a wide expanse of water it has a 
very marked effect.” Trasimene is about 8 miles by 7, and of 

a more or less rectangular shape. The Lake of Geneva is about 
the same breadth. It will be seen that it is on the point of 
breadth that Dr Mill insists. Furthermore Trasimene is in- 

finitely more exposed than Geneva. On no side of it are the 
hills high enough to form any appreciable shelter from the 
wind. 

Perhaps, after all, Mr Henderson will have to make his 
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buckram men; for it really seems as if the language he has 
thought right to use with regard to the suggested possibility 
of low ground at the foot of Point A 2000 years ago is hardly 
justified. . 

As far as I myself am concerned, I have never believed 
that the existence of such ground is demanded by what is 
substantial in the history. 

I do not believe Livy had ever seen Trasimene, nor do I 

think that Polybius’ wdpodo0s demands any such supposition. 

(6) I should like to insert here some evidence taken from 
Dr Mill’s book, and elsewhere, with reference to the rapidity 
of the formation of lacustrine deltas. If any conclusion can 

' be drawn from it, it is that I have under-estimated, rather 

than over-estimated, the extent to which the coast line between 

Tuoro and Point A may have been pushed forward in the last 
2000 years. The streams which enter the lake along that 
shore are small, but are liable to torrential floods, and the 

lake is unusually shallow. Until I read Dr Mill’s book I 

never wholly realised the rapidity with which nature carries 
on such work. 

(a) Mr Grant Wilson found in 1888 that the delta at the 
head of Loch Tay had advanced over 4 of a mile since the 
Ordnance Survey of the district in 1861 (Scottish Geographical 
Magazine Iv. 251). 

(6) In 1894 Dr Mill found by sextant bearings that the 
delta at the head of Ulleswater (at Patterdale) was 200 feet 
further out in the lake than in 1880 when the Ordnance Survey 
was made. 

This is formed by Goldrill Beck, and it is formed, too, at 

a deep part of the lake where there is 50 feet of water close 
in shore. (Mill, Bathymetrical Survey of English Lakes, p. 46.) 

(c) Canton of Zurich. Dr Edward Briickner has noted 
the surface changes since the middle of the 17th century, 
based on a comparison, made at his instigation by Mr H. 
Walser, of the maps of the present day with an excellent 
map of the Canton by J. C. Gyger, on the scale of 1:32000, 
belonging to the year 1667. The chief results ascertained by 
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the comparison are a great reduction during the period of the 
area occupied by lakes, many of those existing in 1667 being 
now extinct, and others contracted in dimensions. Of the 149 
lakes on Gyger’s map (most of them, it is true, under 25 acres 
in extent) 73 have altogether disappeared from various causes. 
(Petermann’s Mitteilungen. Quoted Mag. R. G. 8. Dec. 96.) 

It would seem then that the advance of these lacustrine 
deltas between Tuoro and Point A may have been very con- 

siderable since 217 B.c. The alluvial land stretches far up 
the valley, north of a line drawn from Point A to Tuoro. 

The Position of the Road. 

On this point Mr Henderson says (p. 112): 

“ But, as the country exists to-day, there is no kind of 

a ‘mdpobdos, of a ‘via perangusta, into the Tuoro valley. 
The road whether from Terontola or Borghetto strikes over 
the hill-ridge which runs out into the Lake (Point ‘A’ on 
the above map), and thus down over the brow into the Tuoro 
valley.” 

Again on p. 114, in reference to the Lake-camp difficulty, 
so-called : 

“ But the road from Cortona runs direct vid Terontola to 
reach the lake for the first time just E. of Point A. It does 
not make a long and surely unnecessary détour round by 
Borghetto. If the ancient road ran as does the modern, the 
Roman army first reached the lake at the mouth of the 
Sanguineto valley. There they encamped, etc.” 

On p. 115; “It is true that the one and only obvious course 
for the old road to take is the one inevitably suggested by the 
lie of the country, the one followed by the modern road, and 

the one which alone leads direct to the Perugian valley.” 

In another passage we find in reference to the same 
question : 

“7Tf—in 217 B.c.—the road did actually make the détour 
round by Borghetto, the Romans could have pitched their 
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camp on the lake before reaching Point A. That is, if we will 
reconstruct the country of 217 B.c. so as to create a passage 
round Point A, and bring the ancient road curving gracefully 
round in two sweeps, by Borghetto to Point A, and from 
Point A up north to scale the hills, if we indulge in these 
hypotheses and regard them as justified by the above-named 
general topographical uncertainties, then these objections may 
be comfortably dismissed. That my own faculty for topo- 
graphical imagination will not bear this strain is, of course, 
beside the question. But surely one passing remark is here 
justified. The elements of uncertainty seem so many and so 
insoluble in themselves (that is, unless ever draining or dig- 

_ ging come to our aid), that surely any dogmatism on the 
subject is mere foolishness.” 

The language of the last two sentences is perhaps some- 
what strong, even in controversy. But the strange thing is 
that it is all based on a mistake of Mr Henderson’s own. 

With (1) the détour of the road by Borghetto, and (2) the 
continuance of it northward up the Sanguinetto Valley, I have 
nothing to do. I suppose Mr Henderson is criticising some one 

else. 
But of course the real point of Mr Henderson’s criticism 

is that those who hold the views I have expressed in my paper 
make the road go round the Ridge of Point A, whereas the 
modern road, which he thinks follows the course of the ancient 

one, coming “from Terontola or Borghetto strikes over the 

hill-ridge.” . 
Mr Henderson has apparently relied on his memory, and 

it has played him false. That is just what the road from Te- 
rontola or Borghetto does not do. It avoids the ridge as much 
as possible consistently with its not being carried through the 
lake. I append a tracing of the Italian Ordnance map, which 
will show clearly the nature of the case, and of the mistake. 

Mr Henderson would have done well to refer to a copy of it. 

He will be able with its aid to distinguish on either side of 

Point A those “graceful curves” of which he speaks. 
It will also be noticed that the road at the present day 

does not reach the lake for the first time E. of Point A, but 
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W. of it, therefore the argument with regard to the Lake- 
camp difficulty is unfounded. 

After this it is quite easy to understand that Mr Hen- 
derson’s faculty for topographical imagination would not stand 
a further strain. I agree, of course, with the view that this 
part of the modern road is, in the main, on the line of the 

ancient one. Even now it goes as widely round Point A as 
the ground admits. When Point A extended further into the 

lake it probably took a still further curve lower down the slope, 
and after rounding the point, bent, as indeed it does at the 

present day, nearly due N. under the E. slope of the ridge 
which runs down to Point A, before turning E. towards Tuoro 
and Passignano. As the hill rises sharply above the line of 

road, I really do not see why this should not be the dpodos 
to which Polybius refers. As to the length of the passage, that 
will best be taken later. 

The avdAdv éerlareSos. 

Mr Henderson admits (p. 117) that the valley between 
Tuoro and Point A is an avAwy émimedos, but he rejects it, 

because he says that “Polybius and Livy both assert the 
Romans marched through the avAdyv, whereas this avAdr lies 
away to the left of the line of march.” 

And again (p. 118): 

“Whatever else Polybius may assert about the avAwy, one 
statement he does make clearly and definitely, viz. that the 
Romans were marching through it,” ete. 

Now by “through” Mr Henderson plainly understands “from 
end to end.” 

In support of this very positively stated view he quotes 
the following passages : 

(a) “dvtos 8€ Kata tv Siodov avrAwvos érumédov.” 

(b) “aapodov ws eis Tov adAGva Tapa THY Tapwpeav.” 

(c). “SerOodv tov avrAdva rapa Tv Aluvnv.” 
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He also quotes another passage which refers to the dis- 
position of Hannibal’s troops. I do not include that, because 
I think it will be admitted that Polybius’ evidence as to the 
exact disposition of those troops cannot be placed on the same 
level as his purely topographical matter, which he could ob- 

_ tain (and did obtain, I believe) by autopsy. 
Of these three passages 

(a) leaves the matter undecided, for he must have crossed 
the Tuoro avA@y on his route. 

(6) is again quite indecisive. 

(c) dveA@dv, I suppose, Mr Henderson would tell us must 
mean “traversing from end to end.” It does not seem to 
demand so strict an interpretation. 

Schmidt (Synonymik der Griechischen Sprache) classes 
SvépxeoOa absolutely with diévac, and says: 

“Sugvar, SiépxerQar: ganz allgemein, auf irgend eine Weise 
durch etwas gelangen, durchschreiten, durchwandern.” 

But again; if the interpretation of dveAOetv, which Mr Hen- 

derson would apparently insist upon, be taken, a difficulty 
immediately arises with regard to the meaning of the words 
Tapa tnv riwvny. The obvious translation seems to be that 
they traversed the hollow along the lake side, ie. the mouth of 
the hollow from side to side, and this accords with Polybius’ 
description (II. 83) of the avAwy as having the lake cata rv 
am ovpas (mAeupar). 

The next argument is that this avAwy cannot be Polybius’ 
avdav, because the Sovvoi on either side are not dyynroi. 

To found any argument on the concept which Polybius or 
anyone else may have of the meaning of the word tyrdJds, 
seems impossible. The Tuoro ridge rises sharply from the 

bottom of the valley, and is 122 ft. above the valley at its 
south point, 243 ft. above it a little north of Tuoro, and 421 ft. 

above it a little farther north. I cannot help thinking that, 
had this ridge occurred on a modern battle-field, a military 
writer of the present day would have described it as a 
lofty one. 
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I have already said, and I think it is a reasonable remark, 

that the details which Polybius gives as to the actual position 
of the Carthaginian forces on the battle-field cannot be said 

to carry the same weight as his description of the ground. 
Nor indeed is this surprising. The description must have 
been drawn from Roman sources, and the very circumstances 
of the battle, the mist, the panic rout, and confusion, are not 

such as to render it probable that any member of the losing 
side had a very clear idea of the disposition of the troops 
before the battle took place, or, indeed, of what took place in 

the battle itself, save in his own immediate neighbourhood. 
My own view, which will, I think, be shared by those who 

take into account the circumstances under which the battle 
was fought, and the possibilities as regards information which 
lay open to Polybius, is that the description which he gives of 
the ground is eminently more reliable than the description 
of the actual fighting. I do not wish it to be supposed 

that I am arguing for the rejection of the latter. I only wish 
to point out the patent fact that it is to be placed in a different 
grade as regards reliability. 

Mr Henderson in this part of his article founds his argu- 
ment on 

(1) An alleged mistranslation made by those he criticises, 

(2) The account given of the body of Roman troops who 
succeeded in cutting their way through Hannibal’s army. 

(3) The number of those caught in the wapoédos. 

1. The alleged mistranslation : 

Polyb. 111. 83 is a chapter which for topographical purposes 

is divisible into two parts: 

(a) the first half, consisting of Polybius’ own description 

of the site of the battle (possibly first hand) ; 

(b) the second half, of his description of the position of 

Hannibal's troops (second hand, of course). 

In (a) the avA or érrizredos is described as having 

(1) mapa pév tas els unKos TAcvpas Exatépas Bouvods 

inrovs Kal cuvexeis. 
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(2) mapa &é tds eis mraTOS. 
\ \ \ 2 \ , 2 7 2 \ ‘ KaTa pev THY avTiKpY AOpov émuKelwevoy épumvov Kal 

dvaBarTor, 

kata 8é tTHv am ovpas Aipvnv TEerElws OTEVIV aTroAEl- 
Tovoay Tapodov ws eis TOV aVAGVA Tapa THY TrapmpeLav. 

The last passage would seem to absolutely demand an atA@v 
running up at something like right angles to the shore. I can- 

not see that the language admits of any other supposition. 
The writer is clearly describing it as viewed from one standing 

on the lake shore with his back to the lake. 
Now let us turn to Polybius’ description of Hannibal’s pas- 

_ sage of the avAdv. He speaks of him as dveAOay tov avrA@va 
mapa tTHv Aimvny. 

If he went along the lake side, and zapa can have no other 

meaning, he crossed the lake end of the avAdy from side to 
side. 

Then follows our “ mistranslation.” 
Polybius says: tov pév Kata mpdcwtrov THs Topelas AOdov 

autos KaTeNaBeTo. 
Now Mr Henderson says that the article tov here absolutely 

demands that the Acdov with which it goes should be the 
previously mentioned Addos, which is earlier described as at 

the head, if we may so call it, of the avAwy». 
The mistranslation of which I and others are accused con- 

sists in identifying this Addos with some other hill than the 

previously mentioned one. 
But is this a mistranslation? Surely Polybius is very ex- 

press and clear in his differentiation of these two Xodox. 
The first he describes as xara tv pev avtixpv, when you 

had the lake at your back: cata 8é rHv am’ ovpas Nipvny. 

The second he describes as cata mpocwmov Ths Topeias, 
after expressly stating that aopeia to be along the lake side, 

mapa THY Nipvnr. 
It is perhaps unnecessary to say that Bovvds and Addos are 

practically interchangeable terms in Polybius, with a leaning 
in the case of the former towards the “ridge,” of the latter 

towards the “ hill.” 
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But surely if Mr Henderson uses so strong a word as “ mis- 
translation” in reference to the interpretation which I have 
put upon this passage, he should have given us his own view 
on the subject. I think he will find that any other interpreta- 
tion than the one given renders the passage wholly incompre- 
hensible, quite apart from any question as to the actual state 
of the ground at the present day. 

Mr Henderson then proceeds to show the futility of the 
‘Tuoro theory by quoting Polybius’ (sic) account of the Roman 
6000 who cut their way through (p. 119): 

“ Polybius (111. 84. 11) says that the Roman vanguard, 6000 
in number, forced its way out of the avA@y through those who 
sought to bar its onward march.” 

“Where then were the Punic troops stationed through 
whom these Romans forced a path ? 

“Polybius answers this clearly. Hannibal stationed them 
‘on the hill in front’ (111. 83. 2). That is, the Romans in their 
march had to climb a hill. 

“But on the theory of the Tuoro site there existed no hill 

for the Romans to climb. Unless indeed the lake in 217 Bec. 
reached also the base of the spur on which the village of Tuoro 
lies, and this has not yet been imagined ” ete. 

“Champions of the theory have in fact either to endue the 
Roman van with an unnecessary love of mountain-climbing and 
make them, like the king of France, go up to the top of a hill 
to come down again—which is improbable,” etce., ete. 

“For the Romans in Polybius do climb a hill, find the foe 

on top, force their way through, climb yet higher above the 
mist and look thence down upon the scene of massacre.” 

The wording of the last sentence is unfortunate. Those 
Romans, unless very keen-sighted, ought to have looked down 
upon the mist. 

But the historical parallel drawn in the sentence preceding 
is more unfortunate still, because it is all due to the fact that 

Mr Henderson has not read Polybius’ account carefully. 
Of course Polybius says that Hannibal stationed his troops 

on a hill, not “in front,’ as Mr Henderson says, but “facing the 
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line of march ”—xatd mpdcwrov Ths topeias. This is however 
but a slight deviation from Polybius. 

But that author further says (111. 84. 2): cai tTév Torepiov 
(sc. the Carthaginians) card modXods torous é£ drepdeEiou 
Katapepopévav Kal tpoomriTrovT@r. 

If this means anything, surely it means that the Cartha- _ 
- ginians charged down hill on the Roman column. So the latter 
would not have to climb at all, and there is much good sarcasm 

wasted. 
As far as the head of the Roman column is concerned, it 

would be charged obliquely in front and flank by an enemy 
descending from the hill of Tuoro, supposing the road ran at 

_ the foot of that hill. 

Mr Henderson’s argument with regard to the account given 
of the fate of the Roman rearguard is founded on: 

(1) His own interpretation of the expression “pars 
magna” as used by Livy. 

(2) An incredulous reference to “the Procrustean ability 
of the genius of the pass.” 

(3) His own (mistaken) conception of the length of the 
mapooos round Point A. 

Of these miscellaneous bases I will only attempt to deal 

with two, viz. (1) and (8). 

(1) If Mr Henderson is able to persuade readers of Livy of 

the correctness of his interpretation of that author’s confessedly 

vague expression “ pars magna,” I can only congratulate him. 

(3) Mr Henderson evidently reckons as mdpodos merely 
that portion of the road which is at the southern extremity of 

Point A. 

It is, as a matter of physiography, infinitely more probable 
that the whole of the road under the slope of the ridge to the 

E. of Point A should be reckoned in as part of the wapodos 
than that it should not. If so, I do not see that Livy’s vague 
expression “pars magna” is in any way a serious difficulty for 

those who believe in the Tuoro site. 
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I cannot seriously discuss the site for which Mr Henderson 

argues. The admitted absence of any avAwy émizmedos from it 
seems to me to place it outside the range of historical dis- 
cussion. 

There is one point I should like to mention before closing 

this article. Mr Henderson treats the possibility of the lake 
having come up to the foot of Tuoro hill-slope 2000 years ago 
as outside the range of practical topography. I venture to 
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think that the evidence which I have adduced in this paper 
as to the rapidity with which detritus is deposited and forms 

new land, even in a deep lake like Ulleswater, may suggest 
such a possibility in the case of an unusually shallow lake like 
Trasimene. I am even bold enough to go further than I have 
done in that article which Mr Henderson has dealt with in such 
unsparing language, and say that on the evidence we have at 
present before us, it is more likely that the road in 217 had to 
traverse at any rate the south slope of Tuoro hill than that it 

had not. 
I believe that the controversy between Mr Henderson and 

myself might have been avoided had we met to discuss the 

question. When I first heard that he meditated criticism, I 
offered to discuss the matter with him, but he was unable to 

give me the opportunity of doing so. I regret this because 
Mr Henderson and I are both, I believe, keenly interested in 

the same field of work, and I, naturally enough, believe that we 

- are both attempting to employ a right method of getting at the 

facts of history. If I have, in this case, formed the opinion 

that Mr Henderson has not employed the method with success, 
I have not, at any rate, put forward that opinion without giving 
reasons for doing so. 

G. B. GRUNDY. 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxv. 19 



ON PASSAGES IN PLATO'S PHILEBUS'. 

12 DE II. Eich pev yap am évarvtiov, d Yexpates, adtar 
TpayLaTav, ov pnv avtal ye GAAHAaLS evayTiat. THs yap HdoVvH 

ye HOovh 2) OVK OpoLoTaTov ay ein, TODTO avTO éavTO, TaYTOV 
xpnuatov; &. Kal yap ypadpua, & Saiovie, ypdpate. 

W. W. Goodwin in his Greek Moods and Tenses § 268 seeks, 
not so much to justify, as rather to excuse, the extraordinary 
syntax of mas yap 7Sovn ye ndovy un OVX OpoloTaToy apy etn. 

“‘ Here,” he says, “ely av takes the place of 9, and was shows . 
that the original force of 4 is forgotten.” Badham and Madvig 
reject the yn, and so dispose of the syntactical difficulty. But, 
so long as the words 7és ydp—ypnyatwyr are read continuously, 

TovTo is superfluous, and todto avTo éavt® awkward. Hence, 

rejecting the commas before rodro and after éavr@, I would 
place a note of interrogation after 7d0v7, and, understanding 
évavtia éote from the preceding sentence, would translate: 
“For how is pleasure contrary to pleasure? You do not mean 
to tell me that it is not exactly like itself?” 

13 Bc [Ids Néyeus, 6 Se@xpares ; oles yap Twa svyywpy- 

cea bat, Oéuevov ndovnv civat tayabor, eit avéEea ai cov NéyovTos 
Tas pev elvai twas ayabds ndovds, Tas b€é Twas érépas a’Tav 
KaKkas ; 

Badham brackets cvyywpjoecOar and érépas, and appends 

the following note: “As eira depends immediately on the 
participle @éuevor, if we retain cvyywpyioecOar we have two 
infinitives cvyywpnoeoOar and avéFec Oar with an equal right to 
a position which cannot belong to more than one, unless we 

1 These notes, with one exception (47 p), were read before the Cambridge 
Philological Society 8 December 1896, 

OE 
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suppose this to be Greek: vouifw ogpadjvar todvs avOpetrovs 
owwbévtas duapreiv. ‘Erépas is the supplement of a man who 
had never heard of tas pév tevas.” In other words, cvyywp7- 
cecOat is an awkward excrescence, the participle Qéwevoy being 
normally followed by er’ avéfeo@ar: and on the assumption 
that efra is sound, Badham’s argument cannot, I think, be 

resisted. But if for eiv’ we substitute e/7’ the whole difficulty 
disappears. Protarchus asks—“ Do you think that any one, if 
he assumes pleasure to be the good, will concede, or allow you 
to say,” &c. In fact, e’re can serve the purpose which eira 
cannot, that of connecting cvyywpynoecOa and avé~ecOa. For 

the use of e/re with the second only of the two members of 
a sentence, see Ast. Understanding érépas avtdy to mean 

“different from the pleasures which are good,” I can see no 

reason for bracketing érépas. Compare 51 A, where érépas twas 
stands in contrast to Twas 7Sovas. 

15 A déray 8é tis &a dvOpwrov ériyerph Tier Oat Kai Bodv 
&va Kai TO Kadrov év Kal TO dyabdr év, Tepl To’TwY TdY éEvaddav 
Kal TOV TOLOUT@Y 1) TOAA GTrOVO) peETAa Siatpécews audia BHTH- 

ous yiryverau. 
That the words 1) mod?) orrovd) peta Siarpécews audicB7- 

Thos are suspicious, is generally admitted. Schiitz interposes 

kai before wera. C. F, Hermann brackets orovd) peta Svaupé- 
cews as an interpretation of aug¢seBnrnows. Badham (who had 
formerly added 8é after werd) in his second edition brackets 
omovoy. I venture to propose % woAX1) omovd) <)> pera 

Siatpécews audichntnows yiyverat: “These units are matters 
either of profound interest, or, when division begins, of contro- 

versy.” That mroAd) orovd) yiyveras is an admissible phrase, 
seems to be shown by Phaedrus 276E odd 87, olpat, Kadriwv 
omrovon Tepi avTa yiyverar kT. That the units are matters of 

profound interest, before division takes place, we know from 
Phaedrus 248 B ob & &vex’ 9 Tord) crrovdn KTr. That they 
are matters of controversy when division takes place, we know 
from the passage before us. 

15B &. Uperov pév ei twas Se? toradtas eivat wovadas 
brorapBavew arnOas ovoas’ cita ras ad Tavras, wiav éxdorny 
ovoay ae THY AUTHY Kal pte yéverwv pnTe BEOpov Tpocdeyo- 

19—2 
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pévny, duos elvas BeBarotata piav TavTnv’ peta Se TOUT ev Tots 
yuyvouévors ad Kal arreipots etre SueaTracpévny Kai TONG yeyou- 

viav Oeréov, lO bAnV adTnv adTHs yopis, 0 8 TavTwv advvaTo- 
tatov daivoit av, TavTov Kat év Gua év evi Te Kal ToAXois 
ylyver Oa. 

Holding that wpd@rov, eira, and wera dé todTo, mark the 

beginnings of three distinct questions, Badham in his second 
edition seeks to make an independent question out of eira was 
av—piav tavTnv by inserting un after dus. The expedient is 

not a very attractive one. For (1) it is improbable that py has 

dropped out; (2) the facts that the phrase r&s ad tavtas KTr 
in the sentence which begins with efra is incomplete without 
the word Oeréov derived from the sentence which begins with 
peta S€ TodT, and that the phrase év rols yuyvopévous ad KT 
in the sentence which begins with pera dé Tod’ is incomplete 
without the words wa@s tavtas «TX derived from the sentence 

which begins with e?ra, seem to show that the two sentences are 
indissolubly connected, and I think that the text as it stands 

gives an appropriate—indeed the appropriate—sense. 
Socrates asks (1) Are there these monads? (2) How are we 

to suppose these monads—if they are each of them eternally, 

immutably, one, neither coming into being, nor ceasing to be— 
severally to retain this their unity, and yet, either by division 
or by multiplication, to be distributed amongst a plurality of 

particulars? That is to say, the participial clause wiav éxaoTny 
«tr describes the monads as essentially units, and the words 
duos evar KT bring this their characteristic into contrast 
with the pluralization which somehow or other they must needs 
undergo in particular things. 

16 E174 of 8 viv tTév avOperar codol ev pev Oras av 
TUYwot, Kal TOANA OaTTov Kal BpabvTepov TroLodar Tod dSéovTos, 
pera é TO év atreipa evOus. 

The complaint made against the eristics is that in passing 
from genus to an infinity of particulars they are not careful to 
proceed gradually, and in consequence, like Protarchus in the 

present instance, overlook important differences, But it is not 
said, except in the words wera dé 76 év azrevpa evOus, that they 
altogether ignore species. Indeed the words péypurep av Td 

te 
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Kat apyds év pa) Ott &v Kal TOANG Kai atreipa éote povoy dn 

TLS, AANA Kal OTdGa* THY dé TOU adreipou idéav Tpds TO TAHOOS 
#4 twpoodépe kTA seem plainly to imply that they recognize 
év, moAAd, and despa, though in their passage from & to 

mora and from moAAa to ameipa they ignore intermediate 
steps. There is then no reason for bracketing or otherwise 
tampering with zroAdd in the sentence which I am discussing. 
But if wodda in the sense of species is retained, the words pera 
dé To év dmreipa evOvs become suspicious: for they distinctly 
affirm that the reasoners criticized pass at once from genus to 

particulars. Now in E rote 6%) def 7d év Exactov Tov TavTwr 
eis TO amreipov peOévta yaipew éadv, each of the wodda is 
regarded as a &, Read then in 174 peta 5é ra év drreipa 
evOvs. The general drift of the sentence will thus be that 

clever people of the present day are careless in their selection 
of a genus, and pass, per saltum, from genus to such species as 
they recognize, and again from each such species to particulars. 
It remains to say a word about 0atrtov cai Bpadvtepov. When 

Socrates says that the eristics make species too quickly and too 
slowly, he means, I think, that they do not choose the right 

moment for making species: that is to say, instead of proceeding 
gradually so as to distinguish species all along the line, they 

cut off, as in the rejected dsaipeous of the politicus, man from all 
other animals. When they do this, thus taking the species man 
too quickly, they may be said to be too slow in discriminating 
the other animal species. Hence I do not think it necessary to 

alter Bpadvtepov into Bpaxvrtepov. 
17B. Y. Davi per [jyiv] éori mov pia Sia To’ oTOMaTos 

iovea, Kai atreipos ad TAHOE, TavTw@Y Te Kal éxaorov. II. Ti 
pnv; & Kail ovdév érépw ye rovtwr éopév Tw codot, ov bt1 Td 
amreipov avths iopev vO Ste To & KTH. , 

Badham comments thus: “The books have ovdév érépe, 
which is inadmissible. oud. év érép@ for év ovderép@ would be 
according to Attic usage. But if he were speaking of that 

wherein a man is skilled, he would say ovdérepov not év ovdetépe; 
the dative expresses that whereby he becomes skilful.” 

To every word of this comment, I heartily assent. For the 

two cases, and the distinction which Badham draws between 
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them, see Xenophon’s memoralbila Iv vi 7, and in particular 
TOS yap av Tis & ye wn érictatTo, TadTa odds ein; "Ap odv 

ot cool érictiun codpoi ciat; Tie yap, én, Gro Tis Gv ein 
codes, el ye un éeriotiun; But when Badham excises éy and 
for ovdév érép@ substitutes ovderépw, I am no longer content: 
for I do not see how the superfluous syllable came into the text. 

I suspect that what is required is the substitution for ovdév 
érépe, of ovd’ évi érépa, ‘ by neither singly.’ 

23B Kal yap &) daiverar Seiv GdrAns pnyavns él Ta 
Seutepeta tmrép vod topevopevov, olov Bédrn exew Erepa Tov 

EutrpocGev NOywv" Ets § iows Ea Kal TadTa. 
It is necessary that some of the weapons should be different, 

but some of the weapons will be the same. Read therefore, for 
éott 8 ics, éotar 8 icas. 

26D adda Tpltov padi pe réyew, Ev TodTO TiOévTAa TO 
TovTwv éxyovoyv dmav, yéverw eis ovciay éx TOV peTa TOD 

TEpaTos ATretpyacuevov LETPOV. 
I think we may take it that the Preplatonics, if they had to 

express such a phrase as “living the life of the happy man,” 

would usually write the equivalent Greek words in the following 
order, namely, tov Biov rod evdaipovos Sidywv, or Suayov Tov 
Biov rod evdaipovos; that Plato in the earlier years of his 
literary activity would commonly say rév Tod evdaipovos Biov 
dtayov or Siayov Tov Tod evdainovos Biov; and that Plato in 
his later years, and in general the Postplatonics, would prefer 
Tov Tov evdaipovos Staywv Biov. That is to say, Plato in his 

later years revolted from the trimness of the arrangement which 

had found favour with him in his youth and finds favour now 
with the authors of school books. Similarly he seems to me in 

his later writings to prefer Biov tov evdaipova Siaywv or Tov 
evdaipova Siayov Biov to tov evdainova Biov Sidyov, and a 

fortiori Tov tply evdaipova Siaywv Biov or tov tpl Biov Siayav 
evdaipova to Tov mpiv evdaipova Biov duaywv. Hence I suspect 
the phrase é« tév peta Tod Tépatos ameipyacpévov pméTpav. 
Furthermore ame:pyacpévor is, I think, an unnecessary adjunct 
to Tév peta Tod Téparos pwétpwv, whilst daeupyacpévnv, in 
agreement with yéveow, would conveniently connect that word 
with é« tay peta Tod mépatos pétpwv. In this way I am led 
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to conjecture that ameipyacuévnv should take the place of 
arreipyac péevov. 

And it may be thought that this speculation has some 
countenance in a sentence of Proclus in Timaeum 53 E—tHv 

dAnv amepiav peta TeV TOD TépaTos péTPwWY yévETLY aTrELp- 
yaouévnv: for, though the turn of the sentence is not the same 
as that in the original cited, it would appear that the text 
which Proclus used did not join the participle to wérpav. 

290 %&. Th 0€; tpéperar Kal yiyverat éx TovTov Kai 
adpxetas TO Tod mavTos Tip wrod Tod Tap Hulvy Tupos, 7 

Tovvaytiov Um éxeivou TOT éuov Kal TO Gov Kal TO THV GAN@V 
fowv adravt loye tTadta; 

The argument of the passage from which this extract is 
taken is no novelty. It is in fact, as appears from Xenophon’s 

memorabilia 1 iv 8, the property of the real Socrates. Whence 
we should expect to find in it a terminology which is not strange 
but familiar. Now we have in Phaedrus 246 E tpédetai Te nat 
av&erau, in republic 509 B thy yéverw Kal avénv Kai Tpodny, in 
Timaeus 41D yevvate tpodyy te Sidovtes avEdvere and 448 

THs avEns al tpopfis. Whence I would read here rpedetar cai 
yiyverat éx TovtTou Kal av&erat. Badham excises é« tovrou on 
the ground that the phrase “is quite suitable to yiyveras, but 
by no means to tpédetas.” He seems to have overlooked E, 
where the phrase recurs. 

304B %. Ov yap mov Soxovpév ye, @ IIpwrtapye, ta Tét- 
Tapa éxeiva, Tépas Kal drreipov Kal Kowvov Kai TO THs aitias 
yévos, év aac. Tétaptov évov, TovUTO év péev Tois Trap niv 

uyny Te Tapéxov KTH. 
The sentence which begins with these words has for its 

subject to THs aitias yévos: and it is impossible by any 

grammarian’s artifice to account for the mention of the 
rest of ta téttapa éxeiva, Le. mépas, ameipov, and xowvor. 
Moreover the explanation of the term xowev at 31¢ suggests 
that in that place this equivalent for the wextov of 25 Eff is 
still a novelty and consequently has not been mentioned at 
30 a. Now there are in the context two quaternions: the 
quaternion of the four elements, wip anp vdwp yh, which is 
introduced at 29 A, and the quaternion of the four kinds, 
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ametpov twépas pixtov aitia, which we last heard of at 28¢. 

That the phrases tots trap’ jyiv, Tov avtTav TovTav, év TOUTS 
refer, not to the four kinds, but to the four elements, is clearly 

shown by the allusion in kat mpocéts xadadv Kal eiduxpwdv 
to 29 B—D. Hence Badham’s argument that “the four yevy 
ought to be mentioned,” and consequently that ‘the words 

Ta TéTTapa éxeiva are not an interpolation,’ may be neglected. 
On the other hand, the words ra rértapa éxeiva, mépas Kal 
ameipov Kal Kowvov Kal TO Ths aitias yévos, év Grace TéTapToV 
évov, Tovto distinctly refer to the earlier quaternion. But of 
these words, whilst 76 ris aitias yévos is an integral part of the 
sentence, and éy amacu tétaptov évov, TovTo an admissible 
supplement, the rest, as I have said, namely, ra rérrapa 

éxeiva, Tépas Kai atretpov Kai Kotvoy Kal, is an irrelevant, un- 

grammatical, appendage. I venture to suggest that rd ris 
aitias yévos év aac Tétaptov évov was the original text, and 

that the ten words ta tértapa éxeiva, Trépas Kal dreipov Kat 
Kowvov Kal ToDTO were a note, appended by some commentator, 

and afterwards introduced into the text, nine of them before 70 

THS aitias, and one, Todo, after évdv. 

40 p %&. Ti odv; ovx avtrarodoréoyv tais AVTats TE Kal 

Sovais thy ToUTwV avTictpodoy eEw év Exeivacs ; 
The purport of the passage is that, as there are real opinions 

which are false in the sense that they do not correspond to facts, 
so there are real pleasures which are false in the same sense. 

Now at 40 false opinion is described in the sentence Ovxodv 
jv doEalew péev dvTws del TO TO Trapatray SoEdLovTt, un ET OdoL 
dé pnde él yeyovoot und én’ écouévors éviore, and at D the 
particular case cited to illustrate the general proposition is 
stated in the form >. ‘Os jv pév yaipew dvtws aet TO TO Tapa- 
Tav oTwoouv Kal eiK XaipovTt, yn pévToL él Tos ovcL nd 

él Tols yeyovocw éviote, ToANaKIS Oé Kal tows TAELOTAKIS ETL 
Tois pndé péAXoval mote yevyoecOar. Thus in both places 
the attendant circumstances are brought into the sentence by 
means of the preposition éwi. Would it not seem that in 
the sentence before us é’ éxeivors should take the place of 

é€v éxeivoss ? 

47D &. "Ere rotvur jpiv tov pigewr AUT Te Kal HdSovAs 
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Roun pia. Il. Tota, dys; >. “Hv avryny rv woyny ati 
Toddakis AapBavew ciyxpacw Epayev. Lloia, dys ; is plainly 
very odd: for, if Protarchus is the speaker, what is wanted is 
the equivalent of “which do you mean?” Expunge II. before 
Iloia and &. before “Hv, and give the three sentences (1) "Ets 

tolvuy KT, (2) mola, dys, (3) hv avrnv xtdr, to Socrates. 
Socrates will then (1) affirm the existence of another mixed 
state, (2) put the question zroia in behalf of Protarchus, (3) 
answer the question so put. 

48 DE >. ’Ap’ ody ov THY ayvoolvTwY avTols KaTa Tpla 
avaykn TodTo TO TAbos Tacxew Exactov ; II. Iles; y. Ipa- 
Tov pev KaTa ypnuaTta, SoEdCew civar TOVoLWTEpOY } KATA THY 

_ autor ovciar. 
So the recent texts, except that Badham, forgetting that the 

subject of dofa%ew is in the accusative, substitutes mXovciw- 

tepot for tAoveidtepov. The Clarkianus however gives, not tv 
atTav ovciav, but Tv avTay ovciar, i.e. THY TOV Ypn“aToY 
ovoiav: and Stallbaum prints avréy accordingly. This is, in 

my opinion, most certainly right. Compare Phaedrus 2404 
ovalav y éyovra ypucod % Twos dAAns KTHTEwS. 

51 B bea tds évdcias avaveOnrous éxovta Kal advTroUsS Tas 

TAnpaces aicOntas Kab jdeias Kabapds AvTaY Tapadidwour. 
The words xafapds Avre@y are not only awkward, but even 

unsuitable, as a description of +Anpececs, for, by assumption, 
mrnpwoces are not painful. I think that Stallbaum is right 
in bracketing the intruding words as an interpretation of 
advtrovs above. 

52D &. Ti wore ypn ddvar pos adnOevav eivas ; TO Kaba- 

pov Te Kal eidtKpivés TO opddpa Te Kal TO TOAD Kal TO péeya 
Kal TO iKavov ; 

My friend Mr R. St John Parry proposed to me long ago to 
insert @=mp@ror after eivas, or rather, perhaps, after davar: 
and I am inclined to think that this is right. But further, _ 

not merely the balance of the sentence, but also the whole 

theory of the dialogue, requires that (‘xavdv should be asso- 
ciated, not with ofddpa, wodv, and péya, but with xafapov 
and eiAuxpuvés. Compare 668, where fxavov is ranked with 

ovppeTtpov, Kadov, Téreov. Read therefore rd xafapov te Kal 
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eiAtkpuves Kab TO ikavov,y TO opodpa te Kal TO ToD Kal TO 
péya. 

59D &. Tair dpa év rais wept To dv dvtas évvoias éorw 
arnkpiBopéva opOas Keiueva Kareio bau. . 

It seems to me that either arnxpsBwpéva or opOads Keipeva 
xanreioOar is an excrescence. For myself I should retain 

amrnkpibwpuéeva. 

HENRY JACKSON. 

31 May 1897. 



EMENDATIONES HOMERICAE (IL. XIX—XXIV). 

T 50 «ad dé peta rpodtyn ayopyn iCovto KuovTes. 

This is said of the wounded chiefs, Diomedes and Odysseus. 
_ No objection, so far as I am aware, has at any time been taken 
to the traditional wera trpw&tn ayopy, yet I do not hesitate to 
say that the meaning necessarily conveyed by these words is 
not at all appropriate to the particular circumstances. Mera 
ayopy is a rare phrase, but of definite and ascertainable sense. 
It is in truth only applicable to those persons who are in 
the agora but not of it, who attend the assembly as outsiders 
and spectators only, however interested. From the peculiar 
nature of the case we cannot expect that many illustrations 

of this usage should be forthcoming, and in fact there is but 
one other example in the Homeric poems of peta dryopy. 
That one example is however decisive. The circumstances 
fortunately are unique, and there is no possibility of mis- 
understanding them. In the Odyssey Odysseus appears as a 

stranger and an alien among the Phaeacians, and he describes 
the position he occupies in their assembly in these words :— 

0156 viv Sé peO” tperépn ayoph vootow yatifov 

Har Nocomevos Bacikna Te TavTa Te Spor. 

He has joined their ayopy, though he does not belong: to it 
as a member. Quite parallel is the usage of wera otpare, 
when prisoners of war are spoken of :— 

X 49 arr’ ei pédv Cohovot peta oTpaTo. 

It must not be supposed that the two Greek chiefs, disabled 
by their wounds, here occupy a somewhat analogous position, 

as virtual outsiders. This is clearly not the case; for Odys- 
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seus at any rate takes a very prominent part in the ensuing 

debate. From the foregoing considerations there is therefore 
fair reason for suspecting the recognised text. Can we hope 
to recover from the general usage of Homer with any pro- 
bability the superseded reading? Here is my suggestion :— 

\ \ \ / ’ an Of la 

Kad dé peta mpwetois ayoph iovro KLovTes. 

The expression peta mpwtois ‘along with the foremost’ is 

of frequent occurrence, e.g. A 341, E 536,577, A 64, M 315, 

321, N 270, T 151, T 338, nor is it confined, as in the above 

instances, to the battle-field. Nausicaa says to her father :— 

£60 «ai dé coi avt@ Eoixe peta mpdtoiw eovTa 
\ / \ A. 7 a ae Bovrds Bovrevew xabapa ypol eipat éyovra. 

In reference to Agamemnon in a passage not altogether 
unlike the present one we read :— 

112 autos 5é€ MeTa TPWTOLCL TrovEtTO. 
ifov S ety ayoph Terunotes. 

Finally ayop7 used as a locative, though not so common as 

év (ev, evi) ayopy, is quite admissible, cf. A 400, I 33, 8 37. 
May we not then accept a change moderate in extent, 

warranted by undeniable usage, and recommended by the sense 
of the passage ? 

* 

T 194 ddépa éurs mapa vnos éverxéuev, boc “AxirRe 

xOvfov iTéctnpev Sdcew, ayéuev TE YyuVvaiKas. 

The hiatus in the opening foot is remedied in the Syrian 
palimpsest by & inserted by a second hand, but clearly the 
services of that useful particle cannot here be accepted. At 
the same time the specious plea of hiatus licitus is not avail- 

able according to the prevalent doctrine on that delicate 
question. Dr Leaf, I observe, suggests another defence, false 
archaism: but this also fails to carry conviction, as it pre- 
supposes that the whole passage is non-archaic, and it ought 
first to be fairly certain, that the few instances that are to be 
found of this particular hiatus are not rather the inevitable 
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flaws that length of time and inaccuracy of tradition have 
created in a once perfect original. My object now is to show 
how easy it is to accept this last hypothesis in the present 
instance. It may be added that I have elsewhere suggested 
restorations of A 533 Zeds 8 7 éov and ® 569 év dé F ta wuyn, 
and it is hardly doubtful that I 319 should be read év 8€ 7° 07. 
Here I would propose :— 

dap eu euns mapa vyos éverxéuer, 

“Bring from my ship my gifts, all those that I promised &c.” 

The corruption is of a very simple character, and quite 
natural, whether we choose to refer it to a period when elisions 

‘were recognised in the writing of the text, in which case it is 
a lipography, or to refer it to a much earlier, though still 

indefinite date, when as is probable all the words appeared 
at full length, é« mAnpovs. Assuredly dépa ua éujjs would 

be just as liable as the other briefer representation to be 

reduced accidentally or designedly to the traditional dopa 

ELns. 
Of course there is nothing, and can be nothing, of studied 

emphasis intended by this collocation of the two possessives, 
as there would certainly be in such a phenomenon in later 
Greek writing. Their position is merely accidental and for- 

tuitous, as befits the artless simplicity of epic speech. If it 
were the result of deliberate purpose to secure a rhetorical 

contrast, no linguistic device could be more absolutely .and 
entirely un-Homeric. Indeed this feeling may have assisted 
in some degree the development and retention of the tra- 

ditional text. 
In support of the emendation the argument for the in- 

sertion of éuev in N 257 may be referred to. Similarly. here 
we have éua elucidated and further expanded by the following 
relative clause, d6a0—6daceuv, cf. 6 736. To some extent the 

two emendations mutually support one another, 

* 
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T 290 @s pow Séyetau KaKov éx Kakod aici. 
avdipa pév, @ ESoodv pe Tatnp Kal ToTVLa pArnp, 

elSov mpo mrddLos Sedaiypévoy o€é yarko. 

In the first clause here the intransitive use of the verb 
seems to have the support of one passage and one alone in 
Greek literature, Hes. Theog. 800 :— 

adros 8 €& Gdrov Séxetat Yarerotepos GOXos. 

Unfortunately the flagrantly modern form of the noun 
deprives this of any claim to consideration it might otherwise 

have possessed in reference to epic usage, so that there is 
nothing startling in the proposal to correct the Homeric 
passage thus :— 

ef tase , \ > a af 

@S pb exdéyveTat KQKOV EK KQ@KOU GQLEL. 

We may pass lightly over the elision of the diphthong of 
por, to which the corruption may be plausibly traced. This 

elision has ample authority in Homer, as is well known; and 
perhaps it is providential as well as natural, that é«- was 

sacrificed in the tradition rather than -o., for otherwise only 
too many scholars would have maintained é€ dodadods that 

# here stood for we. As it is, we can now write pw’ éxdéyerat 
with full confidence that no one will come forward to champion 

the accusative here. The doubling of the preposition has 
considerable justification in Homeric usage, e.g. @ 106, v 21, 

B 690, I 330. So with év e 260, V 338, Z 243, H 438, A 155, 
® 586, P 570, ava V 709, xara = 25, rpo A 156, és § 802. 

Again as to the intransitive é«déyerac it must be admitted 
that there is no other example of this use in Homer: but its 
occurrence in early Greek is certain, eg. Hdt. Iv 39 4 Te 
Tlepoixn kat 4 amd tavtns éxdexouévn “Acoupin Kal amo 
*"Acoupins 7 “ApaBin. Also IV 99 xodrov S€é ayouévov Tis 

yhs tavTns 7 XKvOinn te éxdéxetac (‘comes next’). Later 
diadéyouat is used in this sense. In the present instance the 

usage of Herodotus will not be without weight, especially 
perhaps with those critics who hold, as many do, though I 
should be sorry to accept their views, that the whole of the 
lament of Briseis is a late accretion. Their arguments turn 
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in great measure on the language of the passage 282—302, 
which has been freely criticised as late. In the few lines at 
the head of this paragraph for example the spondaic eédop is 
very questionable in Homer. If it had to be accepted as 

genuine, the passage might be given up at once; but it may 
be permitted me to make a suggestion on this point, whereby 

such dire necessity may be avoided. It may be noticed that 
the phrase eiSov mpo mrodos exhibits a strange peculiarity 
in point of language. It is archaic at one end, mrodsos, and 

modern, so to say, at the other, efSov. My suggestion is that 
the original stood thus: 

eloésOov mpd TodLOS 

-with the scansion -Uv|—vvu|-. I trace the corruption 
to the inability of the later Greeks to find that scansion 

with facility in the above words. That the dissyllabic wodsos 
has more than once proved a stumbling-block, I hope to show 
on another occasion. As might be expected the Homeric 
poems present a few, and only a few, examples of eidov with 
diphthong; for these it is usually easy to find a remedy 

which will commend itself as at least probable. In «x 194 
eldov yap a simple correction is és &€ Sov, as in the line 
above dealt with (dé of course = yap). The most difficult 
instance is X 102 eis “I@axny, odd’ cides evi peyapoioe yuvaixa, 
but here edpes is a very satisfactory substitute for efdes v. v 43, 
for Anticleia could not know whether Penelope had not quitted 
the house of Odysseus since her own decease. A 112 cider, 

ér é€& “Idns should of course be eioid’ 67. «4 182 &Oa & er” 

€oxyatin omréos eidouev ayyt Oaddoons completes the account 
and only requires with a very slight preliminary change the 

transposition iSowev o7éos (Cobet). 

* 

T 144 ds dpa hovyicas yyncato Kuvavoyairns 
nr ) > td ¢ n Vg 

Tetyos és audiyutov ‘Hpaxdjos Oetoro 

vyynrov, TO pa ot Tpdes Kat Iladrds "AOnvy 
/ ” 0») n ¢ x 3 , 

Toleov, Oppa TO KTOS Urextpopuywv adéacTo, 

OTTOTE [LY GDEVALTO aT HLovos TedioVeE. 
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The use of the article in 147, 76 xfjros, is admittedly un- 

epic and modern: but this admission need not involve any 
suspicion that the whole of the passage is a later accretion. 
Such inferences are often lightly made; but the appearance 
of ro may be easily accounted for as a mere modernisation of — 

ddp & ye KjTos, the common Homeric use of the pronominal 

article, accompanying the change of subject. The following 
line however has been subjected, unless am much mistaken, to 
more serious maltreatment. No one can say it is satisfactory as 
it stands. I pass over the notable hiatus licitus, which, I fear, 

will endear it to the hearts of many, but not without a protest 

against an. over-devotion that converts a mere permissible 
licence into a positive metrical beauty. The word cevavto is 
the feature to which I would direct attention. This particular 
form recurs in two other Homeric passages :— 

P 463 aArXr ovy noes datas, Ste cevarto SidKew. 
VW 198 An Te cevatto Kanpevar. 

In both these places it is intransitive ; here only it has to be 
taken as transitive. I propose then to restore the normal 
usage in the recalcitrant line thus :— 

Ld / F: / > > ._F ’ 

OmTTOTEe KéV LLY GEevaL aT NLOVOS Trediovoe. 

I say the normal usage, for the 1 aor. act. occurs at least 

eleven times in Homer (E 208, Z 133, A 147, 293, 294, 

E& 413, O 681, T 189, 325, € 89, & 35), and is of course always 
transitive; on the other hand the 1 aor. mid. is found eight 
times with an intransitive meaning (Z 505, H 208, A 415, 

E& 227, P 463, X 22, ¥ 198,¢« 51). There are, it is true, two 
lines (T 26 and A 549 = O 272), afterwards to be considered, 
in which the transitive sense here required by the aor. mid. 
seems again necessary. The case of opudw, exhibited under 

N 62 ff, has an instructive similarity. 
In connection with the proposed solution the question 

naturally arises, whether there is sufficient justification in 

Homeric usage for ordre xev with the optative. It may be 

admitted at once that there is no direct witness in its favour. 
In technical language the optative after éa7éorte is always 
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pure. Some may consider this objection fatal: yet there is, 

I believe, sufficient weight of evidence in analogous usage to 
make the introduction of «ev here not only excusable, but even 
acceptable. It may be remarked parenthetically that the over- 

hasty removal of the seemingly irregular particle would be 
almost sure to result in the production of the traditional text. 

First of all é67e, which in other respects is parallel with 
O7roTe, shows one clear instance in point :— 

I 524 otto cal tdv mpocbev érevOducOa Kréa avdpav 
npwwv, OTe Kev TW’ émiladheros yYoros txor. 

I cannot appeal with any confidence to the use of émel dv 

with optat. and still less to that of és, v. Monro H. G. § 309. 
-These I admit afford but slight support to the innovation. 
Better authorisation may be found in the specially Homeric 
conditional protasis, ei «ev with opt. Instances in abundance 

are given by La Roche on E 273 and Monro H. G. § 313—4. 
Somewhat analogous are conditional relative clauses expressing 
indefinite frequency, iteration, &c., e.g. B 188 év twa—«vyetn, 

in which xe sometimes occurs as well as the pure optative ; 
for instances v. Monro H. G. § 305 (d). So also &s with Kev 
or av, § 306 (c) 2. Furthermore it may be urged that the use 
of «ev here would be natural and correct, as it would serve to 

bring forward the particular reference to the circumstances of 
the struggle between Heracles and the sea-monster. 

Let me now return for a moment to the passages which 
exhibit the 1 aor. mid. of cevo as transitive. The first is:— 

[25 wewdwv: para yap te catecOlea, ei mep dv adtov 

cevwvtar Tayées Te KUvVES Oarepot 7 aifnol. 

Let this be compared with :— 

A414 os & bre Kdmpiov audi Kives Oarepot 7 aifnol 
CEvoVTAL, ; 

and it becomes at once apparent that in all probability the 
original reading in I 25 was not adrov, which as an un- 

emphatic pronoun is by no means free from suspicion both 
here and elsewhere, but dui. Compare also A 419, 482, I 80, 

P 65, A 475, E 476. There remains :— 

A 549 = 0 272 éacevavto Kives Te Kal avépes aypoiwras. 

Journal of Philology. vou, xxv. 90 
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In the first passage Aéovta is the object, in the second 

érahov—j—aiya. In both let cevavT aydi replace éoced- 
avto. For the position in the line assigned to the pre- 
position we may compare :— 

= 528 tapvovt’ audi Body ayédXas Kal wodea Kanda. 

At the same time our chief concern, the proposed emendation . 

of T 148, needs scarcely be made to depend on the acceptance 
of these latter suggested remedies, which however cannot, I 
hope, be said to lie beyond the limits of a reasonable proba- 

bility. 

* 

T 358 ovdé x’ “Apns, bs mep Oeds adpBporos, ovdé x "AOnvy 
a > e ‘4 > 4 Lj \ / 

tocancd topivns épéror oropa Kai rovéotto. 

‘Neither Ares, immortal god though he be, nor Athene would 
deal with the front of so great a battle and achieve success 
(lit. do the work), or it may be, ‘and engage in a struggle, 
‘face the music,’ if we adopt the metaphor now in vogue in 

the political world. 
The unsatisfactory and suspected clause here is Kal 7ro- 

véotro, of which I have given two versions, for the exact 

meaning is not altogether certain. Dr Leaf indeed explains 

it as forming a sort of hendiadys with éézrou, for trovovpevos 

‘by dint of labour.” This view, though possible, seems hardly 
necessary and not quite in the Homeric manner. At the same 
time zrovéowat does not appear to be used elsewhere absolutely 
in the sense of ‘to be successful.’ We are perhaps on the 
safest ground, when we treat this verb as equivalent here to 

aywviterOa, ‘to engage, ‘do battle. This quasi-technical 
meaning is found occasionally in Homer, e.g. A 374 os dacay 

of é iSovto Trovevpevov: N 288 ef wep yap Ke PAHO Trovedpevos 
ne TuUTreElNs. 

It seems improbable that Achilles, who is no arrogant con- 
temptor divom, should have here so far forgotten his habitual 
respect for the immortals and his own special patroness 

Athene, as to intimate that they would not venture to under- 
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take, or would not undertake with success, a contest against 
merely human adversaries. The azpeés is made rather 

worse, if the rendering of vovéovto above recommended be 
accepted. There is no need to go so far as to say that for 
this reason the vulgate is intolerable, but at any rate it seems 
so little satisfactory, that it is quite worth while to suggest 

that the original may have expressed a far less objectionable 
sentiment, one indeed more strictly in accordance with the 
ascertained tone of feeling in the Homeric age. There is, I 
make bold to say, good reason for thinking that the vulgate 
movéotto may be a corruption of a not very dissimilar original 
mo@ évotto, so that the line would run :— 

Toaancd vopivns épérot otoua Kat mol bvotTo 

‘would pass along this lowering front of battle and find a flaw 

at any point,—anywhere find it amiss.’ 

It is obvious that we might equally well write «ai cov 
évotto, which accounts perhaps better for the corruption, in 

so much as the difference between moonoito and moneoito is 

quite inconsiderable. Our tradition, it may be observed, does 

not recognise elision of the « of mo@i, but always offers srov 
before a vowel, e.g. ef mov épevpou. For the sense attributed 
to the adverb cf. N 309, © 420, v 114, A 124, [ 450, P 681, 

Z 330. 
There is no depreciation of the gods in saying that they 

could not impeach or question the formidable strength of the 
hostile array. We have the very echo of the idea in 

N 126 dudi & dp Alavtas do010vs tcravto padayyes 
Kaptepal, as out av Kev "Apns ovocatto peTtedOov 

ovte x “AOnvain Naogcbos. 

The parallel is singularly complete. In both cases the 
forces are in close array, muxvol épéctacav adrnAoLow, ready 

to meet the onset of the champion warrior on the opposite 
side, of Achilles here, of Hector there. The two divinities 

appealed to are the same, and if épézoz be taken in the sense 
of ‘review,’ ‘pass along, a quite possible meaning, cf. 4 121 

Kopupas opéwv édérovtes, it corresponds fairly well with 
peTenBur. 

20—2 
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Other similar passages are A 539, N 287, P 398, which it 

is unnecessary to quote at length. 

* 

® 37 o 8 épwedv dfs yard 
Tapve véous Spirnkas, tv apuaros avtTuyes elev. 

The passage describes how Lycaon was engaged, when he 

was surprised and carried into captivity by Achilles. He was 
cutting into suitable lengths and trimming branches of a wild- 
fig tree to form a chariot-rail. If this be a correct account of 

his employment, I submit that we must read épuveod (épuved’) 
of necessity. There is of course little or no metrical objection 
to the change, for which a brief defence may suffice. 

Achilles secured his prisoner by a night-surprise, évviyios 
mpoworwv, and doubtless any one, who thinks midnight a 

convenient time for pruning or cutting trees, may retain 

épiveov as an example of the oynua nal’ ddov Kal pépos, 
although, as Dr Leaf remarks, this figure of speech is rarely 
found except of persons. The scene of the operations, the 
ado, which may mean either a threshing-floor, or a vineyard, 

or a garden, is unfortunately rather indefinite; but is a wild- 
fig tree, sterilis mala robora ficus, likely to have been allowed 
to grow in any of these situations? As we do not know 
whether the time was summer or winter, it is perhaps in- 
conclusive to appeal to Virgil, Geo. 1. 291 — 

Et quidam seros hiberni ad luminis ignes 

Pervigilat, ferroque faces inspicat acuto ; 

Hesiod (Op. 413—21), I observe, recommends the summer 

evenings for wood-cutting, but not by any means midnight. 

* 

® 106 ard, diros, Cave cai ov: Tin dropipeas ovtws; 
360 doreos éEeXacere: Th wor Epidos Kal apwryns; 

It may seem overbold to attempt to lay an emending hand 
even with gentlest touch upon so noble and so famous a line 
as the former of these two. There is a story, that it was 
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quoted to Alexander the Great on his death-bed by Callis- 
thenes, his physician, who, if the tale be true, must certainly 
have been either a very rash man or a particularly skilful 
practitioner. 

Each of the lines contains a hiatus at precisely the same 
point in the verse, where moreover no privilege has yet been 
claimed. I have placed them in juxtaposition, not only be- 

cause they are both from one book of the Iliad, but because, 
if my idea be right, they are in a peculiar sense supplementary 

to one another. They have both suffered from the ravages 
of time and in an equal degree: but what the one has lost, 
the other has successfully retained. There is no serious dis- 
respect shown to the merits of our tradition in supposing, that 
the original in both cases involved the elision of the diphthong 
-ot thus :— 

tin pm oropvpeat ovTas; 
tin mw épidos Kal apwyts ; 

On this recognised elision I may possibly find occasion here- 

after to dilate at length. At present it is enough to note, that 
from the supposed original, ti jot, what may be called the less 
necessary portion in each instance, is the one that has suffered 
extinction. In 1. 106 the sense is sufficiently complete without 
the ethical dative; whereas in 1. 306 the pronoun is obviously 

indispensable, but the last syllable of ru may be, and accord- 
ingly has been, discarded as needless. The motive for a couple 
of changes, at once so similar and so different, can very seldom 
be traced with such facility and, I may add, such sureness as 
this. The two examples are really worth the attention of those 
scholars who are inclined to lay down strongly as a principle 

of criticism, that the later Greeks never deliberately corrected 

or improved The Poet. 

* 

X199 as & ev dveipw od Svvatar hevyovta SiudKeww: 
wy > fae} e A / ig , # fp? ¢ € 

ovT ap o Tov Svvatas vropevyerv OVP oO SidKeLv' 
@ ¢ \ > ’ , \ m™~ A 8 
@s 0 TOV ov SvvaTO paprat Toalyv ovd bs advEau. 
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These lines have been condemned by Aristarchus (aée- 
tovvtat) as paltry in thought and expression (7TH KxatacKevy, 
kal T@ vonpate evTedets), also as unsuitable, because in flat 
contradiction to the previous simile (162 ff.) they imply that 

the two heroes are absolutely unable to move. The great 
critic is undoubtedly too severe. That the simile is very 
finely conceived needs no proof. It appeals to every one who 

has had the nightmare. And who has not? The repre- - 
sentation is not perhaps, as Dr Leaf says in his admirable 

note, one of helpless fatigue, (That would be derogatory to 
the heroes.) but rather of ineffectual though vigorous effort. 
Nothing that either can do is able to diminish or increase the 
distance between them. The inability to move is relative not 

absolute. They are like the two extremities of an express 
train. Though in rapid movement they are always at the 
same distance from one another. 

With regard to the verbal expression, though it must not 

be supposed that severely simple language is anything of the 
nature of a blemish, we may admit an element of weakness 

is here discernible. The repetition of du#xew indeed is quite 
Homeric, nor would even the triple recurrence of dtvapat 

be an insuperable objection to the genuine character of the 
lines. Even this objection however, such as it is, I hope 

completely to remove. The real difficulty of the passage as 
it stands is, as has often been pointed out, that 1. 200 is 

nothing but an expanded re-statement of 1. 199. Now it is 
observable that these two lines both exhibit defects of metre. 
Neither the long quantity of -» in thesis before a vowel nor 
the diphthong -az before j7ro- making a dactyl is satisfactory, 

and we may take these flaws as indications that the passage, 

though genuine enough, has not been transmitted to us in 
its original integrity. Some indeed may think otherwise, for 
in these days metrical imperfections are not infrequently by 
a curious perversity of taste jealously guarded and cherished 

as archaisms, and occasionally even imitated and reproduced 
with sedulous care in emendations on pretty much the same 
principle, that leads wholesale manufacturers of antiques de- 
liberately to mutilate their productions, because the genuine 

"yo 
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articles are necessarily in a more or less damaged condition. 
However I have great confidence that the new reading here 
proposed has something more to recommend it than mere me- 
trical accuracy. I believe then that the original ran thus :— 

€ Re ise ESN EN , , , 3 
ws & év oveipm éov Séatar devyovta SioKew 

PDO CPO S KE x , \ , ATA ‘dees , 4 

ovT ap o Tov Svvatat Troal deve oP oO SidKew" | 
és 0 Tov ov SuvaTo papas Troaly ovd bs advEaut. 

“As a dreamer seemeth to be in chase of one who runs 
away: neither is the one able to flee apace from the other nor 
the other to follow in pursuit. So Achilles was unable to over- 
take Hector in the race, or he to escape.” déaraz, which I have 
substituted here, is a primitive form which has narrowly escaped 

extinction. It is vouched for by one passage only in Homer, 

where déaro survives : 

£242 mpocbev pév yap 5 wou aetxéduos Séat’ civas. 

But Hesychius has Séatas, daiveras, Soxe?, and it is quite 
possible that he derives his verb from this very passage, X 199. 
Curtius (Gr. Etym.* p. 558) says we can assume with certainty a 
middle verb dSéayar like épapar (cf. npdocato S0accarTo), be- 
cause of the remarkable confirmation that Hesychius’ statement 
has received from the Tegean inscription. It is obvious that 
the corruption of déataz into dvvatau is of the easiest: nor is 
the consequent development of od from édy (oy, eon) at all 

difficult to understand. It is often said in commentaries that 
Tus is understood in this line, and we might certainly, if de- 

sirable, introduce it here instead of éwv; but palaeographically 
it is more remote from the traditional ov, and Homeric usage 
favours the use of év dveipm édv as equivalent to the later 
expression, 0 év dveipm wy, just as hevyovta here = tov pev-yov- 
ta in Attic. 

The change of é7ro- to troci, by no means a violent one, is 
also something more than a metrical improvement. The intro- 
duction of the noun secures a touch in the picture desirable in 
itself. The one cannot move his feet to escape, neither can the 
other to pursue. The two verbs devyeuv and dvwxKevv are pro- 

-perly and precisely contrasted: whereas brodevyev, ‘to get 
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clear away,’ requires rather for its correlative some such verb as 

xiyavew, which Diintzer and Nauck have indeed conjectured 

for both 199 and 200. 
Lastly in the vulgate 1. 200 has been deservedly censured 

(v. Leaf ad loc.) as tautological and awkward, as it certainly is 
with ov dSvvarar gevyovta SieKxew preceding, on which it is 
little better than a gloss. I submit that with the suggested 

reading, déataz hevyovta Siexewv, this objection no longer holds, 

and the simile becomes at once consistent and clear. 
A word or two may be added in defence of the three lines 

immediately following :— 
, 7 a mas 6€ Kev"Extop kipas breképuyev Gavaroio, 

bd / e , , » ee: ” > 2 / 

el &N Ol TUpaTOV TE Kal VoTaTOV HYTEeT ATrOAA@Y 
b Ud ad c- .3 a / / a 
eyyuOev, Os ot err@poe pévos ANanpnpd Te yodva ; 

These have been even more roughly dealt with than the simile 

itself, v. Leaf’s note, most needlessly I am sure. There is no 
inappropriateness in their occurrence after the simile, as Hoff- 
mann supposes, if the view already stated that the heroes are 

running with undiminished speed be correct. The poet, unless 
I am mistaken, is answering a very natural objection that 
might be raised to his description of the flight and pursuit. 

How could Hector, who has never been spoken of as re- 

markable for his running powers, have held his own so 

long against the hero, who is perpetually described as wddas 
WKUS, TodapKNs, Todas Taxvs, Achilles? Well, of course under 

ordinary conditions he never could have done so; he would 
have been overtaken and killed early in the race, and so 
the poet says in effect, except for the active intervention of 
Apollo, who put speed into his heels, and saved him though for 

the last time; for as we are presently told, he soon had to 
abandon him. What there is impossible or unnatural or un- 

_ Homeric in such a statement I should be glad to be informed. 

The implication of the aorist with xe is that Hector did not get 
Achilles’ spear in his back as he ran: nor did he. There is 

certainly no implication that Hector escaped death altogether 
any more than there is an implication that he is alive to this 
day. We may therefore safely reject as worse than unnecessary 
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both Diintzer’s extraordinary conjecture tows dé xev and Axt’s 

mas 5€ vuv. 

* 

X 279 HpBpores, odd apa mw 71, Oeois errueinen "Ayirded, 
éx Avs neidns tov éuov popov: 4 Toe edns ye. 

The most advanced speculation on the origin of the Homeric 
poems accepts the whole of this passage as a portion of the 
most ancient nucleus of the Iliad (v. Leaf’s Iliad, Vol. 11. Introd. 

p. xii). Though I heartily dissent from the conclusions reached 
by the Higher Criticism, as it is called, I do not think I am 

precluded from availing myself of this admission, when I have 
' to make a suggestion dealing with the remarkable use of the 
article in Tov éuov popov. This later usage, I accordingly urge, 

is far less likely to be genuine here, than it would be in most 
other passages, and an attempt at correction may receive a 
wider toleration. I pass over the curious and much debated 
neions or netdecs, v. Cobet, Misc. Crit. p. 301, and address myself 

to what may be considered the less important phenomenon. 
Nauck’s proposal éFFjdnc0a éuov, hiatu licito, does not seem in 

my judgement to secure a reading that can be accepted as at 
all satisfactory. In the first place there is no apparent reason 

why the article should have been inserted at all, and secondly 
I imagine rightly or wrongly that a better solution might be 
suggested. It is to the effect that the original case of the noun 

after 7etdns was not the accusative, as we now have it, but the 
genitive, thus :— 

éx Acos neidns éuoo mopov. 

The archaic ¢udo was necessarily displaced by the more 

normal and equally correct accusative; and what could be 
more natural than that the article should then be inserted to 
eke out the scansion of éyuov ? 

The use of the genitive after oi8a is commonly supposed to 
be limited to the cases in which the verb means ‘to be skilled 

in,’ v. Liddell and Scott, s. v. Of this usage, generally found 
with the participle, I need not accumulate examples. But the 
limitation must not be too strictly insisted upon. Here are two 
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close parallels to the present passage as emended, which are 
worth quotation :— 

A 657 ovdé TL olde 
mévOeos, Gocov Opwpe KaTAa oTpaToV" 

ry 184 ovdé TL olda 

kelvav, ot tT écawbev "Ayaidyv of 7 adtrodovTo, 

The genitive also appears :— 

M 229 (ds cada Supe) cidein Tepawy 

O 412 (ds pa te mans) ed cid7 codins. 

I take it the lengthening of the o before uopov can hardly 
be challenged, as it has sufficient warrant in the known use of 
the cognate wotpa (kata potpar, &c.). 

* 

X 429 as épato Kralwv, eri Sé cTevdyovTo ToNiTaL. 

If there be, as I strongly suspect, a modernisation in this 
simple line, it is one that may easily be removed by reading 

) Pe \ / fal 

emi S€ otévayov ToALHTat. 

The word sroAirns or toAujtns is of rare occurrence in 

Homer, and doubtless through the agency of the zealous im- 
prover the more archaic form has almost been completely 

superseded by the later and more familiar one. One passage 
only has successfully resisted and for an obvious reason, because 
it is absolutely intractable and incorrigible. We may consider 
it a fortunate circumstance that this passage is found in the 
Catalogue, where we are always told to look for Boeotian rather 
than Ionic influence. The line in question is :— 

B 806 trav 8 é&nyeicOw Koopnodpmevos TodLHTas. 

First of all a word with respect to otevdyovro. This par- 

ticular form is well established: it occurs eleven times, unless 
we reduce the number to nine by reading orévayoyv here and 
otévayov yoowrres for the vulgate, orevdyovto yoavres, in 
t 467. The active voice is found in one form or another no less 
than thirty times. So no conclusion can be drawn either way. 
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Let us now examine the usage of woXitns. Omitting Hym. 
Dem. 99, we have :— 

7131 mpods Sopov iYnrov, bev Ddpevovto mrodiTat. 

p 206 tuKtyy KadXipoov, 60ev bdpevovto TrodiTau. 

In both cases the original ending of the line may well have 
been 

bdpevov TodunTar. 

Again the verb gives little if any assistance. There is only 
one more instance of its use « 105 ddpevovan (vdpeverv Hesych.), 
which is favourable to the change. 

If zroXirns is to be saved as an epic form, it will not be by 

- virtue of the only remaining passage, in which it is presented 
in our texts :-— 

O 556 adr Errev: ov ydp ér éotw atrootaddv ’Apyeto.ct 
pdpvacba, mpiv y né KaTaKxTdwev Ne KaT aKpns 
"TXcov aimewny édéew KtTdoOat Te ToXITas. 

Here the three infinitives with their threefold variation of 
subject afford rather a curious example of epic freedom. So 
marked a peculiarity indeed tends rather to strengthen our 
suspicions as to the genuine character of woditas. It may be 
a mere gloss on xal avtovs cf. & 47, and this seems the most 
likely account of the matter, or there may be some more 

extensive corruption, which can no longer be remedied with 
the means at our command, e.g. ctayévwv toduntav. There is 
an impossible, but fairly supported, variant «rao@ai te (CDG 
Vrat. A), which at least indicates an early recognition of a 
difficulty in the line, and helps to justify some mistrust of its 
integrity being entertained. 

* 

WV 226 jpos & “Ewodopos ciat hows épéwy emt yaiav. 

It is clear enough that ‘Ewoddpos is not an archaic form. 
Hence Ahrens proposed edr’ joogdpos, which Menrad adopts, 
neither is Fick’s Aeolic avoo¢épos materially different. What 
advantage Rzach secures by his jyos powoddpos, I dare not 
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stop to enquire. The substitution of edre for juos is commonly 

supported by the sequence of edre—tywos in the similar 

passage :— 

vy 93 «dr aothp btrepécye hadvtatos, bs Te wadoTa 
Epyerar ayyédkrwv paos “Hoods npvyeveins, 
THOS 81 VNTw TpoTeTiAVATO TroVTOTrOpOS VNUs. 

I have quoted this at length, because I strongly suspect it 
contains the real key to the corruption here. There has not 
been, I submit, any substitution of myos for edte, but the 
intrusion of an obvious gloss. I conjecture that the line 
originally ran :— 

jhuos © aatnp clot pdos épéwy él yaiav. 

That ‘Ewodcpos made an early appearance as a marginal 
explanation of aotyp is only what might be expected, nor is it 

a far-fetched assumption to suppose that the specific name soon 
succeeded in supplanting altogether the generic appellation. 
Liddell and Scott s. v. remark that ‘Ewoddpos is always 
trisyllabic in Homer: but it ought to be mentioned that this . 

is the only instance of its occurrence. If the word be here 
rejected as a gloss, Homer has no name for the morning-star, 
though he has supplied the substratum of the later title. 

* 

W319 ddrXos wev O immoce Kal Gppacs olor twetrobas 

adpadéws él tovAv édiccetar &vOa Kal évOa, 
immo. S¢ TAavdwvTaL ava Spopov, ovdé Katloyer* 
Os 6€ Ke Képdea cid EXadvwy Hacovas tmTous, 
aicl tTépp’ opowy aotpéper eyyvOev, ovdé € AHOe1, 
érmws TO Tp@ToV Tavvcn Bogoiow ipacow/,]. 
[arr eyes dogaréws cal Tov mpovxyovta Soxeveu.] 

The usual interpretation of this passage seems to me to 

labour under the disadvantage of a fundamental misconception. 

I will therefore endeavour to set forth another view, which will, 
I hope, better satisfy the conditions of the problem. It is not 
my intention to make this view dependent upon any alteration 
of the received reading however slight. I have accepted dAXo¢ 
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(319) from Syr. as preferable to adn’ bs, following most scholars 
and editors, Bentley, Heyne, Bothe, Diintzer, Nauck, Fick, Leaf 

and Platt. movAv (320) is van Herwerden’s conjecture for 
moAXov and of course makes no difference in the sense. For 
edy (322) I should prefer edcer’ (cf. © 111, II 243) as more 
metrical, but have made no change. Line 325 I believe to be 
a late insertion; but upon this no argument as to the meaning 
of the preceding passage is founded. Whatever view be taken, 

the irrelevancy of this line remains pretty much the same. 
It is generally supposed that Nestor is here speaking of 

driving round the post (vicoa, tépwa, meta) before entering 
upon the home-stretch, as it may be called, of the déavros. 
The translation would be to this effect :—‘ An ordinary chario- 
teer, who puts his trust solely in his team and car, wheels wide 
of the meta at either end of the course, his horses swerve in the 

straight and he keeps them not in hand; but whoso is of artful 

mind, though he drive poorer steeds, ever keeping his eye upon 

the post turns closely by it, neither is he unaware how he 
should urge on his horses at the first with the leathern reins.’ 

Here objection may be taken to the rendering of évOa xai évOa, 
which implies a double Siavdos at least. It is evident however 

from the race itself that there is only one yucca, which is fixed 

in the distance and is only once turned by the competitors. 
Dr Leaf rightly says that 321 is a mere expansion of 320, but 
ava Spopor, ‘in the straight,’ is hardly consistent with the view 
that 320 describes the turning. 

The fundamental misconception, as I have called it, lies in 
assuming that Nestor in these lines is dealing with the turn at 
the post at all. The whole passage may better be regarded as 

an admonition touching solely the running in the straight, 
before the post is reached. What he has to recommend with 
regard to turning the post, he says at sufficient length later on, 
beginning from 326 and ending with 343. I suggest then that 
the present passage admits of the following satisfactory ex- 
planation and no other. I paraphrase closely thus: ‘A chario- 
teer, who unlike you relies solely on the merits of his team and 
car, thoughtlessly swerves to this side and to that, over a deal 

of ground, and his horses are all abroad in the straight and he 
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does not keep them in a right line; but he who has a crafty 
mind, though he drive worse cattle, ever with his eye on the 
post drives on the inside track and forgetteth not to do so, as 

soon as ever he has once put his team to the gallop with the 
leathern reins.’ 

éXiocetat accordingly refers to lateral deviations from the 
straight line, that lies evenly between the starting-point and 

the turning-post. The meaning so given to év@a xai év@a, 
‘first to the left and then to the right,’ is far preferable in every 

respect to any interpretation, whereby it is referred to the 
turning round the post: ava Spdpor, ‘all along the course,’ ‘ the 

whole length of the first lap, is used with complete precision. 
It is only with regard to orpépes éyyiOev, which has been the 
fons et origo mali, the source of all the misunderstanding, that 

I have to defend a novelty. The whole course, the single 
Siavdos, forms a loop, which by careless driving may be made 
to approximate more and more to an elongated ring; and I 
submit that there can be no more objection to the use of 

otpépevy to express the traversing this elongated ring than to 
our own familiar expression for making an excursion out and 
home again, viz. to take a turn, or on a larger scale, to make a 

tour, faire un tour; we may even say ‘a circular tour’ according 
to the railway authorities, although the route would probably 
bear only a very remote resemblance to the circle of the mathe- 
maticians. If this be judged admissible, aieé, which is un- 
natural and overdrawn in reference to turning the post, 
becomes suitable enough when applied to the whole outward 
run. Again oddé é A7Gex is certainly not the principal clause, 
upon which the next line (324) is dependent, but a mere 
parenthesis, as usual. In this I am in agreement with Mr 
Monro. The subject to Aes may indeed be tépya; but I 
think it is better to regard ro éyyiOev otpéperv as the real 

subject. He never forgets to drive by the inside rail, as we 
might say. However this may be—the point makes no very 
material difference—I submit that the version first given, ‘nor 

is he unaware how far he should put his horses to speed at the 
first,’ is contrary to Homeric usage and untenable. On the 

other hand the temporal sense I have assigned to émmas is 
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indisputably right in M 208 and xy 22 ézrws idov, and the 
addition of ro wpaétov here makes this meaning, if anything, 

more natural and easy than ever. 
The first thing the driver has to do, so we may summarise 

Nestor’s counsel, is to whip up his horses (ravvew is precisely 

our sporting term ‘to extend’), then to fix his eye on the post 
and make for it with the least possible deflexion from the direct 

line, taking in fact the nearest way (éyyv0ev). 

* 

W492 pnKére viv yareroiow apeiBecOov éerécoow, 
Alav *ISoueved te, Kaxols, érel ovdé EotKer. 

kal 8 addAw vewecaTov, Tis ToLadTAa ye péFor. 

Doubtless Mr A. Platt is right in adopting in the Cambridge 
Homer the nominatives Avas "Idopueveds te after Wackernagel 
and Cobet, v. Monro H. G. § 164, also in giving péf for the 

traditional péfo.; but there is a further corruption in the 
extraordinary xaxois, which follows after such an interval the 

practically equivalent yaderoiow. The variant cakes (Vrat. 
A) offers a better, but still not very satisfactory, sense. The 
real reading may, I think, be slightly concealed in the avaé of 
Schol. V., which is not necessarily a conjecture, as Dr Leaf 

supposes. I suspect that the line originally ran thus :— 

Alas "[dSouevevs te, dvak érel oddé ouxev. 

There is perhaps just sufficient outward similarity between 
avaé (avaxor) and xaxkots to make the substitution of one for 
the other possible. The unusual but quite defensible trajection 
of avags (cf. A 32 and » 15) together with the unacceptable 
elision of the iota would work strongly against the retention of 
the word. Still properly understood the meaning is a distinct 
gain to the tone of the passage, and makes the rebuke. more 
worthy of the high courtesy of Achilles—‘since for princes ’tis 
not even seemly.’ On the other hand it must be acknowledged, 

that the only form of the dat. plur. of dva& found in Homer is 
avaxteaw (o 557): but there is satisfactory analogy to be 
found for admitting dva£ also in such duplicate forms as 
errant érartecw, rosol rodecor, uynothpar mvnotyperar &e. 

* 
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0 358 @s ddro, ody 5é yépovts vdos yvTo, Seidve 8 aivas, 
6pOat é tpixes Eotray evi yvaptroior péderoe, 
aT dé Ttagav. 

In order to eliminate the perfect from the midst of the 
surrounding aorists Brandreth proposed yvto voos, edue & 
aivas. In the Cambridge Homer we find vdos yuto, Fie & 
aivas (Leeuwen and da Costa). There can be little doubt 
that the imperfect is a true restoration here, and it is strange 
that. Mr Platt did not admit it into the only other passage in 
which de/dve appears as a historic tense :— 

= 34 deidve yap pn Aatpov ataunoee oidypy. 

Here Nauck recognises the error, but entirely fails in his 
conjecture rapBee to find a probable remedy. Again Brandreth 

has the priority in the suggestion of éFve. This emendation, 
the introduction of the imperfect, occurred to me independently, 
and I only refer to it now, because in one little detail I find 
myself differing from both the above mentioned readings. I 

devised :— 

voos KéxuT, edFie 5 aivas, 

which, I submit, is just as likely to be right as either of the 
others. I know the avidity with which a hiatus licitus is now 
welcomed and even sought after by some, e.g. e 87: but as the 

primitive writing was probably xéyuro without elision, the 
docking of the initial syllable, xe-, would seem a metrical 
necessity and would be resorted to without hesitation, as soon 
as the tolerably familiar deve had ousted the true original, 
é5Fve, which could only appear as an unmetrical-looking é:e, 
or an almost incomprehensible édéve. 

* 

0, 653) rév et tis ce iSorro Bony Sia vuKTa pédrawvay, 
avtix av é&etrou “Ayapéuvov trouéve Nar, 

Kai Kev advaBrnows AWaLos vEeKpoio yévNnTat, 

Two MSS. only DS and Eustathius give yévorro for yévnrat 

(655). Nauck, Fick, Leaf and Platt adopt it for the sake of 
symmetry. L. Lange advocates adherence to the subjunctive, 
which Mr Monro (H. G. § 275b) explains as expressing ‘the 
certainty of the further consequence, as though the hypothetical 
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case (avrix’ av é€elmov) had actually occurred.’ I think it may 
be worth while to broach another explanation of this ‘curious 
combination of Opt. and Subj.’ Let us reverse the point of 
view, tracing the root of the malady, not to the corruption of 
the verb at the end of the clause, but to é&eézrou in the middle 
and accordingly correct the line thus :— 

autix adv é&elrn “Ayapéuvove trouéve Nad?, 

“He would be sure to tell Agamemnon at once.” The sen- 
tence proceeds, yévntax being of course retained, “And there 
would be sure to be delay in the ransoming of the body.” 
Thus the obligation upon the discoverer to reveal the presence 
of Priam to Agamemnon would be as imperative as the conse- 
quence of telling him would be certain. 

It is hardly necessary to point out how frequently in the 
MSS. of Homer an optative is found where a subjunctive is 
clearly right (v. La Roche on P 631) and of course vice versa. 
As a matter of fact the confusion between the terminations -7 

and -o. is one of those universally recognised and admitted by 
all scholars versed in MSS. Here the presence of iSocTo in 653 
could not fail to turn é£e/zy into the correlative and usual 
éfel7rou, and that this influence should have extended as far as 
the more remote yévnraz, naturally in a weaker degree as the 
MSS. show, is a consequence of high antecedent probability. 

For the subjunctive with dy or xe in apodosis following ¢ 
with optative in protasis compare :— 

A 386 ef pév 8 avtiBiov ody Tevyeot TreipnOeins, 
ovK av ToL xpaiopunot Bios Kal Tapdées iol. 

345 ef 8é Kev eis “lOaxny adixoiueba, ratpida yaiav, 

aira kev “Heriw ‘Trrepiov tiova vnov 
TevEoper, 

and if in 

1141 ef 8 Kev "Apyos txoiue? "Ayatixov, odPap apovpns, 
yauBpos Kév pou Eou (so 283—4) 

the ridiculous éo. were abandoned, and the apodosis changed to 
ryapBpos Kév poe én, ‘he shall certainly be my son-in-law,’ we 
should probably only be removing a modernisation and returning 

to the original appropriately emphatic form of expression. 

Journal of Philology. vou. xxv. 21 
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There remains a metrical argument which might be ad- 
vanced in support of é£e/an as against éfe/7o.. The subjunc- 
tive termination -y, standing for an original -yov, except in 
those cases where the tense is non-thematic, is naturally long 
and incapable of being shortened even in thesis, although the 
present passage does not require that I should maintain this 
last position, against which it would be possible to adduce 

several passages still accepted as sound. On the other hand I 
regard it as certain that the -o. of the optative is regularly 

short before a vowel, and consequently, that all such passages 
as the present may be looked upon, notwithstanding any 
theory of permissible hiatus, as metrically suspicious and de- 
fective, eg. A 64, © 270. In the former of these we should 

read : 
¢ ¥ aA t 
OS KEV ELTTOL, O TOGCO?, 

and in the latter unquestionably: BeSrjxeuv. 

* 

Q 719 of & érel eicdyayov KAvTa Sopata, Tov pév ererta 

Tpntois év rexéecor Oécav, Tapa & eloay aowords 
Opnveav éEdpyous, of Te cTovdercay aoidynvy 

of pev 8 Opnveov, ert S& ctevdyovto yuvaixes. 

Such is the usual reading of this perplexing passage. Its 
unsolved difficulties all arise from the third line. There is 
very fair documentary authority for Opyjvev, but the best MSS. 
offer Opyvovs and nearly all have é&dpyouc’. This being so 
it is difficult to avoid suspecting that the acc. Opyvous is due 
to the prevailing é&dpyovo’, cf. B 273 Bovras éEapywv ayabds. 
Hence, as it is an impossibility to construct the two words 
together, so as to obtain any intelligible sense, a difficulty 
either accidentally overlooked or deliberately slurred by those 
early critics who rashly introduced the accusative, we can 

hardly refuse to acquiesce in Opyvev. 
Aristarchus according to the best attainable evidence is 

credited with a truly astounding idea. His reading, rudis 

indigestaque, is as follows :— 

Opnvous, éEdpyouc’ of te aTovdcccay do.dyv. 

He is supposed to have treated Opyjvouvs as an adjective, ig. 
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Opnv@dovs, and to have taken éEdpyovo’ as trajected from its 
proper place after the relative. No doubt by these severe 
measures a tolerable sense is attained, but at the cost of a 

degree of verbal torture to the unfortunate Opyvovs, which is 
simply incredible. In line 722, it may be remarked, the best 
authenticated reading is of uév dp eOpyveov, which would be 
acceptable enough, nay even desirable in itself apart from its 
documentary superiority, provided the preceding words can be 

so treated as to admit the placing of a stop after docdyv. 
Aristarchus after his semicolon of course has of wév apa. 

Let me now state briefly the views that later critics have 
taken in re paene desperata. Dr Leaf, whose luminous dis- 

cussion of this difficult passage is in every way excellent, 
suggests that orovdeocay is the source of all the mischief, 
and herein probably hits the mark, though his further sug- 
gestion of crovaynoay as the missing word is not altogether 
happy. Over and above the objection he himself mentions, 
the improbability that so familiar a word should have been 
lost, it is questionable whether of re would from its generality 
be consistent with any aorist describing the action of the bards 
in reference to this particular occasion. 

Mr Monro inclines to the opinion, which is also Fried- 
lander’s, that a line has been lost after 721, containing of 

course a verb to govern dovdyv. Leutsch, pursuing a still 
more drastic course, would remove all the words from of re 

to @pyjveov inclusive, fancying that the lacuna so created was 
once filled by a statement to the effect that the royal ladies, 
Hecuba, Andromache and Helen, acted on this occasion as 

éfapyo. Of course there is no lack of scholars who take the 
simple course of rejecting 1. 721 altogether. Lastly Axt with 
great ingenuity, but little probability, proposes to read orove- 
ecoav aowdhs olwnv 8 (wev) Opynveov or olpov dp’ éOprveov. 

It may seem presumptuous to hope to restore a passage so 
manifestly and admittedly corrupt, nor would I venture to 
claim for my attempt more than a high degree of probability 
arising from the fact that it accounts, perhaps better than 
other suggestions, for the existing confusion. Believing then 
that the original was of a simple character, calculated from its 
very simplicity to invite corruption, and adhering strictly to 
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the indication given by of re, that the clause expressed a general 
characteristic and not a particular act, I propose to read :— 

Opnveav éEdpyous, ot 7 éEdpyovcw dodnp. 

Primarily the corruption would be due to the apparent 
iteration in é&dpyous—éEdpyovow. The repetition of the 
idea, and not of the idea only but practically of the very 
word already used for its conveyance, would seem to an age 
ever becoming more estranged from the simplicity and in- 
artificiality of the old epic, a blemish of some magnitude. To 
this feeling we may, I think, attribute the loss of é€dpyovow, 
with the inevitable consequence first that é&dpyous develops 

a tendency to become é£apyovo’, and secondly @pyvwv to be- 
come @pyvovs. Such may well have been the genesis and 
development of the lectionary variations mentioned. As to 
atovocccay, the word that according to this theory has dis- 
placed é€dpyovowr or filled up the void left by its elimination, 
it may be partly due to the suggestive presence of orevdyovTo 
in the next line, but mainly, I submit, to its suitability as an 

explanation of the nature of the aowdnv chanted on such 
occasions. As an explanatory gloss on the noun it is ad- 
mirable. It really almost deserves its promotion into the text, 

if it were not that @p7jvwv already conveys the touch of mean- 
ing, which it can only emphasise by repeating. 

It may be objected, but I hope only by those whose study 
of Homeric expression has been less observant of minor 
details, that the suggested verse savours too strongly of the 
tautological to be adjudged possible for Homer—a creditable 

feeling that in all probability influenced the later Greeks to 
prefer even the muddled vulgate. To such I would say, let 

them repress the impulse to dismiss the argument with an 

incredulous smile or a dubious shake of the head, until they 
have fully considered such parallels as:— 

B 65 swepixtiovas avOpwtrovs, | of mepwaterdovot. 
I 124 mnyods aOroddpous, of aéPr\1a Twocoly dpovTo. 
y 383 aduntny, Av od Te bo Luyov Hyayev avnyp. 

t 271 Eetvuos, ds Eetvotow ay aidoloroww dmndei. 
a1 7rOe & emi rraxds tavdnuios, bs Kata aoTu 

mrwxeverk “laxns. 
T. L. AGAR. 
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